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INTRODUCTION

The loss of a language represents . . . an irreparable loss for us all, the 
loss of opportunities to glimpse alternative ways of making sense of the 
human experience. (Mithun 1999: 2)

History and Dialectal Classification

The use of the blanket term “Neo-Aramaic” in itself, as well as the 
commonly accepted convention of writing about its so-called “dia-
lects”, may give the uninitiated reader the misguided impression that 
“Neo-Aramaic” is one, homogenous language. In fact, the name is 
used to refer to all those modern tongues which can be shown to have 
their origins in the Aramaic language of old.1 In actual fact, the major 
“dialects” of Neo-Aramaic are quite often mutually unintelligible, even 
in cases of relative geographical proximity.

By the standards of the world’s languages, the degree of variety 
within Neo-Aramaic is unexpected for such a small language area. 
This state of affairs is at least partially explained by the fact that the 
once contiguous language area of the Aramaic language was carved 
up into numerous non-contiguous enclaves, which then underwent 
a sustained period of separate development. A brief consideration of 
the historical circumstances which led to this is perhaps appropriate 
at this point.

Documents written in the Aramaic language are attested almost 
continuously from as early as the 9th century BCE. Aramaic, or 
rather, a relatively homogenised form known as “Imperial Aramaic”, 
eventually became the official lingua franca of the Babylonian and the 
Achaemenid Persian empires (c. 700–300 B.C.E) and gradually super-
seded Akkadian as well as the other native languages of the countries 
which constituted the Persian empires. Even prior to the onset of the 
Christian era, there already existed a number of discernible varieties 

1 On the other hand, the terminology is perhaps best viewed as an attempt at prag-
matism, and there is much to be said for the sacrifice of a proportion of positivism on 
the altar of brevity, clarity and comprehensibility. Of course, scholars do not always 
imply that Neo-Aramaic is just one language. For example, Otto Jastrow’s 1997 article 
in The Semitic Languages is entitled “The Neo-Aramaic Languages”.
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of Aramaic, which continued to develop into two main branches: the 
eastern branch, which comprised Babylonian Talmudic, Syriac and 
Mandean; and the western branch, which consisted of Jewish Pales-
tinian Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic and Samaritan. The 
proliferation of the Arabic language which accompanied the Islamic 
Conquest of the 7th century C.E. initiated the demise of the Aramaic 
language. Gradually the vast and contiguous Aramaic-speaking world 
became, to make use of Heinrichs’ graphic metaphor,2 an archipelago 
of islands surrounded by the sea of Arabic.

It has been known for some time3 that the immediate ancestors of 
the modern Neo-Aramaic tongues are to be considered distinct from 
any one of the historically attested forms of Aramaic.4

Although the field of Neo-Aramaic studies is no longer in its infancy, 
there still remains a large amount of research to be conducted before 
we are able to make conclusive statements on the subject of dialect 
classification, insofar as such statements are ever possible at all. Nev-
ertheless, the state of our knowledge in this field allows us tentatively 
to divide up the known Neo-Aramaic dialects5 into four principal 
groups:6

  i) Western Aramaic—Spoken in Syria, in the villages of Maʿlula, Baxʿa 
and Jubb ʿAdin, in the Qalamun mountains, these dialects are the 
remnants of the western dialects of the Late Aramaic period.

 ii) Turoyo Group—Mlahso and Turoyo are the only two documented 
members of this group. Mlahso is considered to be extinct and the 
number of speakers of Turoyo is rapidly dwindling.

iii) Neo-Mandaic—Neo-Mandaic was spoken by the Mandeans in 
southern Iran and is now on the verge of extinction. Before the 
Iran-Iraq war, both Ahwaz and Khorramshahr boasted large Man-
daic-speaking populations, but most speakers have now emigrated, 
or died without passing on the language.

2 1990: x–xi.
3 There is by no means consensus on this issue. See, for instance, Polotsky (1964: 

105); Cohen (1971: 949); Kutscher (1953: 967–8) and Hoberman (1989: 6).
4 See, for instance, Nöldeke (1868: xxxv–xxxviii) and Maclean (1895, xv, xxv).
5 My caveat having been made above, I now revert to using the accepted terminol-

ogy. It is important that the reader be aware of the assumptions one makes in using 
such terminology.

6 See Hoberman (1989: 4) and Jastrow (1997: passim), which is a useful general 
survey of the whole field of Neo-Aramaic studies.
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iv) The North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic Dialects (NENA)—These dia-
lects are highly endangered and are still spoken by some Chris-
tians in the area sometimes referred to as “Kurdistan”,7 i.e. in areas 
of south-eastern Turkey, northern Iraq and north-western Iran, 
and by those who originally hail from these areas but now live in 
more stable climes. The vast majority of all Jews who inhabited the 
area and spoke NENA in situ have now left and are in Israel. The 
United States of America, Great Britain, Sweden and Canada are 
other countries with sizeable NENA-speaking communities. There 
are very many dialects in the NENA group and our knowledge of 
most of them is inadequate to say the least. It is thus rather dif-
ficult to attempt an internal categorisation.8

The dialect which constitutes the focus of the present study is a Jewish 
NENA dialect.9

The Place

Amәdya is located at 37° 6’ 0 N 43° 30’ 0 E, in what is today the very 
northern tip of Iraq, in the Iraqi governate of Dahuk, about 90km to 
the northeast of the city of Dahuk (ANA dohok) and about 8km from 
the border with Turkey. It is built on the flat top of a large mountain, 
at about 1,500m above sea level. It is currently under the official politi-
cal control of the Kurdish Regional Government.

According to their own oral tradition, Kurdish Jews descend from 
the Jews exiled from Israel and Judea by the kings of Assyria (as 
described in 2 Kings 17:6). The Jews of Amәdya preserve an oral tradi-
tion which purports to tell of the beginnings of Jewish residence there. 
One of the synagogues in Amәdya, knәštәt ḥazzan yosef ḥazzan dawid 
‘the synagogue of Cantor Joseph and Cantor David’, which stands 

7 In this monograph I will use the terms Kurdistan and Kurdish to refer to the area 
described, despite the fact there is no such separate political entity. Although the term 
is often used by those with a political axe to grind, I use Kurdistan and Kurdish purely 
as convenient descriptive appellations, inasmuch as the Neo-Aramaic speech area 
does, with a few exceptions, coincide with the area known by some as Kurdistan.

8 See Fox 1997: 94. Many have tried, however, to provide some sort of classification, 
starting with Maclean (1895: xiii). See also Tsereteli (1977). For a discussion of some 
of the more recent evidence concerning the historical time depth of NENA, see Khan 
2007. For a specific discussion of Pre-NENA see Hoberman (1997: 53ff ).

9 For the Jewish NENA dialects, an excellent Forschungsdiscussion and bibliography 
can be found in Hopkins (1993).
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until this very day in the upper area of the maḥallәt hudaye ‘Jewish 
neighbourhood’, known as šaʾuta̠ ʾleta̠ (‘upper neighbourhood’), is the 
burial place of the two founders of the Jewish community of Amәdya. 
According to a tradition given by Asaf (as quoted in Brauer 1948: 46), 
the date of this founding can be calculated as 795 A.D., but as Brauer 
puts it: “the source of this tradition is not known” (ibid.). A version 
of the oral tradition, as related to me by an informant, which I have 
translated (freely) and abridged considerably is given below:10

Many years ago, two brothers fled from Persia, where they were facing 
death by hanging, and arrived in Amәdya . . . The king of Amәdya had 
given orders that the city gates be locked at night . . . These two Jews . . . arri-
ved exactly at nightfall when the gates were being locked. No matter how 
they pleaded to be let in, they would not let them in . . . They slept outside 
the whole night. They had nothing to sleep on, nothing to cover themsel-
ves with, and it was very cold . . . At first light the gates were opened and 
they, along with all the other people, entered . . . The king took ill . . . And 
people did not know the reason for the disease. They could not find 
any treatment for the king. One of his servants related to him what had 
happened to the two Jews. The king said, “Perhaps it is because of my sin 
regarding the Jews.” He immediately gave orders that the Jews be brou-
ght to him . . . He said, “Can you cure me of this disease? . . . They said, 
‘We can pray for you and the disease will go away.” . . . The king recove-
red . . . He said, ‘Ask for whatever you want and I shall give it to you.” 
They said, “O King . . . give us as much land as is covered by the skin of an 
ox.” . . . He said, “Fine.” . . . They then took the skin of an ox and made it 
into thread . . . Now, the king was too afraid not to keep his word . . . [and] 
with the thread they encircled all of Amәdya . . . So when people heard that 
there were great Torah scholars there, they came . . . They built a synago-
gue just as was described by Ezekiel the prophet . . . The men died . . . They 
buried them in the courtyard of the synagogue . . . and built a house there, 
which they called be ḥazzane—‘the house of the cantors’ . . . and people 
would come on pilgrimages to their graves.

The first concrete evidence of Jewish settlements in Kurdistan is found 
in the account of Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela, a Jewish explorer who 
visited the area in the latter half of the 12th century C.E., as part of 
an extensive journey from Zaragoza to the Middle East and Asia. His 
account mentions the existence of a large, well-established, and pros-
perous Jewish community in the area.11 Specifically, he refers to a com-

10 Compare the version given by Brauer (1948: 46), which is very similar in content.
11 Adler 2005: 110.
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munity of 25,000 Jews in Amәdya, which is hardly credible,12 even 
if one assumes that he is referring to the town of Amәdya as well as 
all the surrounding villages.13 Nevertheless, it is clear that there was a 
substantial population of Jews.

The American missionary Asahel Grant visited Amәdya in 1839. 
He reports that, “of one thousand houses, only two hundred and fifty 
are inhabited. Most of the remaining three-fourths, and a part of the 
public markets, have been torn down or much dilapidated . . .”14 He 
puts the number of Jews at 100.15

According to my informants, there were between 40 and 70 
(extended) families of Jews who came to Israel from Amәdya, i.e. 
something in the region of 400 people out of the approximately 30,000 
Jews from Kurdistan who had left their homes and come to settle in 
the newly-formed state of Israel by 1951.16

The place known in ANA as ʿamәdya is known by various different, 
but related names. In CA it is al-ʿāmadiya and in Kurdish it is amedi 
or amede. I have chosen to refer to it as Amәdya, in the interests of 
staying faithful to the ANA word.

People from Amәdya are called ʿamәdnaye (m.s. ʿamәdnaya, f.s. 
ʿamәdneta̠). In Modern Hebrew they are called עמדים /ʿamédim/. I 
have chosen to refer to them as Amedis.

Extant Research

Hitherto, no complete grammar of ANA has been published. Hober-
man 1989 is, according to the author, “. . . based on a single dialect of 
Neo-Aramaic, the dialect spoken by the Jews of the town of Ama-
diya . . .” (ibid.: 1), but it is primarily a discussion of the function of 
verbal morphology in NENA and not per se a description of ANA, as 
can be seen from the title, which does not refer explicitly to Amәdya: 
The Syntax and Semantics of Verb Morphology in Modern Aramaic: 

12 See, inter alia, de Lange (1984: 40–41).
13 In the Hebrew versions of Benjamin’s travelogue, Amәdya appears as <עמאריה>, 

which is most probably owing to the ignorance of scribes, who misread a <ד> as a 
.(pp. 71–72) <ר>

14 1839: 45.
15 Ibid.: 46.
16 See de Lange 1984: 212 (note to illustration).
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A Jewish Dialect of Iraqi Kurdistan. Hoberman freely cites examples 
from other NA dialects and is concerned primarily with analysing the 
structure and semantics of the NENA verbal system within a broader 
linguistic context. Nevertheless, his book proved a constant help to 
me, in the initial stages of my research when I was attempting to 
acquire some level of proficiency in ANA when it was a beacon in the 
darkness, and later on, as a reference work and as a basis for deter-
mining the ideal direction for my research. The data for ANA from 
my informants are at times at variance with those from Hoberman’s 
informants and it seems that the respective idiolects of our informants 
may differ from each other. Therefore I have chosen to use my ANA 
corpus as the sole basis for the analyses in this work.

Sabar’s dictionary of Neo-Aramaic (2002) includes many words and 
examples of phrases which are labelled as ANA. The sources of much 
of the ANA data are Hoberman 1989 and Brauer 1948, which con-
tains many lexical items in descriptions of customs of Amәdya, and 
Avidani’s Haggadah, privately published in 1959, which is in Hebrew 
with Neo-Aramaic translation (although the language is certainly not 
pure ANA). The dictionary has been of great use to me, especially in 
comparing ANA with the Jewish dialects of Zakho and Dohok.

System of Transcription

ANA has been employed, for the most part, as a spoken language 
and not a written one. There are several old texts in existence, writ-
ten without exception in the Hebrew alphabet. Contemporary texts, 
which are very few in number, are written by native speakers who 
now reside in Israel, and as such also use the Hebrew alphabet. A 
writing system designed for native speakers will necessarily be differ-
ent from one designed for linguists and used in a descriptive grammar 
such as this. After consulting previous grammars of NA, I decided to 
use a minimalist transcription system of the type used by Khan in his 
various grammars of Neo-Aramaic dialects (1999, 2002a, 2002b, 2004, 
2008), with minor differences. In the main, the system aims at repre-
senting phonemes and at ignoring phonologically irrelevant phonetic 
phenomena. Nevertheless, in some cases the distinction between the 
two is not clear-cut, or there is a particular reason for marking a non-
phonological distinction. This will sometimes be to facilitate intra-NA 
comparative work and it will be used on an ad hoc basis when the 
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phonetic form differs considerably from the underlying phonological 
form, e.g. <ʾüdale> for /ʾwidale/, to represent the phonetic realisation 
[ʔy'dʰa:le].

Marking of Stress

The standard position for stress in ANA is on the penult. Penultimate 
stress is thus, in the spirit of minimalism, not marked in my transcrip-
tion. For example:

ʾarxafke (f.) ‘doughy pancake of flour and eggs’
ḅažәrnaya (m.) ‘city-dweller’
sәmmalta (f.) ‘ladder’
xă-ga ‘one time, once’

When the stress falls on the final syllable, or on any syllable before 
the penult, it is marked by placing an acute accent on the vowel of the 
stressed syllable. For example:

quṛdistán (f.) ‘Kurdistan’
k-әxlíwalu ‘they used to eat them’
k-әxlíwaloxun ‘they used to eat you (pl.)’
g-maxzә́nnoxunile ‘I (m.) show it (m.) to you (pl.)’
g-maxzә́nwaloxunile ‘I (m.) used to show it (m.) to you (pl.)’

Any secondary stress is not marked in the transcription system.
On occasion, an acute accent will indeed be placed on a vowel in the 

penultimate syllable, for clarity. This is only done where it is deemed 
necessary for the purposes of a particular discussion, such as in dis-
cussing the phonemicity of stress (see 1.6).

Marking of Vocalic Length

Throughout this work I mark a two-way vowel length distinction (that 
is to say long vs. short) despite the fact that the phonetic reality is in 
point of fact far more complex.

The two-way vowel length distinction is not marked consistently 
with explicit signs, as vowel length is, for the most part, positionally 
determined. In principle, a, i, o and u vowels are long in open syllables, 
and short in closed syllables. /e/ is always long and /ә/ is short. /a/, /o/ 
and /u/ in stressed final syllables (including monosyllabic words) are 
in principle long.

Exceptions to these principles are marked in the transcription using 
a macron to indicate a long vowel (e.g. <ā>) and a breve to indicate a 
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short vowel (e.g. <ă>).17 These symbols are also used occasionally for 
disambiguation, where it is deemed necessary for the purposes of a 
particular discussion, such as in 0.4.3 below.

Marking of Consonantal Length/Gemination

Consonantal length is phonemic in ANA. For example:

măre ‘master [of ]’ mărre ‘say (s.) to him!’

As such, I regularly mark length by transcribing the consonant in 
question twice, as demonstrated in the examples below.18

The reader will notice that, since consonantal gemination ex definito 
effects a closing of the preceding syllable, the vowel of that syllable is 
in principle short, whereas the vowel preceding an ungeminated con-
sonant would be expected to be long. In most cases, then, consonantal 
length can be said to co-vary with vowel length.19 This can be illustrated 
using our examples below, with explicit vowel length markings:

ʾắxxele ‘he is here’ vs. ʾā́xele ‘he is a brother’
qălle ‘raven’  vs. qāle  ‘his voice’

Other Signs: Diacritics, Punctuation and Formatting

A hyphen (<->) is employed for two purposes. Firstly, it is used with 
some morphological affixes for ease of reading, and to make the reader 
aware of the structure of a word which is composed of multiple mor-
phemes.20 For example:

17 It is important to note that this two-way distinction in vowel length is only an 
abstraction. Certainly on the phonetic level, the length of vowels is best represented 
as a continuum. Stressed vowels, for example, are generally the longest, and length 
usually decreases with distance from the stress. 

18 In phonetic transcription, consonantal length is marked by a postposed colon [:].
19 Certainly on the phonetic level, it is true to say that often [vC̆ ~ vC̆:], where the 

underlying phonemic value is [vC:]. Thus /ʾắxxele / is phonetically realised as [‘ax:ele 
~ ‘axele], and /qălle/ is phonetically realised as [‘qal:e ~ ‘qale]. Phonemically, however, 
the two structures are clearly distinct. For example:

mărre  ‘say to him’ vs. măre ‘owner [of ]’
hălla ‘give to her’ vs. hăla (arch.) ‘is it not?, surely’
20 An extension of this usage is to separate Modern Hebrew loanwords (and occa-

sionally toponyms and anthroponyms) from a suffixed copula form. For instance:
ʾayya HbeténuH-ile ‘this is our home’
HtfiláH-ile ‘it is prayer’
ʿawádya-ile ‘it is Obadiah’
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ʾu-g-dare ‘and they put’
ʾáhi-ži ‘you too’

The second (and related) usage of the hyphen is to indicate that the 
words which it conjoins form a single stress unit. For example:

măre-lәbba ‘kind-hearted’
ʾuṛxәt xa-yómela ‘It is one day’s journey.’
xă-ga ‘once, one time’

A colon (<:>) is used to indicate a vowel which is lengthened, often 
extremely so, as a rhetorical device. This often occurs to indicate the 
length of a period of time, or of a distance, but it may be used with 
other words which the speaker wishes to stress. For example:

mәn sạʿa xa g-ezәnwa kәs maʿallәm g-lepәnwa tọṛa ḥi:l lele. ‘From one o’clock 
I used to go to the Rabbi’s house [and] learn Torah well into the night.’

ṛeza yari:xa ta xa šaftiya ‘an extrememly long queue for a watermelon’

te̠:le b-lele ‘He came in the night.’ (This implies that he travelled a great 
distance, or that his journey was particularly arduous.)

ʾaxxa ʾitә̠n manzale gu knәšta xәška:ne ‘Here in the synagogue there are 
[some] very dimly-lit rooms.’

Ellipsis marks (< . . . >) are used to indicate a sustained pause, an inter-
ruption or a so-called “false start” by the speaker. In any event, they 
often indicate that what follows them is not a direct grammatical con-
tinuation of what precedes them.

Full-stops (<.>), commas (<,>) question marks (<?>) and exclama-
tion marks (<!>) are used in transcriptions of ANA approximately as 
in English, as required, in order to clarify the meaning of the text. An 
exclamation mark is often used, both in the transcription of ANA and 
in my English translation, to mark explicitly an imperative form of a 
verb.

All words in ANA and in languages other than English are given 
in italics.21

Words or phrases employed by speakers which are strictly speaking 
not part of ANA—that is to say, words or phrases which have been 
acquired holus-bolus as loanwords from Modern Hebrew, Levantine 

21 Any graphical differences in the form of letters between regular non-italic letter-
ing and italic lettering (such as the difference between <a> and <a>, or the difference 
between <x> and <x>) is purely a result of the standard form of these fonts and is not 
meant to imply any difference in phonetic realisation.
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Arabic, or from other dialects of Neo-Aramaic22—are marked by an 
appropriate superscript capital letter at their beginning and at their 
end. The use of <H> indicates a loan from Modern Hebrew,23 <A> 
marks a loan from Arabic and <Z> serves to indicate a loan from the 
Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialect of Zakho, which is similar to ANA and 
which tends to be very widely used in the areas of Israel where ANA is 
and has been spoken. Consider the following by way of example:

HkanirʾéH [< MH ‘apparently’] aġa lá-xzele ḅaš ‘It seems that the agha’s 
eyes have deceived him’

ʾod Amaʿrúf A [< LA ‘grace, favour’] ‘do [me] a favour’

gemәr ZtạluZ [Z ‘to them’ ≡ ANA tạtu̠] šmuwun ‘He said to them, “Lis-
ten.” ’

A subscript dot indicates an “emphatic” or “flat” pronunciation (see 
1.8 below). For example <ạ> and <ḅ>. <°> is used to indicate words 
which are entirely emphatic, in dialects like Jilu, which exhibit so-
called synharmonism.24

Abbreviations

There follows a list of abbreviations used in this thesis.

1. first person
2. second person
3. third person
A Arabic

22 Words or phrases which were a part of ANA before the mass emigration of its 
speakers to Israel, be they from Hebrew (e.g. Mediaeval or Biblical), Arabic (Iraqi) 
or indeed from other dialects of Neo-Aramaic, are generally not marked as they are 
considered to be part of the “native” lexicon. The intention is to mark those parts of 
the text which do not represent how ANA would have been used in situ, before its 
speakers came to Israel. In some cases it is clear when this is the case, for example 
where phonetic evidence or textual attestation is of assistance, but often it is rather 
difficult to determine. In such cases, an educated guess has to be made, often on the 
basis of phonetics.

23 When MH verbal roots have been adapted to ANA morphology, it would be 
misleading to mark the entire form as a MH borrowing. In such instances I indicate 
the provenance of the root in a footnote.

24 Although this term was originally coined by Yushmanov, it is also used by 
Tsereteli (1961), while Hoberman (1988) favours “emphasis harmony”. For an exten-
sive discussion of the phenomenon of synharmonism in the modern dialects of North-
Eastern Neo-Aramaic, see Younansardaroud (2001: 39–60).
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act. active
adj. adjective
adv. adverb
ANA  Amәdya Neo-Aramaic—the Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialect of 

the town of Amәdya
anth. anthroponym
antiqu. antiquated
arch. archaic
BH Biblical Hebrew
BTA Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic
c. common (e.g. of plural form)
CA Christian Aradhin—the Christian NA dialect of Aradhin 

(ANA ʾaraḍan)
CB Christian Barwar—the Christian NA dialect of Barwar (ANA 

barwar)
cnstr. construct (form)
D Dohok—the Jewish NA dialect of the town of Dohuk (ANA 

dohok, A dahuk/dohuk)
E English—Modern English
excl. exclamation
F Farsi
f. feminine
fig. figurative
Fr French
G  German
H Hebrew
I Italian
impv. imperative
indecl. indeclinable
intrans. intransitive
inv. invariable
IrA Iraqi Arabic
joc. jocular
K Kurdish (Soranî, unless otherwise stated)
LA Levantine Arabic
lit. literally
MedH Mediaeval Hebrew
MH Modern Hebrew—the Hebrew language as spoken in the 

modern state of Israel
MSA Modern Standard Arabic
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m. masculine
n. noun
NA Neo-Aramaic
NENA North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic
OA Older Aramaic25

part. participle
pl. plural
pl. tant. plurale tantum
pret. preterite
RH Rabbinical Hebrew
stat. stative
S Syriac
s., sing. singular
stat. stative
temp. temporal
top. toponym
trans. transitive
vul. vulgar
Z Zakho—the Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialect of the town of 

Zakho (ANA zaxo)

25 This is employed as a catch-all term for types of Aramaic which are typologically 
older than NA. 



CHAPTER ONE

PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

1.1 Consonantal Phonemes

The inventory of consonantal phonemes in ANA is given in the fol-
lowing table. Any sound whose phonemic status is marginal is given 
within parentheses. Where voicing is phonologically relevent, unvoiced 
consonants are given in plain script and voiced consonants in bold-
face. Emphatic consonants (see 1.8 below) have a dot placed below 
them. Areas which have been shaded in represent combinations of 
place and manner of articulation which are considered to be physically 
impossible.

1.2 Realisation of Consonantal Phonemes

1.2.1 /p/

This phoneme is usually realised as an aspirated unvoiced bilabial plo-
sive [pʰ]. For example:

parča ['pʰaɾʧʰa] ‘slice (of cake etc.)’
malәp ['ma:lәpʰ] ‘that he teach’
k-xepiwa [kxe'pʰi:wa] ‘they used to wash themselves’

Place of 
Articulation 

Labial Coronal Dorsal Radical (n/a)

Manner of 
articulation ↓

Bilabial Labio-
dental

Dental Alveolar Retro-
flex

Post-
alveolar

Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyn-
geal

Glottal

Plosive p b p̣ ḅ t d t ̣ḍ k g q ʾ
Fricative  f v t ̱ḏ̣* s z s ̣ẓ š ž x ġ ḥ h
Nasal m ṃ* n
Tap / Trill r r ̣
Approximant y w ʿ
Lateral 
Approximant

l

Affricates č j č ̣
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/p/ and other unvoiced stops are unaspirated after an unvoiced frica-
tive in a cluster, for example:

spiqa ['sp˭i:qa] ‘empty’
naxputa̱ [nax'p˭u:θa] ‘embarrassment, shame’

1.2.2 /b/

This phoneme is usually realised as a voiced bilabial plosive [b]. For 
example:

baġdadnaya [baɣdad'na:ja] ‘native of Baghdad, Baghdadi’
maġrab ['maɣɾab] ‘west’
qasṣạba [qa'sˁ:a:ba] ‘butcher’

In the environment of unvoiced consonants, it may, depending on 
the speed of speech, lose its voicing and be realised as an aspirated 
unvoiced bilabial plosive [pʰ]. In allegro speech, the voicing is less 
likely to be retained than in normal and lento speech. For example:

qbәlle ['ᵊqbәl:e ~ 'ᵊqpʰәl:e] ‘he received’
p-ḥabsilan [pʰᵊħab'si:lan ~ pʰᵊħap'si:lan] ‘they will imprison us’

1.2.3 /p̣/

This phoneme is usually realised as an unaspirated pharyngealised 
unvoiced bilabial plosive [pˁ˭]. For example:

p̣alḷạ ['pˁ˭aɭˁ:a] ‘burning coal, ember’
p̣ăp̣as ['pˁ˭apˁ˭as] ‘King (of cards)’

An exact minimal pair could not be found for /p/ : /p̣/, which renders 
the status of the phoneme marginal; however p̣ does occur in the same 
contexts as p, with no apparent conditioning factors. For instance:

čarp̣aya [ʧʰaɾ'pˁ˭a:ja] ‘bed’ tạrpa ‘leaf ’ ['tˁ˭aɾpa]
p̣anni ['pˁ˭an:i] ‘shade, corner; by the side of ’
parri ['pʰar:i] ‘my feather’

1.2.4 /ḅ/

This phoneme is usually realised as an unaspirated pharyngealised 
voiced bilabial plosive [bˁ]. For example:

ḅәṃṃe ['bˁәmˁ:e] ‘owl’
ʿaraḅaya [ʕaɾa'bˁa:ja] ‘Arab’
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/ḅ/ is shown to be a separate phoneme from /b/ by the following mini-
mal pair:

b-aza ['ba:za] ‘she will go’ ḅaza ['bˁa:za] ‘hawk’

1.2.5 /t/

This phoneme is usually realised as an aspirated unvoiced dental plo-
sive [tʰ]. For example:

tŭtun ['tʰutʰun] ‘tobacco, tobacco leaf ’
xruta ['xɾu:tʰa] ‘evil (adj., f.)’
ʾaššat ['ʔaʃ:atʰ] ‘this year’

/t/ is unaspirated after an unvoiced fricative in a cluster, for example:

stabita̱ [st˭a'biθ:a] ‘cushion, pillow’

1.2.6 /d/

This phoneme is usually realised as a voiced dental plosive [d]. For 
example:

dʾipali [dᵊʔi'pʰa:li] ‘I folded it (f.s.)’
bedata̱ [be'da:θa] ‘sleeves’
betwălad [betʰ'walad] ‘womb’

1.2.7 /t/̣

This phoneme is usually realised as an unaspirated pharyngealised 
unvoiced dental plosive [tˁ˭]. For example:

tạte̱ ['tˁ˭a:θe] ‘for him, to him’
k-palәt ̣['kpʰa:lәtˁ˭] ‘he leaves, he exits’
qatịʾa [qa:'tʰi:ʔa] ‘stick, walking-stick’

1.2.8 /ḍ/

This phoneme is usually realised as an unaspirated pharyngealised 
voiced dental plosive [dˁ˭]. For example:

ḍama ['dˁ˭a:ma] ‘playing-card’
ḍyaʿa ['ᵊdˁ˭ya:ʕa] ‘to disappear; to die’

/ḍ/ is shown to be a separate phoneme from /d/ by the following mini-
mal pair:

ʾoḍa ['ʔo:dˁ˭a] ‘room’ ʾoda ['ʔo:da] ‘slave’
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1.2.9 /k/

This phoneme is usually realised as an aspirated unvoiced velar plosive 
[kʰ]. For example:

kútroxun ['kʰutɾoxun] ‘the two of you’
p-xayәk ['pxa:yәkʰ] ‘he will scratch’
mḥaki ['mᵊħa:kʰi] ‘speak! (s.)’

1.2.10 /g/

This phoneme is usually realised as a voiced velar plosive [g]. For 
example:

gutṯa̱ ['guθ:a] ‘spool (of wool), spring, coil’
qulәng ['qu:leɳg] ‘heron, crane’
č̣angage [ʧˁ˭aɳ'ga:ge] ‘handfuls; wings’

1.2.11 /q/

This phoneme is usually realised as a unvoiced uvular plosive [q]. For 
example:

qwira ['qwi:ɾa] ‘bastard, son-of-a-bitch’
maqidәnne [maqi'dәn:e] ‘that I (m.) burn it (m.)’
daṛәq ['da:ɻˁәq] ‘that it fall into ruin’

This phoneme is often realised with a certain amount of fricativisation, 
i.e. as [χ], especially in post-vocalic positions. For example:

muqtә̣lile [muχtˁ˭ә'li:le] ‘he had them killed’

1.2.12 /ʾ/

This phoneme is usually realised as an unvoiced glottal plosive [ʔ]. For 
example:

ʾoxәn ['ʔo:xәn] ‘two days before yesterday; two days after tomorrow’
k-paleʾ ['kpʰa:leʔ] ‘he divides up’
bәzʾaʾe [bәz'ʔa:ʔe] ‘cracks, holes’

Intervocalically it may assimmilate partially to its preceding vowel. For 
example:

ʾu-ʾәtwale [ʔuwәtʰwale] ‘and he used to have’
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1.2.13 /f/

This phoneme is usually realised as an unvoiced labio-dental fricative 
[f]. For example:

fәlfәlta [fәl'fәltʰa] ‘(bell ) pepper’
masḥaf ['masħaf] ‘book’
mátọfile ['ma:tˁ˭ofile] ‘what is it like?’

1.2.14 /v/

This phoneme is usually realised as a voiced labio-dental fricative [v]. 
For example:

vjiʿa ['vᵊʤʰi:ʕa] ‘strange, bizarre’
šiva ['ʃi:va] ‘(small ) river’
mvurvәrre [ᵊmvuɾ'vәr:e] ‘he spun, whirled; he wound up’

An exact minimal pair could not be found for /v/ : /w/, which renders 
the status of this phoneme marginal. Indeed, in a number of loan-
words, particulary from Kurdish, it appears that v ~ w. For instance:

kavlana ~ kawlana [kʰav'la:na ~ kʰaʊ'la:na] ‘scabbard, sheath’
tạwa ~ tạva ['tˁ˭a:wa ~ 'tˁ˭a:va] ‘shower (of rain)’

However v does occur in the same contexts as w, with no apparent 
conditioning factors. For instance:

gova ['go:va] ‘cowshed’ gawa ['ga:wa] ‘in her’
pelava ['pʰela:va] ‘shoe’ kelawa ['kʰela:wa] ‘she used to measure’

1.2.15 /t/̱

This phoneme is usually realised as a unvoiced dental fricative [θ]. For 
example:

tә̱lәt ̱['θәlәθ] ‘third, a third part of ’
zʾŭrut ̱['zᵊʔuɾuθ] ‘childhood, youth’
kәty̱ata̱ [kʰәθ'ja:θa] ‘chickens’

1.2.16 /ḏ̣/

This phoneme is usually realised as a pharyngealised unaspirated 
voiced dental fricative [ðˁ˭]. For example:

ḏ̣ắʿif ['ðˁ˭aʕif] ‘emaciated, weak’
ġăḏ̣ab ['ɣaðˁ˭ab] ‘rage, anger, bile’
ḥaḏ̣ ['ħaðˁ˭] ‘(good) luck’
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1.2.17 /s/

This phoneme is usually realised as a unvoiced alveolar fricative [s]. 
For example:

sәpola [sә'pʰo:la] ‘sleeve, end part of a trouser leg’
benămus [be'namus] ‘ill-mannered’
kallaše [kʰa'l:a:ʃe] ‘bodies, corpses, skeletons’

1.2.18 /z/

This phoneme is usually realised as a voiced alveolar fricative [z]. For 
example:

zaduʾana [zadu'ʔa:na] ‘coward; cowardly’
g-lazәmli [gla:'zәmli] ‘I need him’
mč̣azč̣әz [ᵊm'ʧˁ˭azʧˁ˭әz] ‘that it sizzle’

1.2.19 /s/̣

This phoneme is usually realised as a pharyngealised unvoiced alveolar 
fricative [sˁ]. For example:

sạneʾta [sˁa'neʔᵊtʰa] ‘trade, profession’
ʾalmas ̣['ʔalmasˁ] ‘diamond’
wasịye [wa'sˁiye] ‘command, instruction’

1.2.20 /z/̣

This phoneme is usually realised as a pharyngealised unvoiced alveolar 
fricative [zˁ]. For example:

zụ̆lum ['zˁulum] ‘violence’
ṃozạ ['mˁo:zˁa] ‘(grape) must’

An exact minimal pair could not be found for /z/̣ : /z/, which renders 
the status of the phoneme marginal; however z ̣does occur in the same 
contexts as z, with no apparent conditioning factors. For instance:

zạnda ['zˁanda] ‘forearm’ zangin ['zaɳgin] ‘rich man’

1.2.21 /š/

This phoneme is usually realised as a unvoiced post-alveolar fricative 
[ʃ]. For example:

dabušana [dabu'ʃa:na] ‘sticky’
šulxayuta̱ [ʃulxa'ju:θa] ‘nudity, nakedness’
ḅaš ['bˁa:ʃ] ‘good, OK’
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1.2.22 /ž/

This phoneme is usually realised as a voiced post-alveolar fricative [ʒ]. 
For example:

žăžik ['ʒaʒikʰ] ‘a kind of drained cheese’
žužiya [ʒu'ʒi:ja] ‘hedgehog’
gulbarruž [gul'baɾɾuʒ] ‘sunflower’

1.2.23 /x/

This phoneme is usually realised as a unvoiced velar fricative [x]. For 
example:

xәleʾta [xә'leʔtʰa] ‘present, gift’
mәnnux ['mәn:ux] ‘from you (m.s.)’
maxәlta [ma'xәltʰa] ‘small wooden sieve’

1.2.24 /ġ/

This phoneme is usually realised as a voiced velar fricative [ɣ]. For 
example:

ġliqa ['ɣᵊli:qa] ‘closed, locked’
maġaṛa [ma'ɣa:ɻˁa] ‘cave’
mәnhaġ ['mәnhaɣ] ‘custom, tradition’

1.2.25 /ḥ/

This phoneme is usually realised as a unvoiced pharyngeal fricative 
[ħ]. For example:

ḥukkita̱ [ħu'kʰ:i:θa] ‘story, legend’
raḥuqa [ɾa'ħu:qa] ‘far’
mašiyaḥ [ma'ʃi:yaħ] ‘Messiah’

1.2.26 /h/

This phoneme is usually realised as a unvoiced glottal fricative1 [h]. 
For example:

hudeta̱ [hu'de:θa] ‘Jewess’
šahara [ʃa'ha:ɾa] ‘blind’
p-farәh ['pfa:ɾeh] ‘he will be fruitful’

1 This consonant has no place of articulation in the buccal cavity and as there is no 
form of contraction in the vocal tract to produce friction, it is generally considered by 
phoneticians that the word “fricative” is not strictly applicable, although it has been 
used historically.
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1.2.27 /m/

This phoneme is usually realised as a bilabial nasal [m]. For example:

mәšәlmana [mәšel'ma:na] ‘Muslim’
simarxa [si'maɾxa] ‘eagle’
maʿallәm [ma'ʕal:әm] ‘rabbi, ritual slaughterer’

1.2.28 /ṃ/

This phoneme is usually realised as a pharyngealised bilabial nasal 
[mˁ]. For example:

ṃahina [mˁa'hi:na] ‘mare’
šaṃaya [ʃa'mˁa:ja] ‘bald; bald man’

An exact minimal pair could not be found for /ṃ/ : /m/, which ren-
ders the status of the phoneme marginal; however ṃ does occur in 
the same contexts as m, with no apparent conditioning factors. For 
instance:

šaṃaya [ʃa'mˁa:ja] ‘bald; bald man’ qamaya [qa'ma:ja] ‘first’

1.2.29 /n/

This phoneme is usually realised as a dental nasal [n]. For example:

naxpile [nax'pʰi:le] ‘that they embarrass him’
qtịlәn [ᵊq'tˁi:len] ‘he was killed’
ʾәtrana [ʔәt'ɾa:na] ‘ladle’

It partially assimmilates to a following /g/, /q/ or /k/:

beč̣anga [be'ʧˁ˭aɳga] ‘armpit’
ʿinglis ['ʕiɳglis] ‘England’
qulәng ['qu:leɳg] ‘heron, crane’
jwanqa ['ʤʷaɳqa] ‘young’
kalunka [kʰa'luɳkʰa] ‘pipe (for smoking)’

1.2.30 /r/

This phoneme is usually realised as an alveolar tap [ɾ], or occasionally 
(in word-initial contexts or lento speech) a short alveolar trill [r]. For 
example:

roʾel ['ɾo:ʔel ~ 'ro:ʔel] ‘three years ago’
para ['pʰa:ɾa] ‘coin’
bătә̱r ['baθәɾ] ‘after’
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When geminated, it is pronounced as a strong alveolar trill [r]. For 
example:

ʾafәrra [ʔa'fәra] ‘manger’
parra ['pʰara] ‘feather’
la-mhoyәrru [lamho'jәru] ‘they did not dare’

1.2.31 /ṛ/

This phoneme is usually realised as a pharyngealised retroflex approxi-
mant [ɻˁ], and sometimes as a pharyngealised alveolar tap [ɾ]. For 
example:

ṛumana [ɻˁu'ma:na] ‘tall, high’
ʿabṛaṛe [ʕab'ɻˁa:ɻˁe] ‘rafts, ferrys’
qăṛaṛ ['qaɻˁaɻˁ] ‘choice, decision’

When geminated, it is realised as a pharyngealised alveolar, strongly 
trilled [rˁ]. For example:

sụṛṛe ['sˁurˁ:e] ‘secrets’
sụṛṛika ['sˁu'rˁ:ikʰa] ‘waterfall’

/ṛ/ is a distinct phoneme from /r/, as shown by minimal pairs, such 
as:

krele ['kʰre:le] ‘he was short’ kṛele ['kʰɻˁe:le] ‘he rented’
bәrke ['bәɾkʰe] ‘his knee’ bәṛke ['bәɻˁkʰe] ‘pool’

The phonemes remain distinct when geminated:

maṛṛa ['marˁ:a ~ 'mˁarˁ:a] ‘spade’  marra [‘mar:a] ‘tell (s.) her!’

1.2.32 /y/

This phoneme is usually realised as a palatal approximant [j]. For 
example:

yaruqa [ ja'ɾu:qa] ‘green’
ʾatṟaya [ʔaθ'ɾa:ja] ‘country-dweller, country bumpkin’

Often this consonant will be realised as the palatalisation of the pre-
ceding consonant. For example:

lyapa [lʲapa] ‘learning’
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1.2.33 /w/

This phoneme is usually realised as a labio-velar approximant [w]. For 
example:

waʿduta̱ [waʕᵃ'du:θa] ‘promise’
kalawata̱ [kʰala'wa:θa] ‘daughters-in-law’

Often this consonant will be realised as the labialisation of the preced-
ing consonant. For example:

jwanqa [ʤʷaɳqa] ‘young’
kwara [kʰʷaɾa] ‘large structure for storing grain’

1.2.34 /ʿ/

This phoneme is usually realised as a voiced pharyngeal approximant 
(or fricative) [ʕ]. For example:

ʿapsạ ['ʕapsˁa] ‘gallnut, gall oak’
jaʿoda [ʤʰa'ʕo:da] ‘axe, hatchet’
jemaʿ ['ʤʰe:maʕ] ‘mosque’

1.2.35 /l/

This phoneme is usually realised as an alveolar lateral approximant 
[l]. For example:

laġma ['laɣma] ‘bridle’
gәllale [gә'l:a:le] ‘grasses, herbs’
šqol [ʃqol] ‘take! (s.)’

1.2.36 /č/

This phoneme is usually realised as an aspirated unvoiced palato-alve-
olar affricate [ʧ]. For example:

čaye [ʧʰa:je] ‘tea’
qăčaġ ['qaʧʰaɣ ~ 'qaʧʰax] ‘smuggler’
karpuč ['kʰarpʰuʧʰ] ‘diamond (of playing-cards)’
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1.2.37 /č̣/

This phoneme is usually realised as a unaspirated unvoiced palato-
alveolar affricate [ʧˁ˭].

č̣oʾa ['ʧˁ˭o:ʔa] ‘smooth’
g-mač̣éʾwale [gᵊma'ʧˁ˭eʔwale] ‘he used to smooth it out’
qoč̣ [qoʧˁ˭] ‘pick! (s.); pluck! (s.)’

1.2.38 /j/

This phoneme is usually realised as an aspirated voiced palato-alveolar 
affricate [ʤʰ]. For example:

jămad ['ʤʰamad] ‘ice’
ʿajabuta̱ [ˁaʤʰa'bu:θa] ‘wonder, amazement’
guj [gu:ʤʰ] ‘load, burden’

It may be palatalised or labialised when followed by a /y/ or /w/. For 
example:

jwanqa [ʤʷaɳqa] ‘young’
jyara [ʤʸa:ra] ‘to urinate’

1.3 Vocalic Phonemes and Diphthongs

Back

oe

a

ui

ә

CentralFront

Close

Close-mid

Open-mid

Open
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There are two phonemic diphthongs in ANA: /ay/ and /aw/.

/ay/ occurs primarily in loanwords. For example:

čaydanke ‘tea-kettle’
ḥaywan ‘(wild) animal’
laymuna ‘lemon’
maymunkat ‘monkeys’
tạybixe ‘rebuke(s)’

It is also found in the III stem of verbs I-y, for example:

maydeʾ ‘inform (s.)!’ ( y-d-ʾ III)
la mayrәxәtta ‘don’t talk too much (s.)’ ( y-r-x III)

Other examples occur when the copula is suffixed to some words end-
ing in vowels:

ma ‘what’ + -ile  mayle (~ máʾile)
kma ‘how much’ + -ile  kmayle (~ kmáʾile)
xa ~ xaʾ ‘one’ + -ile  xayle (~ xáʾile)
tạma ‘why?, for what?’ + -ile  tạmayle (~ tạmáʾile)

/aw/ occurs in some words of native stock. For example:

koḍәnta ~ kawḍәnta ‘mule’
muxrawta ‘destruction’
mtạwsәrana ‘translator (of sacred texts)’

It also occurs in loanwords, and often alternates with /o/. For example:

ʾawṛăham ‘Abraham’
gawgawke ‘peanuts’
ḥawšiye ‘courtyards’
kawlana (~ kavlana)2 ‘scabbard, sheath’

Historical *ay becomes /e/ in ANA. For example:

*qaytạ -  qetạ ‘summer’

Historical *aw becomes /o/ in ANA. For example:

*yawma  yoma ‘day’

2 See 1.2.14 above.
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1.4 Realisation of Vocalic Phonemes and Diphthongs

There is a phonemic opposition between long and short vowels. For 
example:

mare  ‘his owner’ măre ‘owner [of]’
malәp ‘that he teach’ mălәp  ‘teach! (s.)’

1.4.1 /i/

This phoneme is realised as a close, front, unrounded vowel.

1.4.2 /u/

This phoneme is realised as a close back rounded vowel.

1.4.3 /e/

This phoneme is realised as a close-mid front unrounded vowel.

1.4.4 /o/

This phoneme is realised as a close mid back rounded vowel.
Particularly in stressed and/or open syllabes, /o/ often undergoes a 

significant degree of fronting. For example, tora ['tʰø:ɾa] ‘bull’, mote̱la 
[mø'θe:la] ‘she brought’ and kawód [kʰa'wø:d] ‘honour, respect’. Where 
necessary, this sound will be indicated with an <ö> grapheme for clar-
ity, e.g. töra, möte̱la, kawö́d. Note that this fronting never occurs in the 
environment of “emphatic” consonants, velar or pharyngealised. For 
instance č̣oʾa ‘smooth; fragile’, ṃozạ ‘(grape) must’ and tọfana ‘flood’ 
are never *č̣öʾa , *mözạ and *tọ̈fana respectively.3

3 On occasion, the so-called emphatic consonants are realised with very weak velar-
isation (although their unaspirated character is always retained). Nevertheless, the /o/ 
in the presence of such an emphatic consonant is never realised as [ö]. As such, the 
quality of the vowel can, in such cases, be as indicative of the emphasis ascribed to 
the consonant as the actual phonetic features of the consonant itself. This can be seen 
as the first step on the road to the state of affairs found in some other NA dialects, 
commonly known as synharmonism (see Garbell 1965: 33–34; Tsereteli 1961: passim). 
Hoberman (1988) favours “emphasis harmony”.
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1.4.5 /ә/

This phoneme is realised as a mid central unrounded vowel.
Particularly in the environment of sibilants, /ә/ tends to be fronted 

and approaches the quality of /i/.

1.4.6 /a/

This phoneme is realised as a open front unrounded vowel.
When short, in closed stressed syllables and in all unstressed syl-

lables, /a/ has a tendency to be realised phonetically as a more centra-
lised vowel, approaching the quality of /ә/.

In the environment of velarised or pharyngealised consonants /a/ 
is often much further back in the mouth and with lip rounding. For 
example, ṛata̱ ['ɻˁɔ:θa ~ 'ɻˁa:θa] ‘lungs’. The same vowel appears in a 
very few words where there is no visible synchronic cause. In such 
cases it is marked with a subscript dot: [ạ].

1.4.7 Diphthongs

All ANA diphthongs are falling.
/aw/ is realised as [aʊ̭], e.g muxrawta [muxɾaʊ̭tʰa] ‘destruction’.
/ay/ is realised as [aɪ ̭]̭, e.g. tạybixe [tˁ˭aɪb̭i:xe] ‘rebuke(s)’

1.5 Gemination of Consonants

“Gemination” is the overarching term given to the phenomenon of a 
consonant being produced for an audibly longer period than its single, 
ungeminated counterpart. Fricatives, nasals, trills and approximants 
are geminated by lengthening the time for which they are pronounced. 
Plosive consonants are geminated by increasing the time for which 
the air is held in the buccal cavity before it is released. Despite the 
implication of the name, a geminated consonant is not necessarily 
pronounced for twice the length of time as its ungeminated counter-
part. As such, a more exact term, which is sometimes encountered, is 
“consonant length”. Indeed, in the IPA, it is marked with the same 
symbol as vowel length, namely a colon ([:]). Gemination is in prin-
ciple phonemic. For example:

marre ‘say (s.) to him’ măre ‘owner (of )’
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Gemination is never phonemic in word-initial or word-final position.
Some examples of consonantal gemination are given below:4

1.5.1 /p/

dappa ['dapʰ:a] ‘plank, board’
kappa ['kʰapʰ:a] ‘palm (of hand)’
tạppeʾta̱ [tˁ˭a'pʰ:eʔᵊθa] ‘slope, sloping hill’

1.5.2 /b/

dәbba ['dәb:a] ‘bear’
dәbbora [dә'b:o:ɾa] ‘bee’
rubba ['ɾub:a] ‘myriad; majority’

1.5.3 /t/

kәttan ['kʰәtʰ:an] ‘cotton’
mәfattәš [mә'fatʰ:iʃ] ‘investigator’
sәtta ['sәtʰ:a] ‘mortar (= bowl for crushing herbs etc.)’

1.5.4 /d/

pәddoma [pʰә'd:o:ma] ‘plug (in sink, pipe etc.)’
qәdduš ['qәd:uʃ] ‘ceremonial blessing over wine, Kiddush’
sәdde (['sәd:e] ‘pulpit’

1.5.5 /t/̣

bәtṭә̣l ̣['bәtˁ:әɭˁ] ‘bottle’
xәtṭẹ [xә'tˁ:e] ‘wheat’

1.5.6 /ḍ/

ḥuḍḍәd ['ħudˁ˭:әd] ‘border [of ]’

1.5.7 /k/

yakkana [ja'kʰa:na] ‘only child’
čakke ['ʧʰakʰ:e] ‘jewelery’
ḥanukka [ħanu'kʰ:a] ‘Hannuka’

4 See 0.4.3. It should be noted that the absence of an example of a lexical item with 
gemination of a given consonantal phoneme in the corpus of data obtained is not to 
be construed as absolute proof that the phonological system of the language disallows 
such a gemination. Certainly, there is no a priori phonetic reason why any of the 
consonants of ANA should not be subject to gemination.
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1.5.8 /g/

xәgga ['xәg:a] ‘dancing circle’
čugga ['ʧʰug:a] ‘never, not once’

1.5.9 /q/

ḥuqqa ['ħuq:a] ‘rung (of a ladder)’
mәqqayad [mә'q:ajad'] ‘definitely, exactly’
paqqaʾyata̱ [pʰәq:aʔᵊ'ja:θa] ‘frogs’

1.5.10 /f/

kaffo ['kʰaf:o] ‘foam, layer of scum on soup etc.’

1.5.11 /t/̱

gutṯa̱ ['guθ:a] ‘spool (of wool), spring, coil’

1.5.12 /ḏ̣/

ḥaḏ̣ḏ̣i ['ħaðˁ˭:i] ‘my [good] luck’

1.5.13 /s/

ʾәssehra [ʔi's:ehᵊɾa] ‘beginning of Hebrew month, new moon’
bassimuta̱ [bas:i'mu:θa] ‘pleasantness, sweetness’
pәssoʾta [pʰә's:oʔᵊta] ‘pace, step’

1.5.14 /z/

b-lazzi ['blaz:i] ‘quickly, in a hurry’
mәzze ['mәz:e] ‘hairs’
ṛәzza ['ɻˁәz:a] ‘rice’

1.5.15 /s/̣

masṣạ ['masˁ:a] ‘matza, unleaved bread eaten on Passover’
qasṣạba [qa'sˁ:a:ba] ‘butcher’

1.5.16 /š/

kuššat ['kʰuʃ:atʰ] ‘every year’
hәšše ['hiʃ:e ~ 'hәʃ:e] ‘senses, sanity’
xәššim ['xiʃ:im ~ 'xәʃ:im] ‘innocent, ignorant, naïve’
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1.5.17 /x/

ʾaxxa ['ʔax:a] ‘here’
baruxxabba [baɾu'x:ab:a] ‘welcome’
čuxxa [ʧʰux:a] ‘no-one’

1.5.18 /ḥ/

sạḥḥata [sˁa'ħ:a:tʰa] ‘health’
tạḥḥala [tˁa'ħ:ala] ‘spleen’

1.5.19 /m/

čamma ['ʧʰam:a] ‘field, meadow’
sәmmora [sә'm:o:ɾa] ‘squirrel’
šammaš ['ʃam:aʃ] ‘Synagogue sexton’
tḷụmme ['tˁ˭ɭˁu:me] ‘loaves (of bread)’
yәmma ['jәm:a] ‘mother’
zammara [za'm:a:ɾa] ‘singer’

1.5.20 /ṃ/

ḅәṃṃe ['bˁәmˁ:e] ‘owl’

1.5.21 /n/

gehәnnam [ge'hәn:am] ‘hell, Gehenna’
mә́nnehile ['mәn:ehi:le] ‘it is from him’
jәnna ['ʤʰәn:a] ‘spirit, ghost’

1.5.22 /r/

parra ['pʰara] ‘feather’
qәštạrruš [qәʃ'tˁ˭aruʃ] ‘rainbow’
la-mhoyәrru [lamho'jәru] ‘they did not dare’

1.5.23 /ṛ/

maṛṛa ['marˁ:a ~ 'mˁarˁ:a] ‘spade’
sụṛṛe ['sˁurˁ:e] ‘secrets’
sụṛṛika ['sˁu'rˁ:ikʰa] ‘waterfall’

1.5.24 /y/

hayya ['haj:a] ‘fast, quickly; early’
xәyyara [xә'j:a:ɾa] ‘sweet cucumber’
ʾayya ['ʔaj:a] ‘this (s.)’
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1.5.25 /w/

šawwat ̣['ʃaw:atˁ˭] ‘Shevat (Jewish synodic month)’
ʾarnuwwa [ʔaɾ'nuw:a] ‘rabbit’
maxtuwwa [max't˭uw:a] ‘awl’

1.5.26 /l/

mәllesí [mәl:e'si] ‘sweet and sour’
kallaš ['kʰal:aʃ] ‘body, corpse, skeleton’
maʿallәm [ma'ʕal:әm] ‘rabbi, ritual slaughterer’

1.5.27 /č/

kaččaluta̱ [kʰaʧʰ:a'lu:θa] ‘disease of the scalp’

1.5.28 /j/

tәjjaruta̱ [tʰәʤʰ:a'ɾu:θa] ‘trade, business’
wajja ['waʤʰ:a] ‘care, concern’

1.6 Stress

Stress is phonemic in ANA, as is shown by minimal pairs such as:

mánxәple ‘embarrass (s.) him!’ : manxә́ple ‘that he embarrass him’

As a general rule, stress in words of Aramaic stock and adapted loan-
words falls on the penult. For instance:5

bomắxәt ‘the day after tomorrow; the day before yesterday’
koxúta̱ (f.) ‘star’
mәšәlmánta (f.) ‘Muslim woman’
mtaʿóle ‘to play’
năwičәrčә́rka (m.) ‘great-great-grandson’
šaxína (adj., m.s.) ‘hot, warm’
tạḥḥála (f.) ‘spleen’
xatắkar (m.) ‘sinner’
waʿdúta̱ (f.) ‘promise’

There are some regular (i.e. predictable) exceptions to this rule in the 
verbal morphology. Examples are given below.

5 See 0.4.1 for conventions for marking stress.
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The most common first person a-set suffixes (singular -әn, -an and 
plural -ax) appear to be phonetic reductions of the less common but 
typologically older first person a-set suffixes (singular -ena, -ana and 
plural -axni). The six possible first person present subjunctive forms 
of a strong verb are given below:

1.m.s. qátḷәn qátḷena
1.f.s. qátḷan qátḷana
1.c.p. qátḷax qátḷaxni6

When the second person plural a-set suffix is followed by an l-set suf-
fix, stress falls on the antepenultimate syllable:

qatḷә́tuli < qatḷetun + li ‘that you (pl.) kill me’
qatḷә́tule < qatḷetun + le ‘that you (pl.) kill him’
qatḷә́tula < qatḷetun + la ‘that you (pl.) kill her’
qatḷә́tulan < qatḷetun + lan ‘that you (pl.) kill us’
qatḷә́tulu < qatḷetun + lu ‘that you (pl.) kill them’

The addition of the past conversive particle -wa to the second person 
plural a-set suffix also occasions non-penultimate stress:

qatḷә́tuwa < qatḷetun + wa ‘that you used to kill’

This form is stressed on this syllable even when further l-set suffixed 
are added:

qatḷә́tuwali < qatḷetun + wa + li ‘that you (pl.) used to kill me’
qatḷә́tuwale < qatḷetun + wa + le ‘that you (pl.) used to kill him’
qatḷә́tuwala < qatḷetun + wa + le ‘that you (pl.) used to kill her’
qatḷә́tuwalan < qatḷetun + wa + lan ‘that you (pl.) used to kill us’
qatḷә́tuwalu < qatḷetun + wa + lu ‘that you (pl.) used to kill them’

Forms which are the result of the addition of the particle -wa plus 
an l-set suffix to forms with any of the other a-set suffixes are always 
stressed on the syllable immediately preceding the -wa particle:

qatḷә́nwalux < qatḷәn + wa + lux ‘that I (m.) used to kill you (m.)’
qatḷә́nwalax < qatḷәn + wa + lax ‘that I (m) used to kill you (f.)’
qatḷә́nwale < qatḷәn + wa + le ‘that I (m.) used to kill him’
qatḷә́nwala < qatḷәn + wa + la ‘that I (m.) used to kill her’
qatḷә́nwalan < qatḷәn + wa + lan ‘that I (m.) used to kill us’

6 The form qatḷáxni is slightly more common is normal speech. The form qátḷaxni 
can, however, be assumed to be typologically earlier and is given here for this reason 
and for the purposes of symmetry.
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qatḷә́nwaloxun < qatḷәn + wa + loxun ‘that I (m.) used to kill you 
   (pl.)’
qatḷә́nwalu < qatḷәn + wa + lu ‘that I (m.) used to kill them’

qatḷánwalux < qatḷan + wa + lux ‘that I (f.) used to kill you (m.)’
etc.

qatḷә́twali < qatḷәt + wa + li ‘that you (m.) used to kill me’
etc.

When a verb with an a-set suffix takes two l-set objects, stress can fall 
very early in a word. For example:

maxzә́nnoxunile ‘that I (m.) show it (m.) to you (pl.)’

When a -wa particle is included, stress may be pre-pre-pre-antepen-
ultimate (!):

maxzә́nwaloxunile ‘that I (m.) used to show it (m.) to you’

Two examples of antepenultimate stress are found in the preterite, 
with the second person plural suffix -loxun and with the relatively rare 
longer form of the first person plural suffux -leni:

1.c.p. qtә̣́lleni (more commonly qtә̣llan)
2.c.p. qtә̣́lloxun

In fact, whenever the second person plural l-set suffix is used, stress 
becomes antepenultimate:

qatḷә́nnoxun ‘that I (m.) kill you (pl.)’
qatḷánnoxun ‘that I (f.) kill you (pl.)’
qatә̣́lloxun ‘that he kill you (pl.)’
qatḷáloxun ‘that she kill you (pl.)’
qatḷáxloxun ‘that we kill you (pl.)’
qatḷíloxun ‘that they kill you (pl.)’

A considerable number of forms of verbs of Stem III bear stress in 
non-penultimate position. Some examples are given below:

mánxәpun ‘Embarrass! (pl.)’ (n-x-p III)
mắpәlxun ‘Employ! (pl.)’ (p-l-x III)
m-máʾwәrax ‘we will transfer’ (ʾ-w-r III)
mắqәrwun ‘Offer up (pl.) [a sacrifice]!’ (q-r-w III)
g-mắqәryat ‘you (f.s.) teach to read’ (q-r-y III)
m-mắhuyan ‘I (f.) will act as a midwife’ (h-w-y III)
wәlli múlwәša ‘I have dressed (tr.)’ (l-w-š III)
mắzidi ‘that they add’ (z-y-d III (m-z-d))
wәllu mŭ́ʾine ‘they have helped’ (ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n))
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Quadri- and pentaliteral verbs will also offer up many examples of 
forms stressed in non-penultimate position.

The addition of the suffixed copula -ile / -le and its forms has no 
effect on the position of stress in a word. For example, mató̱xun ‘your 
(pl.) village’, mató̱xunile ‘it is your (pl.) village.’, or bnatә̱d baboxun 
‘your (pl.) father’s daughter’, bnatә̱d babóxuniwan ‘I (f.) am your (pl.) 
father’s daughter.’

The suffix -ži/-ši ‘also, as well’ does not affect the position of the 
stress in the word to which it is affixed. For example:

Base  Gloss With –ži/-ši suffix
xá ‘one’ xá–ši
suráye  ‘Christians’ suráye–ši
šaqlә́tule ‘that you (pl.) take it’ šaqlә́tule–ži
g-natṛáxwaloxun ‘we used to protect you (pl.)’ g-natṛáxwaloxun-ži

Some compounds show antepenultimate stress:

ʾárbәšu ‘Wednesday’
bólelxәn ‘the night before last night; the night after tomorrow night’ 
 (< b- ‘on’ + ʾo ‘that’ + lele ‘night’ + xena ‘other’)
hár–hadax ‘the same thing (again)’
hár-u-har ‘always’
pálṣạʿa ‘half an hour’ (< pal[ga] ‘half ’ + sạʿa ‘hour’)
tḷạ́hošub ‘Tuesday’

The cliticised copula does not affect the position of the main stress in a 
word. This can cause the main stress to fall very early on in a polysyl-
labic word. For example:

ʾárbәšub ‘Wednesday’  ʾárbәšubile ‘It is Wednesday.’

Words ending in a vowel (and especially monosyllablic particals such 
as ču ‘no, none’ or la ‘no, not’) which are closely bonded (semanti-
cally) to the substantive immediately following them often draw the 
main stress onto themselves. This is particularly common in the case 
of numerals which are followed by a noun. For example:

lá-šmeʾle ‘he did not hear ( < la ‘no, not’ + šméʾle ‘he heard’)
lá-k-xaze ‘they do not see’ ( < la ‘no, not’ + k-xáze ‘they see’)
lá-hawәt ‘do not be! (m.s.)’ ( < la ‘no, not’ + háwәt ‘that you (m.s.) be)
čú-mәndi ‘nothing’ ( < ču ‘no, none’ + mә́ndi ‘thing’)
má-gәbәt mәnnan? ‘What do you (m.s.) want from us?’
tré-yome ‘two days’7

7 This is the standard stress pattern in K, e.g. dé-rož ‘two days’ (< de ‘two’ + rož 
‘days’).
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xá-yoma ‘one day’8
xamší-šәnne ‘fifty days’
xamšá-ʾalpe matw̱ata̱ ‘five-thousand villages’

Ultimate stress
dә-qtọ́l ‘kill! (s.)
dә-šmóʾ ‘hear! (s.)’
tạmá, tạṃá ‘why, for what’
ʾilá ‘G-d’ ( < ʾilaha)
tḷạ́ ‘three’ ( < tḷạha)
xa-o-xә́t ‘each other’
mәlyón ‘million’
mәllesí ‘sweet and sour’
ta̱–xzí ‘come (s.) and see (s.)!’

Despite the fact that, as can be seen from the above outline, stress by 
no means always falls on the penult, this is certainly the default posi-
tion and a number of examples can be found in the text corpus of a 
tendency to level the position of the stress in favour of the penult. 
For instance, one finds palgә́dyom for the more standard pálgedyom 
‘midday’, mirәtúli for the more standard mirә́tuli ‘I told you (pl.)’ and 
ʾәtwále for the more regular ʾә́twale ‘he had, he used to have’.

1.7 Final Devoicing of Consonants

There is a marked tendency for final consonants to be devoiced. This is 
particularly common with the genitive particle d, when it is affixed to 
the end of a word. Loanwords ending in a consonant are particularly 
prone to this devoicing, although the original voiced consonant always 
resurfaces when an ending is affixed.

This devoicing is purely a phonetic process and in principle has 
no bearing on the phonological make-up of a word. Yet in a num-
ber of cases I have judged that it is important enough (and consistent 
enough) to indicate in my transcription. For example:

8 Note the possible opposition here between two uses of xa, viz. as a numeral and 
as a quasi indefinite article: xá-yoma ‘[just] one day’ (as opposed to ṛaba yome ‘many 
days’) vs. xa yóma ‘one day, a [certain] day (as opposed to yoma or ʾo yoma ‘[the] day, 
that day]. For example:

ʾuṛxәt ʾizala xá-yoma wewa ‘It was a journey of one day on foot.’
xa yoma ʾana lazәm xazәn xa ʾuṛxa ʾayya masăle mtạṛsә̣nna ‘One day I have to 
find a way of improving this state of affairs.’

This distinction is certainly not consistently made in allegro speech, but is often en-
countered and can certainly be exploited for the purposes of semantic disambiguation.
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pinidos ‘cobbler’ (cf. pl. pinidoze)
qačax ‘smuggler’ (cf. pl. qačaġe)
xa qaddәt (< qadda + -d) sịwa ‘a stick of wood’
šeryoxәt (< šәryoxe + -d) pelavu ‘their shoelaces’
ʾixalәt (< ʾixala + -d) hudaye ‘Jews’ food’

1.8 Emphasis and Emphatics

The Semitic languages are, as a whole, characterised by a series of 
consonants which are generally referred to as “emphatics”. The name 
seems to be relatively well established in the parlance of Semiticists 
and linguists in general, despite the fact that it is a rather vague cover-
term for a number of phenomena. 9 The emphatic consonants are also 
variously referred to in the corpus of NA and linguistics as ‘flat’ (vs. 
‘plain’), ‘pharyngealised’, ‘velarised’, ‘dark’, ‘heavy’ (both vs. ‘light’) or 
German ‘abruptiv’, to give but a few of the most common terms.

The common denominator of these consonants is the retraction of 
the tongue and the raising of the tongue root towards the velum, with 
an accompanying constriction of the pharynx.10 It appears that pha-
ryngealisation rather than velarisation is primary in ANA, although 
both are often present to varying degrees.

Emphatic pronunciation in ANA is generally triggered by the his-
torical presence of emphatic consonants in OA (i.e. t ̣ and s)̣. This is 
not a regular process, however. Compare ʾәsṛ̣a ‘ten’ and ʾәsri ‘twenty’. 
Emphatic pronunciation is not limited to those consonants which 
could be emphatic in OA, or even to those which could be emphatic 
in other varieties of Semitic.

In general, historically emphatic segments are necessary within a 
word in order to stimulate the production of the new emphatic con-
sonants. However, the presence of one or more liquid consonants 
/l/, /r/, /m/ or /n/ and sometimes the labials /b/ and /p/, or even the 
semi-vowel /w/ may also trigger emphasis. The process is by no means 
regular, as there are any number of lexical items which contain one 
or more of these consonants but nevertheless show no emphatic char-
acter. For example, ṃaye ‘water’ shows emphasis, whereas miyana 
‘watery’ does not. Thus one is able to find lexical items distinguished 

 9 For a discussion of the properties of the emphatic consonants in Semitic lan-
guages, see, inter alia, Tsereteli (1961: 229) and Dolgopolsky (1977).

10 See, for example, Khan (1999: 21).
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from one another solely by emphasis. In some cases, there seems to 
be no diachronic reason for one item of a pair to have undergone 
emphaticisation of some of its historically non-emphatic consonants. 
This is the case in pairs such as:

ṃlẹle ‘he filled’ : mlele ‘it sufficed’

In such pairs, it seems that the potential for emphaticisation has been 
seized upon by the language and exploited to mark semantic distinc-
tions. The choice of which item of a pair is to be emphasised seems to 
be essentially arbitrary.

Emphasis is sometimes found in words with religious overtones. 
For example, tọṛa ‘Torah, Hebrew Bible’ (< H תורה).

1.9 Historical Background of Consonants

1.9.1 The BGDKPT Consonants

1.9.1.1 *b

The reflex of the original fricative allophone of OA *b is /w/ in ANA. 
For example:

šwawa ‘neighbour’ (< *šḇaḇa)
šawәq ‘that he leave’ (< *šabeq)

A resultant /awC/ (i.e. < *aḇC) sequence regularly undergoes monoph-
thongisation to /oC/:

šoqa ‘that she leave’ (< *šawqa < *šaḇqa)
zona ‘time’ (< *zawna < *zaḇna)

A resultant /uw/ (i.e. < *uḇ) sequence regularly undergoes monoph-
thongisation to /u/:11

duša ‘honey’ (< *duwša < *duḇša)
gure ‘men’ (< *guwre < *guḇre)

A resultant /әw/ (i.e. < *әb)̱ sequence regularly undergoes monoph-
thongisation to /u/:

katu̱ ‘that he write (< *kate̱w < *katә̱ḇ)

11 An exception is nuwya ‘prophet’ (< *nuḇya), which is almost always realised with 
a distinct -w-. The stative participle of h-w-y ‘to be born’ is also almost always huwya.
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The OA stop allophone is reflected in ANA /b/. For instance:

ʾәrba ‘sheep’ (< *ʿerba)

That the OA allophones are no longer positionally determined can be 
shown by minimal pairs such as:

baxtәd ‘wife of, women of ’ : waxtәd ‘at the time of, when’

There are a number of cases where one finds ANA b after a vowel. 
ANA b is, for instance, the regular reflex where OA *b was geminated, 
e.g. šabta̱ ‘Sabbath’ (< *šabbәta̱). In other cases, there is usually some 
sort of analogy at play. There is a certain amount of unpredictability 
as to which ANA reflex of *b one finds in verbal roots with *b as the 
middle radical. As a rule however, the choice is constant throughout 
the paradigm of a verb. For instance:

z-w-n ‘to buy’: g-zawәn ‘he buys’, zwәnne ‘he bought’, zwana ‘buying’12

d-b-š ‘to stick’ : g-dabәš ‘he sticks’, dbәšle ‘he stuck’, dbaša ‘sticking’

1.9.1.2 *p

Both the fricative and stop allphones of OA *p are reflected in ANA p. 
For example:

napqa ‘that she go out’  (< *napqa)
palga ‘half ’ (< *palga)
kepa ‘stone’ (< *kefa)

1.9.1.3 *t

The situation for OA *t is very similar to that for OA *b as described 
in 1.9.1.1 above.

The original fricative allophone of OA *t is reflected as /t/̱ in ANA. 
The stop allophone has ANA /t/ as its reflex. Minimal pairs for ANA 
/t/̱ and /t/ are given below:

xeta̱ ‘a women who has recently given birth’ : xeta ‘another’
ta̱ ‘come! (s.) : ta ‘for, to’

There are a number of cases where one finds ANA t after a vowel. ANA t 
is, for instance, the regular reflex where OA *t was geminated, e.g. 

12 From z-b-n II ‘to sell’ it can be seen that his does not extend through to different 
verbal stems. In this case the original gemination of the OA *-b- causes its retention.
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ʾatiqa ‘ancient, old’ (< *ʿattiqa). Similarly, in a number of cases where 
historically a consonant preceded *t but is no longer found in ANA, 
ANA t is found, e.g. ktu̱ta f. stat. part. of k-t-̱w ‘to write’ < *kte̱wta.13

In other cases, there is usually some sort of analogy at play. There 
is a certain amount of unpredictability as to which ANA reflex of OA 
*t one finds in verbal roots with *t as the middle radical. As a rule 
however, the choice is constant throughout the paradigm of a verb. 
For instance:

ʾ-t-̱y ‘to come’: te̱le ‘he came’, k-ete̱ ‘he comes’, ʾta̱ya ‘coming’
p-t-x ‘to open’: ptәxle ‘he opened’, k-patәx ‘he opens’, ptaxa ‘opening’

/t/̱ undergoes a shift to /t/ when it precedes /l/ or /n/. For example:

ʾәtle ‘he has’ < ʾit ̱+ le
mәtle ‘he died  < m-y-t ̱
xәtna ‘bridegroom’ < *ḥitṉa

1.9.1.4 *d

Both the fricative and stop allphones of OA *d are reflected in ANA d. 
This is unlike the situation for its unvoiced counterpart (OA *t), where 
a fricative pronunction survives in ANA. For example:

dәqna ‘beard’  (< *diqna)
dide ‘his, of him’ (< *dide)

1.9.1.5 *g

In most cases, the fricative allomorph of *g has been weakened to /ʾ/ 
or ø. For example:

peʾla ‘radish’ (< *paġla)
raʾša ‘that she wake up’ (< *raġša)
zoʾa ‘couple, pair’ (< *zoġa)
naʾәs ‘that he bite, sting’ (< *naġes)

Where postvocalic *g was geminated, the ANA reflex is /g/. For 
example:

duglana ‘liar’ (< *duggәlana)
gәgla ‘skein, roll, spool’ (< *gәggәla < *gәlgәla < *galgәla)14

13 See 4.1.7.10.
14 Cf. BTA גלגל ‘wheel’, also ‘wheel-work at wells, crane, etc.’
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In a very few cases, /ġ/ is retained. For example:

laġma ‘bridle’

Most occurrences of ANA /ġ/ are, however, in loanwords. For example:

j-ġ-l ‘to occupy oneself ’ III ‘to keep busy, to distract’ (< * ž-ġ-l < A š-ġ-l)
ġlaqa ‘locking’ (< A)
laġlaʿomer ‘Lag Ba-Omer (Jewish festival)’ (< H)
maġaṛa ‘cave’ (< A)

Sometimes, however, a ġ in a foreign word will be devoiced. For 
instance:

sạx ‘healthy’ (< K saġ)

It is to be assumed that the pathway from *ġ to /ʾ/ had a pharyngeal as 
an intermediate stage, as evinced by l-ʿoya ‘inside’ < lәġoʾa15 and yaʿisa 
‘husband of wife’s sister’ < *ʾaġisa.

1.9.1.6 *k

The situation for OA *k is parallel to that for OA *b as described in 
1.9.1.1 above and that for OA *t in 1.9.1.3 above.

The original fricative allophone of OA *k is reflected as x, which is 
a separate phoneme /x/ in ANA. The shift of OA *ḥ to ANA x (see 
1.9.2.1 below) has added considerably to the functional load of /x/. 
Minimal pairs for ANA /x/ and /k/ are given below:

xalwe ‘his milk’ : kalwe ‘dogs’
musxeli ‘I taught him to swim’ : muskeli ‘I awarded (to) him’

There are a number of cases where one finds ANA k after a vowel. 
ANA k is, for instance, the regular reflex where OA *k was geminated, 
e.g. rakixa ‘smooth’ (< *rakkiḥa).

There is a certain amount of unpredictability as to which ANA reflex 
of OA *k one finds in verbal roots with OA *k as the middle radical. 
As rule though, the choice is constant throughout the paradigm of a 
verb. For instance:

ʾ-x-l ‘to eat’: xәlle ‘he ate’, k-exәl ‘he eats’, ʾixala ‘eating’
r-k-w ‘to ride’: rkule ‘he rode, g-raku ‘he rides’, rkawa ‘riding’

15 Also, in those dialects of NENA which show synharmonism, words which origi-
nally had *[γ] may sometimes show flatting (see Tsereteli 1990: 38–9). For example, 
Jilu °raš ‘that he wake up’ (< *r-ġ-s) (Fox 1977, glossary).
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1.9.2 Pharyngeal Consonants

1.9.2.1 *ḥ

As is usual in NENA dialects, the unvoiced pharyngeal fricative *ḥ has 
merged with /x/.

moxa ‘brain’ (< *moḥa)
naxira ‘noseʾ  (< *naḥira ‘nostril’)
xola ‘rope’ (< *ḥaḇla)
x-z-y ‘to see’ (< *ḥ-z-y)

In a few words of Aramaic stock, *ḥ has been retained. For instance:

ḍ-ḅ-ḥ ‘to slaughter’ (< *d-b-ḥ)
ḥuqqa ‘rung (of ladder)’ (< *ḥawqa)
n-q-ḥ ‘to touch’ (< *n-q-ḥ ‘to peck’?)
pәsḥa ‘Passover’ (< *pisḥa)
qarqaḥta ‘break of day’ (cf. *q-r-ḥ ‘to be bald’)16

q-d-ḥ ‘to kindle, to light fire’ (< *q-d-ḥ ‘to burn, to blaze’)
raḥuqa ‘far’ (< *raḥoqa)
r-ḥ-m II ‘to have mercy’ (< *r-ḥ-m)
ṛumḥa ‘spear’ (< *rumḥa)

In some of these words, it seems that Arabic or Hebrew cognates have 
influenced the retention of the pharyngeal (e.g. ḍ-ḅ-ḥ and pәsḥa). In 
others, the phonetic environment has been the deciding factor. Often 
the presence of a /q/ (as in raḥuqa and n-q-ḥ) or of liquid consonants17 
(as in ṛumḥa or ṛ-ḥ-m II) appears to have effected the retention of 
the pharyngeal. This is, however, not a regular process, as is demon-
strated by the existence of lexical items like p-q-x ‘to bloom, to blos-
som’, qamxa ‘flour’, xpaqa ‘bosom’, ʾәrxa ‘guest’ and xmara ‘ass’.

By far the most common occurrences of /ḥ/ are in loans from 
Hebrew, Arabic and Kurdish. For example:

ʿaqedәt ʾәsḥaq ‘the Binding of Isaac’ (< H)
daḥla ‘thicket, bush’ (< K)
fărah ‘joy, celebration’ (< A)
ḥal ‘situation, wealth’ (< A)
ḥadiqa ‘garden, park’ (< A)
ḥanna ‘Hannah (anth.)’ (< H)
ḥanukka ‘festival of Hannuka’ (< H)

16 One assumes that the semantic shift came about via a meaning of ‘to be clear, 
blank’.

17 See 1.8 above.
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ḥašwan ‘(Jewish lunar month of ) Heshvan’ (H)
ḥawwa ‘Eve (anth.)’ (< H)
ḥirik ‘athletic, strong’ (< K)
ḥ-k-m ‘to rule, to govern’ (< A)
ḥluka ‘plum’ (< K)
maḥalle ‘neigbourhood’ (< A)
mašiyaḥ ‘Messiah’ (< H)
mәnḥa ‘afternoon prayer service’ (< H)
raḥat ‘calm, placid’ (< K)

Sometimes a pharyngeal appears in a loanword in ANA, where the 
source language does not have a pharyngeal. This may be viewed as 
hypercorrection. For example:

q-ḥ-r ‘to be sad’ (< A q-h-r)

1.9.2.2 *ʿ

As is usual in NENA dialects, the voiced pharyngeal fricative *ʿ has, in 
the vast majority of cases, undergone weakening to /ʾ/:

ʾarʾa ‘land, earth’ (< *ʾarʿa)
ʾena ‘eye’ (< *ʿayna)
beʾta ‘egg’  (< *beʿta)
šoʾa ‘seven’  (< *šabʿa)
swaʾta ‘satiety’ (< *sḇaʿta)
tә̣mʾa ‘taste’ (< *tạʿma)
zʾora ‘small’ (< *zʿora)

Sometimes *ʿ has been weakened to ø. For example:

ʾarba ‘four’  (< *ʾarbʿa)

In some words of Aramaic stock, */ʿ/ has been retained. For example:

ʿaqәrwa ‘scorpion’ (<*ʿaqarḇa <*ʿaqraḇa)
n-ʿ-r ‘to bray’ (< * n-ʿ-r)
ʿapsạ ‘gallnut, gall oak’ (< *ʿapsạ)

By far the most common occurrences of /ʿ/ are in loans from Hebrew, 
Arabic and Kurdish. For example:

ʿabṛa ‘raft, ferry’ (< K/A)18

ʿaqedәt ʾәsḥaq ‘the Binding of Isaac’ (< H)
ʿeser dәbbarot ‘the Ten Commandments’ (< H)
ʿolam ‘world’ (< H)

18 Cf. K ḥabra and A ʿ-b-r ‘to cross’.
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ṛašaʿ ‘evil (man)’ (< H)
šamʿa pl. šamʿe ‘wax; (wax) candle’ (< A)
waʿda ‘time; season’ (< A)

Sometimes a pharyngeal appears in a loanword in ANA, where the 
source language does not have a pharyngeal. This may be viewed as 
hypercorrection. For example:

ʿiyyar ‘(Jewish lunar month of ) Iyar’ (< H אייר)
ʿinsan ‘man, mankind’ (< A ʾinsān)
ʿ-m-r II ‘to be a know-it-all, to correct [someone] incessantly’ (< A 
ʾ-m-r)
júrʿәta ‘courage, bravery’ (< K < A jurʾa)
qurʿan ‘the Quran’ (< A qurʾān)



CHAPTER TWO

NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY

Languages which find themselves in situations of contact with other 
languages generally undergo a process of mutual lexical borrowing. 
ANA is no exception in this regard. When presenting a systematic 
grammar such as that offered herein, it is not satisfactory simply to 
classify the nouns of ANA according to their putative etymological 
origins as either borrowed or native. The manifest difficulties associ-
ated with ascertaining an unequivocal etymology of each and every 
lexeme aside, such a classification would not give an accurate descrip-
tion of the synchronic state of ANA, which is after all the primary 
aim of this study. It is surely far more logical to divide the nouns of 
the dialect into two synchronically significant categories, viz. nouns 
that follow (or have been adapted to follow) ANA morphological pat-
terns for nouns and those that do not (or have not). This leaves us 
with a situation wherein we shall necessarily classify together nouns 
assumed to be ultimately of Aramaic stock (e.g. yama (m.) (arch.) 
‘sea’), of Kurdish origin (e.g. dara (m.) ‘tree’), Arabic origin (watṛ̣a 
‘(non-kosher) intestine/s’ < A watar- ‘tendon, corde’), or for that mat-
ter of any derivation, which end in an -a and follow the morphological 
patterns for the so-called “native” stock as outlined below.1 These will 
constitute Class I. The second class of nouns is accordingly composed 
of those nouns which do not end in -a, do not follow the “native” mor-
phological patterns, or both. They may be of Aramaic origin (e.g. gare 
(m.) ‘roof ’, kalo (f.) ‘bride’) or of foreign origin (e.g. kursi (m.) ‘chair’ 
(< MSA kursiy- ‘throne, chair’),2 šamandăfar ‘train, railway’ (< IrA < 
F chemin de fer ‘railway’), lewi ‘Levite’ (< H לוי ‘Levite’)).

1 Note the necessarily circular nature of this classfication: native words are defined 
as words that correspond to native morphological patterns, which are in turn classified 
as native because native words fit into them.

2 Although the Arabic word itself was originally borrowed from OA כורסיא (which 
is itself a borrowing from Akkadian), the proximate source of kursi in ANA is to be 
found undoubtedly in Arabic.
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2.1 Class I: Nouns Ending in -a, -ta (f.) or -ta̠ (f.)

2.1.1 Patterns

2.1.1.1 CvCa

CaCa ʾaxa (m.) ‘brother’
 čara (f.) ‘long robe and wrap worn by women’
 kaka (m.) ‘tooth’
 mara (m.) ‘owner, master’
 mata̠ (f.) ‘village’
 naša (m.) ‘person’
 nata̠ (f.) ‘ear’
 qala (m.) ‘voice, sound’
 qaša (m.) ‘priest’
 xala (m.) ‘vinegar’
CeCa ʾeda (m.) ‘festival’
 ʾeta (f.) ‘church’
 kepa (m.) ‘stone’
 qetạ (m.) ‘summer’
 sepa (m.) ‘sword’
 tẹra (m.) ‘large bird, fowl’
CiCa ʾida (f.) ‘hand’
 čila (f.)  ‘bloke, bugger (joc. or vul.)’
 mita̠ (m.) ‘dead person’
 nira (m.) ‘yoke’
 sịwa (m.)  ‘wood, tree’
 tịna (m.) ‘mud’
CoCa ʾoda (m.) ‘slave’
 ʾoḍa (f.) ‘room’
 bola (m.) ‘hair (on head)’
 čoka (f.) ‘the outside of the elbow joint’
 koda (f.) ‘liver’
 loḥa (m.) ‘tablet (of stone)’
 moxa (m.) ‘brain’
 pozạ (m.) ‘chin’
 qora (f.) ‘grave’
CuCa duka (f.)  ‘place’
 duša (m.) ‘honey’
 guda (m.) ‘interior wall; leather container for 
   liquids; churn’
 susa (m.) ‘horse’
 suta (m.)  ‘dam’
 šula (m.) ‘work, job’
 šura (m.) ‘wall (of a city)’
 tuma (m.) ‘garlic’
 tuna (m.) ‘straw’
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2.1.1.2 CvCvCa
CaCaCa ʿašaya (m.) ‘supper’
 baṛaza (m.) ‘pig, wild boar’
 jamaʿa (f.)  ‘community, congregation, group’
 maġaṛa (f.)  ‘cave’
 nasạya (m.) ‘warrior, fighter’
 nawaga (m.) ‘grandson’
 qaraya (m.) ‘literate person’
 rakawa (m.) ‘horseman’
 sarada (m.) ‘large wooden sieve’
 waṛaqa (f.) ‘paper’
 zaqara (m.) ‘weaver’
CăCaCa zắlata (f.) ‘salad’
CaCăCa tạnăga (m.)  ‘bin, tin’
CaCәCa čadәra (f.) ‘tent’
CaCiCa ʿaliqa (m.) ‘fodder’
 daqiqa (f.) ‘minute’
 ṃahina (f.)  ‘mare’
 naxira (m.)  ‘nose’
 warida (m.) ‘root; vein’
CaCoCa ʾamoya (m.) ‘paternal uncle’
 ḥakoma (m.) ‘king’
 jaʿoda (m.)  axe, hatchet’
 sawoya (m.) ‘grandfather’
 xaloya (m.) ‘maternal uncle’
CaCuCa kanuna (m.) ‘stove’
 šabuqa (m.) ‘rod, stick’
 xabuša (m.) ‘apple’ 
 yatuma (m.) ‘orphan, child orphaned of his 
  father’
CiCaCa ḥilana (m.) ‘cheater’
 jigaṛa (f.) ‘cigarette, cigar’
 jirana (m.) ‘neighbour’
 lišana (m.) ‘tongue, language’
 šinana (m.) ‘gum (of mouth)’
CiCăCa fišăka (m.) ‘bullet’
CeCiCa neriya (m.) ‘he-goat’
 sevika (m.) ‘a child orphaned of his mother’
 šerika (m.) ‘(business) partner’
CoCaCa kolana (m.) ‘path, alley’
 tọfana (f.) ‘flood’
CoCăCa gozăka (m.)  ‘ankle’
CoCeCa xošeba (m.)  ‘Sunday’
CoCiCa qotịya (f.) ‘box, can’
 dodiya (f.)  ‘swaddling’
CuCaCa ġulama (m.)  ‘servant, slave’
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2.1.1.3 CvCCa

CaCCa ʾamta (f.) ‘paternal aunt’
 ʿapsạ (m.) ‘gallnut, gall oak’
 garma (m.) ‘bone’
 kalta̠ (f.)  ‘daughter-in-law’
 laġma (m.) ‘bridle’
 marʾa (m.) ‘pain, illness’
 zạnda (f.)  ‘forearm’
CәCCa ʾәmma  ‘(one) hundred’
 dәbba (f.) ‘bear’
 dәqna (m.) ‘beard’
 mәšxa (m.) ‘butter, milk fat’
 nәdra (m.) ‘vow’
 tә̣lla (f.)  ‘shadow, shade’
 xәtna (m.) ‘bridegroom’
CeCCa3  behra (f.)  ‘well, pit; lion’s den; light’
 dehwa (m.) ‘gold’
 leʾma (m.)  ‘cheek, jaw’
 peʾla (m.) ‘radish’
 sehra (m.)  ‘moon’
 šeʾda (f.)  ‘almond’
 teʾna (f.) ‘fig, fig tree’
 tẹʾna (m.) ‘burden, load’
CoCCa golka (m.)  ‘calf, young bull’
 ḥoxma (f.) ‘intelligence’
CuCCa ʿutṃa (f.) ‘thigh’
 ʾuqba (f.) ‘heel’
 buxra (m.) ‘first-born (son)’
 nuqba (m.)  ‘hole’
 ṛumḥa (f.) ‘spear’
 xulma (m.) ‘dream’

2.1.1.4 CCvCa
CCaCa gdada (m.) ‘cord, string’
 kta̠wa (m.) ‘letter, writing, manuscript’
 qdala (f.) ‘neck’

3 Most ANA nouns of the pattern CeCCa seem to have come about as a result of 
a phonetic variation of an underlying CәCCa pattern, conditioned by the presence of 
/ʾ/ or / h/ (or in theory by /ʿ/, although no examples are found in the corpus) as the 
second radical. For example, *lәʾma  leʾma. In fact there exists a general phonetic 
rule that:

ә > e / _ʾ, ʿ, h.
The same phonetic process is evident in the preterite of verbal roots ending in one of 
these three root letters. For example *šmeʾle  šmeʾle ‘he heard’, *frәhle  frehle ‘he 
was fertile’ and *vjәʿle  *vjeʿle ‘he was strange’.
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 šraʾa (m.) ‘oil-lamp’
 šwawa (m.) ‘guest, neighbour’
 xmara (m.) ‘ass’
 xwara (m.) ‘albumen’
CCiCa ʾlina (f.) ‘large container’
 mzida (f.) ‘leather bag for rice, wheat etc.’
 skina (f.) ‘knife’
CCoCa brona (m.) ‘son’
 tṛ̣osạ (m.) ‘truth’
CCuCa ḥluka (f.) ‘plum’
 stuna (f.) ‘pillar, colum’
 xlula (m.) ‘wedding, wedding ceremony’

2.1.1.5 CCvCCa

CCәCCa prәzla (m.) ‘iron’

2.1.1.6 CCvCvCa

CCoCaCa ṛʾodana (f.)  ‘earthquake’

2.1.1.7 CvCCvCa

CaCCaCa čarp̣aya (f.) ‘bed’
 fassada (m.)  ‘informer, telltale’
 gammara (m.) ‘tanner (of hide)’
 gawwaya (m.)  ‘beggar’
 kappaṛa (f.) ‘expiation’
 kavlana (f.) ‘scabbard, sheath’
 qalqala (m.) ‘lower shoulder’
 zammara (m.) ‘singer’
CaCCәCa zangәla (m.)  ‘small, hand-held bell; penis 
  (children’s euphemism)’
CaCCiCa makkina (f.) ‘machine’
CaCCoCa šandoxa (m.)  ‘pestle, small hammer’
CaCCuCa kammuna (f.) ‘cumin’
 laymuna (f.) ‘lemon’
CәCCaCa ʿәnnaba (m.)  ‘milk tooth’
 ʾәryana (f.) ‘rain’
 bәzmara (m.) ‘nail’
 dәkkana (f.) ‘shop’
 fәstaqa (f.)  ‘pistachio nut; pistachio tree’
 xәyyara (f.) ‘sweet cucumber’
CәCCiCa mәskina (m.) ‘poor man, unlucky man’
CәCCoCa dәbbora (f.) ‘bee’
 xәžbona (m.) ‘account, bill’
 pәddoma (m.) ‘plug (in sink, pipe etc.)’
 šәryoxa (m.) ‘shoelace’
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CuCCaCa šubbaka (f.) ‘window’
CuCCiCa qusṛiya (f.)  ‘vessel for collecting a child’s
  faeces, chamber pot’

2.1.1.8 CvCvCCa

CiCaCCa sidanqa (m.)  ‘small container (for storing fresh 
  meat)’
 simarxa (m.) ‘eagle’
CiCәCCa sịsә̣rka (m.) ‘cricket’

2.1.1.9 Cvta/Cvta̠ ( f.)

Cata/Cata̠ mata̠ ‘village’
 nata̠ ‘ear’
 pata̠ ‘face, surface’
 šata ‘year’
 xata̠ ‘sister’
Ceta/Ceta̠ ʾeta ‘church’
 xeta̠  ‘a women who has given birth in 
  the last 30 days’
Cota sota ‘grandmother’

2.1.1.10 CvCta/CvCta̠ (f.)

CaCta/CaCta̠ dašta  ‘field’
 kalta̠ ‘daughter-in-law’
 karta  ‘bundle’
 masta ‘yoghurt’
 qarta̠ ‘cold, cold weather’
 šabta̠ ‘week; Sabbath’
CәCta/CәCta̠ gәnta̠  ‘garden’
 kәsta ‘small bag; pocket’
 mәsta ‘hair’
 qәšta ‘bow; rainbow’
 ṛәsta  ‘cord, washing line’
 sәkta̠ ‘peg’
CeCta/CeCta̠4 beʾta  ‘egg’,
 deʾta̠ ‘perspiration’

4 Most nouns of the pattern CeCta/CeCta̠ seem to have come about as a result of 
a phonetic variation of an underlying CәCta̠ pattern, conditioned by the presence of 
/ʾ/ (or in theory by /ʿ/ or /h/, although no examples are found in the corpus) as the 
second radical. For example, *dәʾta̠  deʾta̠. The general phonetic rule was given in 
footnote 45 above: ә > e / _ʾ, ʿ, h.
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CoCta5 boʾta ‘pit (of fruit), roasted seed eaten
  as a snack’
CuCta̠ /CuCta dukta̠  ‘place’
 gupta  ‘cheese’
 gutt̠a̠ ‘spool (of wool)’
 jurta  ‘(pool of ) urine’
 pukta ‘burp’
 ruqta  ‘(amount) of spittle’
 susta ‘mare’

2.1.1.11 CCvta/CCvta̠ ( f.)

CCata/CCata̠ brata ‘daughter’
 xmata̠ ‘mother-in-law’
CCeta̠ kte̠ta̠ ‘chicken’
 šteta̠ ‘drink, (act of ) drinking’
 xyeta̠ ‘(act of ) living’
CCita̠ šwita̠ ‘carpet’
CCota̠ sḷ̣ota̠ ‘prayer’
CCuta̠ ktu̠ta̠ ‘amulet

2.1.1.12 CCvCta/CCvCta̠ (f.)

CCaCta/CCaCta̠ nʾasta ‘bite, sting’
 sparta ‘hope’
 xmarta ‘jenny-ass’
 xwarta̠ ‘afterbirth’
 yʾalta ‘child (f.)’
 zwaʾta ‘pita bread’
CCәCta̠/CCәCta  ʾšәkta̠  ‘testicle’
 knәšta  ‘synagogue’
 ptә̠lta ‘wick’
 skәṛta ‘drunkenness’

5 Most nouns of the pattern CoCta seem to have come about as a result of a 
phonetic variation of an underlying CuCta pattern, conditioned by the presence of 
/ʾ/ or / h/ (or in theory by /ʿ/, although no examples are found in the corpus) as the 
second radical. In general, the CuCCa pattern itself is produced by a general phonetic 
rule that:

-oCC- > -uCC-
Now it would seem that the the presence of /ʾ/, /ʿ/,or /h/ as the first consonant after 
/o/ in this phonetic environment either blocks the shift, (or perhaps causes a second 
shift of [u] back to [o]) More fully then:

-oC1C2- > -uC1C2- / C1 ≠ ʾ, ʿ, h. 
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CCeCta̠6 ydeʾta̠ ‘knowledge’
 zdeʾta̠ ‘fear’
CCuCta/CCuCta̠ nšuqta ‘kiss’
 s ̣ʿ urta ‘curse’
 tḷ̣umta̠ ‘loaf (of bread)’
CCoCta/CCoCta̠7 zroʾta  ‘planting; crop’
 zdoʾta̠ ‘fear’

2.1.1.13 CvCvta̠/ CvCvta ( f.)

CaCita̠/CaCita dalita̠ ‘vine’
 garita̠  ‘balcony, veranda’
 qarita̠  ‘beam’
CuCita̠ kulita̠  ‘kidney’
 kusita̠  ‘hat’
 nunita̠  ‘fish’

2.1.1.14 CCvCit̠a

CCaCita̠ stabita̠  ‘cushion, pillow’

2.1.1.15 CvCCit̠a

CaCCita̠ šaqqita̠  ‘channel, conduit’
CәCCita̠ xәtṭịta̠ ‘grain of wheat’
CuCCita̠ quṛnita̠  ‘(external) corner’
 ḥukkita̠  ‘story, legend, folktale’

2.1.1.16 CvCvCta

CaCaCta bajanta  ‘tomato’
 nawagta ‘granddaughter’
 qaramta ‘blanket’
CaCәCta/
CaCәCta̠ ʿasә̣rta  ‘evening’
 kalәpta̠ ‘bitch’
 maxәlta ‘small wooden sieve’
 qalәpta̠ ‘shell (of nut)’
 salәmta ‘cockscomb’
 yabәšta ‘raisin’
 zạṛәqta ‘wasp’

6 This is a phonetic variant of CCәCta̠, in accordance with the rule given in footnote 2 
above: ә > e / _ʾ, ʿ, h.

7 These are phonetic variants of CCuCta and CCuCta̠ above, respectively, in accor-
dance with the rule given in footnote 4 above: -oC1C2- > -uC1C2-, where C1 ≠ ʾ, ʿ, h.
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CaCeCta/
CaCeCta̠8 gareʾta  ‘razor’
 sạneʾta ‘trade, profession’
 taneʾta ‘letter (of the alphabet)’
 qareʾta̠  ‘pumpkin’
CaCoCta9 baloʾta ‘throat’
 sạboʾta ‘finger’
 taʿolta ‘game’
CaCuCta/
CaCuCta̠ garusta handmill’
 ḥakumta  ‘queen’
 šapukta̠ ‘Kurdish jacket’
 yatumta ‘orphan (f.)’
CәCeCta̠10 dәmeʾta̠  ‘tear’
 b ̣әč̣eʾta̠  ‘bastard (f.)’
 xәleʾta  ‘present, gift’
CeCuCta mepuxta ‘raisin juice / syrup’
CiCaCta  ʾidamta  ‘wife of spouse’s brother’
 ʾizalta  ‘journey’
CiCәCta̠ šivәkta̠ ‘valley’
CoCәCta/
CoCәCta̠ dorәkta̠  ‘loaf (of bread)’
 kočәkta̠  ‘teaspoon, utensil, piece of cutlery’
 koḍәnta  ‘mule’
 qotә̠rta ‘package, bundle’
 sobәrta̠ ‘bracelet’
 sotәnta ‘old woman’
CoCeCta̠11 toleʾta̠ ‘worm’
CuCaCta xuratt̠a ‘friend (f.)’
CuCәCta̠ čučәkta̠ ‘(small ) bird’
 hučәkta̠  ‘long piece of material attached
  to sleeve, used as a handguard or a face 
  towel’
 kulәkta̠ ‘ulcer’
 šubәlta̠ ‘ear of corn’
 xumәrta̠ ‘bead’

 8 These are phonetic variants of CaCәCta and CaCәCta̠ above, respectively, in 
accordance with the rule given in footnote 2 above: ә > e / _ʾ, ʿ, h.

 9 This is a phonetic variant of CaCuCta below, in accordance with the rule given 
in footnote 47 above: -oC1C2- > -uC1C2-, where C1 ≠ ʾ, ʿ, h.

10 This is a phonetic variant the pattern CәCәCta̠ (of which no examples have been 
found in the corpus) in accordance with the rule given in footnote 45 above: ә > e / 
_ʾ, ʿ, h.

11 This is a phonetic variant of CoCәCta̠, in accordance with the general phonetic 
rule discussed in footnote 45 above: ә > e / _ʾ, ʿ, h.
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2.1.1.17 CvCCvCta/CvCCvCta̠ ( f.)

CaCCaCta madʾarta ‘vomit’
 parčamta ‘long hair (on head)’
 qarqaḥta ‘early morning, break of day’
CaCCәCta̠ qarqәpta̠ ‘skull’
CaCCeCta̠12 paqqeʾta̠  ‘frog’
 tạppeʾta̠  ‘slope, sloping hill’
CaCCuCta  šargumta ‘turnip’
CәCCaCta sәmmalta  ‘ladder’
 šәkwanta  ‘ant’
 yәkkanta ‘only child (f.)’
CәCCәCt̠a/
CәCCәCta čәppәkta̠ ‘drop (of liquid)’
 čәngәrta ‘rag’
 dәndәkta̠  ‘kernel’
 fәlfәlta  ‘(bell ) pepper’
 kәrmәkta̠  ‘worm’
 pәrsәnta ‘scar’
 pәrtәkta̠ ‘crumb’
CәCCoCta13 pәssoʾta ‘step, pace’
CәCCuCta šәmmušta  ‘straw’
CuCCaCta qundarta ‘shoe’
 duglanta ‘liar (f.)’
CuCCәCta gumḅәlta  ‘ball’
 qursәlta ‘elbow’
CuCCuCta qulqulta ‘keyhole’

2.1.2 Derivational Affixes

2.1.2.1 -uta̠ ( f.)

This suffix is employed to derive abstract nouns from a variety of 
words in the lexicon. The process involves the loss of the base word’s 
-a inflection, or the -a of a -ta̠ / -ta feminine inflection, if appropriate, 
and the subsequent suffixation of -uta̠. For example:

12 This is a phonetic variant of CaCCәCta̠, in accordance with the general phonetic 
rule discussed in footnote 45 above: ә > e / _ʾ, ʿ, h.

13 This is a phonetic variant of CәCCuCta below, in accordance with the rule given 
in footnote 47 above:

-oC1C2- > -uC1C2-, where C1 ≠ ʾ, ʿ, h.
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De-adjectival nominalisation

bassimuta̠ (f.) ‘pleasantness, sweetness’  (< bassima ‘pleasant, 
  sweet’)
geʾyuta̠ (f.) ‘pride, arrogance’ (< geʾya ‘proud, arrogant’)
kpinuta̠ (f.) ‘hunger, famine’ (< kpina ‘hungry’
naxwašuta̠ (f.) ‘illness, state of being ill’ (< naxwaš ‘ill’)
raḥatuta̠ (f.) ‘calm (n.), peace and quiet’ (< raḥat ‘calm, placid’)
ṛumanuta̠ (f.) ‘height’ (< ṛumana ‘high’)
šaxinuta̠ (f.) ‘heat’ (< šaxina ‘hot’)
šidanuta̠ (f.) ‘insanity, madness’ (< šidana ‘insane, mad’)
šulxayuta̠ (f.) ‘nudity, nakedness’ (< šulxaya ‘naked, nude’)
taliluta̠ (f.) ‘wetness, damp (n.)’ (< talila ‘wet’)
xriwuta̠ (f.) ‘evil deed, evil (n.)’ (< xriwa ‘evil (adj.)’)
xwaruta̠ (f.) ‘whiteness; dairy products’ (< xwara ‘white’)
zanginuta̠ (f.) ‘wealth’ (< zangin ‘wealthy’)

The abstract noun may in some cases preserve an earlier form of the 
adjective, which is no longer to be found in the modern language. For 
example:

sawuta̠ (f.) ‘old age’ (< *sawa ‘old’, cf. sawona 
  ‘old’)
hawuta̠ (f.) ‘kindness, goodness, favour’ (< hawwa ‘good (obs.)’)

One slightly unexpected form is zʾuruta̠ ‘childhood, youth’. The word 
is clearly from the root z-ʾ-r ‘to be small, young’. The adjective from 
this root is zʾora ‘small, young’ and so one might expect *zʾoruta̠. Per-
haps this was indeed the original form and the current form is the 
result of vocalic assimilation. Another strange feature of this word is 
that it often occurs without the expected terminal -a: zʾŭrut ̠~ zʾŭrut. 
The short ŭ vowel which is sometimes heard seems to preserve the 
vocalism of a form with the terminal -a, in which the stress was on 
the second u, *zʾuruta̠, in which the first u would be unstressed, and 
therefore pronounced short. After the terminal -a is lost, the original 
short ŭ vowel is retained, even though the factors which conditioned 
its length are no longer present.14

14 It is also possible that this form is a retention of the OA nominal form without 
the -a suffix, which used to be a mark of determination, but which has been semanti-
cally bleached in NA. Although the vocalism of the form zʾŭrut ̠~ zʾŭrut suggests that 
it is a later innovation in ANA, the fact that it is only attested in an adverbial phrase 
mәn zʾŭrut ̠~ mәn zʾŭrut ‘from youth; always’ may suggest that it is a retention from 
OA. Below are some examples of its use from the text corpus:
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Denominal nominalisation15

ʾaxuta̠ (f.) ‘brotherhood’ (< ʾaxa (m.) ‘brother’)
behruta̠ (f.) ‘brightness’ (< behra (f.) ‘light’)
bratuta̠ (f.) ‘virginity’ (< brata (f.) ‘girl, virgin’)
buxruta̠ (f.) ‘birthright’ (< buxra (m.) ‘first-born 
  son’)
ganawuta̠ (f.) ‘theft’ (< ganawa (m.) ‘thief ’)
palguta̠ (f.) ‘middle’ (< palga (m.) ‘half ’)
pinidozuta̠ (f.)  ‘cobbling, shoemaking’ (< pinidos (m.) ‘cobbler’)16

qačaġuta̠ (f.) ‘smuggling’ (< qăčaġ (m.) ‘smuggler’)
sahduta̠ (f.) ‘testimony’ (< sahda (m.) ‘witness’)
šammašuta̠ (f.) ‘synagogue sexton’s duties’ (< šammaš (m.) 
  ‘synagogue sexton’)
tәjjaruta̠ (f.) ‘trade, business; wares’  (< tәjjara (m.) ‘merchant, 
  trader’)

One example of a the suffix -uta̠ being added to a noun phrase is:

našgyanuta̠ (f.) ‘the practice of marrying (< naš gyana ‘relative, 
 relatives’ lit. person of one’s own’)

It seems clear that in this case naš gyana is reanalysed and treated as 
if it were a simple noun, *našgyana.17

Deverbal nominalisation
Abstract nouns formed in this manner are attested in the following 
patterns:

CaCaCuta̠
ʿajabuta̠ (f.) ‘wonder, amazement’ (< ʿ-j-b II ‘to be surprised’)
ġalatụta̠ (f.) ‘mistake, error’ (< ġ-l-t ̣ ‘to make a mistake’)
sạraxuta̠ (f.) ‘aggression, belligerence’  (< s-̣r-x ‘to shout’)18

CaCCuta̠
naxputa̠ (f.) ‘embarrassment, shame’ (< n-x-p ‘to be embarrassed’)
waʿduta̠ (f.) ‘promise’ (< w-ʿ-d ‘to promise’)

mәn zʾŭrut ̠naxwaš wewa mәskina ‘He was unwell from his youth, the poor thing.’
dayman baba ʾu-yәmma kiʾéwala brata ʾékela bәṛẉaya brat mắnila . . . mắnilu 
mišpaḥa dida. ʾaz mәn zʾŭrut ̠ kiʾéwala ‘The father and mother always knew the 
girl, where she had grown up, whose daughter she was . . . who her family was. So 
they knew her from her youth.’

15 Note that the source noun in these cases may be either Class I or Class II, see 
2.2 above.

16 Note that the final sibilant of pinidos also becomes voiced in the plural pinidoze.
17 One is, however, justified in continuing to write naš gyana as two separate words 

in view of the fact that the plural is naš gyana, or našәd gyana, and not *našgyane or 
something similar.

18 Cf. sạruxa ‘aggressive, belligerent, antagonistic (especially of a dog or other animal)’.
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CәCCuta̠
pәtxuta̠ (f.) ‘width’  (< p-t-x ‘to open’)
sәnyuta̠ (f.) ‘hatred’ (< s-n-y ‘to hate’)
xәbluta̠ (f.) ‘leprosy’ (< x-b-l ‘to be leprous’)
yәqruta̠ (f.)  ‘weight, heaviness’ (< y-q-r ‘to be heavy’)
yәrxuta̠ (f.) ‘length’ (< y-r-x ‘to become long’)

A few derived abstract nouns show an infixed -t- before the -uta̠ suffix. 
For example:

maʿalmatuta̠ (f.) ‘the state of being a rabbi / ritual slaughterer’
pučyatuta̠ (f.) ‘emptiness, vanity’
xuratuta̠ (f.)  ‘friendship’

An irregularly formed abstract noun is gorawuta̠ ‘manliness, strength, 
bravery’ < gora ‘man’.

2.1.2.2 -ana

The pattern C1aC2(C2)aC3a is the ANA reflex of the original OA agen-
tive formation from a root C1C2C3.

19 The suffix -ana is another common 
option in ANA. These nouns may be either denominal or deverbal.

Denominal

duglana (f. duglanta)  ‘liar’ (< dugla ‘lie’)
ḥilana (f. ḥilanta) ‘cheater’ (< ḥile (f.) ‘cheating’)

Deverbal

mʿamṛana (f. mʿamṛanta) ‘one who corrects others constantly, 
 know-it-all’ (< ʿ-m-ṛ ‘to correct’)
magxәkana (f. magxәketa̠) ‘amusing person’ (< g-x-k III ‘to 
 amuse’)
mahuyana (f. mahuyeta̠) ‘one who assists in childbirth’ 
 (< h-w-y III ‘to assist in childbirth’)
mapәlxana (f. mapәlxeta̠) ‘employer’ (< p-l-x III ‘to employ’)
maqәryana (f. maqәryeta̠) ‘teacher, one who teaches Torah, 
 reading and writing’ (< q-r-y III ‘to 
 teach Torah, literacy)
maqәrwana (f. maqәrweta̠) ‘one who brings a sacrifice’ (< q-r-w 
 III ‘to bring near’)

19 For examples, see 2.1.1.2 and 2.1.1.7 above.
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maxiyәyana (f. maxiyәyeta̠) ‘one who resurrects the dead’ (< x-y-y 
 III ‘to resurrect’)
mhaymәnana (f. mhaymәneta̠) ‘believer’ (h-y-m-n ‘to believe’)

2.1.2.3 -aya, -naya

These suffixes function primarily as gentilic endings. For example:

ʿamәdnaya (f. ʿamәdneta̠)  ‘Amedi, native of Amәdya (< ʿamәd[ya] 
 ‘Amәdya’)
ʿaraḅaya (f. ʿaraḅeta̠) ‘Arab’
ʾatr̠aya (f. ʾatr̠eta̠) ‘country-dweller, country bumpkin’ 
 (< ʾatr̠a ‘countryside’)
ʿәnglәznaya (f. ʿәnglәznәta̠) ‘Englishman’
baġdadnaya (f. baġdadneta̠)  ‘native of Baghdad’
ḅažәrnaya (f. ḅažәrneta̠) ‘city-dweller’ (< ḅažir ‘city’)
dohuknaya (f. dohukneta̠)  ‘Dohuki, native of Dohuk’
hudaya (f. hudeta̠)  ‘Jew’
ḥavṛaya (f. ḥavṛeta̠) ‘member of Jewish burial society’
mosә̣lnaya (f. mosә̣lneta̠)  ‘native of Mosul’
pәlištaya (f. pәlišteta̠) ‘Philistine’
quṛdaya (f. quṛdeta̠)  ‘Kurd, Muslim’
suraya (f. sureta̠)  ‘Christian’
turknaya (f. turkneta̠)  ‘Turk’
zaxonaya (f. zaxoneta̠) ‘native of Zakho’

The common plural is always formed by substitution of -e for -a. For 
example, ʿamәdnaya ‘Amedi’  ʿamәdnaye ‘Amedis’, ḥavṛaya ‘member 
of Jewish burial society’  ḥavṛaye ‘member of Jewish burial society’.

2.1.2.4 Diminuitive Suffix

No regular, productive suffix exists for diminuition, but many words 
denoting small objects show a -k- or -ik-. For example:

čәnnika ‘crumb’
kučka ‘puppy’
nawičәrka ‘grandson’
yalunke ‘children’

One suffix, -әkta̠, is quite common:

2.1.2.4.1 -әkta̠

barbanәkta̠ (f.) ‘balcony’
čәgәžәkta̠ (f.) ‘spark’
čәppәkta̠ (f.) ‘drop (of liquid)’
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čučәkta̠ (f.) ‘small bird’
dәndәkta̠ (f.) ‘kernel’
kalәkta̠ (f.) ‘(traditional leather) shoe’
kәrmәkta̠ (f.) ‘worm’
kočәkta̠ (f.) ‘teaspoon, utensil, piece of cutlery’
pәrtәkta̠ (f.) ‘crumb’
pәrzәkta̠ (f.) ‘small scar; flake of skin caused by eczema’

2.1.3 Gender

All nouns in ANA are either of masculine or of feminine gender. In 
the vast majority of cases, nouns with an -a inflection (i.e those of the 
type exemplified in 2.1.1.1–2.1.1.8 above) are masculine, while those 
with a -ta / -ta̠ inflection are feminine. Nouns ending in -ta / -ta̠ are 
only ever masculine if the t or t ̠is, historically speaking, a root conso-
nant, if there has been some kind of phonetic change, or if the word 
is an adapted borrowing from another language. Some examples are 
given below:

beta̠ (m.) ‘house’ (The t ̠here is part of the nominal root, 
  c.f H בית, A bayt-, both m.)
mita̠ (m.) ‘dead man’ (< m-y-t ̠ ‘to die’)
mota̠ (m.) ‘death’  (< m-y-t ̠ ‘to die’)
phata (m.) ‘shock’ (< p-h-t ‘to be shocked, to be surprised’)
suta (m.) ‘dam’ (< K sūt < A sudd-)
xyata̠ (m.) ‘sowing’ (< x-y-t ̠ ‘to sow’)

There is a sizeable group of words in ANA which do not have a -ta / 
-ta̠ suffix but which are nevertheless construed as feminine. Of these, 
some are reflexes of OA and most likely Proto-Semitic words which 
were feminine. These words often refer to parts of the body which occur 
in twos, or to natural phenomena. Their cognates in other Semitic lan-
guages are usually feminine as well. These words are marked below 
with an asterisk. Some of the other ANA words which are feminine 
but lack the -ta / -ta̠ suffix are adapted borrowings which are femi-
nine in the language from which they are taken. The gender of other 
ANA words may have been influenced by a substrate or neighbouring 
language. Given below are some of the most commonly encountered 
feminine words of this type:

ʾala ‘side, direction, place’ (< K or OAʿilʾā)
ʿaqәrwa* ‘scorpion’
ʾaqla ‘leg’
ʾarʾa* ‘land, earth’ (cf. H ארץ (f.), A ʾarḍ- (f.))
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ʾatr̠a* ‘place, countryside
ʾena* ‘eye’ (cf. H עין (f.), A ʿayn- (f.))
ʾәryana ‘rain’
ʾida* ‘hand’ (cf. H יד (f.))
ʾoḍa ‘room’ (< IrA < T)
ʾurutxa ‘large needle’
ʾuṛxa* ‘road, way’ (cf. BTA אורחא (f.), H  דרך(f.))
bariya ‘desert’ (< A)
bәdra  ‘threshing floor’
behra  ‘well, pit; lion’s den; light’
bәrka* ‘knee’ (cf. H ברך (f.))
č̣antạ  ‘bag’
čarpaya ‘bed’ (< K čerpē (f.))
čoka  ‘the inside of the elbow or knee joint’ (< K)
dәbba* ‘bear’
dәkkana ‘shop’ (cf. A dukkān- (m.), K dukan (f.))
gyana ‘soul, self ’ (< K / P, cf. H נפש, A  nafs- (both f.))
ḥadiqa  ‘garden, park’ (< A ḥadiqat- (f.))
jafqa  ‘group, team’
jәza ‘fine, penalty’ (A)
kasa* ‘stomach’ (< OA karsa, cf. H כרס)
kawa* ‘window’ (cf. A kawwat- (f.), OA כותא)
koda ‘liver’
koraxa ‘shroud’
maġaṛa  ‘cave’ (< A maġārat- (f.))
maṛaqa  ‘soup’
mәsẉa ‘commandment, good deed’ (< H מצוה (f.))
mәtṛ̣a ‘rain’ (cf. K baran (f.))
mzida  ‘leather bag for rice, wheat etc.’
nata̠* ‘ear’ < (< S [ʾed̠]nātā̠ (pl.), S s. form is f.)
qalma ‘louse’
qana* ‘horn’  (< BTA קרנא (f.))
qdala* ‘neck’
qәnnaqota  ‘spider’
ṛʾodana ‘earthquake’
sạʿa  ‘hour, time; watch’
sәbba  ‘cause, reason’ (< MedH / MH סיבה or A sabbat- (both f.))
sụḍṛa ‘dress; shirt, tunic’ (probably < A sụdrat- (f.) ‘bodice’, but 
 cf. BTA צודרא)
šaqa* ‘shin, lower leg’
šaxina ‘Divine Presence’ (< H שכינה (f.))
šeʾda*  ‘almond’ (< S šәġda)
šәmša* ‘sun’ (OA, cf. H שמש, A šams- (f.))
šәrma*  ‘posterior’
tạḅiʿa  ‘mood, nature, personality’ (A)
teʾna  ‘fig, fig tree’ (cf. H תאנה (f.))
tә̣lla  ‘shadow, shade’
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xema ‘tent’ (< A xaymat- (f.))
xmatạ ‘needle’ (cf. H מחט (f.) ‘needle’)
yәmma* ‘mother’ (cf. H אם (f.), OA אמא (f.), A ʾumm- (f.))
zạnda ‘forearm’ (K < A)

2.1.4 Plural forms

2.1.4.1 Ending -e replaces final -a, -ta / -ta̠

Historically speaking, -e was the masculine plural ending, but in ANA, 
feminine nouns may also take this ending.

Singular Plural Gloss
ʾena (f.) ʾene ‘eye’
ʾәryana (f.) ʾәryane ‘rain’
ʾurza (m.) ʾurze ‘male’
buxra (m.) buxre ‘first-born’
dugla (m.) dugle ‘lie’
goza (m.) goze  ‘walnut’
naša (m.) naše ‘person’
parra (m.) parre ‘feather’

Feminine nouns ending in -ta / -ta̠ drop this feminine marker before 
adding the -e. For example:

bajanta (f.) bajane ‘tomato’
dәndәkta̠ (f.) dәnkdәke ‘kernel’
šәkwanta (f.)  šәkwane  ‘ant’
beʾta (f.) beʾe ‘egg’
boʾta (f.) boʾe ‘pit (of fruit)’
fәlfәlta (f.) fәlfәle  ‘(bell ) pepper’
pәssoʾta (f.) pәssoʾe  ‘pace, step’
toleʾta̠ (f.) toleʾe  ‘worm’

These nouns are all single items of entities that are usually found in 
groups.

2.1.4.2 Ending -ane replaces final -a
Singular Plural Gloss
čamma (m.)  čammane ‘field, meadow’
duka / dukta̠ (f.) dukane ‘place’
guda (m.) gudane ‘(internal) wall’
karma (m.) karmane ‘orchard’
mita̠ (m.) mita̠ne  ‘dead person’
šaqa (f.) šaqane  ‘shin, lower leg’
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šura (m.)  šurane  ‘wall (of a city)’
tarʾa (m.) tarʾane ‘door’
tụra (m.) tụrane ‘mountain’
xabra (m.) xabrane ‘word, saying’

2.1.4.3 Singular ending -Ca replaced by plural ending -CaCe 
(“reduplicated plural”)

Singular Plural Gloss
bәrka (f.) bәrkake ‘knee’
čoka (f.)  čokake  ‘the inside of the elbow or
  knee joint’
lәbba (m.) lәbbabe ‘heart’
pәmma (m.) pәmmame ‘mouth’
gәlla (m.)  gәllale ‘grass, herb’
gәšra (m.) gәšrare  ‘bridge’
kawa (f.) kawawe ‘window’
leʾma (m.) leʾmame ‘jaw, cheek’
nuqba (m.)  nuqbabe  ‘hole’
palga (m.) palgage  ‘half ’
pәmma (m) pәmmame  ‘mouth’
pәsra (m.) pәsrare ‘meat’
qdala (f.)  qdalale  ‘neck’
tә̣lla (f.) tә̣llale ‘shadow, shade’
xema (f.) xemame ‘tent’

In cases where the singular form has the ending -na, it is impossible 
to determine whether the noun is more properly to be placed in 2.4.2 
above or in this group. For example:

qana (f.) qanane ‘horn’

Likewise, where the singular form has the ending -ʾa, it is impossible 
to determine whether the noun is more properly to be placed in this 
group or in 2.1.4.9 below. For example:

bәzʾa (m.)  bәzʾaʾe  ‘crack, hole’

Indeed, such plurals may be the origin of the -CaCe plural.

2.1.4.4 Ending -ata̠ replaces final -a or -ta / -ta̠
Singular Plural Gloss
ʾatr̠a (f.)  ʾatr̠ata̠  ‘countryside’
ʾida (f.) ʾidata̠ ‘hand, arm’
ʾuṛxa (f.) ʾuṛxata̠ ‘road, way’
baxta (f.) baxtata̠ ‘woman, wife’
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beda (f.)  bedata̠  ‘sleeve’
bәdra (f.)  bәdrata̠ ‘threshing floor’
gutt̠a̠ (f.) guta̠ta̠ ‘spool (of wool)’
ḥušta (f.) ḥuštata̠  ‘excuse, pretext’
karta (f.)  karata̠  ‘burden, load, bundle’
šabta̠ (f.) šabata̠ ‘week; Sabbath’
xalta (f.) xaltata̠ ‘maternal aunt’
yәmma (f.) yәmmata̠ ‘mother’

Although the lexemes in this group are predominantly feminine, a 
masculine noun is occasionally found to form its plural according to 
this pattern. For instance:

qetạ (m.) qetạta̠ ‘summer’
yoma (m.) yomata̠20 ‘day’

2.1.4.5 Ending -wata̠ added to noun
Singular Plural Gloss
ʾaxa (m.) ʾaxawata̠  ‘brother’
ʾeda (m.)  ʾedawata̠  ‘festival’
ʾena (f.) ʾenawata̠ ‘well, spring’
ʾistada (m.) ʾistadawata̠  ‘master, teacher, sir’
baba (m.) babawata̠  ‘father, forefather,
  ancestor’
ġulama (m.) ġulamawata̠ ‘servant, slave’
xәtna (m.)  xәtnawata̠  ‘bridegroom’
xulma (m.) xulmawata̠  ‘dream’

2.1.4.6 Ending -wata̠ replaces final -a or feminine marker -ta / -ta̠
Singular Plural Gloss
mata̠ (f.) matw̠ata̠ ‘village’
pata̠ (f.) patw̠ata̠ ‘face’
xmata̠ (f.) xmawata̠  ‘mother-in-law’
sḷ̣ota̠ (f.) sḷ̣owata̠ ‘prayer’
xata̠ (f.) xatw̠ata̠ ‘sister’

2.1.4.7 Ending -yata̠ replaces final -a or feminine marker -ta / -ta̠
Singular Plural Gloss
ʾarmәlta̠ (f.) ʾarmәlyata̠  ‘widow’
gәnta̠ (f.) gәnyata̠  ‘garden’
loqanta (f.)  loqanyata̠  ‘restaurant’

20 The more commonly occuring plural of this word is yome.
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nata̠ (f.) naty̠ata̠  ‘ear’
parparuxta (f.) parparuxyata̠  ‘butterfly’
pәrzәkta̠ (f.) pәrzәkyata̠  ‘small scar; flake of skin
  caused by eczema’
ptә̠lta (f.) ptә̠lyata̠  ‘wick’
qotә̠rta (f.) qotә̠ryata̠ ‘package, bundle’
qursәlta (f.) qursәlyata̠ ‘elbow’
sәkta̠ (f.) sәkyata̠  ‘peg’
xmarta (f.) xmaryata̠  ‘jenny ass’
zummurta (f.)  zummuryata̠  ‘song’

Occasionally the -t- of the feminine marking is retained before the 
plural ending, for example:

ʾәrota (f.) ʾәrutyata̠  ‘Friday’
xәleʾta (f.) xәleʾtyata̠  ‘present, gift’
zroʾta (f.)  zroʾtyata̠  ‘planting; crop’

In at least one case, a -t- is infixed between the noun and the plural 
suffix:

jamaʿa (f.) jamaʿatyata̠ ‘community, group’

In at least one case, the -t-̠ of the feminine marker becomes -t- before 
the addition of -yata̠:

taneʾta̠ (f.) taneʾtyata̠  ‘letter (of the alphabet)’

2.1.4.8 Ending -yata̠ replaces singular feminine suffix -ita̠
dalita̠ (f.) dalyata̠  ‘vine’
kusita̠ (f.) kusyata̠  ‘hat’
ḥukkita̠ (f.)  ḥukyata̠ ‘story, legend, folktale’
mobita̠ (f.) mubyata̠  ‘potful of food’
nunita̠ (f.) nunyata̠  ‘fish’
qarita̠ (f.) qaryata̠ ‘beam’
quṛnita̠ (f.) quṛnyata̠ ‘(external) corner’
šaqqita̠ (f.)  šaqyata̠  ‘channel, conduit’
stabita̠ (f.)  stabyata̠  ‘cushion, pillow’

2.1.4.9 Ending -ʾe / -ye / -he added to noun
Singular Plural Gloss
ʾalpa (m.) ʾalpahe ‘thousand’
bәzʾa (m.)  bәzʾaʾe21  ‘crack, hole’

21 This could also be considered to be a reduplicated plural, as in 2.1.4.3. above.
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darga (m.) dargahe ‘gate’
dәmma (m.)  dәmmahe22  ‘blood’
malla (m.) mallaye  ‘mullah’
mәsẉa (f.)  mәsẉaye ‘commandment, good deed’
xatạ (m.) xatạʾe ‘sin’

2.1.4.10 Irregular plurals

Other plural forms may reflect OA phonetic features or analogical or 
phonetic developments within ANA.

Singular Plural Gloss
ʿaṛṃota (f.) ʿaṛṃone  ‘pomegranate,

  pomegranate tree’
ʾәrba (m.) ʾәrwe ‘sheep’
beta̠ (m.) bate ‘house’
brata (f.) bnata̠ ‘daughter, girl’
brona (m.) bnone ‘son, boy’
gora (m.) gure ‘man’
kalba (m.) kalwe ‘dog’
kapa (m.) kapanane  ‘shoulder’
kte̠ta̠ (f.) kәty̠ata̠ ‘chicken’
mәsta (f.) mәzze ‘hair’
nawaga (m.) nawagine  ‘grandson’
noʿa (m.)  noʿәtyata̠ (~ noʿe) ‘type, kind’
noquta̠ (f.)  nәqwe  ‘female’
qatụta̠ (f.)  qatẉata̠  ‘cat’
sawoya (m.) sawowata̠  ‘grandfather’
šata (f.) šәnne ‘year’
šula (m.) šuʾale ‘work, job’
šwita̠ (f.) šuyata̠  ‘carpetʾ
tọṛa (f.) sәfre tọṛa ‘Torah’
xeta̠ (f.) xayata̠  ‘a women who has given
  birth in the previous 30 days’
xumәrta̠ (f.) xumre ‘bead’

2.1.4.11 Words with Multiple Possible Plural Forms

Occasionally, words which are homophonous in the singular are dis-
tinguished in the plural by the use of different plural endings. For 
example:

22 The plural of dәmma ‘blood’ is attested only very rarely in natural speech. It is 
however common in the Neo-Targumic tradition as a translation of Genesis 4:10, in 
which the construct plural of the BH word for blood appears: qalәt dәmmahәt ʾaxux 
k-sạrxi ʾ әlli mәn ʾ arʾa ‘The voice of your brother’s blood calls out to me from the ground.’ 
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 Singular Plural Gloss
 ʾena (f.) ʾene ‘eye’
but ‘ena (f.) ʾenawata̠ ‘well, spring’
 ʾuṛwa (m.) ʾuṛwe ‘big (thing / man)’
but ʾuṛwa (m.) ʾuṛwane ‘elder’
 guda (m.) gudawata̠, gudane ‘(interior) wall’
 guda (m.) gude ‘leather container for liquids; 
   churn’

The regular plural of ʾalpa ‘(one) thousand’ is ʾalpahe. To form the 
numbers two thousand, three thousand, four thousand etc., however, 
the form ʾalpe is used.23 For example, tré-ʾalpe ‘two thousand’.

A word may exhibit two or even three acceptable plural forms, with 
no evident variation in denotation or connotation. Some examples are 
given below, with the plurals forms listed in descending order of fre-
quency of occurrence in the text corpus.

Singular Plurals Gloss
dәbba (f.)  dәbbata̠, dәbbe  ‘bear’
dәmeʾta̠ (f.) dәmʾe, dәmeʾyata̠  ‘tear’
dewa (m.) dewe, dewawe, dewawata̠  ‘wolf ’
guda (m.)  gudawata̠, gudane ‘[interior] wall’
karma (m.) karme, karmane, karmawata̠  ‘orchard’
yoma (m.) yome, yomawata̠, yomata̠  ‘day’

2.1.4.12 Pluralia Tantum
ʾәxre ‘excrement’
doʾe ‘whey’
hәšše  ‘senses, sanity’
ṃaye ‘water’
pare ‘money’
qumaṛe ‘gambling’
šәmme ‘sky, heaven’
xaye ‘life’
xәṛše  ‘magic, sorcery’
xmotẹ  ‘nasal mucus’

2.2 Class II

The vast majority of the lexical items in this class are borrowed 
from other languages and words in this category remain ex definitio 

23 See 8.1.5.
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unadapted to the “native” Aramaic nominal morphology, at least inas-
much as they do not exhibit the typical masculine nominal ending -a, 
or the feminine ending -ta / -ta̠. However, some words in this class 
are actually reflexes of lexemes from OA. The gender of words in this 
class is usually determined by the gender of the word in its source 
language. A reasonably representative sample of lexical items in this 
class is given below:

2.2.1 Types of Noun

This class of noun can be split into two basic subgroups: nouns with 
consonantal terminations and nouns with vocal terminations.

2.2.1.1 Nouns with Consonantal Termination
ʾămәr (m.) ‘command, word’
ʾaḥsan (m.) ‘kindness, favour’
ʿaraqin (m.) ‘raki’
ʾarziḥal (f.) ‘petition, official letter’
ʿaskar (f.)  ‘army, military service’
ʾeġel (m.) ‘Golden Calf ’
baḥḥaṛ (f./m.) ‘sea, ocean’
barmal (m.) ‘kil (type of rug)’
bәrin (f.) ‘wound, bruise’
burhạn (m.) ‘miracle’
dәžmәn (m.) ‘enemy, foe’
gunahkar (m.) ‘sinner’
ḥaxam (m.) ‘Rabbi, learned man’
ḥaywan (m.) ‘(wild) animal’
jaẉahәr (f.) ‘jewel, precious stone’
kallaš (m.) ‘body, corpse, skeleton’
kawód (f.) ‘honour’
kef (m.) ‘happiness, joy’
kohen (m.) ‘kohen, Jewish priest’
maʿallәm (m.) ‘rabbi, ritual slaughterer’
maʿbud (m.) ‘idol, false god’
maktab (f.) ‘school’
malʾax (m.) ‘angel’
manzal (f.)  ‘room, storeroom’
markab (f.) ‘boat, ship’
maskan (m.) ‘place (of residence)’
mәfattәš (f.) ‘investigator’
mehwan (m.) ‘houseguest, visitor’
mәlyón (m.) ‘million’
muxtar (m.) ‘mukhtar’
năfar (m.) ‘person, individual’
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naxwaš (m.) ‘ill person’
pinidos (m.) ‘cobbler’
qunax (m.) ‘measure of land, distance of about one day on foot’
ṛašaʿ (m.) ‘evil man’
sạḍḍiq  (m.) ‘righteous man’
sặnam (m.) ‘idol’
šadday (m.) ‘tablet with the Ten Commandments and the holy  
 name inscribed on it; amulet’
šammaš (m.) ‘Synagogue sexton’
šex (m.) ‘Sheikh’
tṛ̣umbel (f.)  ‘car’
xanjar (f.) ‘dagger’
xaṛaškar (m.) ‘magician’
xuṛxus (m.) ‘fan, supporter’
zangin (m.) ‘rich man’

2.2.1.2 Nouns with Vocalic Termination

bәnhe (m.) ‘morning’
biškure (m.)  ‘ceiling’
čaye (f.)  ‘tea’
čeri (m.) ‘autumn’
dapirke (f.)  ‘midwife’
gare (m.) ‘roof ’
farxaseni (f.)  ‘small tray’
galli (m.) ‘valley’
gәbbo (f.) ‘foam’
kaffo (f.)  ‘foam, layer of scum on soup etc.’
kalo (f.) ‘bride’
kursi (m.) ‘chair’
lahibe (f.)  ‘flame’
lele (m.) ‘night’
lewi (m.) ‘Levite’
maqle (f.) ‘frying pan’
maymunke (f.) ‘monkey’
mәndi (m.) ‘thing’
qalle (f.)  ‘raven’
qotәre (f.)  ‘dove’
raḥme  ‘pity, mercy’
sako (f ) ‘jacket’
sәmbele (m.) ‘moustache’
sukko (f.)  ‘festival of Tabernacles; temporary booth or hut 
 erected for the festival of Tabernacles’
tušabi (f.)  ‘statue, figure’
xәppo (f.) ‘bridal veil’
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2.2.1.2.1 -či suffix
This suffice is used to indicate a profession, or a characteristic of some-
one. For example:

ʿaskarči (m.) ‘soldier’ (cf. ʿaskar (f.) ‘army, military service’)
karwanči (m.) ‘member of a caravan’ (cf. karwan (f.) ‘caravan’)
katәbči (m.)  ‘writer, scribe’ (cf. A kātib- ‘scribe’ and A k-t-b ‘to 
 write’)
kefči (m.) ‘amusing / fun person’ (cf. kef (m.) ‘fun’)
naʿalči (m.) ‘farrier’ (cf. naʿla (m.) ‘horseshoe’)
qundarči (m.) ‘shoe salesman’ (cf. qundarta (f.) ‘shoe’)

2.2.2 Gender

Having no obvious marker corresponding to the -ta / -ta̠ of Class I 
nouns, Class II nouns’ gender is unpredictable from their form. Where 
they are, historically speaking, borrowed from other languages, their 
gender may correspond to that of the source or it may take on a new 
gender in ANA, usually by analogy with a native word of similar 
meaning. Some examples are offered below:

ʿaraqin (m.)  ‘raki’
ʾarziḥal (f.)  ‘petition, official letter’
ʿaskar (f.)  ‘army, military service’
băhar (m.)  ‘spring (season)’
bahugar (f.)  ‘storm, strong wind’
bәrin (f.)  ‘wound, bruise’
barmal (m.)  ‘kil (type of rug)’
burhạn (m.)  ‘miracle, wonder’
dәžmәn (m.)  ‘enemy, foe’
ganʿeden (f.) ‘paradise’ (< H גן עדן (m.), gender perhaps influenced 
 by gәnta̠ and/or ḥadiqa (both f.))
gunahkar (m.) ‘sinner’
ḥăwiš (m.)  ‘courtyard’
ḥaywan (m.)  ‘(wild) animal’
jaẉahәr (f.)  ‘jewel, precious stone’
kallaš (m.)  ‘body, corpse, skeleton’
kawód (f.)  ‘honour, respect’ (< H כבוד (m.!) ‘honour, glory’)
kef (m.)  ‘happiness, joy’
lagan (f.)  ‘type of large tray’
maʿbud (m.)  ‘idol, false god’
maktab (f.)  ‘school’ (the feminine gender is perhaps occasioned 
 here by analogy with A madrassat- (f.) ‘school’)
malʾax (m.)  ‘angel’
manzal (f.)  ‘room, storeroom’
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markab (f.)  ‘boat, ship’
masḥaf (m.)  ‘(secular) book’
maskan (m.)  ‘place (of residence)’
mehwan (m.)  ‘houseguest, visitor’
năfar (m.)  ‘person, individual’
qădәr (m.)  ‘honour, respect’
qazạn (f.)  ‘pot’
sặnam (m.)  ‘idol, false god’
sako (f.)  ‘jacket’
sukko (f.)  ‘festival of Tabernacles (H סוכות); booth or hut built 
 on the festival of Tabernacles (H סוכה)’
tṛ̣umbel (f.)  ‘car’
xanjar (f.)  ‘dagger’
xәppo (f.)  ‘bridal veil’
žăhәr (m.)  ‘poison, venom (of snake, scorpion etc.)’

2.2.3 Plural Types

2.2.3.1 Plural in -e from Nouns with a Consonantal Termination

The vast majority of nouns with a consonantal termination take a form 
of this plural ending. The resulting stressed penultimate vowel is either 
long in accordance with normal ANA phonological rules, or remains 
short.

2.2.3.1.1 Long Vowel in Penultimate Syllable
Some examples of plurals with a long vowel in the stressed, penulti-
mate syllable are given below:

ʿaraqin (f.) ʿaraqine ‘raki’
baqšis (m.) baqšise  ‘bribe’
barmal (m.) barmale  ‘kil (type of rug)’
bәrin (f.) bәrine  ‘wound, bruise’
burhạn (m.) burhạne  ‘miracle, wonder’
ḥaywan (m.) ḥaywane ‘(wild) animal’
kallaš (m.) kallaše  ‘body, corpse, skeleton’
maʿbud (m.) maʿbude  ‘idol, false god’
manzal (f.)  manzale  ‘room, storeroom’
maskan (m.) maskane  ‘place (of residence)’
mehwan (m.) mehwane  ‘houseguest, visitor’
mәlyón (m.) mәlyone  ‘million’
muxtar (m.) muxtare  ‘mukhtar’
qunax (m.) qunaġe24  ‘measure of land, distance of about one day 
  on foot’

24 See Section 1.7 for an explanation of the x ~ ġ variation.
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ṛašaʿ (m.) ṛašaʿe  ‘evil man’
sặnam (m.) sạname  ‘idol’
šadday (m.) šaddaye  ‘tablet with the Ten Commandments 
  God’s name inscribed on it; amulet’
tṛ̣umbel (f.) tṛ̣umbele  ‘car’
xanjar (f.) xanjare  ‘dagger’
xuṛxus (m.) xuṛxuse  ‘fan, supporter’
zangin (m.) zangine  ‘rich man’

2.2.3.1.2 Short Vowel in Penultimate Syllable
Some examples of plurals with a short vowel in the stressed, penulti-
mate syllable are given below:

ʾaḥsan (m.) ʾaḥsăne  ‘kindness, favour’
ʾarziḥal (f.) ʾarziḥăle  ‘petition, official letter’
dәžmәn (m.) dәžmәne  ‘enemy’
gunahkar (m.) gunahkăre ‘sinner’
jaẉahәr (f.) jәẉahәre  ‘jewel, precious stone’
maktab (m.)  maktăbe  ‘school’
markab (f.) markăbe  ‘boat, ship’
năfar (m.) nafăre  ‘person, individual’
xaṛaškar (m.) xaṛaškăre  ‘magician’

2.2.3.2 Plural -ine from Nouns with a Consonantal Termination

Nouns referring to a person (or a being) often take both the plural 
suffix -in and the plural ending -e. For instance:

ḥaxam (m.) ḥaxamine  ‘Rabbi, learned man’
maʿallәm (m.) maʿalmine  ‘rabbi, ritual slaughterer’
malʾax (m.) malʾaxine  ‘angel’
mәfattәš (m.) mәfattәšine  ‘investigator’
naxwaš (m.) naxwašine  ‘ill person’

2.2.3.3 Miscellaneous plural formations from noun with consonantal 
termination

Examples of some other plural endings which occur are given below:

ʾămәr (m.) ʾamre ‘command, word’
baḥḥaṛ (f./m.) baḥre  ‘sea, ocean’
bәtә̣l (m.) bәtḷ̣e ‘bottle’
kohen (m.) kohanane  ‘kohen, Jewish priest’
maḥalle (f.)  maḥalle ‘neighbourhood’
pinidos (m.) pinidoze25  ‘cobbler’

25 For an explanation of the s ~ z variation, see Section 1.7.
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sạḍḍiq (m.) sạḍḍiqim  ‘righteous man’
šex (m.) šexaye  ‘sheikh’

2.2.3.4 Nouns in consonantal termination without plurals

Some nouns, including abstract nouns and some unique items, do not 
admit of plural endings. For example:

ʾeġel (m.) ‘[The] Golden Calf ’
kawód (f.) ‘honour’
kef (m.) ‘happiness, joy’

2.2.3.5 Plurals of nouns with vocalic termination

The plurals of these nouns may be formed in a number of ways. Some 
examples are given below, according to the vocalic termination of the 
singular.

2.2.3.5.1 Singular in -e

bәnhe (m.) bәnhawata̠  ‘morning’
biškure (m.)  biškure  ‘ceiling’
dapirke (f.)  dapirkyata̠  ‘midwife’
gare (m.)  garawata̠  ‘roof ’
lahibe (f.)  lahibәtyata̠  ‘flame’
lele (m.) lelawata̠  ‘night’
maqle (f.)  maqle ‘frying pan’
maymonke (f.) maymonkat ‘monkey’
qalle (f.)  qallata̠  ‘raven’
qotәre (f.) qotәryata̠  ‘dove’
raḥme (f.) raḥmәtyata̠  ‘pity, mercy’
sәmbele (m.)  sәmbelawata̠  ‘moustache’

At least one noun ending in -e does not have a plural:26

čaye (f.)  – ‘tea’

2.2.3.5.2 Singular in -i

čeri (m.) čeryawata̠  ‘autumn’
farxaseni (f.)  farxaseniye ‘small tray’
galli (m.) galliye,  ‘valley’
 gallәtyata̠
kursi (m.) kursiye  ‘chair’

26 The plural of a xa čaye ‘one [cup] of tea’ (cf. colloquial E a tea, G ein Tee), must 
be expressed by a circumlocution, eg. ṛaba qadxәd čaye ‘many cups of teas’.
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lewi (m.) lewaye  ‘Levite’
mәndi (m.) mәndiyane ‘thing’
tušabi (f.) tušabihe  ‘statue, figure’

All nouns which have the suffix -či all form plurals by adding -ye to 
the singular form. For example:

ʿaskarči (m.) ʿaskarčiye  ‘soldier’
karwanči (m.) karwančiye  ‘member of a caravan’
katәbči (m.) katәbčiye  ‘writer, scribe’
kefči (m.) kefčiye  ‘amusing / fun person’
naʿalči (m.) naʿalčiye ‘farrier’
qundarči (m.) qundarčiye ‘shoe salesman’
tạyyarči (m.) tạyyarčiye ‘pilot’

2.2.3.5.3 Singular in -o

kalo (f.) kalawata̠  ‘bride’
sako (f.)  sakoye  ‘jacket’
sukko (f.)  sukkoye  ‘festival of Tabernacles; temporary 
  dwelling erected for on the festival 
  of Tabernacles’
xәppo (f.) xәppoyata̠  ‘bridal veil’

2.3 Annexation of Nouns

A noun can be annexed to any noun which follows it and qualifies it by 
the cliticisation of the particle of annexation d (~ t). -a, -e and -o end-
ings of a noun’s context form (i.e. independent, non-annexed form) 
are, as a rule, replaced by -ә-, before the particle.27 For example:

 Context s. Annexed s. Context pl. Annexed pl. Gloss
   (i) kaka kakәd kake kakәd ‘tooth’
  (ii) ʾilaha ʾilahәd ʾilahe ʾilahәd ‘god’
 (iii)  maḥalle  maḥallәd maḥalle maḥallәd ‘neighbourhood’
 (iv) nunita̠ nunitә̠d nunyata̠ nunyatә̠d ‘fish’
  (v) xabra xabrәd xabrane xabranәd ‘word, saying’
 (vi) kalba kalbәd kalwe kalwәd ‘dog’
(vii) sukko sukkәd sukkoye sukkoyәd ‘sukka’28

27 At least one noun constitutes a regular exception to this rule: jamaʿa ‘commu-
nity’. Its construct form is always jamaʿat. It seems that this noun was initially bor-
rowed as jamaʿat (from A via K) and the -t suffix has been reanalysed as the particle 
of annexation. Evidence for this is found in its plural: jamaʾatyata̠.

28 ‘a temporary dwelling erected for the festival of Tabernacles’.
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Note that in nouns like (i)–(iii) above, the annexed forms of the singu-
lar and plural are homophonous, despite their having different under-
lying structures. In nouns with longer plural endings, or irregular 
plural forms, the annexed forms of the singular and plual are distinct, 
as in (iv)–(vii) above.

Some examples are:

kalkәd hudaya ‘the Jew’s shoe’

ʾilahәt babawate̠ni ‘the God of our forefathers’

xa šaqqitә̠d ṃaye ‘a channel of water’

bәd deʾtә̠d patu̠x ʾaxlәt laxma ‘By the sweat of your brow shall you eat 
bread.’

d (~ t) is sometimes not cliticised to the head noun, but rather to the 
following item, in which case the head noun retains its full vowel. This 
is always the case when the item following the head noun is a demon-
strative pronoun, or the copula. For example:

hiwi d-ʾilaha ‘the mercy of God’

xabre t-aġa ‘the words of the agha’

gәlda t-tora ‘cow leather’

šula d-eyya sạwaʾa ‘the job of this dyer’

Occasionally d (~ t) is cliticised to both the head noun and its depen-
dent. For example:

šәmmәd d-o kepa ‘the name of that stone’

mәn taneʾtә̠t d-ġaltә̣́nwala mtakә́nwalila29 ‘When there was a letter on 
which I made a mistake, he would correct it for me.’

As mentioned above, annexation to a following clause may occur with 
a full nominal head. It may also occur with a pronominal head. Some 
examples are:

baxta d-lazәm tạblawa bătә̠r nәdda ‘a woman who had to immerse 
herself after ritual impurity from menstruation’

ʾo-gәd30 wewa maskan dide sạx ‘at the time when his dwelling-place [i.e. 
grave] was intact.’

qorәd xrúwala ‘a grave which had been destroyed’

29 < MH t-k-n
30 < ʾo ‘that’ + ga ‘time’ + -d
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g-dawәqla ʾide g-nabәlle š-ʾé dukәt xrele ‘he took his hand and led him to 
the place where he had defecated.’

dәd, an expanded form of d, is also encountered as an particle of 
annexation. dәd is found only with nominal and not pronominal 
heads. For example:

xora dәd babi ‘a friend of my father’

maʿallәm dәd kulla ʿamәdya ‘the rabbi of the whole of Amәdya’

čarp̣aye dәd prәzla ‘beds of iron’

dәkkane dәd ḥukuma ‘the government’s shops’

bәd d-e waʿda dәd ʾәtwa hudaye ‘at that time, when there were Jews’

Occasionally -d (~ t) is found together with dәd. For example:

qanәd dәd ʾixala ‘the food pipe’

bәd šatәd dәd kawéwalan ‘in the years when we used to have [one]’

darәt dәd xaye ‘the Tree of Life’

Quite often, the entire -әd (~ -әt) ending on the head noun is elided. 
Note that this does not affect the position of the stress or vowel length. 
This form has been referred to as the neo-construct.31 For example:

tạppaya qorát ̠hudaye wewa ‘the hillside was the Jews’ cemetery’

gor-ʾamti ‘the husband of my paternal aunt’

yom šabta̠ ‘the Sabbath day’

la k-xašәxwa maxәzyáwala ZtạleZ, ḥil yom gawә́rwala ‘It was not permit-
ted for her to show herself to him, until the day he married her’

If the elision of -әd (~ -әt) would result in a consonant cluster, an 
anaptyctic vowel is employed to break up the cluster.

mjoḥәdlu ʾaya ʾu-gora bәd xăbәr tọṛa ‘She and her husband were arguing 
over an issue of Torah.’ (xăbra  *xăbr  xăbәr)32

k-qatẹ́ʾwalu . . . max kalke, hatxa, max ʾ ăqәl naša ‘He would cut them . . . like 
shoes, like this, like a person’s heel.’ (ʾăqla  *ʾăql  ʾăqәl)33

ʾafәllu t-k-exәl pәsәr quṛdaye ‘even if he eats the meat of Muslims’ (pәsra 
 *pәsr  pәsәr)

31 See Mutzafi 2004: passim.
32 Note that the a-vowel remains short, as the anaptyctic vowel is only phonetic 

and does not open the first syllable. The same holds true for other neo-contruct forms 
with anaptypxis.

33 Ibid.
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Some nouns have neo-contruct forms which are phonetically reduced 
further:

Context s. Neo-Construct s. Gloss
brona bәr34 ‘son’
beta̠ be35 ‘house’
baxta băx36  ‘woman, wife’
mara  măre ‘owner’
palga păl37 ‘half ’

Different types of nominal annexation may occur in one annexation 
chain. For example:

šmeʾle qal ʾaqlatә̠t šammaš ‘He heard the sound of the sexton’s foot
steps.’

ʾaxәd băx-gorәd wewa gu šuqa ‘the brother of the wife of the man who 
was in the market’

Annexation is commonly used to indicate that a following clause 
qualifies the head noun, as mentioned above. This is common with all 
types of pronouns. For example:

ʾahi šqol kte̠ta̠ ʾu-ʾód mat gәbәt ʾәbba ‘You (s.) take the chicken and do 
what you want with it.’

mat naše g-zareʾ ‘whatever people plant’

xa d-gәbe yalunke, xa d-gәbe gawәr ‘one who wants children, one who 
wants to marry’

la kiʾaxwa ʾema d-ixálele ‘We did not know which one was edible (lit. 
‘of eating)’

kutxa HlәfíH ṃatọ d-ʾide matỵawa ‘each according to his means’38

Ordinal numerals are expressed by annexation of the relevant cardinal 
numeral to the noun.39 For instance:

34 < pre-ANA cnst. of *bra, cf. Qaraqosh ʾәbra, Ankawa ʾubra and Bohtan ʾabra. 
(Source: NENA database, nena.ames.cam.ac.uk.) The diminutive -on suffix is clearly a 
typologically later phenomenon in ANA, cf. ʾaxa ‘brother’ with Z ʾaxona.

35 It is assumed here that beta̠  bet ̠  be. However ANA be may be a retention 
of OA be.

36 Presumably, băxtәd  *băxt  *băxәt  băx, which explains the short vowel.
37 An identical development to băx above, i.e. pălgәd  *pălg  *pălәg  păl.
38 lit. ‘however his hand reaches’
39 See 8.2.
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năqәl tḷ̣aha hár-hadax ‘the third time [was] exactly the same’

yom treʾ xă-ga xәt ʾistade g-emәr ‘On the second day, once again his 
teacher said . . .’

Annexation also occurs with the reflexive pronoun gyan-, to indicate 
coreferentiality of the subject and object of the verb. For example:

sạboʾtәd gyanu p-qat ̣ʾ íwala ‘They would cut off their [own] finger.’

kutxa šqәlle sepәd gyane ‘Each [man] took his [own] sword.’

The gender and number of a phrase with annexation is almost always 
that of the head noun. The only occasional exceptions occur with ad 
sensum agreements. For example:

jamaʿat ʿamәdya gәbéwale ʿaraqin ‘The community (f.s.) of Amәdya used 
to like (pl.) raki.’

qalәt dәmmahәt ʾaxux k-sạrxi ʾәlli mәn ʾarʾa ‘The voice (m.s.) of your 
brother’s blood (pl.) calls (lit. ‘call (pl.)’) out to me from the ground.’40

40 This is a word-for-word Neo-Targumic translation of Genesis 4:10, which does 
not have ad formam agreement, unusually for BH. It is sometimes called a ‘plural by 
attraction’.





CHAPTER THREE

PRONOUNS

3.1 Independent Personal Pronouns

The forms of the independent personal pronoun in ANA are given 
below:

Sing. 1.c. ʾana
 2.c. ʾahi
 3.m. ʾawa, ʾahu (antiqu.)
 3.f. ʾaya, ʾahi (antiqu.)
Pl. 1.c. ʾắxǝni
 2.c. ʾaxtun
 3.c. ʾani

The independent personal pronouns are not generally required to 
indicate the grammatical subject of a verb and are thus not usually 
found in sentences which are syntactically unmarked, e.g.:

dayman bǝd xurawata̱ g-mḥakaxwa lišana deni xa mǝn d-o xeta. ‘Amongst 
friends we always used to speak our language with each other’.

The pronouns may, however, be utilised to lend prominence to the 
grammatical subject. In these cases, the prefixed particle ʾap- may also 
be used.1 Consider the following examples:

kulla ʾáhiwǝt săbab ‘You are responsible for all of this!’

g-emǝrwa ta babi gemǝr xanča xǝt bronux ṛawe, ʾana malpǝnne tọṛa. ‘He 
said to my father, “Soon your son will have grown up, let me teach him 
Torah.”’

b-yomǝd ʾaty̱a tọfana b-yaʾlǝn gu safina, ʾu-safina b-aza ʾiš-ṃaye, p-xayǝn. 
ʾana la-g-barya čú-mǝndi ʾǝlli. ‘On the day the flood comes I will go into 
the ark and the ark will float on the water [and] I will survive. Nothing 
will happen to me.’

1 In fact, an independent prounoun, with or without a prefixed ʾap-, has a number 
of discourse functions, including indication of narrow focus, of contrastive focus, of a 
change in subject (grammatical or topical), and of an elaborative clause.
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babe mǝrre, la-msẹ mḥake ʾǝš-xắbǝr babe . . . ʾ ap-awa qǝmle lwǝšle kalke 
ʾu-gǝbe ʾazǝl. ‘His father had spoken, he could not speak against the word 
of his father, so he (i.e. the son) arose, put on his shoes, and made to 
go.’

mǝn šqǝlle ʾu-xǝlle ʾap-awa ʾene ptǝxlu, xzele, ʾu:, šulxáyele. ʾap-awa g-emǝr 
l-baxte HhineH šulxáyewax, ma ʾodax? ‘From when he took it and ate it, 
he eyes were also opened, he saw that he was naked. So he said to his 
wife, “Look, we are naked! What shall we do?”’

On rare occasions, the independent personal pronouns may also be 
used in apposition to an objective suffix. For example:

qǝmlu ptǝxlu tarʾa k-xazela ʾaya ‘They got up [and] opened the door 
[and] saw her’

. . . ʾǝtlan šuṛtạ mǝnnan, ʾǝtlan qolč̣iye, măni b-dawǝqlan ʾaxǝni, mắni 
ʾǝmsẹ ʾǝllan? ‘. . . we have an officer with us, we have policemen. Who 
will [be able to] capture us, who will [be able to] overpower us?”

3.2 Possessive Pronominal Suffixes

Sing. 1.c. -i
 2.m. -ux
 2.f. -ax
 3.m. -e(h)
 3.f. -a(h)
Pl. 1.c. -an, -eni
 2.c. -oxun
 3.c. -u, -ohun (antiqu.)

The possessive pronominal suffixes are attached to nouns in order to 
indicate possession. The final -h of the 3.m.s. and 3.f.s. forms surfaces 
only when the copula, with its initial i-vowel, is added, e.g.:

g-ġadrǝn yaʾen kmayle kut mǝndi ʾu-mǝndi, ma ḥáqqehile. ‘I walk around 
to find out how much each thing is, what its price is.’

šumʾun sawóyile - babi brónehile ‘Simon is my grandfather—my father 
is his son.’

 . . .kiʾe kulla tạ́te̱hila, čuxxa la-msẹ naqaḥla . . . mǝn mqudšale dídehila, 
max báxtehila ‘. . . he knew that she was all his, no-one was allowed to 
touch her . . . from the time she had been sanctified to him2 she was his, 
she was like his wife.’

2 The process referred to here by the verb q-d-š II is that of קידושין lit. ‘sanctifica-
tion’, the first part of a Jewish marriage (very roughly equivalent to an engagement), 
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The pronominal suffixes are attached to nouns which end with a con-
sonant as illustrated by the paradigms given below:

  kef ‘fun, joy’ gozhǝnd ‘coconut’

Sing. 1.c. kefi gozhǝndi
 2.m. kefux gozhǝndux
 2.f. kefax gozhǝndax
 3.m. kefe gozhǝnde
 3.f. kefa gozhǝnda
Pl. 1.c. kefan, kefeni gozhǝndan, gozhǝndeni
 2.c. kefoxun gozhǝndoxun
 3.c. kefu, kefohun gozhǝndu, gozhǝndohun

When they are suffixed to nouns ending in a vowel, this vowel is 
dropped to form a base ending in a consonant, e.g. beta̱ house’  bet-̱. 
This loss of the final vowel applies also to feminine nouns ending in 
-ta, and to all plurals in -a or -e, e.g. mǝsta ‘hair’  mǝst- , ʾaxawata̱ 
‘brothers’  ʾaxawat-̱, xaye ‘life’  xay-. Nouns which have a final -i, 
-o, or -u constitute an exception to the rule in that they do not accept 
these pronominal suffixes at all, and possesion must consequently be 
expressed by the use of the independent possessive pronoun . Exam-
ples are given below:

  beta̱ ‘house’ mǝsta ‘hair’

Sing. 1.c. beti̱ mǝsti
 2.m. betu̱x mǝstux
 2.f. beta̱x mǝstax
 3.m. bete̱ mǝste
 3.f. beta̱ mǝsta
Pl. 1.c. beta̱n, bete̱ni mǝstan, mǝsteni
 2.c. beto̱xun mǝstoxun
 3.c. betu̱, beto̱hun mǝstu, mǝstohun
  bate ‘houses’ mǝzze ‘hairs’

Sing. 1.c. bati mǝzzi
 2.m. batux mǝzzux
 2.f. batax mǝzzax
 3.m. bate mǝzze
 3.f. bata mǝzza
Pl. 1.c. batan, bateni mǝzzan, mǝzzeni
 2.c. batoxun mǝzzoxun
 3.c. batu, batohun mǝzzu, mǝzzohun

which may be performed a considerable period of time in advance of the actual wed-
ding ceremony.
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  lele ‘night’ čeri ‘autumn’

Sing. 1.c. leli (čeri didi)
 2.m. lelux (čeri didux)
 2.f. lelax (čeri didax)
 3.m. lele (čeri dide)
 3.f. lela (čeri dida)
Pl. 1.c. lelan, leleni (čeri deni)
 2.c. leloxun (čeri doxun)
 3.c. lelu, lelohun (čeri dohun)
  lelawata̱ ‘nights’ čeryawata̱ ‘autumns’

Sing. 1.c. lelawati̱ čeryawati̱
 2.m. lelawatu̱x čeryawatu̱x
 2.f. lelawata̱x čeryawata̱x
 3.m. lelawate̱ čeryawate̱
 3.f. lelawata̱ čeryawata̱
Pl. 1.c. lelawata̱n, lelawate̱ni čeryawata̱n, čeryawate̱ni
 2.c. lelawato̱xun čeryawato̱xun
 3.c. lelawatu̱, lelawato̱hun čeryawatu̱, čeryawato̱hun

It is immediately obvious that a certain degree of ambiguity may result 
from these inflexional paradigms, e.g. beta̱ ‘house; her house’, bate 
‘houses; his houses’. In some cases, forms taken in isolation may have 
three possible interpretations. For instance kepe ‘his stone; stones; his 
stones’. In such cases, the context will usually serve to disambiguate. 
Where confusion may arise, speakers tend, where possible, to para-
phrase by the use of the independent possessive pronoun (see 3.3). For 
example, the first and third meanings above can be expressed unam-
biguously by kepa dide ‘his stone’ and kepe dide ‘his stones’.

The shorter allomorphs of the 1.pl. and 3.pl. suffixes are more com-
monly found than the longer ones. -eni and -ohun are occasionally 
found with substantives, especially in more archaic texts or in speech 
where the subject is religious, but they are much more commonly found 
with prepositions and other particles, e.g. deni ‘of us, our(s)’ (never 
*dan), tạte̱ni ~ tạta̱n ‘for us’, ʾilaheni ~ ʾilahan ‘our G-d’, babawate̱ni ~ 
babawata̱n ‘our (fore)fathers’.

3.3 Independent Possessive Pronouns

The singular forms of the independent possessive pronoun are formed 
using a base did-, whereas the plural forms have the base d-. The first 
and third person plural suffixes do not exhibit two allomorphs as in 
3.1 and 3.2. above. The longer alternative is always used, which means 
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that the resultant forms are without exception disyllabic. Monosyllabic 
suffixed forms of d-, such as *dan or *du are ungrammatical.3

Sing. 1.c. didi
 2.m. didux
 2.f. didax
 3.m. dide
 3.f. dida
Pl. 1.c. deni
 2.c. doxun
 3.c. dohun

These forms are most often used as a periphrastic method of indicat-
ing possession, with or without annexation e.g. beta̱ didi ~ betǝ̱d didi ~ 
bet ̱ didi ~ beti̱ ‘my house’.4 This is particularly common where the 
use of the possessive suffix on a noun may give rise to ambiguity. For 
instance, where the speaker wishes to express possession, beta̱ dida 
‘her house’ and xmara dide ‘his donkey’ are more commonly found 
than the respective, ambiguous forms beta̱ ‘the house, her house’ and 
xmare ‘donkeys, his donkey’.5 The possesive pronoun may be annexed 
to the noun, which may either take a suffixed -d (~t), or be in the neo-
construct state, (e.g. xmar didi ~ xmarǝd didi ‘my donkey’).6

The independent possessive pronoun may also denote a more 
abstract type of possession, often referring to people, which cannot 
ordinarily be represented by the possessive pronominal suffixes, e.g. 
hudaya dide ‘the Jew from his area’, naš dide ‘his people’, sạtạn dohun 
‘their Satan [whom they worship]’.

3.4 Reflexive and Reciprocal Pronouns

The Persian/Kurdish loanword gyana ‘self, soul (antiqu.)’ (cf. P jān 
‘soul’, K g(i)yan) with the possessive pronominal suffixes is used to 
express the idea of reflexivity:

3 This tendency to avoid monosyllabic preposition + suffix combinations is also 
observable in forms like ʾǝlli (and not *li) and ʾǝbbux (and not *bux).

4 See 2.3.
5 Another common way of disambiguating such forms is the use of the noun, either 

in the neo-construct state or with the genitive particle d, followed by the reflexive pro-
noun gyan- to indicate simple possession, e.g. wǝlle xpíqǝlle xur-gyane ‘He is hugging 
his friend.’, where the usual meaning of xur-gyane construction would be something 
like ‘his own friend’.

6 For a discussion of annexation in ANA, see 2.3.
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Sing. 1.c. gyani
 2.m. gyanux
 2.f. gyanax
 3.m. gyane
 3.f. gyana
Pl. 1.c. gyanan, gyaneni
 2.c. gyanoxun
 3.c. gyanu, gyanohun

These forms are usually found in cases where the grammatical sub-
ject is animate and the action is viewed by the speaker as having a 
direct effect on the grammatical subject. When used as the grammati-
cal direct object of a transitive verb, gyan- is, as a rule, constructed as 
feminine and definite, e.g.:

babi, ma gyanux mʿojǝzalux? ‘My father, why have you tired yourself out?’

xuwwa qam-ʾaxǝlla gyane ‘The snake ate itself.’

Some verbs take the reflexive pronoun as a matter of course, and its 
presence or absence may also differentiate meaning, e.g. ʾrǝqli ‘I ran’ 
vs. ʾriqali gyani ‘I fled’.7 It is also sometimes required in idomatic 
phrases, e.g.:

ʾüdale 8 gyana făqir tad ʾaġa šawǝqle, parǝqle ‘He pretended to be poor so 
that the Agha would leave him, would let him alone.’

pǝšlu bǝqtạla gyanu ‘They started hitting themselves.’

gyan- may also be used with prepositions where the grammatical subject 
and the grammatical object are co-referential, e.g.:

ʾu-g-odi farḥiye ta gyanu ‘They [used to] make celebrations for themselves.’,

ʾana b-azǝn qeč̣ǝnnu ta gyani ‘I will go and pick some for myself.’

gyan- is also annexed to a noun to indicate coreferentiality of the verbal 
subject with another argument, e.g.:

sạboʾtǝd gyanu p-qat ̣ʾ íwala ‘They would cut off their [own] finger.’

kutxa šqǝlle sepǝd gyane ‘Each [man] took his own sword.’

7 This is often abbreviated to simply ʾriqali, gyani being understood from the femi-
nine direct object implied in the verbal form. One interesting construction, the like of 
which is not found elsewhere in the text corpus, is tre ʾaxawata̱ ʾriqa gyanu mǝn paras 
‘Two brothers fled from Persia.’ Here, the feminine stative participle ʾriqa agrees with 
gyanu, the direct object, as expected, but the expected suffixed -lu, which would agree 
with tre axawata̱, does not occur. 

8 < ʾwidale
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There are three ways of expressing isolation: b-gyan-, b-noš and b-tǝn- 
are all used to express the idea of ‘by oneself, alone’ e.g.:

g-yatwi jafqe jafqe, gure b-nošu, jwanqe b-nošu, yalunke zʾore b-nošu, 
baxtata̱ b-nošu ‘They (used to) sit in groups, the men by themselves, the 
youths by themselves, the young children by themselves and the women 
by themselves’,

xa brona b-tǝne ʾǝtli ʾana ‘I have but one son.’

xa yoma ytule b-gyane ‘One day he was sitting by himself . . .’

Reciprocality is expressed by the phrase xa-o-xǝ́t, xa-o-xeta, e.g. la 
k-xazaxwa xa-o-xǝ́t ‘We didn’t used to see each other’ When the verb 
or the sense requires a preposition, it is interposed with the addition 
of the particle d-, as in:

la mḥakax xa mǝn d-o xeta ‘We don’t speak to each other’

g-yawíwa xǝleʾtyata̱ xa ta d-o xeta ‘They used to give each other presents.’

Reciprocality may also be expressed using the reciprocal pronoun ʾǝġde 
or ʾǝġdade, often as part of a prepositional phrase, e.g.:

tḷạha yarxe la xzelan ʾǝġde ‘We didn’t see each other for three months.’,

ʾawa ʾu-babi gǝbewa xa ʾǝġde ‘He and my father liked each other.’

ʾắxǝni k-xayax mǝġde, ʾahi quṛdaya, ʾana hudaya ‘We have been living 
together, you a Muslim, I a Jew.’

qam-ḥabkǝnnu kullu mǝġdade ‘I added them all together’

čunkun kullu mǝšpaha k-ete̱wa kǝs-ǝġde ‘because all the family would 
visit each other.’

3.5 Demonstrative Pronouns

There are four levels of deixis: near, far, very far, and absent.

 Near Far Very Far Absent
Masc. Sing. ʾayya ʾawạhạ ʾawạʾhạ ʾo
Fem Sing. ʾayya ʾayạhạ ʾayạʾhạ ʾe
Plural ʾanna ʾanạhạ ʾanạʾhạ ʾan

These forms are most often used attributively, e.g. ʾayya jwanqa ‘this 
youth’, ʾo gora ‘that man’, even with toponyms and anthroponyms, e.g. 
ʾo šumʿum ‘this Simon’, ʾe ʿamǝdya ‘this Amidya’. They may also be 
used as substitutes for the independent personal pronouns:
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ʾo te̱le mḥakewa mǝnni ‘He [i.e. the person about whom I have been 
talking] came to speak with me.’

xurawati̱ kullu mʿojǝblu. ʾayya la kiʾe, ṃatọ qǝryale haftạṛa? măni qam-
malǝple, ṃatọ ydeʾle? ‘My friends were all amazed. [They said,] ‘He doesn’t 
know, how did he read the Haftara? Who taught him, how did he learn?’

ʾaz dăn g-ġazḍ̣iwa gǝlla Hlǝf ʿamímH kawewa xuwwa gu gǝlla la k-xazéwale, 
čik, g-dawǝq́wala ʾidu. ʾaz ʾo qat ̣ʾ íwala. ‘So when they cut away the grass, 
sometimes there used to be a snake in the grass. Snip, it would catch they 
hand. So they would cut it off.’

The singular near deixis pronoun has not retained the gender distinc-
tion found in many other closely-related NENA dialects, such as Ara-
dhin ʾawwa (m.s.) vs. ʾayya (f.s.). In Amǝdya, the original feminine 
singular form ʾayya has been generalised and is used for both the mas-
culine and feminine singular.

When any preposition which is not directly prefixed to a word pre-
cedes a demonstrative pronoun, the demonstrative pronoun takes an 
initial d- prefix, which does not in any way alter the meaning, but is 
rather a required syntactic feature.

When any demonstrative pronoun has a prefixed b-, d-, l- or m-, 
the initial glottal stop falls away. When ʾayya is preceded by d-, l-, or 
m-, the diphthong is usually raised to -ey-, giving d-eyya, l-eyya and 
m-eyya respectively. For example:

šamuʾel b-ó-lele te̱le qǝmle mǝrre ta baxte ‘Samuel on that very night 
went and said to his wife’

bătǝ̱r d-e kte̱ta̱ . . . dān g-damxǝnwa bas k-ǝty̱awa qam ʾeni HkʾiluH kte̱ta̱ sạ́xila. 
la-msǝ̣n damxǝnwa. ‘After that chicken . . . when I went to sleep it used to 
appear before my eyes as if it were a living chicken—I couldn’t sleep!’

wụlḷạ xa gǝgla yaruqa, milana hawewa, b-daraxwa gu d-eyya šǝtya ‘If only 
there were a green, a blue spool [of wool], we would put it in this warp.’

la kiʾe l-eka zǝlle.ʾaxxa tạṃaʾha, l-eyya mata̱ l-ayạhạ mata̱ t ̣ʾ ele ʾaġa batṟe 
‘He didn’t know where he’d gone. Here, there, to this village, to that 
village the agha went looking for him.’

3.6 Relative Pronoun

dǝd (or its allomorphs d-, t-, -(ǝ)d, -t) may function as a pure rela-
tive pronoun in marginal phrases such as xa mǝndi dǝd g-odǝn ‘some-
thing I do’, where the subject is very clearly indefinite, but this is very 
much the exception to the general rule that a resumptive pronoun is 
required. dǝd is thus more accurately termed a relative particle, analo-
gous to Hebrew -ׁש, e.g.
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ʾo gora d-qam-yawǝtte laxma ‘the man to whom you gave bread’

k-xaze ʾǝsṛ̣a gure kullu măre tafange t-kete̱ ʾǝlle. ‘He sees ten men, all of 
them armed, who are coming towards him.’

ʾe baxtǝd xǝzyalux gu šuqa ʾáp-aya yǝmmi wawa. ‘The woman you saw 
in the market was my mother.’

Another way of conveying what English would tend to express as a 
relative clause is by juxtaposition with a resumptive pronoun, the so-
called asyndectic relative clause, e.g. ʾǝt́wali xa jiranta ʾǝt́wala gora 
naxwaš ZweleZ ‘I had a neighbour whose husband was ill’. This con-
struction occurs commonly with an indefinite antecedent, which may 
be specific, as demonstrated by the above example. It may, rarely, be 
found with an definite antecedent, although this may be considered 
a purely phonetic phenomenon whereby the relative particle (d-) is 
elided. For example:

ʾe baxta xǝzyali gu šuqa g-maḥibǝnna ‘I love that woman I saw in the 
market.’

3.7 Interrogative Pronouns

The following are the most common interrogative pronouns in ANA:

măni ‘who?’
ma (may-, maʾ-) ‘what?’
ʾema ‘which?, what kind of?’
kma (kmay-, kmaʾ-) ‘how much?, how many?’

3.8 Indefinite Pronouns

The following are the most common indefinite pronouns in ANA:

xa naša, xa, naša ‘someone, one’
čuxxa ‘no-one’
kutxa (s.), kutxa-u-xa (s.), kullu (pl.) ‘everyone’
(xa) mǝndi ‘something’
čú-mǝndi, ču mǝndi ‘nothing’
kull- ‘every, all’
kulle mǝndi, kud mǝndi, kum-mǝndi ‘everything’
xamka (xapča) ‘some’
ču ‘no, G kein’
ṛaba ‘much, many’
xa xǝt, xa xeta ‘another’
ġer ‘another, more’





CHAPTER FOUR

VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

4.0 Introduction and Overview of Verbal Inflection

The majority of verbs in ANA can be analysed as having a triliteral 
root. There is also a sizeable group of verbs with quadriliteral roots 
and a limited number of verbs with pentaliteral roots. Verbs from a 
triliteral root may be conjugated in one of three stems. Stem I evolved 
primarily from the OA pәʿal stem, Stem II evolved primarily from the 
OA paʿʿel stem, and Stem III evolved out of the OA ʾapʿel stem.1 A 
comparison of the principal parts of each of the three stems for strong2 
verbal roots is set out below. In what follows, the letters V, W, X, Y 
and Z are used to represent any strong consonants: The following are 
the principal parts of the ANA verb:

 Stem I Stem II  Stem III
Imperative XYoZ mXăYәZ maXYәZ
Present Base XaYәZ- mXaYәZ- maXYәZ-
Past Base XYәZ- mXoYәZ- muXYәZ-
Stative Participle XYiZa mXuYZa múXYәZa / m\ŭXәYZa
Infinitive XYaZa mXaYoZe maXYoZe

The imperative and infinitive of the ancestor stems of Stem II and 
Stem III (i.e. OA paʿʿel and ʾap̱ʾel respectively) did not regularly exhibit 
a prefixed m-, although the ancestor forms of the present base, the past 
base and the stative participle (i.e. the OA participles) did. In ANA, 
this prefix has spread by analogy throughout all the parts of both Stem 
II and Stem III verbs, without exception. 

Verbs from quadriliteral roots are divided into two classes. The 
principal parts of both are given below:

1 The other common stems of OA have not developed into stems in ANA in a 
uniform manner. There are, however, some remnants of them, particularly in quad-
riliteral and especially pentaliteral verbal forms, in which an erstwhile morphological 
affix may have been reanalysed as a component part of the root, and often they may 
be incorporated into ANA Stems I, II and III.

2 I.e. regular, without any weak letters which would cause it to deviate from the 
regular patterns, in the manner described in this chapter.
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 Class I Class II
Imperative mWaXYәZ máWXәYәZ
Present Base mWaXYәZ- máWXәYәZ-
Past Base mWuXYәZ- mәWXoYәZ-
Stative Participle mWúXYәZa múWXәYәZa
Infinitive mWaXYoZe maWXәYoZe

The principal parts of verbs from pentaliteral roots are:

Imperative mVắWәXYәZ
Present Base mVắWәXYәZ-
Past Base mVoWәXYә́Z-
Stative Participle mV\ŭWәXYәZe
Infinitive mVăWәXYoZe

4.0.1 The Imperative

4.0.1.1 Stem I Verbs

The pattern XYoZ is a retention of an OA form of the pәʿal impera-
tive. On occasion a suffix -әn is found with the singular imperative: 
XYoZәn. There does not appear to be a semantic distinction between 
XYoZәn and XYoZ.

4.0.1.2 Stem II, Stem III, Quadriliteral and Pentaliteral Verbs

The inflections of the imperative for all these kinds of verbs are identi-
cal to the patterns of the present base, except that in the imperative 
the first vowel is stressed and short, without exception. An ahistorical 
prefix m- has spread to the imperative forms, presumably by analogy 
with the other parts of the verb, such as the present and past base.

4.0.2 The Present Base

The present base is a reflex of the OA active participle. The person, 
gender and number of the grammatical subject are conveyed by the 
addition of what I refer to as a-set suffixes to the present base. For 
verbs with a final strong radical, this series of a-set suffixes has the 
following forms:

Sing. 1.m. -әn (-ena)
 1.f. -an (-ana)
 2.m. -әt
 2.f. -at
 3.m. -ø
 3.f. -a
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Pl. 1.c. -ax (-axni)
 2.c. -etun
 3.c. -i

The forms given above in parentheses are extended forms and are not 
used as often as the shorter alternatives. There do exist extended forms 
for the second person masculine and feminine singular endings (i.e. 
-etәn and -atәn respectively), however their use is confined to very 
archaic orally-transmitted Biblical translations.

The forms of the third-person suffixes suggest that they are reflexes 
of the OA suffixes on the participle, whereas it would seem that the 
first- and second-person suffixes are historically enclitic pronouns.

4.0.2.1 Stem I Verbs

Only in the 3.m.s. form, where there is a zero suffix, is the -ә- of the 
present base (XaYәZ-) retained. In all other forms, it is not found 
and the present base is XaYZ-. Thus, for the inflected present base of 
q-t-̣l ‘to kill’ one finds qatә̣l (3.m.s), but qatḷa (3.f.s.), qatḷat (2.f.s.) and 
qatḷetun (2.c.pl.).

4.0.2.2 Stem II Verbs

Just as in the corresponding Stem I forms, the -ә- of the present base 
of Stem II verbs (mXaYәZ) is only retained in the 3.m.s. form. In all 
other forms it is elided and the present base is mXaYZ-. Thus, for the 
inflected present base of q-d-š ‘to sanctify’ one finds mqadәš (3.m.s.), 
but mqadši (3.c.pl.), mqadšax (1.c.pl.) and mqadšәn (1.m.s.).

4.0.2.3 Stem III Verbs

Like their Stem I and Stem II counterparts, Stem III forms of the 
inflected present base other than the 3.m.s. do not retain the -ә- of the 
form given in the paradigms above (máXYәZ-). In these forms, how-
ever, elision of this -ә- results in a cluster of three consonants, which is 
not permitted by the phonotactics of ANA. This cluster is then broken 
up by the insertion of an anaptyctic schwa vowel [ә] either between 
the first and second consonants (mắXәYZ-) or between the second 
and third consonants (máXZәY-).3 The choice of where the anaptyxis 

3 Note that the stressed a vowel remains short, irrespective of whether the anap-
tyxis results in its being in a closed or in what would seem to be an open syllable. On 
a phonological level then, the schwa could be said to be irrelevant. Indeed, it is true to 
say that from a strictly phonological point of view, the first syllable of all these forms 
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occurs is lexically determined, often on the basis of phonetics, and a 
degree of free variation in this regard is found between native speak-
ers, or even within the idiolect of a speaker. Thus, from the third stem 
of the root p-l-x ‘to employ’, one finds maplәx (3.m.s.), but mắpәlxi 
(3.c.pl.), mắpәlxәt (2.m.s.) and mắpәlxax (1.c.pl.), all of which exhibit 
anaptyxis by a schwa vowel between the first and second radical con-
sonants. From the third stem of the root n-x-p ‘to embarrass’ one finds 
manxәp (3.m.s) but mánxәpat (2.f.s.), mánxәpi (3.c.pl.) and mánxәpax 
(1.c.pl.), all of which exhibit anaptyxis by a schwa vowel between the 
second and third radical consonants. The stress remains on the first 
syllable with the addition of all the a-set suffixes except for the 2.c.pl. 
(-étun), which draws the stress onto itself.

4.0.2.4 Quadriliteral Verbs

Both Class I and Class II of verbs from quadriliteral roots (see 4.4) add 
the a-suffixes directly to the present base as given in the above table 
(i.e. mWaXYәZ- for Class I and máWXәYәZ- for Class II), without 
any elision of the schwa vowel. The stress remains on the first syllable 
with the addition of all the a-set suffixes except for the 2.c.pl. (-étun), 
which draws the stress onto itself. Consider, for example, the forms 
mbárbәz (3.m.s.), mbárbәzat (2.f.s.) and mbarbәzétun (2.c.pl) from 
b-r-b-z (Class I) ‘to scatter’ and the forms máštәhәr (3.m.s.) máštәhәra 
(3.f.s.) and maštәhәrétun (2.c.pl.) from š-t-h-r (Class II) ‘to go blind’.

4.0.2.5 Pentaliteral Verbs

Pentaliteral verbs add the a-suffixes directly to the present base as 
given in the above table (i.e. mVắWәXYәZ), without any elision of the 
final schwa, The stress remains on the first syllable with the addition 
of all the a-set suffixes except for the 2.c.pl. (-étun), which draws the 
stress onto itself. Consider, for example, the forms mšắfәltәq (3.m.s.), 
mšắfәltәqәt (2.m.s.) and mšăfәltәqétun (2.c.pl) from š-f-l-t-q ‘to sur-
prise, to happen suddenly’.

4.0.3 The Past Base

The grammatical subject of verbs formed with the past base is indi-
cated by the addition of what I refer to as the l-set suffixes.

always remains closed, which explains why the a vowel is never lengthened, as one 
would expect in an open, stressed syllable.
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Sing. 1.c. -li
 2.m. -lux
 2.f. -lax
 3.m. -le(h)
 3.f. -la(h)
Pl. 1.c. -lan (-leni)
 2.c. -loxun
 3.c. -lu (-lohun)

Unlike in some dialects of NENA, there is only one set of suffixes for 
all verbs, regardless of their transitivity. For example, the 1.c.s. forms 
of ḥ-m-l ‘to stand, to be standing’ and q-t-̣l ‘to kill’ are ḥmәlli and qtә̣lli 
respectively.

4.0.3.1 Stem I Verbs

The stress always remains on the first syllable of forms from the past 
base of these verbs (i.e XYә́Z-). For example, from p-l-x ‘to work’ one 
finds plә́xloxun (2.c.pl.), plә́xlan (1.c.pl.) and plә́xlax (2.f.s.).

If the verb has a definite object, the past base may be inflected to 
agree in person, gender and number with it. See 4.1.1.8 below for the 
relevant forms.

4.0.3.2 Stem II Verbs

In the forms from the past base of these verbs, the stress always remains 
on the schwa vowel of the past base (i.e. mXoYә́X-). For example, from 
q-d-š II ‘to sanctify’ one finds mqodә́šli (1.c.s.), mqodә́šlan (1.c.pl.) and 
mqodә́šlax (2.f.s.).

If the verb has a definite object, the past base may be inflected to 
agree in person, gender and number with it. See 4.2.1.8 below for the 
relevant forms. When these a-set suffixes are added to the Stem II past 
base, it has the form mXuYX-, with elision of the schwa vowel and the 
concomitant reduction of o to u in a closed syllable. The only form not 
affected in this way is the 3.m.s. form with the -ø ending. 

4.0.3.3 Stem III Verbs

In the forms from the past base of these verbs, the stress always remains 
on the schwa vowel of the past base (i.e. muXYә́Z-). For example, 
from n-x-p III ‘to embarrass’ one finds munxә́pli (1.c.s.), munxә́ploxun 
(2.c.pl.) and munxә́plax (2.f.s.).

If the verb has a definite object, the past base may be inflected to 
agree in person, gender and number with it. See 4.3.1.8 below for the 
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relevant forms. When these a-set suffixes are added to the Stem III 
past base, it has the form mŭXәYZ- or muXYәZ-, with, the former 
case, elision of the schwa of the past base (muXYәZ-) and subsequent 
anaptyxis, in precisely the manner described for the inflection of the 
present base in 4.0.2.3 above. The only form not affected in this way is 
the 3.m.s. form with the -ø ending. 

4.0.3.4 Quadriliteral Verbs

In the forms from the past base of these verbs, the stress always remains 
on the schwa vowel of the past base (i.e. mWuXYә́Z- for Class I verbs 
and mәWXoYә́Z- for Class II verbs).

If the verb has a definite object, the past base may be inflected to 
agree in person, gender and number with it. When these a-set suf-
fixes are added to the Class I past base, it has the form mWuXYәZ- 
and when they are added to the Class II past base, it takes the from 
muWXәYәZ-. The only form not affected in this way is the 3.m.s. form 
with the -ø ending. 

4.0.3.5 Pentaliteral Verbs

In the forms from the past base of these verbs, the stress always remains 
on the final schwa vowel of the past base (i.e. mVoWәXYә́Z-).

If the verb has a definite object, the past base may be inflected to 
agree with it in person, gender and number. When these a-set suf-
fixes are added to the Class I past base, it has the form mVŭWәXYәZ-. 
The only form not affected in this way is the 3.m.s. form with the -ø 
 ending. 

4.0.4 The Stative Participle

4.0.4.1 Stem I Verbs

The stative participle is a direct descendant of the OA qtịl form, with 
the determined state -a suffix. The addition of the feminine -t- results 
in a closing of the first syllable, which causes the reduction of [i] to 
[ә], i.e *XYiZta → XYәZta.

4.0.4.2 Stem II, Stem III, Quadriliteral and Pentaliteral Verbs

The stative participle in all these stems has a characteristic u-vowel as 
the first vowel. In essence, the patterns for Stem I, Stem II, Quadriliteral 
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and Pentaliteral Verbs (i.e mXuZYa, muXZYa, mWuXYZa, muWXYZa 
or muVWXYa respectively) are identical, but for the number of con-
sonants and how they are inserted into the structure m-u-a. Where 
appropriate, a schwa is inserted (as shown in 4.0 above), to break up 
any clusters of more than two consonants, which are not tolerated by 
ANA phonotactics. Note that this never has an effect on the under-
lying syllabification and therefore the u-vowel in always short, even 
when it appears phonetically to be in an open syllable, e.g. m\ŭpәlxa, 
the stative participle of p-l-x III ‘to employ, to make work’, which has 
an underlying form *muplxa, which explains its short u-vowel.

4.0.5 The Infinitive

4.0.5.1 Stem I

The Stem I infinitive form is a direct descendant of the OA qtạla 
form.

4.0.5.2 Stem II, Stem III, Quadriliteral and Pentaliteral Verbs

The infinitive in all these stems has a characteristic o-vowel as the 
penultimate vowel. In essence, the patterns for Stem I, Stem II, 
Quadriliteral and Pentaliteral Verbs are identical, (mXaZoYe, maX-
ZoYe, maWXYoZe or mVaWXYoZe, respectively), but for the number 
of consonants and how they are inserted into the structure m-a-o-e. 
Where appropriate, a schwa is inserted (as shown in 4.0.2.3 above), 
to break up any clusters of more than two consonants, which are not 
tolerated by ANA phonotactics. Note that this never has an effect on 
the underlying syllabification.

4.1 Stem I Verbs 

Stem I verbs all contain three radicals. One or more of these radicals 
may be a so-called “weak” radical, such as ʾ, w or y. 

4.1.1 Strong Verbs

Strong verbs are those verbs which do not contain a weak radical 
(i.e. ʾ, w or y). This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the 
roots q-t-̣l ‘to kill’, p-t-x ‘to open’, t-̣ʾ-n ‘to carry’, n-t-̣r ‘to protect’, 
d-m-x ‘to sleep’, s-k-ṛ ‘to become intoxicated’, n-š-q ‘to kiss’, and m-r-ʾ 
‘to hurt, to ache’.
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4.1.1.1 Imperative

Sing. qtọl 
Pl. qtụlun 

L-set object suffixes may be added to the imperative. The addition of 
these suffixes to the singular effects the closure of the initial syllable 
and thus occasions a regular phonetic shift from o to u. In the plural 
form, suffixes are added to a base qt ̣\ŭlu-, the ŭ-vowel of the tonic syl-
lable presumably being as a result of an analogy with the 2.m.s. form 
with suffixes. The suffixed imperative forms are:

 1.c.s. object 3.m.s. object 3.f.s. object 1.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. qtụlli qtụlle qtụlla qtụllan qtụllu
Pl. qt ̣\ŭluli qt ̣\ŭlule qt ̣\ŭlula qt ̣\ŭlulan qt ̣\ŭlulu

The second-person l-set suffixes may under certain circumstances 
be added to the imperative forms. For instance, they may express an 
ethic dative, and the singular forms be used to disambiguate a singular 
imperative form with respect to gender:

Sing. m. qtụllux
 f. qtụllax
Pl. c. qt ̣\ŭluloxun

4.1.1.2 Present Subjunctive

All the forms of the present subjunctive are given below:

Sing. 1.m. qatḷәn, qátḷena
 1.f. qatḷan, qátḷana
 2.m. qatḷәt
 2.f. qatḷat
 3.m. qatә̣l
 3.f. qatḷa
Pl. 1.c. qatḷax, qatḷaxni
 2.c. qatḷetun
 3.c. qatḷi

The l-set suffixes can be affixed to all these forms to indicate the verb’s 
object. 

In the first and second person singular forms, the initial l- of the 
suffix exhibits total assimilation to the final -n and -t respectively. In 
the second person plural forms the normal suffix -etun is replaced by 
-ә́tu- when an object suffix is added. The tonic schwa in such forms 
can be assumed to be by analogy with the 2.m.s. form. A full paradigm 
of all forms is given below:
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  1.c.s. object 2.m.s. object 2.f.s. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A qatḷәnnux qatḷәnnax
 1.f. N/A qatḷannux qatḷannax
 2.m. qatḷәtti N/A N/A
 2.f. qatḷatti N/A N/A
 3.m. qatә̣lli qatә̣llux qatә̣llax
 3.f. qatḷali qatḷalux qatḷalax
Pl. 1.c. N/A qatḷaxlux qatḷaxlax
 2.c. qatḷә́tuli N/A qatḷә́tulax
 3.c. qatḷili qatḷilux qatḷilax
  3.m.s. object 3.f.s. object 1.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. qatḷәnne qatḷәnna N/A
 1.f. qatḷanne qatḷanna N/A
 2.m. qatḷәtte qatḷәtta qatḷәttan
 2.f. qatḷatte qatḷatta qatḷattan
 3.m. qatә̣lle qatә̣lla qatә̣llan
 3.f. qatḷale qatḷala qatḷalan
Pl. 1.c qatḷaxle qatḷaxla N/A
 2.c qatḷә́tule qatḷә́tula qatḷә́tulan
 3.c. qatḷile qatḷila qatḷilan
  2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. qatḷә́nnoxun qatḷәnnu
 1.f. qatḷánnoxun qatḷannu
 2.m. N/A qatḷәttu
 2.f. N/A qatḷattu
 3.m. qatә̣́lloxun qatә̣llu
 3.f. qatḷáloxun qatḷalu
Pl. 1.c qatḷáxloxun qatḷaxlu
 2.c N/A qatḷә́tulu

 3.c. qatḷíloxun qatḷilu

In verbs with a third radical n or r, the 3.m.s. forms with object l-set 
suffixes shown total assimilation of the -l- of the suffix to the final radi-
cal of the root, as is shown below:

  1.c.s. object 2.m.s. object 2.f.s. object
Sing. 3.m. taʾәnni taʾәnnux taʾәnnax
  natә̣rri natә̣rrux natә̣rrax
  3.m.s. object 3.f.s. object 1.c.pl. object
Sing. 3.m. taʾәnne taʾәnna taʾәnnan
  natә̣rre natә̣rra natә̣rran
  2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 3.m. taʾә́nnoxun taʾәnnu
  natә̣́rroxun natә̣rru
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4.1.1.3 Past Subjunctive

The past subjunctive forms are obtained by the addition of the suffix 
-wa, which is probably a reflex of OA *[h]wā, to the present subjunc-
tive forms (see 4.1.1.2). The 2.pl. ending is subject to a regular shift of 
*-etunwa → -ә́tuwa.

Sing. 1.m. qatḷәnwa
 1.f. qatḷanwa
 2.m. qatḷәtwa
 2.f. qatḷatwa
 3.m. qatә̣lwa
 3.f. qatḷawa
Pl. 1.c. qatḷaxwa
 2.c. qatḷә́tuwa
 3.c. qatḷiwa

Object l-set suffixes can be affixed to all these forms. A full paradigm 
of all forms is given below:

  1.c.s. object 2.m.s. object 2.f.s. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A qatḷә́nwalux qatḷә́nwalax
 1.f. N/A qatḷánwalux qatḷánwalax
 2.m. qatḷә́twali N/A N/A
 2.f. qatḷátwali N/A N/A
 3.m. qatә̣́lwali qatә̣́lwalux qatә̣́lwalax
 3.f. qatḷáwali qatḷáwalux qatḷáwalax
Pl. 1.c. N/A qatḷáxwalux qatḷáxwalax
 2.c. qatḷә́tuwali N/A qatḷә́tuwalax
 3.c. qatḷíwali qatḷíwalux qatḷíwalax
  3.m.s. object 3.f.s. object 1.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. qatḷә́nwale qatḷә́nwala N/A
 1.f. qatḷánwale qatḷʾanwala N/A
 2.m. qatḷә́twale qatḷә́twala qatḷә́twalan
 2.f. qatḷátwale qatḷátwala qatḷátwalan
 3.m. qatә̣́lwale qatә̣́lwala qatә̣́lwalan
 3.f. qatḷáwale qatḷáwala qatḷáwalan
Pl. 1.c qatḷáxwale qatḷáxwala N/A
 2.c qatḷә́tuwale qatḷә́tuwala qatḷә́tuwalan
 3.c. qatḷíwale qatḷíwala qatḷíwalan
  2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. qatḷә́nwaloxun qatḷә́nwalu
 1.f. qatḷánwaloxun qatḷánwalu
 2.m. N/A qatḷә́twalu
 2.f. N/A qatḷátwalu
 3.m. qatә̣́lwaloxun qatә̣́lwalu
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 3.f. qatḷáwaloxun qatḷáwalu
Pl. 1.c qatḷáxwaloxun qatḷáxwalu
 2.c N/A qatḷә́tuwalu
 3.c. qatḷíwaloxun qatḷíwalu

4.1.1.4 Present Indicative

The present indicative is formed by adding a prefix k- (with a root 
whose initial consonant is unvoiced) or a prefix g- (to a root whose 
initial consonant is voiced) to the present subjunctive form (see 
4.1.1.2):

  q-t-̣l d-m-x
Sing. 1.m. k-qatḷәn, k-qátḷena g-damxәn, g-dámxena
 1.f. k-qatḷan, k-qátlana g-damxan, g-dámxana
 2.m. k-qatḷәt g-damxәt
 2.f. k-qatḷat g-damxat
 3.m. k-qatә̣l g-damәx
 3.f. k-qatḷa g-damxa
Pl. 1.c. k-qatḷax, k-qatḷaxni g-damxax, g-damxaxni
 2.c. k-qatḷetun g-damxetun
 3.c. k-qatḷi g-damxi

Object l-set suffixes are attached to these forms in precisely the same 
way as they are attached to the present subjunctive (see 4.1.1.2).

4.1.1.5 Past Habitual

The past habitual is formed by adding a prefix k- (with a root whose 
initial consonant is unvoiced) or a prefix g- (to a root whose initial 
consonant is voiced) to the past subjunctive form (see 4.1.1.3):

  q-t-̣l d-m-x
Sing. 1.m. k-qatḷәnwa  g-damxәnwa
 1.f. k-qatḷanwa g-damxanwa
 2.m. k-qatḷәtwa g-damxәtwa
 2.f. k-qatḷatwa g-damxatwa
 3.m. k-qatә̣lwa g-damәxwa
 3.f. k-qatḷawa g-damxawa
Pl. 1.c. k-qatḷaxwa g-damxaxwa
 2.c. k-qatḷә́tuwa g-damxә́tuwa
 3.c. k-qatḷiwa g-damxiwa

Object l-set suffixes are attached to these forms in precisely the same 
way as they are attached to the past subjunctive (See 4.1.1.3).
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4.1.1.6 Future Simple

The future simple is formed by adding a prefix p- (with a root whose 
initial consonant is unvoiced) or a prefix b- (to a root whose initial 
consonant is voiced) to the present subjunctive form (See 4.1.1.2). 
When the root is I-m the prefix is realised as an m-.

  q-t-̣l d-m-x
Sing. 1.m. p-qatḷәn, p-qátlena b-damxәn, b-dámxena
 1.f. p-qatḷan, p-qátlana b-damxan, b-dámxana
 2.m. p-qatḷәt b-damxәt
 2.f. p-qatḷat b-damxat
 3.m. p-qatә̣l b-damәx
 3.f. p-qatḷa b-damxa
Pl. 1.c. p-qatḷax, p-qatḷaxni b-damxax, b-damxaxni
 2.c. p-qatḷetun b-damxetun
 3.c. p-qatḷi b-damxi
  m-r-ʾ n-š-q
Sing. 1.m. m-marʾәn, m-marʾena b-našqәn, b-nášqena
 1.f. m-marʾan, m-márʾana b-našqan, b-nášqana
 2.m. m-marʾәt b-našqәt
 2.f. m-marʾat b-našqat
 3.m. m-mareʾ b-našәq
 3.f. m-marʾa b-našqa
Pl. 1.c. m-marʾax, m-marʾaxni b-našqax, n-našqaxni
 2.c. m-marʾetun b-našqetun
 3.c. m-marʾi b-našqi

Object l-set suffixes are attached to these forms in precisely the same 
way as they are attached to the present subjunctive (see 4.1.1.2).

The future simple is negated with la and the present indicative, e.g. 
3.m.s. la k-qatә̣l ‘he will not kill’. *la p-qatә̣l is ungrammatical.

4.1.1.7 Conditional

The conditional is formed by adding a prefix p- (with a root whose 
initial consonant is unvoiced) or a prefix b- (to a root whose initial 
consonant is voiced) to the past subjunctive form (see 4.1.1.3). When 
the root is I-m the prefix is realised as an m.

  q-t-̣l d-m-x
Sing. 1.m. p-qatḷәnwa  b-damxәnwa
 1.f. p-qatḷanwa b-damxanwa
 2.m. p-qatḷәtwa b-damxәtwa
 2.f. p-qatḷatwa b-damxatwa
 3.m. p-qatә̣l wa b-damәxwa
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 3.f. p-qatḷa wa b-damxawa
Pl. 1.c. p-qatḷaxwa b-damxaxwa
 2.c. p-qatḷә́tuwa b-damxә́tuwa
 3.c. p-qatḷiwa b-damxiwa
Sing. 1.m. m-marʾәnwa
 1.f. m-marʾanwa
 2.m. m-marʾәtwa
 2.f. m-marʾatwa
 3.m. m-mareʾwa
 3.f. m-marʾawa
Pl. 1.c. m-marʾaxwa
 2.c. m-marʾә́tuwa
 3.c. m-marʾiwa

Object l-set suffixes are attached to these forms in precisely the same 
way as they are attached to the past subjunctive (see 4.1.1.3).

4.1.1.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. qtә̣lli
 2.m. qtә̣llux
 2.f. qtә̣llax
 3.m. qtә̣lle
 3.f. qtә̣lla
Pl. 1.c. qtә̣llan, qtә̣́lleni
 2.c. qtә̣́lloxun
 3.c. qtә̣llu

In verbs with a third radical n, r or ṛ one finds complete assimilation 
of the initial l- of the suffix to the third radical of the verb. The is 
shown below:

  t-̣ʾ-n n-t-̣r s-k-ṛ
Sing. 1.c. t ̣ʾ әnni ntә̣rri skәṛṛi
 2.m. t ̣ʾ әnnux ntә̣rrux skәṛṛux
 2.f. t ̣ʾ әnnax ntә̣rrax skәṛṛax
 3.m. t ̣ʾ әnne ntә̣rre skәṛṛe
 3.f. t ̣ʾ әnna ntә̣rra skәṛṛa
Pl. 1.c. t ̣ʾ әnnan, t ̣ʾ ә́nneni ntә̣rran, ntә̣́rreni skәṛṛan, skә́ṛṛeni
 2.c. t ̣ʾ ә́nnoxun ntә̣́rroxun skә́ṛṛoxun
 3.c. t ̣ʾ әnnu ntә̣rru skәṛṛu

An object can be expressed in this tense by one of two methods. The 
first is the internal modification of the stem. For a masculine singu-
lar object, no modification is necessary. qtә̣lli, qtә̣llux etc. can mean ‘I 
killed him’, ‘you (m.s.) killed him’ etc. as well as ‘I killed’, ‘you (m.s.) 
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killed’ etc. This anomaly is explained by the fact that the basic form 
qtә̣lle is diachronically analysable as qtịl ‘he is killed’ + le ‘by me’.4 
My informants show no synchronic awareness of any passive meaning 
in this construction whatsoever. There has been a complete semantic 
shift from ‘he is in a state of having been killed by me’ to ‘I killed 
(him).’ The past base of the verb (qtịl-) is inflected with a-set suffixes 
to represent the object as shown below:

Sing. 1.m. qtịlәn
 1.f. qtịlan
 2.m. qtịlәt
 2.f. qtịlat
 3.m. qtịl(әn)
 3.f. qtịla
Pl. 1.c. qtịlax
 2.c. qtịletun, qtịlә́tu-
 3.c. qtịli

The forms can stand alone5—primarily in archaic or archaising con-
texts, but are most often found with l-set suffixes, as shown below:

  1.m.s. object 1.f.s. object 2.m.s. object
Sing. 1.c. N/A N/A qtịlәtti
 2.m. qtịlәnnux qtịlannux N/A
 2.f. qtịlәnnax qtịlannax N/A
 3.m. qtịlәnne qtịlanne qtịlәtte
 3.f. qtịlәnna qtịlanna qtịlәtta
Pl. 1.c. N/A N/A qtịlәttan
 2.c. qtịlәnnoxun qtịlannoxun N/A
 3.c. qtịlәnnu qtịlannu qtịlәttu
  2.f.s. object 3.m.s. object 3.f.s object
Sing. 1.c. qtịlatti qtә̣lli qtịlali
 2.m. N/A qtә̣llux qtịlalux
 2.f. N/A qtә̣llax qtịlalax
 3.m. qtịlatte qtә̣lle qtịlale
 3.f. qtịlatta qtә̣lla qtịlala
Pl. 1.c qtịlattan qtә̣llan qtịlalan
 2.c N/A qtә̣́lloxun qtịláloxun
 3.c. qtịlattu qtә̣llu qtịlalu

4 Diachronically, however, qtә̣lle ‘He killed’ and qtә̣lle ‘He killed him’, despite being 
phonetically identical, are probably best analysed morphologically as /qtịl + li/ and
/qtịl + ø + li/ respectively (see Hoberman 1989: 36).

5 qtịlәn as the 3.m.s. form occurs only in isolation, and never with an l-set suffix. 
A form such as qtịlәnnux can only mean ‘you (m.s.) killed me (m.s.)’ and never *’you 
(m.s.) killed him’, which is expressed by the form qtә̣llux, or unambiguously by qam-
qatḷәtte.
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  1.c.pl. object 2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A qtịlә́tuli qtịlili
 2.m. qtịlaxlux N/A qtịlilux
 2.f. qtịlaxlax N/A qtịlilax
 3.m. qtịlaxle qtịlә́tulu qtịlile
 3.f. qtịlaxla qtịlә́tula qtịlila
Pl. 1.c N/A qtịlә́tulan qtịlilan
 2.c qtịláxloxun N/A qtịlíloxun
 3.c. qtịlaxlu qtịlә́tulu qtịlilu

The second way of expressing an object with this tense is by the use 
of a suppletive form, viz. the present subjunctive form with an object 
suffix (see 4.1.1.2) and a prefixed qam-:

  1.c.s. object 2.m.s. object 2.f.s. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A qam-qatḷәnnux qam-qatḷәnnax
 1.f. N/A qam-qatḷannux qam-qatḷannax
 2.m. qam-qatḷәtti N/A N/A
 2.f. qam-qatḷatti N/A N/A
 3.m. qam-qatә̣lli qam-qatә̣llux qam-qatә̣llax
 3.f. qam-qatḷali qam-qatḷalux qam-qatḷalax
Pl. 1.c. N/A qam-qatḷaxlux qam-qatḷaxlax
 2.c. qam-qatḷә́tuli N/A qam-qatḷә́tulax
 3.c. qam-qatḷili qam-qatḷilux qam-qatḷilax
  3.m.s. object 3.f.s. object 1.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. qam-qatḷәnne qam-qatḷәnna N/A
 1.f. qam-qatḷanne qam-qatḷanna N/A
 2.m. qam-qatḷәtte qam-qatḷәtta qam-qatḷәttan
 2.f. qam-qatḷatte qam-qatḷatta qam-qatḷattan
 3.m. qam-qatә̣lle qam-qatә̣lla qam-qatә̣llan
 3.f. qam-qatḷale qam-qatḷala qam-qatḷalan
Pl. 1.c qam-qatḷaxle qam-qatḷaxla N/A
 2.c qam-qatḷә́tule qam-qatḷә́tula qam-qatḷә́tulan
 3.c. qam-qatḷile qam-qatḷila qam-qatḷilan
  2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. qam-qatḷә́nnoxun qam-qatḷәnnu
 1.f. qam-qatḷánnoxun qam-qatḷannu
 2.m. N/A qam-qatḷәttu
 2.f. N/A qam-qatḷattu
 3.m. qam-qatә̣́lloxun qam-qatә̣llu
 3.f. qam-qatḷáloxun qam-qatḷalu
Pl. 1.c qam-qatḷáxloxun qam-qatḷaxlu
 2.c N/A qam-qatḷә́tulu
 3.c. qam-qatḷíloxun qam-qatḷilu
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4.1.1.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. qtә̣́lwali
 2.m. qtә̣́lwalux
 2.f. qtә̣́lwalax
 3.m. qtә̣́lwale
 3.f. qtә̣́lwala
Pl. 1.c. qtә̣́lwalan, qtә̣́lwaleni
 2.c. qtә̣́lwaloxun
 3.c. qtә̣́lwalu

Just as in the preterite, in the plupreterite an object may be expressed 
by one of two methods. The first is the internal modification of the 
stem. These forms are shown below:

  1.m.s. object 1.f.s. object 2.m.s. object
Sing. 1.c. N/A N/A qtịlә́twali
 2.m. qtịlә́nwalux qtịlánwalux N/A
 2.f. qtịlә́nwalax qtịlánwalax N/A
 3.m. qtịlә́nwale qtịlánwale qtịlә́twale
 3.f. qtịlә́nwala qtịlánwala qtịlә́twala
Pl. 1.c. N/A N/A qtịlә́twalan
 2.c. qtịlә́nwaloxun qtịlánwaloxun N/A
 3.c. qtịlә́nwalu qtịlánwalu qtịlә́twalu
  2.f.s. object 3.m.s. object 3.f.s object
Sing. 1.c. qtịlátwali qtә̣́lwali qtịláwali
 2.m. N/A qtә̣́lwalux qtịláwalux
 2.f. N/A qtә̣́lwalax qtịláwalax
 3.m. qtịlátwale qtә̣́lwale qtịláwale
 3.f. qtịlátwala qtә̣́lwala qtịláwala
Pl. 1.c qtịlátwalan qtә̣́lwalan qtịláwalan
 2.c N/A qtә̣́lwaloxun qtịláwaloxun
 3.c. qtịlátwalu qtә̣́lwalu qtịláwalu
  1.c.pl. object 2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A qtịlә́tuwali qtịlíwali
 2.m. qtịláxwalux N/A qtịlíwalux
 2.f. qtịláxwalax N/A qtịlíwalax
 3.m. qtịláxwale qtịlә́tuwale qtịlíwale
 3.f. qtịláxwala qtịlә́tuwala qtịlíwala
Pl. 1.c N/A qtịlә́tuwalan qtịlíwalan
 2.c qtịláxwaloxun N/A qtịlíwaloxun
 3.c. qtịláxwalu qtịlә́tuwalu qtịlíwalu

The second way of expressing an object with this tense is by the use of 
a suppletive form, viz. the past subjunctive form with an object suffix 
(see 4.1.1.3) and a prefixed qam-:
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  1.c.s. object 2.m.s. object 2.f.s. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A qam-qatḷә́nwalux qam-
    qatḷә́nwalax
 1.f. N/A qam-qatḷánwalux qam-
    qatḷánwalax
 2.m. qam-qatḷә́twali N/A N/A
 2.f. qam-qatḷátwali N/A N/A
 3.m. qam-qatә̣́lwali qam-qatә̣́lwalux qam-
    qatә̣́lwalax
 3.f. qam-qatḷáwali qam-qatḷáwalux qam-
    qatḷáwalax
Pl. 1.c. N/A qam-qatḷáxwalux qam-
    qatḷáxwalax
 2.c. qam-qatḷә́tuwali N/A qam-
    qatḷә́tuwalax
 3.c. qam-qatḷíwali qam-qatḷíwalux qam-
    qatḷíwalax
  3.m.s. object 3.f.s. object 1.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. qam-qatḷә́nwale qam-qatḷә́nwala N/A
 1.f. qam-qatḷánwale qam-qatḷʾanwala N/A
 2.m. qam-qatḷә́twale qam-qatḷә́twala qam-
    qatḷә́twalan
 2.f. qam-qatḷátwale qam-qatḷátwala qam-
    qatḷátwalan
 3.m. qam-qatә̣́lwale qam-qatә̣́lwala qam-
    qatә̣́lwalan
 3.f. qam-qatḷáwale qam-qatḷáwala qam-
    qatḷáwalan
Pl. 1.c qam-qatḷáxwale qam-qatḷáxwala N/A
 2.c qam-qatḷә́tuwale qam-qatḷә́tuwala qam-
    qatḷә́tuwalan
 3.c. qam-qatḷíwale qam-qatḷíwala qam-
    qatḷíwalan
  2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. qam-qatḷә́nwaloxun qam-qatḷә́nwalu
 1.f. qam-qatḷánwaloxun qam-qatḷánwalu
 2.m. N/A qam-qatḷә́twalu
 2.f. N/A qam-qatḷátwalu
 3.m. qam-qatә̣́lwaloxun qam-qatә̣́lwalu
 3.f. qam-qatḷáwaloxun qam-qatḷáwalu
Pl. 1.c qam-qatḷáxwaloxun qam-qatḷáxwalu
 2.c N/A qam-qatḷә́tuwalu
 3.c. qam-qatḷíwaloxun qam-qatḷíwalu
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4.1.1.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili qtịla
 1.f. -iwan, -ili qtә̣lta
 2.m. -iwәt qtịla
 2.f. -iwat qtә̣lta
 3.m. -ile qtịla
 3.f. -ila qtә̣lta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax qtịle
 2.c. -iwetun qtịle
 3.c. -ilu qtịle

In certain situations, the deictic copula is used with the stative parti-
ciple in place of the present copula (see section 4.6.2 below). The full 
paradigm is given below:

Sing. 1.m. wәlli qtịla
 1.f. wәlli qtә̣lta
 2.m. wәllәt qtịla
 2.f. wәllat qtә̣lta
 3.m. wәlle qtịla
 3.f. wәlla qtә̣lta
Pl. 1.c. wәllan qtịle
 2.c. wә́lloxun qtịle
 3.c. wәllu qtịle

Objects are expressed by the elision of the final vowel of the stative 
participle and the affixation of -әl- and an l-set suffix.6 Note that when 
this structure is used, the stress is not shifted and remains on the first 
syllable of the participle. Note also that in the masculine the number 
distinction usually maintained by the final vowel of the participle is 
obscured and grammatical number can only be discerned from the 
auxiliary verb. By way of illustration I give below the full paradigm 
for the second person:

6 Historically this formation can be seen to have evolved from the indication of the 
object by means of the preposition ʾәll-. For example: wәlle qtịla ʾәlli → wәlle qtị́lәlli. 
The use of ʾәll- in this way is still grammatical but does not normally occur in natural 
speech. It is common when an informant is asked to repeat in lento speech a con-
struction with the stative participle, e.g. ʾáwele t ̣ʾ ínәlli ‘he has carried me (here)’ was 
repeated as ʾáwele t ̣ʾ ina ʾәlli.
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  1.c.s. object 3.m.s. object 3f.s. object
Sing. 2.m. -iwәt qtị́lәlli -iwәt qtị́lәlle -iwәt qtị́lәlla
 2.f. -iwat qtә̣́ltәlli -iwat qtә̣́ltәlle -iwat qtә̣́ltәlla
Pl. 2.c. -iwetun qtị́lәlli -iwetun qtị́lәlle -iwetun qtị́lәlla
  1.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object.
Sing. 2.m. -iwәt qtị́lәllan -iwәt qtị́lәllu
 2.f. -iwat qtә̣́ltәllan -iwat qtә̣́ltәllu
Pl. 2.c. -iwetun qtị́lәllan -iwetun qtị́lәllu

4.1.1.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. wәnwa qtịla
 1.f. wanwa qtә̣lta
 2.m. wәtwa qtịla
 2.f. watwa qtә̣lta
 3.m. wewa qtịla
 3.f. wawa qtә̣lta
Pl. 1.c. waxwa qtịle
 2.c. wŭtwa, w\ŭtunwa qtịle
 3.c. wewa qtịle

Objects are expressed exactly as for the present perfect (see 4.1.1.9).

4.1.1.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. pawәn qtịla
 1.f. poyan qtә̣lta
 2.m. pawәt qtịla
 2.f. poyat qtә̣lta
 3.m. pawe qtịla
 3.f. poya qtә̣lta
Pl. 1.c. pawax qtịle
 2.c. pawetun qtịle
 3.c. pawe qtịle

Objects are expressed exactly as for the present perfect (see 4.1.1.9).

4.1.1.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:
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Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәqtạla
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәqtạla
 2.m. -iwәt bәqtạla
 2.f. -iwat bәqtạla
 3.m. -ile bәqtạla
 3.f. -ila bәqtạla
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәqtạla
 2.c. -iwetun bәqtạla
 3.c. -ilu bәqtạla

In certain situations, the deictic copula is used in place of the present 
copula (see section 4.6.2 below). The full paradigm is given below:

Sing. 1.m. wәlli bәqtạla
 1.f. wәlli bәqtạla
 2.m. wәllәt bәqtạla
 2.f. wәllat bәqtạla
 3.m. wәlle bәqtạla
 3.f. wәlla bәqtạla
Pl. 1.c. wәllan bәqtạla
 2.c. wә́lloxun bәqtạla
 3.c. wәllu bәqtạla

Objects are expressed by the elision of the final vowel of the infinitive 
and by the affixation of -әl- and an l-set suffix.7 Note that when this 
structure is used, the stress is not shifted and remains on the first syl-
lable of the participle. 

By way of illustration I give below the full paradigm for the second 
person:

  1.c.s. object 3.m.s. object 3f.s. object
Sing. 2.m. -iwәt bәqtạ́lәlli -iwәt bәqtạ́lәlle -iwәt bәqtạ́lәlla
 2.f. -iwat bәqtạ́lәlli -iwat bәqtạ́lәlle -iwat bәqtạ́lәlla
Pl. 2.c. -iwetun bәqtạ́lәlli -iwetun bәqtạ́lәlle -iwetun bәqtạ́lәlla
  1.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object.
Sing. 2.m. -iwәt bәqtạ́lәllan -iwәt bәqtạ́lәllu
 2.f. -iwat bәqtạ́lәllan -iwat bәqtạ́lәllu
Pl. 2.c. -iwetun bәqtạ́lәllan -iwetun bәqtạ́lәllu

4.1.1.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

7 Historically this can be seen to have evolved from the indication of the object by 
means of the preposition ʾәll-. For example: wәlle bәqtạla ʾәlli → wәlle bәqtạ́lәlli. 
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Sing. 1.m. wәnwa bәqtạla
 1.f. wanwa bәqtạla
 2.m. wәtwa bәqtạla
 2.f. watwa bәqtạla
 3.m. wewa bәqtạla
 3.f. wawa bәqtạla
Pl. 1.c. waxwa bәqtạla
 2.c. wŭtwa, w\ŭtunwa bәqtạla
 3.c. wewa bәqtạla

Objects are attached in the same way as for the present continuous 
(See 4.1.1.13)

4.1.1.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. pawәn bәqtạla
 1.f. poyan bәqtạla
 2.m. pawәt bәqtạla
 2.f. poyat bәqtạla
 3.m. pawe bәqtạla
 3.f. poya bәqtạla
Pl. 1.c. pawax bәqtạla
 2.c. pawetun bәqtạla
 3.c. pawe bәqtạla

Objects are attached in the same way as for the present continuous 
(see 4.1.1.13).

4.1.1.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.1.16.1 Infinitive

qtạla

4.1.1.16.2 Verbal Nouns
The masculine verbal noun is identical in form to the infinitive, and 
the feminine is formed by an infixed -t- between the third root conso-
nant and the nominal suffix -a.

Masc. qtạla
Fem. qtạlta
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4.1.2 Verbs I-ʾ (and Verbs I-ʾ, II-w; Verbs I-ʾ, III-y)

Verbs I-ʾ can be divided into two subgroups. Subgroup A verbs do not 
show the intial ʾ radical in the majority of their forms. Generally the 
ʾ radical resurfaces only in the subjunctive, the verbal nouns and the 
infinitive. Subgroup B verbs, on the other, tend to retain the ʾ radical.

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the roots ʾ-m-r 
‘to say’, ʾ-t̠-y8 ‘to come’, ʾ-x-l ‘to eat’, ʾ-z-l ‘to go’ (all subgroup A), ʾ-w-r 
‘to pass’ and ʾ-w-d ‘to do’ (both subgroup B).9 

4.1.2.1. Imperative

Subgroup A:

 ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l10

Sing. mar t̠a xol si
Pl. marun t̠awun xulun suwun

Subgroup B:

 ʾ-w-d ʾ-w-r
Sing. ʾwod ʾwor
Pl. ʾwudun ʾwurun

4.1.2.2 Present Subjunctive

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.m. ʾamrәn, ʾámrena ʾat̠әn, ʾát̠ena
 1.f. ʾamran, ʾámrana ʾat̠yan, ʾát̠yana
 2.m. ʾamrәt ʾat̠әt
 2.f. ʾamrat ʾat̠yat
 3.m. ʾamәr ʾat̠e
 3.f. ʾamra ʾat̠ya
Pl. 1.c. ʾamrax, ʾamraxni ʾat̠ax, ʾat̠axni
 2.c. ʾamretun ʾat̠etun
 3.c. ʾamri ʾat̠e
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l

 8 This verbs also exhibits the characteristics associated with verbs III-y (see 4.1.8 
for details).

 9 Subgroup B consists of these two roots only. It is interesting to note, firstly, that 
both verbs are II-w (see 4.1.4 below for details) and, secondly, that both verbs derive 
historically from verbs I-ʿ, i.e. OA עבר  and עבד  respectively.

10 The imperative forms of this root are suppletive.
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Sing. 1.m. ʾaxlәn, ʾáxlena ʾazәn, ʾázena
 1.f. ʾaxlan, ʾámrana ʾazan, ʾázana
 2.m. ʾaxlәt ʾazәt
 2.f. ʾaxlat ʾazat
 3.m. ʾaxәl ʾazel
 3.f. ʾaxla ʾaza
Pl. 1.c. ʾaxlax, ʾaxlaxni ʾazax, ʾazaxni
 2.c. ʾaxletun ʾazetun
 3.c. ʾaxli ʾazi

Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.m. ʾorәn, ʾórena ʾodәn, ʾódena
 1.f. ʾoran, ʾórana ʾodan, ʾódana
 2.m. ʾorәt ʾodәt
 2.f. ʾorat ʾodat
 3.m. ʾawәr ʾawәd
 3.f. ʾora ʾoda
Pl. 1.c. ʾorax, ʾoraxni ʾodax, ʾodaxni
 2.c. ʾoretun ʾodetun
 3.c. ʾori ʾodi

4.1.2.3 Past Subjunctive

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.m. ʾamrәnwa ʾat̠әnwa
 1.f. ʾamranwa ʾat̠yanwa
 2.m. ʾamrәtwa ʾat̠әtwa
 2.f. ʾamratwa ʾat̠yatwa
 3.m. ʾamәrwa ʾat̠ewa
 3.f. ʾamrawa ʾat̠yawa
Pl. 1.c. ʾamraxwa ʾat̠axwa
 2.c. ʾamrә́tuwa ʾat̠ә́tuwa
 3.c. ʾamriwa ʾat̠ewa
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.m. ʾaxlәnwa  ʾazәnwa
 1.f. ʾaxlanwa ʾazanwa
 2.m. ʾaxlәtwa ʾazәtwa
 2.f. ʾaxlatwa ʾazatwa
 3.m. ʾaxәlwa ʾazelwa
 3.f. ʾaxlawa ʾazawa
Pl. 1.c. ʾaxlaxwa ʾazaxwa
 2.c. ʾaxlә́tuwa ʾazә́tuwa
 3.c. ʾaxliwa ʾaziwa
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Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.m. ʾorәnwa ʾodәnwa
 1.f. ʾoranwa ʾodanwa
 2.m. ʾorәtwa ʾodәtwa
 2.f. ʾoratwa ʾodatwa
 3.m. ʾawәrwa ʾawәdwa
 3.f. ʾorawa ʾodawa
Pl. 1.c. ʾoraxwa ʾodaxwa
 2.c. ʾorә́tuwa ʾodә́tuwa
 3.c. ʾoriwa ʾodiwa

4.1.2.4 Present Indicative

The present indicative is formed by dropping the initial ʾ- and adding 
a prefix k- or g- to the present subjunctive form. Subgroup B roots 
always take a g- prefix, while the choice is lexically determined in sub-
group A roots . Note also the change in the quality of the initial vowel 
after the prefix, from -a- to -e- (or, in a closed syllable, its allophonic 
variant -ә-) in the majority of forms, the only exception being in the 
subgroup B roots, the forms of which exhibit some differences, owing 
to the presence of the -w-.

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.m. g-әmrәn, g-ә́mrena k-et̠әn, k-ét̠ena
 1.f. g-әmran, g-ә́mrana k-әt̠yan, k-ә́t̠yana
 2.m. g-әmrәt k-et̠әt
 2.f. g-әmrat k-әt̠yat
 3.m. g-emәr k-et̠e
 3.f. g-әmra k-әt̠ya
Pl. 1.c. g-әmrax, g-әmraxni k-et̠ax, k-et̠axni
 2.c. g-әmretun k-et̠etun
 3.c. g-әmri k-et̠e
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.m. k-әxlәn, k-ә́xlena g-ezәn, g-ézena
 1.f. k-әxlan, k-ә́xlana g-ezan, g-ézana
 2.m. k-әxlәt g-ezәt
 2.f. k-әxlat g-ezat
 3.m. k-exәl g-ezәl
 3.f. k-әxla g-eza
Pl. 1.c. k-әxlax, k-әxlaxni g-ezax, g-ezaxni
 2.c. k-әxletun g-ezetun

 3.c. k-әxli g-ezi
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Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.m. g-orәn, g-órena g-odәn, g-ódena
 1.f. g-oran, g-órana g-odan, g-ódana
 2.m. g-orәt g-odәt
 2.f. g-orat g-odat
 3.m. g-ewәr g-ewәd
 3.f. g-ora g-oda
Pl. 1.c. g-orax, g-oraxni g-odax, g-odaxni
 2.c. g-oretun g-odetun
 3.c. g-ori g-odi

4.1.2.5 Past Habitual

The past habitual is formed regularly, by the suffixation of -wa to the 
present indicative (see 4.1.2.3). 

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.m. g-әmrәnwa k-et̠әnwa
 1.f. g-әmranwa k-әt̠yanwa
 2.m. g-әmrәtwa k-et̠әtwa
 2.f. g-әmratwa k-әyt̠atwa
 3.m. g-emәrwa k-et̠ewa
 3.f. g-әmrawa k-әt̠yawa
Pl. 1.c. g-әmraxwa k-et̠axwa
 2.c. g-әmrә́tuwa k-et̠ә́tuwa
 3.c. g-әmriwa k-et̠ewa
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.m. k-әxlәnwa g-ezәnwa
 1.f. k-әxlanwa g-ezanwa
 2.m. k-әxlәtwa g-ezәtwa
 2.f. k-әxlatwa g-ezatwa
 3.m. k-exәlwa g-ezәlwa
 3.f. k-әxlawa g-ezawa
Pl. 1.c. k-әxlaxwa g-ezaxwa
 2.c. k-әxlә́tuwa g-ezә́tuwa
 3.c. k-әxliwa g-eziwa

Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.m. g-orәnwa g-odәnwa
 1.f. g-oranwa g-odanwa
 2.m. g-orәtwa g-odәtwa
 2.f. g-oratwa g-odatwa
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 3.m. g-ewәrwa g-ewәdwa
 3.f. g-orawa g-odawa
Pl. 1.c. g-oraxwa g-odaxwa
 2.c. g-orә́tuwa g-odә́tuwa
 3.c. g-oriwa g-odiwa

4.1.2.6 Future Simple

The future simple is formed for both subgroup A and subgroup B by 
dropping the initial ʾ- and adding a prefix b- to the present subjunctive 
form (see 4.1.2.2).

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.m. b-amrәn, b-ámrena b-at̠әn, b-át̠ena
 1.f. b-amran, b-ámrana b-at̠yan, b-át̠yana
 2.m. b-amrәt b-at̠әt
 2.f. b-amrat b-at̠yat
 3.m. b-amәr b-at̠e
 3.f. b-amra b-at̠ya
Pl. 1.c. b-amrax, b-amraxni b-at̠ax, b-at̠axni
 2.c. b-amretun b-at̠etun
 3.c. b-amri b-at̠e
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.m. b-axlәn, b-áxlena b-azәn, b-ázena
 1.f. b-axlan, b-ámrana b-azan, b-ázana
 2.m. b-axlәt b-azәt
 2.f. b-axlat b-azat
 3.m. b-axәl b-azel
 3.f. b-axla b-aza
Pl. 1.c. b-axlax, b-axlaxni b-azax, b-azaxni
 2.c. b-axletun b-azetun
 3.c. b-axli b-azi

Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.m. b-orәn, b-órena b-odәn, b-ódena
 1.f. b-oran, b-órana b-odan, b-ódana
 2.m. b-orәt b-odәt
 2.f. b-orat b-odat
 3.m. b-awәr b-awәd
 3.f. b-ora b-oda
Pl. 1.c. b-orax, b-oraxni b-odax, b-odaxni
 2.c. b-oretun b-odetun
 3.c. b-ori b-odi
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4.1.2.7 Conditional

The conditional is formed by dropping the initial ʾ- and adding a prefix 
b- to the past subjunctive form (see 4.1.2.3).

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.m. b-amrәnwa b-at̠әnwa
 1.f. b-amranwa b-at̠yanwa
 2.m. b-amrәtwa b-at̠әtwa
 2.f. b-amratwa b-at̠yatwa
 3.m. b-amәrwa b-at̠ewa
 3.f. b-amrawa b-at̠yawa
Pl. 1.c. b-amraxwa b-at̠axwa
 2.c.  b-amrә́tuwa b-at̠ә́tuwa
 3.c. b-amriwa b-at̠ewa
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.m. b-axlәnwa  b-azәnwa
 1.f. b-axlanwa b-azanwa
 2.m. b-axlәtwa b-azәtwa
 2.f. b-axlatwa b-azatwa
 3.m. b-axәlwa b-azelwa
 3.f. b-axlawa b-azawa
Pl. 1.c. b-axlaxwa b-azaxwa
 2.c. b-axlә́tuwa b-azә́tuwa
 3.c. b-axliwa b-aziwa

Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.m. b-orәnwa b-odәnwa
 1.f. b-oranwa b-odanwa
 2.m. b-orәtwa b-odәtwa
 2.f. b-oratwa b-odatwa
 3.m. b-awәrwa b-awәdwa
 3.f. b-orawa b-odawa
Pl. 1.c. b-oraxwa b-odaxwa
 2.c. b-orә́tuwa b-odә́tuwa
 3.c. b-oriwa b-odiwa

4.1.2.8 Preterite

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.c. mәrri t̠eli
 2.m. mәrrux t̠elux
 2.f. mәrrax t̠elax
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 3.m. mәrre t̠ele
 3.f. mәrra t̠ela
Pl. 1.c. mәrran, mә́rreni t̠elan, t̠éleni
 2.c. mә́rroxun t̠éloxun
 3.c. mәrru t̠elu
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.c. xәlli zәlli
 2.m. xәllux zәllux
 2.f. xәllax zәllax
 3.m. xәlle zәlle
 3.f. xәlla zәlla
Pl. 1.c. xәllan, xә́lleni zәllan, zә́lleni
 2.c. xә́lloxun zә́lloxun
 3.c. xәllu zәlllu

Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.c. ʾwәrri ʾwәdli
 2.m. ʾwәrrux ʾwәdlux
 2.f. ʾwәrrax ʾwәdlax
 3.m. ʾwәrre ʾwәdle
 3.f. ʾwәrra ʾwәdla
Pl. 1.c. ʾwәrran, ʾwә́rreni ʾwәdlan, ʾwә́dleni
 2.c. ʾwә́rroxun ʾwә́dloxun
 3.c. ʾwәrru ʾwәdlu

4.1.2.9 Plupreterite

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.c. mә́rwali t̠éwali
 2.m. mә́rwalux t̠éwalux
 2.f. mә́rwalax t̠éwalax
 3.m. mә́rwale t̠éwale
 3.f. mә́rwala t̠éwala
Pl. 1.c. mә́rwalan t̠éwalan
 2.c. mә́rwaloxun t̠éloxun
 3.c. mә́rwalu t̠éwalu
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.c. xәlwali zә́lwali
 2.m. xә́lwalux zә́lwalux
 2.f. xә́lwalax zә́lwalax
 3.m. xә́lwale zә́lwale
 3.f. xә́lwala zә́lwala
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Pl. 1.c. xә́lwalan zә́lwalan
 2.c. xә́lwaloxun zә́lwaloxun
 3.c. xә́lwalu zә́lwalu

Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.c. ʾwә́rwali ʾwә́dwali
 2.m. ʾwә́rwalux ʾwә́dwalux
 2.f. ʾwә́rwalax ʾwә́dwalax
 3.m. ʾwә́rwale ʾwә́dwale
 3.f. ʾwә́rwala ʾwә́dwala
Pl. 1.c. ʾwә́rwalan, ʾwә́dwalan
 2.c. ʾwә́rwaloxun ʾwә́dwaloxun
 3.c. ʾwә́rwalu ʾwә́dwalu

4.1.2.10 Present Perfect

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili mira -iwәn, -ili ʾәt̠ya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili mәrta -iwan, -ili t̠it̠a
 2.m. -iwәt mira -iwәt ʾәt̠ya
 2.f. -iwat mәrta -iwat t̠it̠a
 3.m. -ile mira -ile ʾәt̠ya
 3.f. -ila mәrta -ʾile t̠ita
Pl. 1.c. -iwax mire -iwax ʾәt̠ye
 2.c. -iwetun mire -iwetun ʾәt̠ye
 3.c. -ilu mire -ilu ʾәt̠ye
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili xila -iwәn, -ili zila
 1.f. -iwan, -ili xәlta -iwan, -ili zәlta
 2.m. -iwәt xila -iwәt zila
 2.f. -iwat xәlta -iwat zәlta
 3.m. -ile xila -ile zila
 3.f. -ila xәlta -ʾile zәlta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax xile -iwax zile
 2.c. -iwetun xile -iwetun zile
 3.c. -ilu xile -ilu zile

Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili ʾwira -iwәn, -ili ʾwida
 1.f. -iwan, -ili ʾwәrta -iwan, -ili ʾwәtta11

11 > *ʾwәdta
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 2.m. -iwәt ʾwira -iwәt ʾwida
 2.f. -iwat ʾwәrta -iwat ʾwәtta
 3.m. -ile ʾwira -ile ʾwida
 3.f. -ila ʾwәrta -ʾile ʾwәtta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax ʾwire -iwax ʾwide
 2.c. -iwetun ʾwire -iwetun ʾwide
 3.c. -ilu wire ʾwire -ilu ʾwide

4.1.2.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs I-ʾ are illustrated above in 4.1.2.9. The forms of the 
past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.2.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs I-ʾ are illustrated above in 4.1.2.9. See 4.6.7 
for the forms of the future copula.

4.1.2.13 Present Continuous

Subgroup A:

  ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bimara -iwәn, -ili bit̠aya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bimara -iwan, -ili bit̠aya
 2.m. -iwәt bimara -iwәt bit̠aya
 2.f. -iwat bimara -iwat bit̠aya
 3.m. -ile bimara -ile bit̠aya
 3.f. -ila bimara -ila bit̠aya
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bimara -iwax bit̠aya
 2.c. -iwetun bimara -iwetun bit̠aya
 3.c. -ilu bimara -ilu bit̠aya
  ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bixala -iwәn, -ili bizala
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bixala -iwan, -ili bizala
 2.m. -iwәt bixala -iwәt bizala
 2.f. -iwat bixala -iwat bizala
 3.m. -ile bixala -ile bizala
 3.f. -ila bixala -ila bizala
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bixala -iwax bizala
 2.c. -iwetun bixala -iwetun bizala
 3.c. -ilu bixala -ilu bizala
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Subgroup B:

  ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәʾwara -iwәn, -ili bәʾwada12

 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәʾwara -iwan, -ili bәʾwada
 2.m. -iwәt bәʾwara -iwәt bәʾwada
 2.f. -iwat bәʾwara -iwat bәʾwada
 3.m. -ile bәʾwara -ile bәʾwada
 3.f. -ila bәʾwara -ila bәʾwada
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәʾwara -iwax bәʾwada
 2.c. -iwetun bәʾwara -iwetun bәʾwada
 3.c. -ilu bәʾwara -ilu bәʾwada

4.1.2.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix. The forms of the infinitive with a b(ә)- 
prefix for verbs I-ʾ are given in 4.1.2.12 above. The forms of the past 
copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.2.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix. The forms of the infinitive with a 
b(ә)- prefix for verbs I-ʾ are given in 4.1.2.12 above. The forms of the 
future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.2.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.2.16.1 Infinitive

Subgroup A:

ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
ʾimara ʾita̠ya ʾixala ʾizala

Subgroup B:

ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
ʾwada ʾwara

12 In allegro speech, the form bәʾada is often encountered. 
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4.1.2.16.2 Verbal Nouns
For both subgroups of verbs I-ʾ, the masculine verbal noun is identical 
in form to the infinitive, and the feminine is formed as shown below.

Subgroup A:

 ʾ-m-r ʾ-t̠-y ʾ-x-l ʾ-z-l
Masc. ʾimara ʾit̠aya ʾixala ʾizala
Fem. ʾimarta ʾit̠et̠a13 ʾixalta ʾizalta

Subgroup B:

 ʾ-w-r ʾ-w-d
Masc. ʾwara ʾwada
Fem. ʾwarta ʾwadta

4.1.3 Verbs I-y

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the root y-s-q ‘to 
ascend’.

4.1.3.1 Imperative
Sing. ysoq
Pl. ysuqun

4.1.3.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yasqәn, yásqena
 1.f. yasqan, yásqana
 2.m. yasqәt
 2.f. yasqat
 3.m. yasәq
 3.f. yasqa
Pl. 1.c. yasqax, yasqaxni
 2.c. yasqetun
 3.c. yasqi

13 The anomalous nature of this form is due to the final -y of the root. The historical 
development of this form can be reconstructed as *ʾit̠ayta → *ʾit̠eta → *ʾit̠et̠a. Note 
that this pathway necessarily presupposes that the monophthongisation of */ay/ to /e/ 
occurred at some point before the spirantisation of postvocalic */b/, */d/, */g/, */k/, 
*/p/ and */t/ ceased to be productive.
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4.1.3.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yasqәnwa
 1.f. yasqanwa
 2.m. yasqәtwa
 2.f. yasqatwa
 3.m. yasәqwa
 3.f. yasqawa
Pl. 1.c. yasqaxwa
 2.c. yasqә́tuwa
 3.c. yasqiwa

4.1.3.4 Present Indicative

In the forms of the present indicative, the regular initial g-yaC- struc-
ture is commonly contracted down to g-eC-. The uncontracted form 
is the form most often encountered in lento speech, especially when 
forms are elicited metalinguistically from an informant. 

Sing. 1.m. g-yasqәn, g-yásqena
 1.f. g-yasqan, g-yásqana
 2.m. g-yasqәt
 2.f. g-yasqat
 3.m. g-yasәq
 3.f. g-yasqa
Pl. 1.c. g-yasqax, g-yasqaxni
 2.c. g-yasqetun
 3.c. g-yasqi

4.1.3.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. g-yasqәnwa
 1.f. g-yasqanwa
 2.m. g-yasqәtwa
 2.f. g-yasqatwa
 3.m. g-yasәqwa
 3.f. g-yasqawa
Pl. 1.c. g-yasqaxwa
 2.c. g-yasqә́tuwa
 3.c. g-yasqiwa

4.1.3.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. b-yasqәn, b-yásqena
 1.f. b-yasqan, b-yásqana
 2.m. b-yasqәt
 2.f. b-yasqat
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 3.m. b-yasәq
 3.f. b-yasqa
Pl. 1.c. b-yasqax, b-yasqaxni
 2.c. b-yasqetun
 3.c. b-yasqi

4.1.3.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. b-yasqәnwa
 1.f. b-yasqanwa
 2.m. b-yasqәtwa
 2.f. b-yasqatwa
 3.m. b-yasәqwa
 3.f. b-yasqawa
Pl. 1.c. b-yasqaxwa
 2.c. b-yasqә́tuwa
 3.c. b-yasqiwa

4.1.3.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. ysәqli
 2.m. ysәqlux
 2.f. ysәqlax
 3.m. ysәqle
 3.f. ysәqla
Pl. 1.c. ysәqlan, ysә́qleni
 2.c. ysә́qloxun
 3.c. ysәqlu

The above forms of the preterite can be phonetically realised in a 
wide variety of ways, specifically as regards the initial y-. For example 
/ysәqle/ : [yisәqle] ~ [ʾisәqle] ~ [sәqle]. With a preceding vowel, how-
ever, the underlying form represented by the transcription resurfaces 
(e.g. ʾu-ysәqle [ʾuysәqle] ‘and he went up’).

4.1.3.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. ysә́qwali
 2.m. ysә́qwalux
 2.f. ysә́qwalax
 3.m. ysә́qwale
 3.f. ysә́qwala
Pl. 1.c. ysә́qwalan, ysә́qwaleni
 2.c. ysә́qwaloxun
 3.c. ysә́qwalu
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In the same way as for the forms of the preterite (see 4.1.3.8 above), 
the initial y- of these forms may be phonetically realised in a number 
of different ways, e.g. /ysә́qwaloxun/ : [yisә́qwaloxun] ~ [ʾisә́qwaloxun] 
~ [sә́qwaloxun].

4.1.3.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili ysiqa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili ysәqta
 2.m. -iwәt ysiqa
 2.f. -iwat ysәqta
 3.m. -ile ysiqa
 3.f. -ila ysәqta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax ysiqe
 2.c. -iwetun ysiqe
 3.c. -ilu ysiqe

4.1.3.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs I-y are illustrated above in 4.1.3.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.3.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs I-y are illustrated above in 4.1.3.10. See 4.6.7 
for the forms of the future copula.

4.1.3.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bisaqa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bisaqa
 2.m. -iwәt bisaqa
 2.f. -iwat bisaqa
 3.m. -ile bisaqa
 3.f. -ila bisaqa
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Pl. 1.c. -iwax bisaqa
 2.c. -iwetun bisaqa
 3.c. -ilu bisaqa

4.1.3.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix for 
verbs I-y is given in 4.1.3.13 above. The forms of the past copula are 
given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.3.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs I-y is given in 4.1.3.13 above. The forms of the future copula 
are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.3.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.3.16.1 Infinitive

ysaqa

4.1.3.16.2 Verbal Nouns
The masculine verbal noun is identical in form to the infinitive, and 
the feminine is formed by an infixed -t- between the third root conso-
nant and the nominal suffix -a.

Masc. ysaqa
Fem. ysaqta

4.1.4 Verbs II-w

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the roots l-w-š ‘to 
dress, to put on [clothes]’ and k-w-š ‘to descend’.

Diachronically, the /w/ in these verbs is the result of a shift from an 
earlier postvocalic allophone of */b/, represented as *[b], which was 
fricativised.14 For instance, *labәš → lawәš.15 

14 This allophone was most probably realised phonetically as a labial-dental or a 
bilabial fricative ([v] or [β]) or perhaps as a bilabial approximant [β].

15 See 1.9.1.1.
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4.1.4.1 Imperative

Sing. lwoš
Pl. lwušun

4.1.4.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. lošәn16, lóšena
 1.f. lošan, lóšana
 2.m. lošәt
 2.f. lošat
 3.m. lawәš
 3.f. loša
Pl. 1.c. lošax, lošaxni
 2.c. lošetun
 3.c. loši

4.1.4.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. lošәnwa
 1.f. lošanwa
 2.m. lošәtwa
 2.f. lošatwa
 3.m. lawәšwa
 3.f. lošawa
Pl. 1.c. lošaxwa
 2.c. lošә́tuwa
 3.c. lošiwa

4.1.4.4 Present Indicative

  l-w-š k-w-š
Sing. 1.m. g-lošәn, g-lóšena k-košәn, -kóšena
 1.f. g-lošan, g-lóšana k-košan, k-kóšana
 2.m. g-lošәt k-košәt
 2.f. g-lošat k-košat
 3.m. g-lawәš k-kawәš
 3.f. g-loša k-koša
Pl. 1.c. g-lošax, g-lošaxni k-košax, k-košaxni
 2.c. g-lošetun k-košetun
 3.c. g-loši k-koši

16 < *lawšәn
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4.1.4.5 Past Habitual

  l-w-š k-w-š
Sing. 1.m. g-lošәnwa k-košәnwa
 1.f. g-lošanwa k-košanwa
 2.m. g-lošәtwa k-košәtwa
 2.f. g-lošatwa k-košatwa
 3.m. g-lawәšwa k-kawәšwa
 3.f. g-lošawa k-košawa
Pl. 1.c. g-lošaxwa k-košaxwa
 2.c. g-lošә́tuwa k-košә́tuwa
 3.c. g-lošiwa k-košiwa

4.1.4.6 Future Simple

  l-w-š k-w-š
Sing. 1.m. b-lošәn, b-lóšena p-košәn, p-kóšena
 1.f. b-lošan, b-lóšana p-košan, p-kóšena
 2.m. b-lošәt p-košәt
 2.f. b-lošat p-košat
 3.m. b-lawәš p-kawәš
 3.f. b-loša p-koša
Pl. 1.c. b-lošax, b-lošaxni p-košax, p-košaxni
 2.c. b-lošetun p-košetun
 3.c. b-loši p-koši

4.1.4.7 Conditional

  l-w-š k-w-š
Sing. 1.m. b-lošәnwa p-košәnwa
 1.f. b-lošanwa p-košanwa
 2.m. b-lošәtwa p-košәtwa
 2.f. b-lošatwa p-košatwa
 3.m. b-lawәšwa p-kawәšwa
 3.f. b-lošawa p-košawa
Pl. 1.c. b-lošaxwa p-košaxwa
 2.c. b-lošә́tuwa p-košә́tuwa

 3.c. b-lošiwa p-košiwa

4.1.4.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. lwәšli
 2.m. lwәšlux
 2.f. lwәšlax
 3.m. lwәšle
 3.f. lwәšla
Pl. 1.c. lwәšlan, lwә́šleni
 2.c. lwә́šloxun
 3.c. lwәšlu
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4.1.4.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. lwә́šwali
 2.m. lwә́šwalux
 2.f. lwә́šwalax
 3.m. lwә́šwale
 3.f. lwә́šwala
Pl. 1.c. lwә́šwalan, lwә́šwaleni
 2.c. lwә́šwaloxun
 3.c. lwә́šwalu

4.1.4.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili lwiša
 1.f. -iwan, -ili lwәšta
 2.m. -iwәt lwiša
 2.f. -iwat lwәšta
 3.m. -ile lwiša
 3.f. -ila lwәšta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax lwiše
 2.c. -iwetun lwiše
 3.c. -ilu lwiše

4.1.4.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs II-w are illustrated above in 4.1.4.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.4.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs II-w are illustrated above in 4.1.4.10. See 
4.6.7 for the forms of the future copula.

4.1.4.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:
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Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәlwaša
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәlwaša

 2.m. -iwәt bәlwaša
 2.f. -iwat bәlwaša
 3.m. -ile bәlwaša
 3.f. -ila bәlwaša
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәlwaša
 2.c. -iwetun bәlwaša
 3.c. -ilu bәlwaša

4.1.4.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b(ә)- 
prefix for verbs II-w is given in 4.1.4.13 above. The forms of the past 
copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.4.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs II-w is given in 4.1.4.13 above. The forms of the future copula 
are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.4.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.4.16.1 Infinitive

lwaša

4.1.4.16.1 Verbal Nouns
The masculine verbal noun is identical in form to the infinitive, and 
the feminine is formed by an infixed -t- between the third root conso-
nant and the nominal suffix -a.

Masc. lwaša
Fem. lwašta
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4.1.5 Verbs II-y

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the roots p-y-š ‘to 
remain, to become’ and m-y-s ̣ ‘to suck’.

4.1.5.1 Imperative
Sing. poš
Pl. pušun

4.1.5.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. pešәn17, péšena
 1.f. pešan, léšana
 2.m. pešәt
 2.f. pešat
 3.m. payәš
 3.f. peša
Pl. 1.c. pešax, pešaxni
 2.c. pešetun
 3.c. peši

4.1.5.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. pešәnwa
 1.f. pešanwa
 2.m. pešәtwa
 2.f. pešatwa
 3.m. payәšwa
 3.f. pešawa
Pl. 1.c. pešaxwa
 2.c. pešә́tuwa
 3.c. pešiwa

4.1.5.4 Present Indicative

  p-y-š m-y-s ̣
Sing. 1.m. k-pešәn, k-péšena g-mesә̣n, g-mésẹna
 1.f. k-pešan, k-péšana g-mesạn, g-mésạna
 2.m. k-pešәt g-mesә̣t
 2.f. k-pešat g-mesạt
 3.m. k-payәš g-mayәs ̣
 3.f. k-peša g-mesạ
Pl. 1.c. k-pešax, k-pešaxni g-mesạx, g-mésạxni

17 < *payšәn
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 2.c. k-pešetun g-mesẹtun
 3.c. k-peši g-mesị

4.1.5.5. Past Habitual

  p-y-š m-y-s ̣
Sing. 1.m. k-pešәnwa g-mesә̣nwa
 1.f. k-pešanwa g-mesạnwa
 2.m. k-pešәtwa g-mesә̣twa
 2.f. k-pešatwa g-mesạtwa
 3.m. k-payәšwa g-mayәsẉa
 3.f. k-pešawa g-mesạwa
Pl. 1.c. k-pešaxwa g-mesạxwa
 2.c. k-pešә́tuwa g-mesә̣́tuwa
 3.c. k-pešiwa g-mesịwa

4.1.5.6 Future Simple

  p-y-š m-y-s ̣
Sing. 1.m. p-pešәn, p-péšena b-mesә̣n, b-mésẹna
 1.f. p-pešan, p-péšana b-mesạn, b-mésạna
 2.m. p-pešәt b-mesә̣t
 2.f. p-pešat b-mesạt
 3.m. p-payәš b-mayәs ̣
 3.f. p-peša b-mesạ
Pl. 1.c. p-pešax, p-pešaxni b-mesạx, b-mésạxni
 2.c. p-pešetun b-mesẹtun
 3.c. p-peši b-mesị

4.1.5.7 Conditional

  p-y-š m-y-s ̣
Sing. 1.m. p-pešәnwa b-mesә̣nwa
 1.f. p-pešanwa b-mesạnwa
 2.m. p-pešәtwa b-mesә̣twa
 2.f. p-pešatwa b-mesạtwa
 3.m. p-payәšwa b-mayәsẉa
 3.f. p-pešawa b-mesạwa
Pl. 1.c. p-pešaxwa b-mesạxwa
 2.c. p-pešә́tuwa b-mesә̣́tuwa
 3.c. p-pešiwa b-mesịwa

4.1.5.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. pәšli
 2.m. pәšlux
 2.f. pәšlax
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 3.m. pәšle
 3.f. pәšla
Pl. 1.c. pәšlan, pә́šleni
 2.c. pә́šloxun
 3.c. pәšlu

4.1.5.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. pә́šwali
 2.m. pә́šwalux
 2.f. pә́šwalax
 3.m. pә́šwale
 3.f. pә́šwala
Pl. 1.c. pә́šwalan, pә́šwaleni
 2.c. pә́šwaloxun
 3.c. pә́šwalu

4.1.5.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili piša
 1.f. -iwan, -ili pәšta
 2.m. -iwәt piša
 2.f. -iwat pәšta
 3.m. -ile piša
 3.f. -ila pәšta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax piše
 2.c. -iwetun piše
 3.c. -ilu piše

4.1.5.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs II-y are illustrated above in 4.1.5.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.5.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs II-y are illustrated above in 4.1.5.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.
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4.1.5.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәpyaša
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәpyaša
 2.m. -iwәt bәpyaša
 2.f. -iwat bәpyaša
 3.m. -ile bәpyaša
 3.f. -ila bәpyaša
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәpyaša
 2.c. -iwetun bәpyaša

 3.c. -ilu bәpyaša

4.1.5.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix for 
verbs II-y is given in 4.1.5.13 above. The forms of the past copula are 
given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.5.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs II-y is given in 4.1.5.13 above. The forms of the future copula 
are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.5.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.5.16.1 Infinitive

pyaša

4.1.5.16.2 Verbal Nouns
The masculine verbal noun is identical in form to the infinitive, and 
the feminine is formed by an infixed -t- between the third root conso-
nant and the nominal suffix -a.

Masc. pyaša
Fem. pyašta
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4.1.6 Verbs III-ʾ

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the roots š-m-ʾ ‘to 
hear’ and z-d-ʾ ‘to be afraid’.

4.1.6.1 Imperative

Sing. šmoʾ
Pl. šmuʾun

4.1.6.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. šamʾәn, šámʾena
 1.f. šamʾan, šámʾana
 2.m. šamʾәt
 2.f. šamʾat
 3.m. šameʾ
 3.f. šamʾa
Pl. 1.c. šamʾax, šamʾaxni
 2.c. šamʾetun
 3.c. šamʾi

4.1.6.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. šamʾәnwa
 1.f. šamʾanwa
 2.m. šamʾәtwa
 2.f. šamʾәtwa
 3.m. šameʾwa
 3.f. šamʾawa
Pl. 1.c. šamʾaxwa
 2.c. šamʾә́tuwa
 3.c. šamʾiwa

4.1.6.4 Present Indicative

  š-m-ʾ z-d-ʾ
Sing. 1.m. k-šamʾәn, k-šámʾena g-zadʾәn, g-zádʾena
 1.f. k-šamʾan, k-šámʾana g-zadʾan, g-zádʾana
 2.m. k-šamʾәt g-zadʾәt
 2.f. k-šamʾat g-zadʾat
 3.m. k-šameʾ g-zadeʾ
 3.f. k-šamʾa g-zadʾa
Pl. 1.c. k-šamʾax, k-šamʾaxni g-zadʾax, g-zadʾaxni
 2.c. k-šamʾetun g-zadʾetun
 3.c. k-šamʾi g-zadʾi
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4.1.6.5 Past Habitual

  š-m-ʾ z-d-ʾ
Sing. 1.m. k-šamʾәnwa g-zadʾәnwa
 1.f. k-šamʾanwa g-zadʾanwa
 2.m. k-šamʾәtwa g-zadʾәtwa
 2.f. k-šamʾatwa g-zadʾatwa
 3.m. k-šameʾwa g-zadeʾwa
 3.f. k-šamʾawa g-zadʾawa
Pl. 1.c. k-šamʾaxwa g-zadʾaxwa
 2.c. k-šamʾә́tuwa g-zadʾә́tuwa
 3.c. k-šamʾiwa g-zadʾiwa

4.1.6.6 Future Simple

  š-m-ʾ z-d-ʾ
Sing. 1.m. p-šamʾәn, p-šámʾena b-zadʾәn, b-zádʾena
 1.f. p-šamʾan, p-šámʾana b-zadʾan, b-zádʾana
 2.m. p-šamʾәt b-zadʾәt
 2.f. p-šamʾat b-zadʾat
 3.m. p-šameʾ b-zadeʾ
 3.f. p-šamʾa b-zadʾa
Pl. 1.c. p-šamʾax, p-šamʾaxni b-zadʾax, b-zadʾaxni
 2.c. p-šamʾetun b-zadʾetun
 3.c. p-šamʾi b-zadʾi

4.1.6.7 Conditional

  š-m-ʾ z-d-ʾ
Sing. 1.m. p-šamʾәnwa b-zadʾәnwa
 1.f. p-šamʾanwa b-zadʾanwa
 2.m. p-šamʾәtwa b-zadʾәtwa
 2.f. p-šamʾatwa b-zadʾatwa
 3.m. p-šameʾwa b-zadәʾwa
 3.f. p-šamʾawa b-zadʾawa
Pl. 1.c. p-šamʾaxwa b-zadʾaxwa
 2.c. p-šamʾә́tuwa b-zadʾә́tuwa
 3.c. p-šamʾi       wa b-zadʾiwa

4.1.6.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. šmeʾli18

 2.m. šmeʾlux

18 < *šmәʾli
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 2.f. šmeʾlax
 3.m. šmeʾle
 3.f. šmeʾla
Pl. 1.c. šmeʾlan, šméʾleni
 2.c. šméʾloxun
 3.c. šmeʾlu

4.1.6.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. šméʾwali
 2.m. šméʾwalux
 2.f. šméʾwalax
 3.m. šméʾwale
 3.f. šméʾwala
Pl. 1.c. šméʾwalan, šméʾwaleni 
 2.c. šméʾwaloxun
 3.c. šméʾwalu

4.1.6.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili šmiʾa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili šmeʾta19

 2.m. -iwәt šmiʾa
 2.f. -iwat šmeʾta
 3.m. -ile šmiʾa
 3.f. -ila šmeʾta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax šmiʾe
 2.c. -iwetun šmiʾe
 3.c. -ilu šmiʾe

4.1.6.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs III-ʾ are illustrated above in 4.1.6.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

19 < *šmәʾta
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4.1.6.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs III-ʾ are illustrated above in 4.1.6.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.6.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәšmaʾa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәšmaʾa
 2.m. -iwәt bәšmaʾa
 2.f. -iwat bәšmaʾa
 3.m. -ile bәšmaʾa
 3.f. -ila bәšmaʾa
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәšmaʾa
 2.c. -iwetun bәšmaʾa
 3.c. -ilu bәšmaʾa

4.1.6.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix for 
verbs III-ʾ is given in 4.1.6.13 above. The forms of the past copula are 
given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.6.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs III-ʾ is given in 4.1.6.13 above. The forms of the future copula 
are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.6.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.6.16.1 Infinitive

šmaʾa
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4.1.6.16.2 Verbal Nouns
The masculine verbal noun is identical in form to the infinitive, and 
the feminine is formed by an infixed -t- between the third root conso-
nant and the nominal suffix -a.

Masc. šmaʾa
Fem. šmaʾta

4.1.7 Verbs III-w

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the roots k-t̠-w ‘to 
write’ and n-s-̣w ‘to plant’.

4.1.7.1 Imperative

Sing. kt̠u20

Pl. kt̠uwun

4.1.7.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. kat̠wәn, kát̠wena
 1.f. kat̠wan, kát̠wana
 2.m. kat̠wәt
 2.f. kat̠wat
 3.m. kat̠u21

 3.f. kat̠wa
Pl. 1.c. kat̠wax, kat̠waxni
 2.c. kat̠wetun
 3.c. kat̠wi

4.1.7.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. kat̠wәnwa
 1.f. kat̠wanwa
 2.m. kat̠wәtwa
 2.f. kat̠wәtwa
 3.m. kat̠uwa
 3.f. kat̠wawa
Pl. 1.c. kat̠waxwa
 2.c. kat̠wә́tuwa

 3.c. kat̠wiwa

20 < *kt̠әw
21 < *kat̠әw
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4.1.7.4 Present Indicative

  k-t-̠w n-s-̣w
Sing. 1.m. k-kat̠wәn, k-kát̠wena g-nasẉәn, g-násẉena
 1.f. k-kat̠wan, k-kát̠wana g-nasẉan, g-násẉana
 2.m. k-kat̠wәt g-nasẉәt
 2.f. k-kat̠wat g-nasẉat
 3.m. k-kat̠u g-nasụ
 3.f. k-kat̠wa g-nasẉa
Pl. 1.c. k-kat̠wax, k-kat̠waxni g-nasẉax, g-nasẉaxni
 2.c. k-kat̠wetun g-nasẉetun
 3.c. k-kat̠wi g-nasẉi

4.1.7.5 Past Habitual

  k-t-̠w   n-s-̣w
Sing. 1.m. k-kat̠wәnwa g-nasẉәnwa
 1.f. k-kat̠wanwa g-nasẉanwa
 2.m. k-kat̠wәtwa g-nasẉәtwa
 2.f. k-kat̠wat g-nasẉatwa
 3.m. k-kat̠uwa g-nasụwa
 3.f. k-kat̠wawa g-nasẉawa
Pl. 1.c. k-kat̠waxwa g-nasẉaxwa
 2.c. k-kat̠wә́tuwa g-nasẉә́tuwa
 3.c. k-kat̠wi      wa g-nasẉiwa

4.1.7.6 Future Simple

  k-t-̠w n-s-̣w
Sing. 1.m. p-kat̠wәn, p-kát̠wena b-nasẉәn, b-násẉena
 1.f. p-kat̠wan, p-kát̠wana b-nasẉan, b-násẉana
 2.m. p-kat̠wәt b-nasẉәt
 2.f. p-kat̠wat b-nasẉat
 3.m. p-kat̠u b-nasụ
 3.f. p-kat̠wa b-nasẉa
Pl. 1.c. p-kat̠wax, p-kat̠waxni b-nasẉax, b-nasẉaxni
 2.c. p-kat̠wetun b-nasẉetun
 3.c. p-kat̠wi b-nasẉi

4.1.7.7 Conditional

  k-t-̠w n-s-̣w
Sing. 1.m. p-kat̠wәnwa b-nasẉәnwa
 1.f. p-kat̠wanwa b-nasẉanwa
 2.m. p-kat̠wәtwa b-nasẉәtwa
 2.f. p-kat̠wat b-nasẉatwa
 3.m. p-kat̠uwa b-nasụwa
 3.f. p-kat̠wawa b-nasẉawa
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Pl. 1.c. p-kat̠waxwa b-nasẉaxwa
 2.c. p-kat̠wә́tuwa b-nasẉә́tuwa
 3.c. p-kat̠wi      wa b-nasẉiwa

4.1.7.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. kt̠uli22

 2.m. kt̠ulux
 2.f. kt̠ulax
 3.m. kt̠ule
 3.f. kt̠ula
Pl. 1.c. kt̠ulan, kt̠úleni
 2.c. kt̠úloxun
 3.c. kt̠ulu

4.1.7.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. kt̠úwali
 2.m. kt̠úwalux
 2.f. kt̠úwalax
 3.m. kt̠úwale
 3.f. kt̠úwala
Pl. 1.c. kt̠úwalan, kt̠úwaleni
 2.c. kt̠úwaloxun
 3.c. kt̠úwalu

4.1.7.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili kt̠iwa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili kt̠uta23

 2.m. -iwәt kt̠iwa
 2.f. -iwat kt̠uta
 3.m. -ile kt̠iwa
 3.f. -ila kt̠uta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax kt̠iwe
 2.c. -iwetun kt̠iwe
 3.c. -ilu kt̠iwe

22 < *kt̠әwli
23 < *kt̠әwta 
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4.1.7.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs III-w are illustrated above in 4.1.7.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.7.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs III-w are illustrated above in 4.1.7.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.7.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәkt̠awa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәkt̠awa
 2.m. -iwәt bәkt̠awa
 2.f. -iwat bәkt̠awa
 3.m. -ile bәkt̠awa
 3.f. -ila bәkt̠awa
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәkt̠awa
 2.c. -iwetun bәkt̠awa
 3.c. -ilu bәkt̠awa

4.1.7.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix for 
verbs III-w is given in 4.1.7.13 above. The forms of the past copula are 
given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.7.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- pre-
fix for verbs III-w is given in 4.1.7.13 above. The forms of the future 
copula are given below in 4.6.7.
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4.1.7.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.7.16.1 Infinitive

kt̠awa

4.1.7.16.2 Verbal Nouns
The masculine verbal noun is identical in form to the infinitive and 
no feminine form is attested in the text corpus or volounteered by 
informants.

Masc. kt̠awa-

4.1.8 Verbs III-y

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the roots š-t-y ‘to 
drink’ and n-š-y ‘to forget’

4.1.8.1 Imperative

Sing. šti
Pl. štuwun

4.1.8.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. šatәn, šátena
 1.f. šatyan, šátyana
 2.m. šatәt
 2.f. šatyat
 3.m. šate24

 3.f. šatya
Pl. 1.c. šatax, šataxni
 2.c. šatetun
 3.c. šate

4.1.8.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. šatәnwa
 1.f. šatyanwa
 2.m. šatәtwa
 2.f. šatyatwa

24 < *šatәy
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 3.m. šatewa
 3.f. šatyawa
Pl. 1.c. šataxwa
 2.c. šatә́tuwa

 3.c. šatewa

4.1.8.4 Present Indicative

  š-t-y n-š-y
Sing. 1.m. k-šatәn, k-šátena g-našәn, g-nášena
 1.f. k-šatyan, k-šátyana g-našyan, g-nášyana
 2.m. k-šatәt g-našәt
 2.f. k-šatyat g-našyat
 3.m. k-šate g-naše
 3.f. k-šatya g-našya
Pl. 1.c. k-šatax, k-šataxni g-našax, g-našaxni
 2.c. k-šatetun g-našetun
 3.c. k-šate g-naše

4.1.8.5 Past Habitual

  š-t-y n-š-y
Sing. 1.m. k-šatәnwa g-našәnwa
 1.f. k-šatyanwa g-našyanwa
 2.m. k-šatәtwa g-našәtwa
 2.f. k-šatyatwa g-našyatwa
 3.m. k-šatewa g-našewa
 3.f. k-šatyawa g-našyawa
Pl. 1.c. k-šataxwa g-našaxwa
 2.c. k-šatә́tuwa g-našә́tuwa
 3.c. k-šatewa g-našewa

4.1.8.6 Future Simple

  š-t-y n-š-y
Sing. 1.m. p-šatәn, p-šátena b-našәn, b-nášena
 1.f. p-šatyan, p-šátyana b-našyan, b-nášyana
 2.m. p-šatәt b-našәt
 2.f. p-šatyat b-našyat
 3.m. p-šate b-naše
 3.f. p-šatya b-našya
Pl. 1.c. p-šatax, p-šataxni b-našax, b-našaxni
 2.c. p-šatetun b-našetun
 3.c. p-šate b-naše
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4.1.8.7 Conditional

  š-t-y n-š-y
Sing. 1.m. p-šatәnwa b-našәnwa
 1.f. p-šatyanwa b-našyanwa
 2.m. p-šatәtwa b-našәtwa
 2.f. p-šatyatwa b-našyatwa
 3.m. p-šatewa b-našewa
 3.f. p-šatyawa b-našyawa
Pl. 1.c. p-šataxwa b-našaxwa
 2.c. p-šatә́tuwa b-našә́tuwa
 3.c. p-šatewa b-našewa

4.1.8.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. šteli25

 2.m. štelux
 2.f. štelax
 3.m. štele
 3.f. štela
Pl. 1.c. štelan, štéleni
 2.c. štéloxun
 3.c. štelu

4.1.8.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. štéwali
 2.m. štéwalux
 2.f. štéwalax
 3.m. štéwale
 3.f. štéwala
Pl. 1.c. štéwalan, štéwaleni
 2.c. štéwaloxun
 3.c. štéwalu

4.1.8.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili šәtya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili štit̠a
 2.m. -iwәt šәtya
 2.f. -iwat štit̠a

25 < *štәyli
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 3.m. -ile šәtya
 3.f. -ila štit̠a
Pl. 1.c. -iwax šәtye
 2.c. -iwetun šәtye
 3.c. -ilu šәtye

4.1.8.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.8.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.8.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.8.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.8.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәštaya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәštaya
 2.m. -iwәt bәštaya
 2.f. -iwat bәštaya
 3.m. -ile bәštaya
 3.f. -ila bәštaya
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәštaya
 2.c. -iwetun bәštaya
 3.c. -ilu bәštaya

4.1.8.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix for 
verbs III-y is given in 4.1.8.13 above. The forms of the past copula are 
given in 4.6.4 below.
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4.1.8.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- pre-
fix for verbs III-y is given in 4.1.8.13 above. The forms of the future 
copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.8.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.8.16.1 Infinitive

štaya

4.1.8.16.2 Verbal Nouns

Masc. štaya
Fem. štet̠a

The next paradigms given are for Stem I Verbs with multiple weak 
radicals.

As a rule, when a verbal root contains more than one weak radi-
cal, it will, as far as possible, follow the pattern of irregularity for all 
of these weak radicals. For example, the root ʾ-t̠-y ‘to come’ declines 
in accordance with the patterns for verbs I-ʾ (subgroup A) as far as 
prefixes are concerned and in accordance with the patterns for verbs 
III-y as far as suffixes are concerned. So, for instance, in k-әt̠yat ‘you 
(f.s.) come’ , the initial part of the form is analogous with the forms of 
verbs I-ʾ such as k-әxlat ‘you (f.s.) eat’ (< ʾ-x-l). In forms like k-et̠e ‘you 
(pl.) come’, one can see influence of both weak radicals. Its initial part 
follows the same pattern as forms of verbs I-ʾ such as k-exәl ‘he eats’ 
(< ʾ-x-l) and the latter part is analogous to forms of verbs III-y such as 
k-šate ‘he drinks’ (< š-t-y).

In cases where two (or even three) weak radicals are found adja-
cent in a root the various irregularities sometimes combine to produce 
forms which are less predictable. 

Examples of verbal roots exhibiting all of these types of multiple 
weakness are given in what follows.

The paradigms for the verbs I-ʾ, II-w, as exemplified by ʾ-w-d ‘to 
make, to do’ and ʾ-w-r ‘to pass’, are given above in the section dealing 
with verbs I-ʾ, i.e. 4.1.2.

The paradigms for verbs I-ʾ, III-y, as exemplified by the verb ʾ-t̠-y ‘to 
come’, are given above in the section dealing with verbs I-ʾ, i.e. 4.1.2.
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4.1.9 Verbs I-y, III-w

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the root y-t-w ‘to 
sit, to sit down’.

4.1.9.1 Imperative

Sing. ytu ~ tu
Pl. ytuwun ~ tuwun

4.1.9.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yatwәn, yátwena
 1.f. yatwan, yátwana
 2.m. yatwәt
 2.f. yatwat
 3.m. yatu
 3.f. yatwa
Pl. 1.c. yatwax, yatwaxni
 2.c. yatwetun
 3.c. yatwi

4.1.9.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yatwәnwa
 1.f. yatwanwa
 2.m. yatwәtwa
 2.f. yatwatwa
 3.m. yatuwa
 3.f. yatwawa
Pl. 1.c. yatwaxwa
 2.c. yatwә́tuwa
 3.c. yatwiwa

4.1.9.4 Present Indicative

In the forms of the present indicative, the regular initial g-yaC- struc-
ture is very commonly contracted down to g-eC-. The uncontracted 
form is the form most often encountered in lento speech, especially 
when forms are elicited metalinguistically from an informant. 

Sing. 1.m. g-yatwәn, g-yátwena
 1.f. g-yatwan, g-yátwana
 2.m. g-yatwәt
 2.f. g-yatwat
 3.m. g-yatu
 3.f. g-yatwa
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Pl. 1.c. g-yatwax, g-yatwaxni
 2.c. g-yatwetun
 3.c. g-yatwi

4.1.9.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. g-yatwәnwa
 1.f. g-yatwanwa
 2.m. g-yatwәtwa
 2.f. g-yatwatwa
 3.m. g-yatuwa
 3.f. g-yatwawa
Pl. 1.c. g-yatwaxwa
 2.c. g-yatwә́tuwa
 3.c. g-yatwiwa

4.1.9.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. b-yatwәn, b-yátwena
 1.f. b-yatwan, b-yátwana
 2.m. b-yatwәt
 2.f. b-yatwat
 3.m. b-yatu
 3.f. b-yatwa
Pl. 1.c. b-yatwax, b-yatwaxni
 2.c. b-yatwetun
 3.c. b-yatwi

4.1.9.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. b-yatwәnwa
 1.f. b-yatwanwa
 2.m. b-yatwәtwa
 2.f. b-yatwatwa
 3.m. b-yatuwa
 3.f. b-yatwawa
Pl. 1.c. b-yatwaxwa
 2.c. b-yatwә́tuwa
 3.c. b-yatwiwa

4.1.9.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. ytuli
 2.m. ytulux
 2.f. ytulax
 3.m. ytule
 3.f. ytula
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Pl. 1.c. ytulan, ytúleni
 2.c. ytúloxun
 3.c. ytulu

The above forms of the preterite can be realised phonetically in a 
wide variety of ways, specifically as regards the initial y-. For example
/ytule/: [yitule] ~ [ʾitule] ~ [tule].

4.1.9.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. ytúwali
 2.m. ytúwalux
 2.f. ytúwalax
 3.m. ytúwale
 3.f. ytúwala
Pl. 1.c. ytúwalan, ytúwaleni
 2.c. ytúwaloxun
 3.c. ytúwalu

In the same way as for in the forms of the preterite (see 4.1.9.8 above), 
the initial y- of these forms may be phonetically realised in a number 
of different ways, e.g. /ytúwaloxun/ : [yitúwaloxun] ~ [ʾitúwaloxun] ~ 
[túwaloxun].

4.1.9.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili ytiwa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili ytuta26

 2.m. -iwәt ytiwa
 2.f. -iwat ytuta
 3.m. -ile ytiwa
 3.f. -ila ytuta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax ytiwe
 2.c. -iwetun ytiwe
 3.c. -ilu ytiwe

4.1.9.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 

26 < *ytәwta
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participle of verbs I-y, III-w are illustrated above in 4.1.9.10. The forms 
of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.9.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs I-y, III-w are illustrated above in 4.1.9.10. 
The forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.9.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bitawa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bitawa
 2.m. -iwәt bitawa
 2.f. -iwat bitawa
 3.m. -ile bitawa
 3.f. -ila bitawa
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bitawa
 2.c. -iwetun bitawa
 3.c. -ilu bitawa

4.1.9.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix for 
verbs I-y, III-w is given in 4.1.9.13 above. The forms of the past copula 
are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.9.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs I-y, III-w is given in 4.1.9.13 above. The forms of the future 
copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.9.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.9.16.1 Infinitive

ytawa
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4.1.9.16.2 Verbal Nouns
The masculine verbal noun is identical in form to the infinitive, and 
the feminine is formed by an infixed -t- between the third root conso-
nant and the nominal suffix -a.

Masc. ytawa
Fem. ytawta

4.1.10 Verbs I-y, III-y

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the root y-m-y ‘to 
take an oath, to swear’.

4.1.10.1 Imperative

Sing. ymi
Pl. ymuwun

4.1.10.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yamәn, yámena
 1.f. yamyan, yámyana
 2.m. yamәt
 2.f. yamyat
 3.m. yame
 3.f. yamya
Pl. 1.c. yamax, yamaxni
 2.c. yametun
 3.c. yame

4.1.10.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yamәnwa
 1.f. yamyanwa
 2.m. yamәtwa
 2.f. yamyatwa
 3.m. yamewa
 3.f. yamyawa
Pl. 1.c. yamaxwa
 2.c. yamә́tuwa
 3.c. yamewa
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4.1.10.4 Present Indicative

In the forms of the present indicative, the regular initial g-yaC- struc-
ture is very commonly contracted down to g-eC-. The uncontracted 
form is the form most often encountered in lento speech, especially 
when forms are elicited metalinguistically from an informant. 

Sing. 1.m. g-yamәn, g-yámena
 1.f. g-yamyan, g-yámyana
 2.m. g-yamәt
 2.f. g-yamyat
 3.m. g-yame
 3.f. g-yamya
Pl. 1.c. g-yamax, g-yamaxni
 2.c. g-yametun
 3.c. g-yame

4.1.10.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. g-yamәnwa
 1.f. g-yamyanwa
 2.m. g-yamәtwa
 2.f. g-yamyatwa
 3.m. g-yamewa
 3.f. g-yamyawa
Pl. 1.c. g-yamaxwa
 2.c. g-yamә́tuwa
 3.c. g-yamewa

4.1.10.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. b-yamәn, b-yámena
 1.f. b-yamyan, b-yámyana
 2.m. b-yamәt
 2.f. b-yamyat
 3.m. b-yame
 3.f. b-yamya
Pl. 1.c. b-yamax, b-yamaxni
 2.c. b-yametun
 3.c. b-yame

4.1.10.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. b-yamәnwa
 1.f. b-yamyanwa
 2.m. b-yamәtwa
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 2.f. b-yamyatwa
 3.m. b-yamewa
 3.f. b-yamyawa
Pl. 1.c. b-yamaxwa
 2.c. b-yamә́tuwa
 3.c. b-yamewa

4.1.10.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. ymeli
 2.m. ymelux
 2.f. ymelax
 3.m. ymele
 3.f. ymela
Pl. 1.c. ymelan, yméleni
 2.c. yméloxun
 3.c. ymelu

4.1.10.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. yméwali
 2.m. yméwalux
 2.f. yméwalax
 3.m. yméwale
 3.f. yméwala
Pl. 1.c. yméwalan, yméwaleni
 2.c. yméwaloxun
 3.c. yméwalu

4.1.10.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili yәmya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili ymit̠a
 2.m. -iwәt yәmya
 2.f. -iwat ymit̠a
 3.m. -ile yәmya
 3.f. -ila ymit̠a
Pl. 1.c. -iwax yәmye
 2.c. -iwetun yәmye
 3.c. -ilu yәmye
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4.1.10.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stat-
ive participle of verbs I-y, III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.10.11. The 
forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.10.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs I-y, III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.10.11. 
The forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.10.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bimaya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bimaya
 2.m. -iwәt bimaya
 2.f. -iwat bimaya
 3.m. -ile bimaya
 3.f. -ila bimaya
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bimaya
 2.c. -iwetun bimaya
 3.c. -ilu bimaya

4.1.10.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix for 
verbs I-y, III-y is given in 4.1.10.13 above. The forms of the past copula 
are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.10.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs I-y, III-y is given in 4.1.10.13 above. The forms of the future 
copula are given below in 4.6.7.
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4.1.10.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.10.16.1 Infinitive

ymaya

4.1.10.16.2 Verbal Nouns

Masc. ymaya
Fem. ymet̠a

4.1.11 Verbs II-y, III-ʾ

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the root r-y-ʾ ‘to 
crush’

4.1.11.1 Imperative

Sing. roʾ
Pl. ruʾun

4.1.11.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. reʾәn
 1.f. reʾan
 2.m. reʾәt
 2.f. reʾat
 3.m. reʾe
 3.f. reʾa
Pl. 1.c. reʾax, reʾaxni
 2.c. reʾetun
 3.c. reʾi

4.1.11.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. reʾәnwa
 1.f. reʾanwa
 2.m. reʾәtwa
 2.f. reʾatwa
 3.m. reʾewa
 3.f. reʾawa
Pl. 1.c. reʾaxwa
 2.c. reʾә́tuwa
 3.c. reʾiwa
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4.1.11.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. g-reʾәn
 1.f. g-reʾan
 2.m. g-reʾәt
 2.f. g-reʾat
 3.m. g-reʾe
 3.f. g-reʾa
Pl. 1.c. g-reʾax, g-reʾaxni
 2.c. g-reʾetun
 3.c. g-reʾi

4.1.11.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. g-reʾәnwa
 1.f. g-reʾanwa
 2.m. g-reʾәtwa
 2.f. g-reʾatwa
 3.m. g-reʾewa
 3.f. g-reʾawa
Pl. 1.c. g-reʾaxwa
 2.c. g-reʾә́tuwa
 3.c. g-reʾiwa

4.1.11.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. b-reʾәn
 1.f. b-reʾan
 2.m. b-reʾәt
 2.f. b-reʾat
 3.m. b-reʾe
 3.f. b-reʾa
Pl. 1.c. b-reʾax, b-hawaxni
 2.c. b-reʾetun
 3.c. b-reʾi

4.1.11.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. b-reʾәnwa
 1.f. b-reʾanwa
 2.m. b-reʾәtwa
 2.f. b-reʾatwa
 3.m. b-reʾewa
 3.f. b-reʾawa
Pl. 1.c. b-reʾaxwa
 2.c. b-reʾә́tuwa
 3.c. b-reʾiwa
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4.1.11.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. reʾli
 2.m. reʾlux
 2.f. reʾlax
 3.m. reʾle
 3.f. reʾla
Pl. 1.c. reʾlan, réʾleni
 2.c. réʾloxun
 3.c. reʾlu

4.1.11.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. réʾwali
 2.m. réʾwalux
 2.f. réʾwalax
 3.m. réʾwale
 3.f. réʾwala
Pl. 1.c. réʾwalan, réʾwaleni
 2.c. réʾwaloxun
 3.c. réʾwalu

4.1.11.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili riʾa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili reʾta
 2.m. -iwәt riʾa
 2.f. -iwat reʾta
 3.m. -ile riʾa
 3.f. -ila reʾta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax riʾe
 2.c. -iwetun riʾe
 3.c. -ilu riʾe

4.1.11.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs II-w, III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.11.10. The 
forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.
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4.1.11.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs II-w, III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.11.10. 
The forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.11.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)ryaʾa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)ryaʾa
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)ryaʾa
 2.f. -iwat (bә)ryaʾa
 3.m. -ile (bә)ryaʾa
 3.f. -ila (bә)ryaʾa
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)ryaʾa
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)ryaʾa
 3.c. -ilu (bә)ryaʾa

4.1.11.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs II-y, III-ʾ is given in 4.1.11.13 above. The forms of the past 
copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.11.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs II-y, III-ʾ is given in 4.1.11.13. The forms of the future copula 
are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.11.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.11.16.1 Infinitive

ryaʾa
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4.1.11.16.2 Verbal Nouns

Masc. ryaʾa
Fem. ryaʾta

4.1.12 Verbs II-y, III-y

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the root x-y-y ‘to 
live’.

4.1.12.1 Imperative

Sing. xyi
Pl. xyuwun

4.1.12.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. xayәn
 1.f. xayan
 2.m. xayәt
 2.f. xayat
 3.m. xaye
 3.f. xaya
Pl. 1.c. xayax, xayaxni
 2.c. xayetun
 3.c. xaye

4.1.12.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. xayәnwa
 1.f. xayanwa
 2.m. xayәtwa
 2.f. xayatwa
 3.m. xayewa
 3.f. xayawa
Pl. 1.c. xayaxwa
 2.c. xayә́tuwa
 3.c. xayewa

4.1.12.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. k-xayәn
 1.f. k-xayan
 2.m. k-xayәt
 2.f. k-xayat
 3.m. k-xaye
 3.f. k-xaya
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Pl. 1.c. k-xayax, k-xayaxni
 2.c. k-xayetun
 3.c. k-xaye

4.1.12.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. k-xayәnwa
 1.f. k-xayanwa
 2.m. k-xayәtwa
 2.f. k-xayatwa
 3.m. k-xayewa
 3.f. k-xayawa
Pl. 1.c. k-xayaxwa
 2.c. k-xayә́tuwa
 3.c. k-xayewa

4.1.12.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. p-xayәn
 1.f. p-xayan
 2.m. p-xayәt
 2.f. p-xayat
 3.m. p-xaye
 3.f. p-xaya
Pl. 1.c. p-xayax, p-xayaxni
 2.c. p-xayetun
 3.c. p-xaye

4.1.12.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. p-xayәnwa
 1.f. p-xayanwa
 2.m. p-xayәtwa
 2.f. p-xayatwa
 3.m. p-xayewa
 3.f. p-xayawa
Pl. 1.c. p-xayaxwa
 2.c. p-xayә́tuwa
 3.c. p-xayewa

4.1.12.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. xyeli
 2.m. xyelux
 2.f. xyelax
 3.m. xyele
 3.f. xyela
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Pl. 1.c. xyelan, xyéleni
 2.c. xyéloxun
 3.c. xyelu

4.1.12.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. xyéwali
 2.m. xyéwalux
 2.f. xyéwalax
 3.m. xyéwale
 3.f. xyéwala
Pl. 1.c. xyéwalan, xyéwaleni
 2.c. xyéwaloxun
 3.c. xyéwalu

4.1.12.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili xiya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili xyit̠a
 2.m. -iwәt xiya
 2.f. -iwat xyit̠a
 3.m. -ile xiya
 3.f. -ila xiya
Pl. 1.c. -iwax xiye
 2.c. -iwetun xiye
 3.c. -ilu xiye

4.1.12.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stat-
ive participle of verbs II-y, III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.12.10. The 
forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.12.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs II-y, III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.12.10. 
The forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.
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4.1.12.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәxyaya 
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәxyaya
 2.m. -iwәt bәxyaya
 2.f. -iwat bәxyaya
 3.m. -ile bәxyaya
 3.f. -ila bәxyaya 
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәxyaya 
 2.c. -iwetun bәxyaya
 3.c. -ilu bәxyaya

4.1.12.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs II-y, III-y is given in 4.1.12.13 above. The forms of the past 
copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.12.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs II-y, III-y is given in 4.1.12.13 above. The forms of the future 
copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.12.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.12.16.1 Infinitive

xyaya

4.1.12.16.2 Verbal Nouns
Masc. xyaya
Fem. xyet̠a
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4.1.13 Verbs II-w, III-y

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the roots h-w-y27 ‘to 
be born’ and ṛ-w-y ‘to grow up’.

4.1.13.1 Imperative

Sing. hwi
Pl. hwuwun

4.1.13.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. hawәn
 1.f. hoyan
 2.m. hawәt
 2.f. hoyat
 3.m. hawe
 3.f. hoya
Pl. 1.c. hawax, hawaxni
 2.c. hawetun
 3.c. hawe

4.1.13.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. hawәnwa
 1.f. hoyanwa
 2.m. hawәtwa
 2.f. hoyatwa
 3.m. hawewa
 3.f. hoyawa
Pl. 1.c. hawaxwa
 2.c. hawә́tuwa
 3.c. hawewa

4.1.13.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. k-hawәn
 1.f. k-hoyan
 2.m. k-hawәt

27 As a rule, the initial h- of this root is treated as a strong consonant. Occasionally 
and exclusively in allegro speech, it may be dropped when a prefix is added, as occurs 
regularly in the partially homophonous (and etymologically identical) root h-w-y 
‘to be’.
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 2.f. k-hoyat
 3.m. k-hawe
 3.f. k-hoya
Pl. 1.c. k-hawax, k-hawaxni
 2.c. k-hawetun
 3.c. k-hawe

4.1.13.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. k-hawәnwa
 1.f. k-hoyanwa
 2.m. k-hawәtwa
 2.f. k-hoyatwa
 3.m. k-hawewa
 3.f. k-hoyawa
Pl. 1.c. k-hawaxwa
 2.c. k-hawә́tuwa
 3.c. k-hawewa

4.1.13.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. p-hawәn
 1.f. p-hoyan
 2.m. p-hawәt
 2.f. p-hoyat
 3.m. p-hawe
 3.f. p-hoya
Pl. 1.c. p-hawax, p-hawaxni
 2.c. p-hawetun
 3.c. p-hawe

4.1.13.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. p-hawәnwa
 1.f. p-hoyanwa
 2.m. p-hawәtwa
 2.f. p-hoyatwa
 3.m. p-hawewa
 3.f. p-hoyawa
Pl. 1.c. p-hawaxwa
 2.c. p-hawә́tuwa
 3.c. p-hawewa
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4.1.13.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. hweli
 2.m. hwelux
 2.f. hwelax
 3.m. hwele
 3.f. hwela
Pl. 1.c. hwelan, hwéleni
 2.c. hwéloxun
 3.c. hwelu

4.1.13.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. hwéwali
 2.m. hwéwalux
 2.f. hwéwalax
 3.m. hwéwale
 3.f. hwéwala
Pl. 1.c. hwéwalan, hwéwaleni
 2.c. hwéwaloxun
 3.c. hwéwalu

4.1.13.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili huya28

 1.f. -iwan, -ili hwit̠a
 2.m. -iwәt huya
 2.f. -iwat hwit̠a
 3.m. -ile huya
 3.f. -ila hwit̠a
Pl. 1.c. -iwax huye
 2.c. -iwetun huye
 3.c. -ilu huye

4.1.13.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of verbs II-w, III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.13.10. The 
forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

28 < *huwya
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4.1.13.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of verbs II-w, III-y are illustrated above in 4.1.13.10. 
The forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.13.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili bәhwaya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili bәhwaya
 2.m. -iwәt bәhwaya
 2.f. -iwat bәhwaya
 3.m. -ile bәhwaya
 3.f. -ila bәhwaya
Pl. 1.c. -iwax bәhwaya
 2.c. -iwetun bәhwaya
 3.c. -ilu bәhwaya

4.1.13.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs II-w, III-y is given in 4.1.13.13 above. The forms of the past 
copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.13.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b- prefix 
for verbs II-w, III-y is given in 4.1.13.13 above. The forms of the future 
copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.13.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.13.16.1 Infinitive

hwaya
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4.1.13.16.2 Verbal Nouns

 h-w-y ṛ-w-y
Masc. hwaya ṛwaya
Fem. hwayta29 ṛwet̠a

The next paradigms given are for Stem I Verbs with show multiple 
irregularities.

4.1.14 b-ʾ-y ‘to want, to wish’

4.1.14.1 Imperative

Sing. bʾi
Pl. bʾuwun

4.1.14.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. baʾәn
 1.f. baʾan
 2.m. baʾәt
 2.f. baʾat
 3.m. baʾe
 3.f. baʾa
Pl. 1.c. baʾax, baʾaxni
 2.c. baʾetun
 3.c. baʾe

4.1.14.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. baʾәnwa
 1.f. baʾanwa
 2.m. baʾәtwa
 2.f. baʾatwa
 3.m. baʾewa
 3.f. baʾawa
Pl. 1.c. baʾaxwa
 2.c. baʾә́tuwa
 3.c. baʾewa

4.1.14.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. gәbәn
 1.f. gәban

29 This form is exceptional. One would expect hwet̠a, but informants reject such 
a form.
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 2.m. gәbәt
 2.f. gәbat
 3.m. gәbe
 3.f. gәba
Pl. 1.c. gәbax, gәbʾaxni
 2.c. gәbetun
 3.c. gәbe

When the present indicative is negated, the negating particle (la) will 
usually combine with the relevant form above to form a single stress 
group and the first -ә- of the present indicative forms will be absent.

 1.f. lá-gban
 2.m. lá-gbәt
 2.f. lá-gbat
 3.m. lá-gbe
 3.f. lá-gba
Pl. 1.c. lá-gbax
 2.c. la-gbetun ~ lá-gbetun
 3.c. lá-gbe

4.1.14.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. gәbәnwa
 1.f. gәbanwa
 2.m. gәbәtwa
 2.f. gәbatwa
 3.m. gәbewa
 3.f. gәbawa
Pl. 1.c. gәbaxwa
 2.c. gәbә́tuwa
 3.c. gәbewa

4.1.14.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. b-baʾәn
 1.f. b-baʾan
 2.m. b-baʾәt
 2.f. b-baʾat
 3.m. b-baʾe
 3.f. b-baʾa
Pl. 1.c. b-baʾax, b-baʾaxni
 2.c. b-baʾetun
 3.c. b-baʾe
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4.1.14.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. b-baʾәnwa
 1.f. b-baʾanwa
 2.m. b-baʾәtwa
 2.f. b-baʾatwa
 3.m. b-baʾewa
 3.f. b-baʾawa
Pl. 1.c. b-baʾaxwa
 2.c. b-baʾә́tuwa
 3.c. b-baʾewa

4.1.14.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. bʾeli
 2.m. bʾelux
 2.f. bʾelax
 3.m. bʾele
 3.f. bʾela
Pl. 1.c. bʾelan, bʾéleni
 2.c. bʾéloxun
 3.c. bʾelu

4.1.14.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. bʾéwali
 2.m. bʾéwalux
 2.f. bʾéwalax
 3.m. bʾéwale
 3.f. bʾéwala
Pl. 1.c. bʾéwalan, bʾéwaleni
 2.c. bʾéwaloxun
 3.c. bʾéwalu

4.1.14.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is not used for this verb.

4.1.14.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is not used for this verb.

4.1.14.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is not used for this verb.
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4.1.14.3 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)bʾaya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)bʾaya
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)bʾaya
 2.f. -iwat (bә)bʾaya
 3.m. -ile (bә)bʾaya
 3.f. -ila (bә)bʾaya
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)bʾaya
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)bʾaya
 3.c. -ilu (bә)bʾaya

4.1.14.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with an optional b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with the 
optional b- prefix for this verb is given in 4.1.14.13 above. The forms 
of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.14.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b- prefix. The form of the infinitive 
with the optional b- prefix for this verb is given in 4.1.14.13 above. The 
forms of the future copula are in 4.6.7 below.

4.1.14.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.14.16.1 Infinitive

bʾaya

4.1.14.16.2 Verbal Nouns

m. bʾaya
f. bʾet̠a
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4.1.15 y-d-ʾ ‘to know’

4.1.15.1 Imperative

Sing. ydoʾ30

Pl. yduʾun

4.1.15.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yaʾәn
 1.f. yaʾan
 2.m. yaʾәt
 2.f. yaʾat
 3.m. yaʾe
 3.f. yaʾa
Pl. 1.c. yaʾax, yaʾaxni
 2.c. yaʾetun
 3.c. yaʾe

4.1.15.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yaʾәnwa
 1.f. yaʾanwa
 2.m. yaʾәtwa
 2.f. yaʾatwa
 3.m. yaʾewa
 3.f. yaʾawa
Pl. 1.c. yaʾaxwa
 2.c. yaʾә́tuwa
 3.c. yaʾewa

4.1.15.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. kiʾәn
 1.f. kiʾan
 2.m. kiʾәt
 2.f. kiʾat
 3.m. kiʾe
 3.f. kiʾa
Pl. 1.c. kiʾax, kiʾaxni
 2.c. kiʾetun
 3.c. kiʾe

30 The 2nd person present subjunctive forms of this particular verb are very com-
monly used in commands. The imperative forms given here are more forceful than 
ordinary imperatives.
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4.1.15.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. kiʾәnwa
 1.f. kiʾanwa
 2.m. kiʾәtwa
 2.f. kiʾatwa
 3.m. kiʾewa
 3.f. kiʾawa
Pl. 1.c. kiʾaxwa
 2.c. kiʾә́tuwa
 3.c. kiʾewa

4.1.15.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. b-yaʾәn
 1.f. b-yaʾan
 2.m. b-yaʾәt
 2.f. b-yaʾat
 3.m. b-yaʾe
 3.f. b-yaʾa
Pl. 1.c. b-yaʾax, b-baʾaxni
 2.c. b-yaʾetun
 3.c. b-yaʾe

4.1.15.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. b-yaʾәnwa
 1.f. b-yaʾanwa
 2.m. b-yaʾәtwa
 2.f. b-yaʾatwa
 3.m. b-yaʾewa
 3.f. b-yaʾawa
Pl. 1.c. b-yaʾaxwa
 2.c. b-yaʾә́tuwa
 3.c. b-yaʾewa

4.1.15.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. ydeʾli
 2.m. ydeʾlux
 2.f. ydeʾlax
 3.m. ydeʾle
 3.f. ydeʾla
Pl. 1.c. ydeʾlan, ydéʾleni
 2.c. ydéʾloxun
 3.c. ydeʾlu
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4.1.15.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. ydéʾwali
 2.m. ydéʾwalux
 2.f. ydéʾwalax
 3.m. ydéʾwale
 3.f. ydéʾwala
Pl. 1.c. ydéʾwalan, ydéʾwaleni
 2.c. ydéʾwaloxun
 3.c. ydéʾwalu

4.1.15.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili ydiʾa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili ydeʾta
 2.m. -iwәt ydiʾa
 2.f. -iwat ydeʾta
 3.m. -ile ydiʾa
 3.f. -ila ydeʾta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax ydiʾe
 2.c. -iwetun ydiʾe
 3.c. -ilu ydiʾe

4.1.15.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of this verb are illustrated above in 4.1.15.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.15.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of this verb are illustrated above in 4.1.15.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.15.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:
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Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili ydaʾa, bidaʾa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili ydaʾa, bidaʾa
 2.m. -iwәt ydaʾa, bidaʾa
 2.f. -iwat ydaʾa, bidaʾa
 3.m. -ile ydaʾa, bidaʾa
 3.f. -ila ydaʾa, bidaʾa
Pl. 1.c. -iwax ydaʾa, bidaʾa
 2.c. -iwetun ydaʾa, bidaʾa
 3.c. -ilu ydaʾa, bidaʾa

4.1.15.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with an optional b- prefix. The form of the infinitive with the 
optional b- prefix for this verb is given in 4.1.15.13 above. The forms 
of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.15.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b- prefix. The form of the infinitive 
with the optional b- prefix for this verb is given in 4.1.15.13 above. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.15.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.15.16.1 Infinitive

ydaʾa

4.1.15.16.2 Verbal Noun

ydaʾa

4.1.16 m-s-̣y ‘to be able’

4.1.16.1 Imperative

The imperative of this verb is not used.

4.1.16.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. ʾәmsә̣n
 1.f. ʾәmsạn
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 2.m. ʾәmsә̣t
 2.f. ʾәmsạt
 3.m. ʾәmsẹ
 3.f. ʾәmsạ
Pl. 1.c. ʾәmsạx, ʾәmsạxni
 2.c. ʾәmsẹtun
 3.c. ʾәmsẹ

4.1.16.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. ʾәmsә̣nwa
 1.f. ʾәmsạnwa
 2.m. ʾәmsә̣twa
 2.f. ʾәmsạtwa
 3.m. ʾәmsẹwa
 3.f. ʾәmsạwa
Pl. 1.c. ʾәmsạxwa
 2.c. ʾәmsә̣́tuwa
 3.c. ʾәmsẹwa

4.1.16.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. ʾәmsә̣n
 1.f. ʾәmsạn
 2.m. ʾәmsә̣t
 2.f. ʾәmsạt
 3.m. ʾәmsẹ
 3.f. ʾәmsạ
Pl. 1.c. ʾәmsạx, ʾәmsạxni
 2.c. ʾәmsẹtun
 3.c. ʾәmsẹ

The present indicative (and morphologically related forms) of this verb 
regularly lack the expected k- (or g-) prefix. In especially lento speech 
and some poetic texts, forms with a g- prefix are encountered: 

Sing. 1.m. g-ʾәmsә̣n
 1.f. g-ʾәmsạn
 2.m. g-ʾәmsә̣t
 2.f. g-ʾәmsạt
 3.m. g-ʾәmsẹ
 3.f. g-ʾәmsạ
Pl. 1.c. g-ʾәmsạx, g-ʾәmsạxni
 2.c. g-ʾәmsẹtun
 3.c. g-ʾәmsẹ
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4.1.16.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. ʾәmsә̣nwa
 1.f. ʾәmsạnwa
 2.m. ʾәmsә̣twa
 2.f. ʾәmsạtwa
 3.m. ʾәmsẹwa
 3.f. ʾәmsạwa
Pl. 1.c. ʾәmsạxwa
 2.c. ʾәmsә̣́tuwa
 3.c. ʾәmsẹwa

Forms with the expected k- (or g-) prefix do not occur in speech, be 
it narrative or metalinguistic. They are however accepted by all infor-
mants.

4.1.16.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. ʾәmsә̣n
 1.f. ʾәmsạn
 2.m. ʾәmsә̣t
 2.f. ʾәmsạt
 3.m. ʾәmsẹ
 3.f. ʾәmsạ
Pl. 1.c. ʾәmsạx, ʾәmsạxni
 2.c. ʾәmsẹtun
 3.c. ʾәmsẹ

The present indicative (and morphologically related forms regularly) 
lack the expected p- (or b-) prefix. In especially lento speech and some 
poetic texts, forms with a b- prefix are encountered: 

Sing. 1.m. b-ʾәmsә̣n
 1.f. b-ʾәmsạn
 2.m. b-ʾәmsә̣t
 2.f. b-ʾәmsạt
 3.m. b-ʾәmsẹ
 3.f. b-ʾәmsạ
Pl. 1.c. b-ʾәmsạx, b-ʾәmsạxni
 2.c. b-ʾәmsẹtun
 3.c. b-ʾәmsẹ

4.1.16.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. ʾәmsә̣nwa
 1.f. ʾәmsạnwa
 2.m. ʾәmsә̣twa
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 2.f. ʾәmsạtwa
 3.m. ʾәmsẹwa
 3.f. ʾәmsạwa
Pl. 1.c. ʾәmsạxwa
 2.c. ʾәmsә̣́tuwa
 3.c. ʾәmsẹwa

Forms with the expected p- (or b-) tense prefix do not occur in speech, 
be it narrative or metalinguistic. They are however accepted by all 
informants.

4.1.16.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. msẹli
 2.m. msẹlux
 2.f. msẹlax
 3.m. msẹle
 3.f. msẹla
Pl. 1.c. msẹlan, msẹ́leni
 2.c. msẹ́loxun
 3.c. msẹlu

4.1.16.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. msẹ́wali
 2.m. msẹ́walux
 2.f. msẹ́walax
 3.m. msẹ́wale
 3.f. msẹ́wala
Pl. 1.c. msẹ́walan, msẹ́waleni
 2.c. msẹ́waloxun
 3.c. msẹ́walu

4.1.16.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect of this verb is not used.

4.1.16.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect of this verb is not used.

4.1.16.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect of this verb is not used.
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4.1.16.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous of this verb is not used.

4.1.16.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous of this verb is not used.

4.1.16.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous of this verb is not used.

4.1.16.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.16.16.1 Infinitive

msạya

4.1.16.16.2 Verbal Noun

msạya

4.1.17 y(-h)-w-l ‘to give’

Although this verb has four radicals, it is treated here in section 4.1 as 
none of its inflectional forms ever contains more than three radicals. 

4.1.17.1 Imperative

Sing. hal
Pl. halun

4.1.17.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yawәn
 1.f. yawan
 2.m. yawәt
 2.f. yawat
 3.m. yawәl
 3.f. yawa
Pl. 1.c. yawax, yaʾaxni
 2.c. yawetun
 3.c. yawi
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4.1.17.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. yawәnwa
 1.f. yawanwa
 2.m. yawәtwa
 2.f. yawatwa
 3.m. yawәlwa
 3.f. yawawa
Pl. 1.c. yawaxwa
 2.c. yawә́tuwa
 3.c. yawiwa

4.1.17.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. g-yawәn
 1.f. g-yawan
 2.m. g-yawәt
 2.f. g-yawat
 3.m. g-yawәl
 3.f. g-yawa
Pl. 1.c. g-yawax, g-yaʾaxni
 2.c. g-yawetun
 3.c. g-yawi

4.1.17.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. g-yawәnwa
 1.f. g-yawanwa
 2.m. g-yawәtwa
 2.f. g-yawatwa
 3.m. g-yawәlwa
 3.f. g-yawawa
Pl. 1.c. g-yawaxwa
 2.c. g-yawә́tuwa
 3.c. g-yawiwa

4.1.17.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. b-yawәn
 1.f. b-yawan
 2.m. b-yawәt
 2.f. b-yawat
 3.m. b-yawәl
 3.f. b-yawa
Pl. 1.c. b-yawax, b-yaʾaxni
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 2.c. b-yawetun
 3.c. b-yawi

4.1.17.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. b-yawәnwa
 1.f. b-yawanwa
 2.m. b-yawәtwa
 2.f. b-yawatwa
 3.m. b-yawәlwa
 3.f. b-yawawa
Pl. 1.c. b-yawaxwa
 2.c. b-yawә́tuwa
 3.c. b-yawiwa

4.1.17.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. huli31

 2.m. hulux
 2.f. hulax
 3.m. hule
 3.f. hula
Pl. 1.c. hulan, húleni
 2.c. húloxun
 3.c. hulu

4.1.17.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. húwali
 2.m. húwalux
 2.f. húwalax
 3.m. húwale
 3.f. húwala
Pl. 1.c. húwalan, húwaleni
 2.c. húwaloxun
 3.c. húwalu

4.1.17.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

31 The marginal forms h(w)әlli, h(w)әllux, etc. are very occasionally given in meta-
linguistic questioning, but never in natural speech.
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Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili hiwa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili huta32

 2.m. -iwәt hiwa
 2.f. -iwat huta
 3.m. -ile hiwa
 3.f. -ila huta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax hiwe
 2.c. -iwetun hiwe
 3.c. -ilu hiwe

4.1.17.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of this verb are illustrated above in 1.10.4.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.17.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle of this verb are illustrated above in 1.10.4.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.1.17.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)hyawa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)hyawa
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)hyawa
 2.f. -iwat (bә)hyawa
 3.m. -ile (bә)hyawa
 3.f. -ila (bә)hyawa
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)hyawa
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)hyawa
 3.c. -ilu (bә)hyawa

4.1.17.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 

32 < *hәwta
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the optional b(ә)- prefix for this verb is given in 4.1.17.13 above. The 
forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.17.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 
the optional b(ә)- prefix for this verb is given in 4.1.17.13 above. The 
forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.1.17.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.1.17.16.1 Infinitive

hyawa

4.1.17.16.2 Verbal Nouns

m. hyawa
f. hyawta

4.1.18 ʾәtl- ‘to have’

The concept of possession is expression using a pseudo-verb con-
structed from the predicative particle ʾit̠ (with regular reduction to ʾәt̠-) 
and l-set suffixes.33 In some forms the constituent parts are forms of 
the copula (see 4.1.19 below) and l-set suffixes. 

Negation is effected by using lit̠ (i.e lәt̠-) in place of ʾit̠, or by adding 
la as shown below.

4.1.18.1 Imperative

There is no imperative for this verb.

4.1.18.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.c. haweli
 2.m. hawelux
 2.f. hawelax
 3.m. hawele
 3.f. hawela

33 Note that the cluster -t̠l- becomes -tl-. See 1.9.1.3.
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Pl. 1.c. hawelan
 2.c. hawéloxun
 3.c. hawelu

This form is negated with la:

Sing. 1.c. la haweli
 2.m. la hawelux
 etc.

4.1.18.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.c. hawéwali
 2.m. hawéwalux
 2.f. hawéwalax
 3.m. hawéwale
 3.f. hawéwala
Pl. 1.c. hawéwalan
 2.c. hawéwaloxun
 3.c. hawéwalu

This form is negated with la:

Sing. 1.c. la hawéwali
 2.m. la hawéwalux
 etc.

4.1.18.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.c. ʾәtli
 2.m. ʾәtlux
 2.f. ʾәtlax
 3.m. ʾәtle
 3.f. ʾәtla
Pl. 1.c. ʾәtlan
 2.c. ʾә́tloxun
 3.c. ʾәtlu

The negated forms are:

Sing. 1.c. lәtli
 2.m. lәtlux
 2.f. lәtlax
 3.m. lәtle
 3.f. lәtla
Pl. 1.c. lәtlan
 2.c. lә́tloxun
 3.c. lәtlu
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4.1.18.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.c. ʾә́twali
 2.m. ʾә́twalux
 2.f. ʾә́twalax
 3.m. ʾә́twale
 3.f. ʾә́twala
Pl. 1.c. ʾә́twalan
 2.c. ʾә́twaloxun
 3.c. ʾә́twalu

The negated forms are:

Sing. 1.c. lә́twali
 2.m. lә́twalux
 2.f. lә́twalax
 3.m. lә́twale
 3.f. lә́twala
Pl. 1.c. lә́twalan
 2.c. lә́twaloxun
 3.c. lә́twalu

4.1.18.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.c. paweli
 2.m. pawelux
 2.f. pawelax
 3.m. pawele
 3.f. pawela
Pl. 1.c. pawelan
 2.c. pawéloxun
 3.c. pawelu

4.1.18.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. pawә́nwali
 1.f. pawә́nwali
 2.m. pawә́nwali
 2.f. pawә́nwali
 3.m. pawә́nwali
 3.f. pawә́nwali
Pl. 1.c. pawә́nwali
 2.c. pawә́nwali
 3.c. pawә́nwali

Negation is expressed as la with the past subjunctive:
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Sing. 1.c. la hawéwali
 2.m. la hawéwalux
 etc.

4.1.18.8 Preterite

The forms are indentical with the past habitual (see 4.1.18.5).

4.1.18.9 Plupreterite

The forms are indentical with the past habitual (see 4.1.18.5).

4.1.18.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is not used for this verb. 

4.1.18.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is not used for this verb. 

4.1.18.12 Future Perfect

The present perfect is not used for this verb. 

4.1.18.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is not used for this verb. 

4.1.18.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is not used for this verb. 

4.1.18.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is not used for this verb. 

4.1.18.16 Other Parts of the Verb

There exist no infinitive or verbal nouns for this verb.
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4.2 Stem II Verbs 

4.2.1 Strong Verbs

These verbs are exemplified in what follows by q-d-š II ‘to sancify, to 
keep holy’, b-q-r II ‘to ask’ and q-ṛ-ṛ II ‘to choose’

4.2.1.1 Imperative

Sing. mqădәš
Pl. mqadšun

4.2.1.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. mqadšәn, mqádšena
 1.f. mqadšan, mqádšana
 2.m. mqadšәt
 2.f. mqadšat
 3.m. mqadša
 3.f. mqadәš
Pl. 1.c. mqadšax, mqadšaxni
 2.c. mqadšetun
 3.c. mqadši

4.2.1.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. mqadšәnwa
 1.f. mqadšanwa
 2.m. mqadšәtwa
 2.f. mqadšatwa
 3.m. mqadšawa
 3.f. mqadәšwa
Pl. 1.c. mqadšaxwa
 2.c. mqadšә́tuwa
 3.c. mqadšiwa

4.2.1.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. g-mqadšәn, g-mqádšena
 1.f. g-mqadšan, g-mqádšana
 2.m. g-mqadšәt
 2.f. g-mqadšat
 3.m. g-mqadša
 3.f. g-mqadәš
Pl. 1.c. g-mqadšax, g-mqadšaxni
 2.c. g-mqadšetun
 3.c. g-mqadši
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4.2.1.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. g-mqadšәnwa
 1.f. g-mqadšanwa
 2.m. g-mqadšәtwa
 2.f. g-mqadšatwa
 3.m. g-mqadšawa
 3.f. g-mqadәšwa
Pl. 1.c. g-mqadšaxwa
 2.c. g-mqadšә́tuwa
 3.c. g-mqadšiwa

4.2.1.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. m-mqadšәn, m-mqádšena
 1.f. m-mqadšan, m-mqádšana
 2.m. m-mqadšәt
 2.f. m-mqadšat
 3.m. m-mqadša
 3.f. m-mqadәš
Pl. 1.c. m-mqadšax, m-mqadšaxni
 2.c. m-mqadšetun
 3.c. m-mqadši

4.2.1.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. m-mqadšәnwa
 1.f. m-mqadšanwa
 2.m. m-mqadšәtwa
 2.f. m-mqadšatwa
 3.m. m-mqadšawa
 3.f. m-mqadәšwa
Pl. 1.c. m-mqadšaxwa
 2.c. m-mqadšә́tuwa
 3.c. m-mqadšiwa

4.2.1.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. mqodәšli
 2.m. mqodәšlux
 2.f. mqodәšlax
 3.m. mqodәšle
 3.f. mqodәšla
Pl. 1.c. mqodәšlan, mqodә́šleni
 2.c. mqodә́šloxun
 3.c. mqodәšlu
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In verbs with a third radical r, ṛ or n, one finds complete assimila-
tion of the initial l- of the suffix to the third radical of the verb. The 
is shown below:

  b-q-r II q-ṛ-ṛ II
Sing. 1.c. mboqәrri mqoṛәṛṛi
 2.m. mboqәrrux mqoṛәṛṛux
 2.f. mboqәrrax mqoṛәṛṛax
 3.m. mboqәrre mqoṛәṛṛe
 3.f. mboqәrra mqoṛәṛṛa
Pl. 1.c. mboqәrran, mqoṛәṛṛan
  mboqә́rreni mqoṛә́ṛṛeni
 2.c. mboqә́rroxun mqoṛә́ṛṛoxun
 3.c. mboqәrru mqoṛәṛṛu

An object is expressed in this tense by one of two methods. The first 
is the internal modification of the stem. The past base of the verb is 
inflected with a-set suffixes to represent the object. This is done with a 
3.m.s. subject as shown below:

Sing. 1.m. mqudšәn
 1.f. mqudšan
 2.m. mqudšәt
 2.f. mqudšat
 3.m. mqodәš / mqudšәn
 3.f. mqudša
Pl. 1.c. mqudšax
 2.c. mqudšetun, mqudšә́tu-
 3.c. mqudši

The forms can stand alone34—primarily in archaic or archaising con-
texts, but are most often found with l-set suffixes, as shown below:

  1.m.s. object 1.f.s. object 2.m.s. object
Sing. 1.c. N/A N/A mqudšәtti
 2.m. mqudšәnnux mqudšannux N/A
 2.f. mqudšәnnax mqudšannax N/A
 3.m. mqudšәnne mqudšanne mqudšәtte
 3.f. mqudšәnna mqudšanna mqudšәtta
Pl. 1.c. N/A N/A mqudšәttan
 2.c. mqudšә́nnoxun mqudšánnoxun N/A
 3.c. mqudšәnnu mqudšannu mqudšәttu

34 mqudšәn as the 3.m.s. form occurs only in isolation, and never with an l-set suf-
fix. A form such as mqudšәnnux can only mean ‘you (m.s.) sanctified me (m.)’.
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  2.f.s. object 3.m.s. object 3.f.s object
Sing. 1.c. mqudšatti mqodәšli mqudšali
 2.m. N/A mqodәšlux mqudšalux
 2.f. N/A mqodәšlax mqudšalax
 3.m. mqudšatte mqodәšle mqudšale
 3.f. mqudšatta mqodәšla mqudšala
Pl. 1.c mqudšattan mqodәšlan mqudšalan
 2.c N/A mqodә́šloxun mqudšáloxun
 3.c. mqudšattu mqodәšlu mqudšalu
  1.c.pl. object 2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A mqudšә́tuli mqudšili
 2.m. mqudšaxlux N/A mqudšilux
 2.f. mqudšaxlax N/A mqudšilax
 3.m. mqudšaxle mqudšә́tulu mqudšile
 3.f. mqudšaxla mqudšә́tula mqudšila
Pl. 1.c N/A mqudšә́tulan mqudšilan
 2.c mqudšáxloxun N/A mqudšíloxun
 3.c. mqudšaxlu mqudšә́tulu mqudšilu

The second way of expressing an object with this tense is by the use 
of a suppletive form, viz. the present subjunctive form with an object 
suffix (see 4.2.1.2) and a prefixed qam-.

4.2.1.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. mqodә́šwali
 2.m. mqodә́šwalux
 2.f. mqodә́šwalax
 3.m. mqodә́šwale
 3.f. mqodә́šwala
Pl. 1.c. mqodә́šwalan, mqodә́šwaleni
 2.c. mqodә́šwaloxun
 3.c. mqodә́šwalu

4.2.1.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili mqudša
 1.f. -iwan, -ili mqudašta
 2.m. -iwәt mqudša
 2.f. -iwat mqudašta
 3.m. -ile mqudša
 3.f. -ila mqudašta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax mqudše
 2.c. -iwetun mqudše
 3.c. -ilu mqudše
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4.2.1.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of this verb are illustrated above in 4.2.1.10. The forms of the 
past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.2.1.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of 
the stative participle of this verb are illustrated above in 4.2.1.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.2.1.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)mqadoše
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)mqadoše
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)mqadoše
 2.f. -iwat (bә)mqadoše
 3.m. -ile (bә)mqadoše
 3.f. -ila (bә)mqadoše
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)mqadoše
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)mqadoše
 3.c. -ilu (bә)mqadoše

4.2.1.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with the
optional b(ә)- prefix for this verb is given in 4.2.1.13 above. The forms 
of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.2.1.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 
the optional b(ә)- prefix for this verb is given in 4.2.1.13 above. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7
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4.2.1.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.2.1.16.1 Infinitive

mqadoše

4.2.1.16.2 Verbal Nouns

m. mqadoše
f. mqadašta

4.2.2 Verbs with Weak Radicals and Other Peculiarities

The verbs cited in what follows are š-t-t II ‘to shoo (chickens)’, q-l-w 
II ‘to clean’, ḥ-k-y II ‘to speak, to talk’

4.2.2.1 Imperative

 š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. mšătәt mqalu mḥaki
Pl. mšắtәtun mqalu mḥakun

4.2.2.2 Present Subjunctive

  š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.m. mšắtәtәn, mšắtәtena mqalwәn, mqálwena mḥakәn, 
    mḥákena
 1.f. mšắtәtan, mšắtәtana mqalwan, mqálwana mḥakyan, 
    mḥákyana
 2.m. mšắtәtәt mqalwәt mḥakәt
 2.f. mšắtәtat mqalwat mḥakyat
 3.m. mšătәt mqalu mḥake
 3.f. mšắtәta mqalwa mḥakya
Pl. 1.c. mšắtәtax, mšatәtaxni mqalwax, mqalwaxni mḥakax, 
    mḥakaxni
 2.c. mšắtәtetun mqalwetun mḥaketun
 3.c. mšắtәti mqalwi mḥake

4.2.2.3 Past Subjunctive

  š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.m. mšatәtәnwa mqalwәnwa mḥakәnwa
 1.f. mšatәtanwa mqalwanwa mḥakyanwa
 2.m. mšatәtәtwa mqalwәtwa mḥakәtwa
 2.f. mšatәtatwa mqalwatwa mḥakyatwa
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 3.m. mšatәtwa mqaluwa mḥakewa
 3.f. mšatәtawa mqalwawa mḥakyawa
Pl. 1.c. mšatәtaxwa mqalwaxwa mḥakaxwa
 2.c. mšatәtә́tuwa mqalwә́tuwa mḥakә́tuwa
 3.c. mšatәtiwa mqalwiwa mḥakewa

4.2.2.4 Present Indicative

  š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.m. g-mšắtәtәn, g-mqalwәn, g-mḥakәn, g-mḥákena
  g-mšắtәtena g-mqálwena g-mḥákena
 1.f. g-mšắtәtan,  g-mqalwan,  g-mḥakyan,
  g-mšắtәtana g-mqálwana g-mḥákyana
 2.m. g-mšắtәtәt g-mqalwәt g-mḥakәt
 2.f. g-mšắtәtat g-mqalwat g-mḥakyat
 3.m. g-mšắtәt g-mqalu g-mḥake
 3.f. g-mšắtәta g-mqalwa g-mḥakya
Pl. 1.c. g-mšắtәtax,  g-mqalwax, g-mḥakax, 
  g-mšatәtaxni g-mqalwaxni g-mḥakaxni
 2.c. g-mšắtәtetun g-mqalwetun g-mḥaketun
 3.c. g-mšắtәti g-mqalwi g-mḥake

4.2.2.5 Past Habitual

  š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.m. g-mšatәtәnwa g-mqalwәnwa g-mḥakәnwa
 1.f. g-mšatәtanwa g-mqalwanwa g-mḥakyanwa
 2.m. g-mšatәtәtwa g-mqalwәtwa g-mḥakәtwa
 2.f. g-mšatәtatwa g-mqalwatwa g-mḥakyatwa
 3.m. g-mšatәtwa g-mqaluwa g-mḥakewa
 3.f. g-mšatәtawa g-mqalwawa g-mḥakyawa
Pl. 1.c. g-mšatәtaxwa g-mqalwaxwa g-mḥakaxwa
 2.c. g-mšatәtә́tuwa g-mqalwә́tuwa g-mḥakә́tuwa
 3.c. g-mšatәtiwa g-mqalwiwa g-mḥakewa

4.2.2.6 Future Simple
  š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II

Sing. 1.m. m-mšắtәtәn, m-mqalwәn, m-mḥakәn, m-mḥákena
  m-mšắtәtena m-mqálwena m-mḥákena
 1.f. m-mšắtәtan,  m-mqalwan,  m-mḥakyan,
  m-mšắtәtana m-mqálwana m-mḥákyana
 2.m. m-mšắtәtәt m-mqalwәt m-mḥakәt
 2.f. m-mšắtәtat m-mqalwat m-mḥakyat
 3.m. m-mšătәt m-mqalu m-mḥake
 3.f. m-mšắtәta m-mqalwa m-mḥakya
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4.2.2.7 Conditional

  š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.m. m-mšatәtәnwa m-mqalwәnwa m-mḥakәnwa
 1.f. m-mšatәtanwa m-mqalwanwa m-mḥakyanwa
 2.m. m-mšatәtәtwa m-mqalwәtwa m-mḥakәtwa
 2.f. m-mšatәtatwa m-mqalwatwa m-mḥakyatwa
 3.m. m-mšatәtwa m-mqaluwa m-mḥakewa
 3.f. m-mšatәtawa m-mqalwawa m-mḥakyawa
Pl. 1.c. m-mšatәtaxwa m-mqalwaxwa m-mḥakaxwa
 2.c. m-mšatәtә́tuwa m-mqalwә́tuwa m-mḥakә́tuwa
 3.c. m-mšatәtiwa m-mqalwiwa m-mḥakewa

4.2.2.8 Preterite

  š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.c. mšotәtli mqoluli mḥokeli35

 2.m. mšotәtlux mqolulux mḥokelux
 2.f. mšotәtlax mqolulax mḥokelax
 3.m. mšotәtle mqolule mḥokele
 3.f. mšotәtla mqolula mḥokela
Pl. 1.c. mšotәtlan mqolulan, mḥokelan,
  mšotә́tleni mqolúleni mḥokéleni
 2.c. mšotә́tloxun mqolúloxun mḥokéloxun
 3.c. mšotәtlu mqolulu mḥokelu

4.2.2.9 Plupreterite

  š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.c. mšotә́́́́́́́́twali mqolúwali mḥokéwali
 2.m. mšotә́́́́́́́́twalux mqolúwalux mḥokéwalux
 2.f. mšotә́́́́́́́́twalax mqolúwalax mḥokéwalax
 3.m. mšotә́́́́́́́́twale mqolúwale mḥokéwale
 3.f. mšotә́́́́́́́́twala mqolúwala mḥokéwala
Pl. 1.c. mšotә́́́́́́́́twalan mqolúwalan, mḥokéwalan,
  mšotә́tleni mqolúleni mḥokéwaleni
 2.c. mšotә́tloxun mqolúloxun mḥokéwaloxun
 3.c. mšotә́́́́́́́́twalu mqolúwalu mḥokéwalu

4.2.2.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

35 The preterite of this verb often occurs as mḥukeli, presumably under the influ-
ence of Z muḥkeli, which is also common in informants’ speech.
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š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili mš\ŭtәta -iwәn, -ili mqulwa -iwәn, -ili mḥukya

1.f. -iwan, -ili msutatta -iwan, -ili 
mqulawta

-iwan, -ili 
mḥuket̠a

2.m. -iwәt mš\ŭtәta -iwәt mqulwa -iwәt mḥukya
2.f. -iwat msutatta -iwat mqulawta -iwat mḥuket̠a
3.m. -ile mš\ŭtәta -ile mqulwa -ile mḥukya
3.f. -ila msutatta -ila mqulawta -ila mḥuket̠a

Pl. 1.c. -iwax mš\ŭtәte -iwax mqulwe -iwax mḥukye
2.c. -iwetun mš\ŭtәte -iwetun mqulwe -iwetun mḥukye
3.c. -ilu mš\ŭtәte -ilu mqulwe -ilu mḥukye

4.2.2.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of this verb are illustrated above in 4.2.2.10. The forms of the 
past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.2.2.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of 
the stative participle of this verb are illustrated above in 4.2.2.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.2.2.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

  š-t-t II ḥ-k-y II
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)mšatote -iwәn, -ili (bә)mḥakoye
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)mšatote -iwan, -ili (bә)mḥakoye
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)mšatote -iwәt (bә)mḥakoye
 2.f. -iwat (bә)mšatote -iwat (bә)mḥakoye
 3.m. -ile (bә)mšatote -ile (bә)mḥakoye
 3.f. -ila (bә)mšatote -ila (bә)mḥakoye
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)mšatote -iwax (bә)mḥakoye
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)mšatote -iwetun (bә)mḥakoye
 3.c. -ilu (bә)mšatote -ilu (bә)mḥakoye
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4.2.2.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 
the optional b(ә)- prefix for this verb is given in 4.2.2.13 above. The 
forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.2.2.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 
the optional b(ә)- prefix for this verb is given in 4.2.2.13 above. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.2.2.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.2.2.16.1 Infinitive

 š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
 mšatote mqalowe mḥakoye

4.2.2.16.2 Verbal Nouns

 š-t-t II q-l-w II ḥ-k-y II
m. mšatote mqalowe mḥakoye
f. – mqalawta mḥaket̠a

4.3 Stem III Verbs 

4.3.1 Strong Verbs

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the verbs n-x-p III 
‘to embarrass, to shame’, p-l-x III ‘to employ, to make work’, š-x-n III 
‘to heat up’ t-x-r III ‘to remind’, ʾ-w-r III ‘to transfer, bring over’ and 
ḥ-ḍ-ṛ ‘to prepare, to make ready’.

4.3.1.1 Imperative

 n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
Sing. manxәp maplәx maʾwәr
Pl. mánxәpun mắpәlxun máʾwәrun
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4.3.1.2 Present Subjunctive

  n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
Sing. 1.m. mánxәpәn mắpәlxәn máʾwәrәn
 1.f. mánxәpan mắpәlxan máʾwәran
 2.m. mánxәpәt mắpәlxәt máʾwәrәt
 2.f. mánxәpat mắpәlxat máʾwәrat
 3.m. manxәp maplәx maʾwәr
 3.f. mánxәpa mắpәlxa máʾwәra
Pl. 1.c. mánxәpax mắpәlxax máʾwәrax
 2.c. manxәpetun mapәlxetun maʾwәretun
 3.c. mánxәpi mắpәlxi máʾwәri

4.3.1.3 Past Subjunctive

  n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
Sing. 1.m. manxәpәnwa mapәlxәnwa maʾwәrәnwa
 1.f. manxәpanwa mapәlxanwa maʾwәranwa
 2.m. manxәpәtwa mapәlxәtwa maʾwәrәtwa
 2.f. manxәpatwa mapәlxatwa maʾwәratwa
 3.m. manxәpwa maplәxwa maʾwәrwa
 3.f. manxәpawa mapәlxawa maʾwәrawa
Pl. 1.c. manxәpaxwa mapәlxaxwa maʾwәraxwa
 2.c. manxәpә́tuwa mapәlxә́tuwa maʾwәrә́tuwa
 3.c. manxәpiwa mapәlxiwa maʾwәriwa

4.3.1.4 Present Indicative
  n-x-p III p-l-x IIIʾ -w-r III
Sing. 1.m. g-mánxәpәn g-mắpәlxәn g-máʾwәrәn
 1.f. g-mánxәpan g-mắpәlxan g-máʾwәran
 2.m. g-mánxәpәt g-mắpәlxәt g-máʾwәrәt
 2.f. g-mánxәpat g-mắpәlxat g-máʾwәrat
 3.m. g-manxәp g-maplәx g-maʾwәr
 3.f. g-mánxәpa g-mắpәlxa g-máʾwәra
Pl. 1.c. g-mánxәpax g-mắpәlxax g-máʾwәrax
 2.c. g-manxәpetun g-mapәlxetun g-maʾwәretun
 3.c. g-mánxәpi g-mắpәlxi g-máʾwәri

4.3.1.5 Past Habitual

  n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
Sing. 1.m. g-manxәpәnwa g-mapәlxәnwa g-maʾwәrәnwa
 1.f. g-manxәpanwa g-mapәlxanwa g-maʾwәranwa
 2.m. g-manxәpәtwa g-mapәlxәtwa g-maʾwәrәtwa
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 2.f. g-manxәpatwa g-mapәlxatwa g-maʾwәratwa
 3.m. g-manxәpwa g-maplәxwa g-maʾwәrwa
 3.f. g-manxәpawa g-mapәlxawa g-maʾwәrawa
Pl. 1.c. g-manxәpaxwa g-mapәlxaxwa g-maʾwәraxwa
 2.c. g-manxәpә́tuwa g-mapәlxә́tuwa g-maʾwәrә́tuwa
 3.c. g-manxәpiwa g-mapәlxiwa g-maʾwәriwa

4.3.1.6 Future Simple

  n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
Sing. 1.m. m-mánxәpәn m-mắpәlxәn m-máʾwәrәn
 1.f. m-mánxәpan m-mắpәlxan m-máʾwәran
 2.m. m-mánxәpәt m-mắpәlxәt m-máʾwәrәt
 2.f. m-mánxәpat m-mắpәlxat m-máʾwәrat
 3.m. m-manxәp m-maplәx m-maʾwәr
 3.f. m-mánxәpa m-mắpәlxa m-máʾwәra
Pl. 1.c. m-mánxәpax m-mắpәlxax m-máʾwәrax
 2.c. m-manxәpetun m-mapәlxetun m-maʾwәretun
 3.c. m-mánxәpi m-mắpәlxi m-máʾwәri

4.3.1.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. m-manxәpәnwa m-mapәlxәnwa m-maʾwәrәnwa
 1.f. m-manxәpanwa m-mapәlxanwa m-maʾwәranwa
 2.m. m-manxәpәtwa m-mapәlxәtwa m-maʾwәrәtwa
 2.f. m-manxәpatwa m-mapәlxatwa m-maʾwәratwa
 3.m. m-manxәpwa m-maplәxwa m-maʾwәrwa
 3.f. m-manxәpawa m-mapәlxawa m-maʾwәrawa
Pl. 1.c. m-manxәpaxwa m-mapәlxaxwa m-maʾwәraxwa
 2.c. m-manxәpә́tuwa m-mapәlxә́tuwa m-maʾwәrә́tuwa
 3.c. m-manxәpiwa m-mapәlxiwa m-maʾwәriwa

4.3.1.8 Preterite

  n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
Sing. 1.c. munxәpli muplәxli muʾwәrri
 2.m. munxәplux muplәxlux muʾwәrrux
 2.f. munxәplax muplәxlax muʾwәrrax
 3.m. munxәple muplәxle muʾwәrre
 3.f. munxәpla muplәxla muʾwәrra
Pl. 1.c. munxәplan, muplәxlan, muʾwәrran,
  munxә́pleni muplә́xleni muʾwә́rreni
 2.c. munxә́ploxun muplә́xloxun muʾwә́rroxun
 3.c. munxәpli muplәxli muʾwәrri
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An object is expressed in this tense by one of two methods. The first 
is the internal modification of the stem. The past base of the verb is 
inflected with a-set suffixes to represent the object. This is done with a 
3.m.s subject as shown below:

  n-x-p III p-l-x III
Sing. 1.m. múnxәpәn m\ŭpәlxәn
 1.f. múnxәpan m\ŭpәlxan
 2.m. múnxәpәt m\ŭpәlxәt
 2.f. múnxәpat m\ŭpәlxat
 3.m. múnxәp(әn) muplәx / m\ŭpәlxәn
 3.f. múnxәpa m\ŭpәlxa
Pl. 1.c. múnxәpax m\ŭpәlxax
 2.c. munxәpetun, munxәpә́tu- m\ŭpәlxetun, m\ŭpәlxә́tu-
 3.c. múnxәpi m\ŭpәlxi

These forms can stand alone36 – primarily in archaic or archaising con-
texts, but are most often found with l-set suffixes, as shown below:

  1.m.s. object 1.f.s. object 2.m.s. object
Sing. 1.c. N/A N/A munxәpәtti
 2.m. munxәpәnnux munxәpannux N/A
 2.f. munxәpәnnax munxәpannax N/A
 3.m. munxәpәnne munxәpanne munxәpәtte
 3.f. munxәpәnna munxәpanna munxәpәtta
Pl. 1.c. N/A N/A munxәpәttan
 2.c. munxәpә́nnoxun munxәpánnoxun N/A
 3.c. munxәpәnnu munxәpannu munxәpәttu
  2.f.s. object 3.m.s. object 3.f.s object
Sing. 1.c. munxәpatti munxәpli munxәpali
 2.m. N/A munxәplux munxәpalux
 2.f. N/A munxәplax munxәpalax
 3.m. munxәpatte munxәple munxәpale
 3.f. munxәpatta munxәpla munxәpala
Pl. 1.c munxәpattan munxәplan munxәpalan
 2.c N/A munxә́ploxun munxәpáloxun
 3.c. munxәpattu munxәplu munxәpalu
  1.c.pl. object 2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A munxәpә́tuli munxәpili
 2.m. munxәpaxlux N/A munxәpilux
 2.f. munxәpaxlax N/A munxәpilax

36 múnxәpәn and m\ŭpәlxәn as the 3.m.s. forms occur only in isolation, and never 
with an l-set suffix. A form such as munxәpәnnux can only mean ‘you (m.s) embar-
rassed me (m)’.
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 3.m. munxәpaxle munxәpә́tulu munxәpile
 3.f. munxәpaxla munxәpә́tula munxәpila
Pl. 1.c N/A munxәpә́tulan munxәpilan
 2.c munxәpáxloxun N/A munxәpíloxun
 3.c. munxәpaxlu munxәpә́tulu munxәpilu
  1.m.s. object 1.f.s. object 2.m.s. object
Sing. 1.c. N/A N/A mŭpәlxәtti
 2.m. mŭpәlxәnnux mŭpәlxannux N/A
 2.f. mŭpәlxәnnax mŭpәlxannax N/A
 3.m. mŭpәlxәnne mŭpәlxanne mŭpәlxәtte
 3.f. mŭpәlxәnna mŭpәlxanna mŭpәlxәtta
Pl. 1.c. N/A N/A mŭpәlxәttan
 2.c. mŭpәlxә́nnoxun mŭpәlxánnoxun N/A
 3.c. mŭpәlxәnnu mŭpәlxannu mŭpәlxәttu
  2.f.s. object 3.m.s. object 3.f.s object
Sing. 1.c. mŭpәlxatti muplәxli mŭpәlxali
 2.m. N/A muplәxlux mŭpәlxalux
 2.f. N/A muplәxlax mŭpәlxalax
 3.m. mŭpәlxatte muplәxle mŭpәlxale
 3.f. mŭpәlxatta muplәxla mŭpәlxala
Pl. 1.c mŭpәlxattan muplәxlan mŭpәlxalan
 2.c N/A muplә́xloxun mŭpәlxáloxun
 3.c. mŭpәlxattu muplәxlu mŭpәlxalu
  1.c.pl. object 2.c.pl. object 3.c.pl. object
Sing. 1.m. N/A mŭpәlxә́tuli mŭpәlxili
 2.m. mŭpәlxaxlux N/A mŭpәlxilux
 2.f. mŭpәlxaxlax N/A mŭpәlxilax
 3.m. mŭpәlxaxle mŭpәlxә́tulu mŭpәlxile
 3.f. mŭpәlxaxla mŭpәlxә́tula mŭpәlxila
Pl. 1.c N/A mŭpәlxә́tulan mŭpәlxilan
 2.c mŭpәlxáxloxun N/A mŭpәlxíloxun
 3.c. mŭpәlxaxlu mŭpәlxә́tulu mŭpәlxilu

The second way of expressing an object with this tense is by the use 
of a suppletive form, viz. the present subjunctive form with an object 
suffix (see 4.3.1.2) and a prefixed qam-.

4.3.1.9 Plupreterite

  n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
Sing. 1.c. munxә́pwali muplә́xwali muʾwә́rwali
 2.m. munxә́pwalux muplә́xwalux muʾwә́rwalux
 2.f. munxә́pwalax muplә́xwalax muʾwә́rwalax
 3.m. munxә́pwale muplә́xwale muʾwә́rwale
 3.f. munxә́pwala muplә́xwala muʾwә́rwala
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Pl. 1.c. munxә́plan muplә́xwalan muʾwә́rwalan
  munxә́pwaleni muplә́xwaleni muʾwә́rwaleni
 2.c. munxә́pwaloxun muplә́xwaloxun muʾwә́rwaloxun
 3.c. munxә́pwali muplә́xwali muʾwә́rwali

4.3.1.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

  n-x-p III p-l-x III
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili múnxәpa -iwәn, -ili m\ŭpәlxa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili munxapta -iwan, -ili muplaxta
 2.m. -iwәt múnxәpa -iwәt m\ŭpәlxa
 2.f. -iwat munxapta -iwat muplaxta
 3.m. -ile múnxәpa -ile m\ŭpәlxa
 3.f. -ila munxapta -ila muplaxta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax múnxәpe -iwax m\ŭpәlxe
 2.c. -iwetun múnxәpe -iwetun m\ŭpәlxe
 3.c. -ilu múnxәpe -ilu m\ŭpәlxe
  ʾ-w-r III
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili múʾwәra
 1.f. -iwan, -ili muʾwarta
 2.m. -iwәt múʾwәra
 2.f. -iwat muʾwarta
 3.m. -ile múʾwәra
 3.f. -ila muʾwarta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax múʾwәre
 2.c. -iwetun múʾwәre
 3.c. -ilu múʾwәre

4.3.1.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of these verbs are illustrated above in 4.3.1.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.3.1.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle these verbs are illustrated above in 4.3.1.10. The forms 
of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.
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4.3.1.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

  n-x-p III p-l-x III
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)manxope -iwәn, -ili (bә)maploxe
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)manxope -iwan, -ili (bә)maploxe
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)manxope -iwәt (bә)maploxe
 2.f. -iwat (bә)manxope -iwat (bә)maploxe
 3.m. -ile (bә)manxope -ile (bә)maploxe
 3.f. -ila (bә)manxope -ila (bә)maploxe
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)manxope -iwax (bә)maploxe
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)manxope -iwetun (bә)maploxe
 3.c. -ilu (bә)manxope -ilu (bә)maploxe

4.3.1.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The forms of the infinitive with 
and without the optional b- prefix for these verbs are given in 4.3.1.13 
above. The forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.3.1.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b- prefix. The forms of the infinitive with 
and without the optional b- prefix for these verbs are given in 4.3.1.13 
above. The forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.3.1.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.3.1.16.1 Infinitive

n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
manxope maploxe maʾwore

4.3.1.16.2 Verbal Nouns

 n-x-p III p-l-x III ʾ-w-r III
m. manxope maploxe maʾwore
f. manxapta maplaxta maʾwarta
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4.3.2 Verbs with Weak Radicals

This section deals with verbs of Stem III with have one or more weak 
letters. The verbs treated in what follows are q-r-y III ‘to teach [to 
read)] to dictate’, q-r-w III ‘to bring near; to offer up [a sacrifice]’, 
x-y-y III ‘to resurrect’, h-w-y III ‘to aid in birth, to act as a midwife’, 
š-t-y ‘to water (e.g. crops), to make drink (e.g. livestock)’, k-w-š III ‘to 
bring down’ and l-w-š III ‘to dress (trans.)’.

4.3.2.1 Imperative

 q-r-y III q-r-w III x-y-y III h-w-y III š-t-y III
Sing. maqri maqru maxyi mahwi mašti
Pl. maqrun mắqәrwun maxyun mahwun maštun
  k-w-š III l-w-š III
Sing. makwәš ~ măkus malwәš
Pl. mákwәšun ~ mắkušun málwәšun

4.3.2.2 Present Subjunctive

  q-r-y III  q-r-w III 
Sing. 1.m. maqrәn mắqәrwәn
 1.f. mắqәryan mắqәrwan
 2.m. maqrәt mắqәrwәt
 2.f. mắqәryat mắqәrwat
 3.m. maqre maqru
 3.f. mắqәrya mắqәrwa
Pl. 1.c. maqrax mắqәrwax
 2.c. maqretun maqәrwetun
 3.c. maqre mắqәrwi
  x-y-y III h-w-y III
Sing. 1.m. maxyәn mahwәn
 1.f. máxyiyan mắhuyan
 2.m. maxyәt mahwәt
 2.f. máxyiyat mắhuyat
 3.m. maxye mahwe
 3.f. máxyiya mắhuya
Pl. 1.c. maxyax mahwax
 2.c. maxyetun mahwetun
 3.c. maxye mahwe
  k-w-š III š-t-y III
Sing. 1.m. mákwәšәn ~ mắkušәn maštәn
 1.f. mákwәšan ~ mắkušan máštiyan
 2.m. mákwәšәt ~ mắkušәt maštәt
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 2.f. mákwәšat ~ mắkušat máštiyat
 3.m. makwәš ~ mắkuš mašte
 3.f. mákwәša ~ mắkuša máštiya
Pl. 1.c. mákwәšax ~ mắkušax maštax
 2.c. makwәšetun ~ makušetun maštetun
 3.c. mákwәši ~ mắkuši mašte

4.3.2.3 Past Subjunctive

  q-r-y III q-r-w III 
Sing. 1.m. maqrәnwa maqәrwәnwa
 1.f. maqәryanwa maqәrwanwa
 2.m. maqrәtwa maqәrwәtwa
 2.f. maqәryatwa maqәrwatwa
 3.m. maqrewa maqruwa
 3.f. maqәryawa maqәrwawa
Pl. 1.c. maqraxwa maqәrwaxwa
 2.c. maqrә́tuwa maqәrwә́tuwa
 3.c. maqrewa maqәrwiwa
  x-y-y III h-w-y III
Sing. 1.m. maxyәnwa mahwәnwa
 1.f. maxyiyanwa mahuyanwa
 2.m. maxyәtwa mahwәtwa
 2.f. maxyiyatwa mahuyatwa
 3.m. maxyewa mahwewa
 3.f. maxyiyawa mahuyawa
Pl. 1.c. maxyaxwa maʾinax
 2.c. maxyә́tuwa maʾinә́tuwa
 3.c. maxyewa mahwewa
  k-w-š III š-t-y III
Sing. 1.m. makwәšәnwa ~ makušәnwa maštәnwa
 1.f. makwәšanwa ~ makušanwa maštiyanwa
 2.m. makwәšәtwa ~ makušәtwa maštәtwa
 2.f. makwәšatwa ~ makušatwa maštiyatwa
 3.m. makwәšwa ~ makušwa maštewa
 3.f. makwәšawa ~ makušawa maštiyatwa
Pl. 1.c. makwәšawa ~ makušawax maštaxwa
 2.c. makwәšә́tuwa ~ makušә́tuwa maštә́tuwa
 3.c. makwәšiwa ~ makušiwa maštewa

4.3.2.4 Present Indicative

  q-r-y III q-r-w III 
Sing. 1.m. g-maqrәn g-mắqәrwәn
 1.f. g-mắqәryan g-mắqәrwan
 2.m. g-maqrәt g-mắqәrwәt
 2.f. g-mắqәryat g-mắqәrwat
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 3.m. g-maqre g-maqru
 3.f. g-mắqәrya g-mắqәrwa
Pl. 1.c. g-maqrax g-mắqәrwax
 2.c. g-maqretun g-maqәrwetun
 3.c. g-maqre g-mắqәrwi
  x-y-y III h-w-y III
Sing. 1.m. g-maxyәn g-mahwәn
 1.f. g-máxyiyan g-mắhuyan
 2.m. g-maxyәt g-mahwәt
 2.f. g-máxyiyat g-mắhuyat
 3.m. g-maxye g-mahwe
 3.f. g-máxyiya g-mắhuya
Pl. 1.c. g-maxyax g-mahwax
 2.c. g-maxyetun g-mahwetun
 3.c. g-maxye g-mahwe
  k-w-š III š-t-y III
 1.m. g-mákwәšәn ~ g-mắkušәn g-maštәn
 1.f. g-mákwәšan ~ g-mắkušan g-máštiyan
 2.m. g-mákwәšәt ~ g-mắkušәt g-maštәt
 2.f. g-mákwәšat ~ g-mắkušat g-máštiyat
 3.m. g-makwәš ~ g-mắkuš g-mašte
 3.f. g-mákwәša ~ g-mắkuša g-máštiya
Pl. 1.c. g-mákwәšax ~ g-mắkušax g-maštax
 2.c. g-makwәšetun ~ g-makušetun g-maštetun
 3.c. g-mákwәši ~ g-mắkuši g-mašte

4.3.2.5 Past Habitual

  q-r-y III q-r-w III 
Sing. 1.m. g-maqrәnwa g-maqәrwәnwa
 1.f. g-maqәryanwa g-maqәrwanwa
 2.m. g-maqrәtwa g-maqәrwәtwa
 2.f. g-maqәryatwa g-maqәrwatwa
 3.m. g-maqrewa g-maqruwa
 3.f. g-maqәryawa g-maqәrwawa
Pl. 1.c. g-maqraxwa g-maqәrwaxwa
 2.c. g-maqrә́tuwa g-maqәrwә́tuwa
 3.c. g-maqrewa g-maqәrwiwa
  x-y-y III h-w-y III
Sing. 1.m. g-maxyәnwa g-mahwәnwa
 1.f. g-maxyiyanwa g-mahuyanwa
 2.m. g-maxyәtwa g-mahwәtwa
 2.f. g-maxyiyatwa g-mahuyatwa
 3.m. g-maxyewa g-mahwewa
 3.f. g-maxyiyawa g-mahuyawa
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Pl. 1.c. g-maxyaxwa g-mahwaxwa
 2.c. g-maxyә́tuwa g-mahwә́tuwa
 3.c. g-maxyewa g-mahwewa
  k-w-š III š-t-y III
Sing. 1.m. g-makwәšәnwa ~ g-makušәnwa g-maštәnwa
 1.f. g-makwәšanwa ~ g-makušanwa g-maštiyanwa
 2.m. g-makwәšәtwa ~ g-makušәtwa g-maštәtwa
 2.f. g-makwәšatwa ~ g-makušatwa g-maštiyatwa
 3. m. g-makwәšwa ~ g-makušwa g-maštewa
 3.f. g-makwәšawa ~ g-makušawa g-maštiyatwa
Pl. 1.c. g-makwәšawa ~ g-makušawax g-maštaxwa
 2.c. g-makwәšә́tuwa ~ g-makušә́tuwa g-maštә́tuwa
 3.c. g-makwәšiwa ~ g-makušiwa g-maštewa

4.3.2.6 Future Simple

  q-r-y III q-r-w III 
Sing. 1.m. m-maqrәn m-mắqәrwәn
 1.f. m-mắqәryan m-mắqәrwan
 2.m. m-maqrәt m-mắqәrwәt
 2.f. m-mắqәryat m-mắqәrwat
 3.m. m-maqre m-maqru
 3.f. m-mắqәrya m-mắqәrwa
Pl. 1.c. m-maqrax m-mắqәrwax
 2.c. m-maqretun m-maqәrwetun
 3.c. m-maqre m-mắqәrwi
  x-y-y III h-w-y III
Sing. 1.m. m-maxyәn m-mahwәn
 1.f. m-máxyiyan m-mắhuyan
 2.m. m-maxyәt m-mahwәt
 2.f. m-máxyiyat m-mắhuyat
 3.m. m-maxye m-mahwe
 3.f. m-máxyiya m-mắhuya
Pl. 1.c. m-maxyax m-mahwax
 2.c. m-maxyetun m-mahwetun
 3.c. m-maxye m-mahwe
  k-w-š III š-t-y III
 1.m. m-mákwәšәn ~ m-mắkušәn m-maštәn
 1.f. m-mákwәšan ~ m-mắkušan m-máštiyan
 2.m. m-mákwәšәt ~ m-mắkušәt m-maštәt
 2.f. m-mákwәšat ~ m-mắkušat m-máštiyat
 3.m. m-makwәš ~ m-mắkuš m-mašte
 3.f. m-mákwәša ~ m-mắkuša m-máštiya
Pl. 1.c. m-mákwәšax ~ m-mắkušax m-maštax
 2.c. m-makwәšetun ~ m-makušetun m-maštetun
 3.c. m-mákwәši ~ m-mắkuši m-mašte
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4.3.2.7 Conditional

  q-r-y III q-r-w III 
Sing. 1.m. m-maqrәnwa m-maqәrwәnwa
 1.f. m-maqәryanwa m-maqәrwanwa
 2.m. m-maqrәtwa m-maqәrwәtwa
 2.f. m-maqәryatwa m-maqәrwatwa
 3.m. m-maqrewa m-maqruwa
 3.f. m-maqәryawa m-maqәrwawa
Pl. 1.c. m-maqraxwa m-maqәrwaxwa
 2.c. m-maqrә́tuwa m-maqәrwә́tuwa
 3.c. m-maqrewa m-maqәrwiwa
  x-y-y III h-w-y III
Sing. 1.m. m-maxyәnwa m-mahwәnwa
 1.f. m-maxyiyanwa m-mahuyanwa
 2.m. m-maxyәtwa m-mahwәtwa
 2.f. m-maxyiyatwa m-mahuyatwa
 3.m. m-maxyewa m-mahwewa
 3.f. m-maxyiyawa m-mahuyawa
Pl. 1.c. m-maxyaxwa m-mahwaxwa
 2.c. m-maxyә́tuwa m-mahwә́tuwa
 3.c. m-maxyewa m-mahwewa
  k-w-š III š-t-y III
Sing. 1.m. m-makwәšәnwa ~ m-makušәnwa m-maštәnwa
 1.f. m-makwәšanwa ~ m-makušanwa m-maštiyanwa
 2.m. m-makwәšәtwa ~ m-makušәtwa m-maštәtwa
 2.f. m-makwәšatwa ~ m-makušatwa m-maštiyatwa
 3.m. m-makwәšwa ~ m-makušwa  m-maštewa
 3.f. m-makwәšawa ~ m-makušawa m-maštiyatwa
Pl. 1.c. m-makwәšawa ~ m-makušawax m-maštaxwa
 2.c. m-makwәšә́tuwa ~ m-makušә́tuwa m-maštә́tuwa
 3.c. m-makwәšiwa ~ m-makušiwa m-maštewa

4.3.2.8 Preterite

  q-r-y III q-r-w III  x-y-y III
Sing. 1.c. muqreli muqruli muxyeli
 2.m. muqrelux muqrulux muxyelux
 2.f. muqrelax muqrulax muxyelax
 3.m. muqrele muqrule muxyele
 3.f. muqrela muqrula muxyela
Pl. 1.c. muqrelan, muqrulan, muxyelan
  muqréleni muqrúleni muxyéleni
 2.c. muqréloxun muqrúloxun muxyéloxun
 1.c. muqrelu muqrulu muxyelu
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  h-w-y III k-w-š III l-w-š III
Sing. 1.c. muhweli mok(w)әšli mulwәšli
 2.m. muhwelux mok(w)әšlux mulwәšlux
 2.f. muhwelax mok(w)әšlax mulwәšlax
 3.m. muhwele mok(w)әšle mulwәšle
 3.f. muhwela mok(w)әšla mulwәšla
Pl. 1.c. muhwelan, mok(w)әšlan, mulwәšlan
  muhwéleni mok(w)ә́šleni mulwә́šleni
 2.c. muhwéloxun mok(w)ә́šloxun mulwә́šloxun
 1.c. muhwelu mok(w)әšlu mulwәšlu

4.3.2.9 Plupreterite

  q-r-y III q-r-w III 
Sing. 1.c. muqréwali muqrúwali
 2.m. muqréwalux muqrúwalux
 2.f. muqréwalax muqrúwalax
 3.m. muqréwale muqrúwale
 3.f. muqréwala muqrúwala
Pl. 1.c. muqréwalan, muqrúwalan,
  muqréleni muqrúwaleni
 2.c. muqréwaloxun muqrúwaloxun
 1.c. muqréwalu muqrúwalu
  h-w-y III k-w-š III
Sing. 1.c. muhwéwali mok(w)ә́šwali
 2.m. muhwéwalux mok(w)ә́šwalux
 2.f. muhwéwalax mok(w)ә́šwalax
 3.m. muhwéwale mok(w)ә́šwale
 3.f. muhwéwala mok(w)ә́šwala
Pl. 1.c. muhwéwalan, mok(w)ә́šwalan,
  muhwéwaleni mok(w)ә́šwaleni
 2.c. muhwéwaloxun mok(w)ә́šwaloxun
 1.c. muhwéwalu mok(w)ә́šwalu

4.3.2.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

  q-r-w III q-r-y III 
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili m\ŭqәrwa -iwәn, -ili m\ŭqәrya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili muqrawta -iwan, -ili muqret̠a
 2.m. -iwәt m\ŭqәrwa -iwәt m\ŭqәrya
 2.f. -iwat muqrawta -iwat muqret̠a
 3.m. -ile m\ŭqәrwa -ile m\ŭqәrya
 3.f. -ila muqrawta -ila muqret̠a
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Pl. 1.c. -iwax m\ŭqәrwe -iwax m\ŭqәrye
 2.c. -iwetun m\ŭqәrwe -iwetun m\ŭqurye
 3.c. -ilu m\ŭqәrwe -ilu m\ŭqәrye
  x-y-y III h-w-y III
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili muxya -iwәn, -ili m\ŭhuya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili muxyet̠a -iwan, -ili muhwet̠a
 2.m. -iwәt muxya -iwәt m\ŭhuya
 2.f. -iwat muxyet̠a -iwat muhwet̠a
 3.m. -ile muxya -ile m\ŭhuya
 3.f. -ila muxyet̠a -ila muhwet̠a
Pl. 1.c. -iwax muxye -iwax m\ŭhuye
 2.c. -iwetun muxye -iwetun m\ŭhuye
 3.c. -ilu muxye -ilu m\ŭhuye
  k-w-š III l-w-š III
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili múkwәša ~ m\ŭkuša -iwәn, -ili múlwәša
 1.f. -iwan, -ili mukwašta -iwan, -ili mulwašta
 2.m. -iwәt múkwәša ~ m\ŭkuša -iwәt múlwәša
 2.f. -iwat mukwašta -iwat mulwašta
 3.m. -ile múkwәša ~ m\ŭkuša -ile múlwәša
 3.f. -ila mukwašta -ila mulwašta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax múkwәše ~ m\ŭkuše -iwax múlwәše
 2.c. -iwetun múkwәše ~ m\ŭkuše -iwetun múlwәše
 3.c. -ilu múkwәše ~ m\ŭkuše -ilu múlwәše

4.3.2.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of these verbs are illustrated above in 3.2.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.3.2.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle these verbs are illustrated above in 4.3.2.10. The forms 
of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.3.2.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:
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q-r-w III l-w-š III
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)maqrowe -iwәn, -ili (bә)malwoše ~ 

(bә)maloše
1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)maqrowe -iwan, -ili (bә)malwoše ~ 

(bә)maloše
2.m. -iwәt (bә)maqrowe -iwәt (bә)malwoše ~ (bә)

maloše
2.f. -iwat (bә)maqrowe -iwat (bә)malwoše ~ (bә)

maloše
3.m. -ile (bә)maqrowe -ile (bә)malwoše ~ (bә)

maloše
3.f. -ila (bә)maqrowe -ila (bә)malwoše ~ (bә)

maloše
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)maqrowe -iwax (bә)malwoše ~ (bә)

maloše
2.c. -iwetun (bә)maqrowe -iwetun (bә)malwoše ~ (bә)

maloše
3.c. -ilu (bә)maqrowe -ilu (bә)malwoše ~ (bә)

maloše

4.3.2.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 
and without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these verbs is given in 4.3.2.13 
above. The forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.3.2.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 
and without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these verbs is given in 4.3.2.13 
above. The forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.3.2.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.3.2.16.1 Infinitive

 q-r-y III q-r-w III x-y-y III h-w-y III
Masc. maqroye maqrowe maxyoye mahwoye
 k-w-š III l-w-š III
Masc. makwoše ~ makoše malwoše ~ maloše
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4.3.2.16.2 Verbal Nouns

 q-r-y III q-r-w III x-y-y III h-w-y III
Masc. maqroye maqrowe maxyoye mahwoye
Fem. maqret̠a maqrawta maxyet̠a mahwet̠a
 k-w-š III l-w-š III
Masc. makwoše ~ makoše malwoše ~ maloše
Fem. makwašta malwašta

4.3.3 Verbs m-X-Y

This section deals with verbs of Stem III which have an infinitive of the 
form maXoYe. These verbs are usually causatives of Stem I verbs of the 
pattern ʾ-X-Y, y-X-Y, X-y-Y or X-Y-Y.37 This class of verb is exempli-
fied in what follows by l-y-p III (m-l-p) ‘to teach’, z-y-d III (m-z-d) ‘to 
add, to increase (trans.), ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l ) ‘to feed’, ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ‘to 
bring’ and ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n) ‘to help’.

4.3.3.1 Imperative

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. mălәp măzәd
Pl. malpun mắzidun
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. met̠i  măʾәn
Pl. met̠un mắʾinun
 ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l)
Sing. măxәl
Pl. maxlun

4.3.3.2 Present Subjunctive

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.m. malpәn mắzidәn
 1.f. malpan mắzidan

37 This is not to say that all causatives of Stem I verbs with these patterns fall into 
this category. ʾ-w-r III, for instance, has a regular infinitive of the form maʾwore and 
has the ʾ throughout its inflectional paradigm. For this reason, verbs which do fall into 
this category are referred to by placing m-X-Y in brackets after the root. For example, 
causative of ʾ-t̠-y, which has an infinitive of the form mat̠oye would be classified as ʾ-t̠-y 
III (m-t̠-y) ‘to bring’, whereas the causative of ʾ-w-r (infinitive maʾwore) would simply 
be written ʾ-w-r III ‘to transfer, bring over’. Also, the causative of ʾ-y-n (infinitive 
maʾone) is referred to as ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n), whereas the verb ‘to resurrect’, the causative 
x-y-y (infinitive maxyoye) is referred to as simply x-y-y III.
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 2.m. malpәt mắzidәt
 2.f. malpat mắzidat
 3.m. malәp mazәd
 3.f. malpa mắzida
Pl. 1.c. malpax mắzidax
 2.c. malpetun mazidetun
 3.c. malpi mắzidi
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.m. met̠әn mắʾinәn
 1.f. mәt̠yan mắʾinan
 2.m. met̠әt mắʾinәt
 2.f. mәt̠yat mắʾinat
 3.m. met̠e maʾәn
 3.f. mәt̠ya mắʾina
Pl. 1.c. met̠ax mắʾinax
 2.c. met̠etun maʾinetun
 3.c. met̠e mắʾini
 ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l)
Sing. 1.m. maxlәn
 1.f. maxlan
 2.m. maxlәt
 2.f. maxlat
 3.m. maxәl
 3.f. maxla
Pl. 1.c. maxlax
 2.c. maxletun
 3.c. maxli

4.3.3.3 Past Subjunctive

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.m. malpәnwa mazidәnwa
 1.f. malpanwa mazidanwa
 2.m. malpәtwa mazidәtwa
 2.f. malpatwa mazidatwa
 3.m. malәpwa mazәdwa
 3.f. malpawa mazidawa
Pl. 1.c. malpaxwa mazidaxwa
 2.c. malpә́tuwa mazidә́tuwa
 3.c. malpiwa mazidiwa
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.m. met̠әnwa maʾinәnwa
 1.f. mәt̠yanwa maʾinanwa
 2.m. met̠әtwa maʾinәtwa
 2.f. mәt̠yatwa maʾinatwa
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 3.m. met̠ewa maʾәnwa
 3.f. mәt̠yawa maʾinawa
Pl. 1.c. met̠axwa maʾinaxwa
 2.c. met̠etun maʾinә́tuwa
 3.c. met̠ewa maʾiniwa
 ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l)
Sing. 1.m. maxlәnwa
 1.f. maxlanwa
 2.m. maxlәtwa
 2.f. maxlatwa
 3.m. maxәlwa
 3.f. maxlawa
Pl. 1.c. maxlaxwa
 2.c. maxlétuwa
 3.c. maxliwa

4.3.3.4 Present Indicative

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.m. g-malpәn g-mắzidәn
 1.f. g-malpan g-mắzidan
 2.m. g-malpәt g-mắzidәt
 2.f. g-malpat g-mắzidat
 3.m. g-malәp g-mazәd
 3.f. g-malpa g-mắzida
Pl. 1.c. g-malpax g-mắzidax
 2.c. g-malpetun g-mazidetun
 3.c. g-malpi g-mắzidi
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.m. g-met̠әn g-mắʾinәn
 1.f. g-mәt̠yan g-mắʾinan
 2.m. g-met̠әt g-mắʾinәt
 2.f. g-mәt̠yat g-mắʾinat
 3.m. g-met̠e g-maʾәn
 3.f. g-mәt̠ya g-mắʾina
Pl. 1.c. g-met̠ax g-mắʾinax
 2.c. g-met̠etun g-maʾinetun
 3.c. g-met̠e g-mắʾini
 ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l)
Sing. 1.m. g-maxlәn
 1.f. g-maxlan
 2.m. g-maxlәt
 2.f. g-maxlat
 3.m. g-maxәl
 3.f. g-maxla
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Pl. 1.c. g-maxlax
 2.c. g-maxletun
 3.c. g-maxli

4.3.3.5 Past Habitual

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.m. g-malpәnwa g-mazidәnwa
 1.f. g-malpanwa g-mazidanwa
 2.m. g-malpәtwa g-mazidәtwa
 2.f. g-malpatwa g-mazidatwa
 3.m. g-malәpwa g-mazәdwa
 3.f. g-malpawa g-mazidawa
Pl. 1.c. g-malpaxwa g-mazidaxwa
 2.c. g-malpetunwa g-mazidә́tuwa
 3.c. g-malpiwa g-mazidiwa
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.m. g-met̠әnwa g-maʾinәnwa
 1.f. g-mәt̠yanwa g-maʾinanwa
 2.m. g-met̠әtwa g-maʾinәtwa
 2.f. g-mәt̠yatwa g-maʾinatwa
 3.m. g-met̠ewa g-maʾәnwa
 3.f. g-mәt̠yawa g-maʾinawa
Pl. 1.c. g-met̠axwa g-maʾinaxwa
 2.c. g-met̠ә́tuwa g-maʾinә́tuwa
 3.c. g-met̠ewa g-maʾiniwa
 ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l)
Sing. 1.m. g-maxlәnwa
 1.f. g-maxlanwa
 2.m. g-maxlәtwa
 2.f. g-maxlatwa
 3.m. g-maxәlwa
 3.f. g-maxlawa
Pl. 1.c. g-maxlaxwa
 2.c. g-maxlétuwa
 3.c. g-maxliwa

4.3.3.6 Future Simple

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.m. m-malpәn m-mắzidәn
 1.f. m-malpan m-mắzidan
 2.m. m-malpәt m-mắzidәt
 2.f. m-malpat m-mắzidat
 3.m. m-malәp m-mazәd
 3.f. m-malpa m-mắzida
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Pl. 1.c. m-malpax m-mắzidax
 2.c. m-malpetun m-mazidetun
 3.c. m-malpi m-mắzidi
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.m. m-met̠әn m-mắʾinәn
 1.f. m-mәt̠yan m-mắʾinan
 2.m. m-met̠әt m-mắʾinәt
 2.f. m-mәt̠yat m-mắʾinat
 3.m. m-met̠e m-maʾәn
 3.f. m-mәt̠ya m-mắʾina
Pl. 1.c. m-met̠ax m-mắʾinax
 2.c. m-met̠etun m-maʾinetun
 3.c. m-met̠e m-mắʾini
 ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l)
Sing. 1.m. m-maxlәn
 1.f. m-maxlan
 2.m. m-maxlәt
 2.f. m-maxlat
 3.m. m-maxәl
 3.f. m-maxla
Pl. 1.c. m-maxlax
 2.c. m-maxletun
 3.c. m-maxli

4.3.3.7 Conditional

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.m. m-malpәnwa m-mazidәnwa
 1.f. m-malpanwa m-mazidanwa
 2.m. m-malpәtwa m-mazidәtwa
 2.f. m-malpatwa m-mazidatwa
 3.m. m-malәpwa m-mazәdwa
 3.f. m-malpawa m-mazidawa
Pl. 1.c. m-malpaxwa m-mazidaxwa
 2.c. m-malpetunwa m-mazidә́tuwa
 3.c. m-malpiwa m-mazidiwa
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.m. m-met̠әnwa m-maʾinәnwa
 1.f. m-mәt̠yanwa m-maʾinanwa
 2.m. m-met̠әtwa m-maʾinәtwa
 2.f. m-mәt̠yatwa m-maʾinatwa
 3.m. m-met̠ewa m-maʾәnwa
 3.f. m-mәt̠yawa m-maʾinawa
Pl. 1.c. m-met̠axwa m-maʾinaxwa
 2.c. m-met̠ә́tuwa m-maʾinә́tuwa
 3.c. m-met̠ewa m-maʾiniwa
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 ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l)
Sing. 1.m. m-maxlәnwa
 1.f. m-maxlanwa
 2.m. m-maxlәtwa
 2.f. m-maxlatwa
 3.m. m-maxәlwa
 3.f. m-maxlawa
Pl. 1.c. m-maxlaxwa
 2.c. m-maxlétuwa
 3.c. m-maxliwa

4.3.3.8 Preterite

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.c. molәpli mozәdli
 2.m. molәplux mozәdlux
 2.f. molәplax mozәdlax
 3.m. molәple mozәdle
 3.f. molәpla mozәdla
Pl. 1.c. molәplan, molә́pleni mozәdlan, mozә́dleni
 2.c. molә́ploxun mozә́dloxun
 1.c. molәplu mozәdlu
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.c. mot̠eli moʾәnni
 2.m. mot̠elux moʾәnnux
 2.f. mot̠elax moʾәnnax
 3.m. mot̠ele moʾәnne
 3.f. mot̠ela moʾәnna
Pl. 1.c. mot̠elan, mot̠éleni moʾәnnan, moʾә́nneni
 2.c. mot̠éloxun moʾә́nnoxun
 1.c. mot̠elu moʾәnnu

4.3.3.9 Plupreterite

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.c. molә́pwali mozә́dwali
 2.m. molә́pwalux mozә́dwalux
 2.f. molә́pwalax mozә́dwalax
 3.m. molә́pwale mozә́dwale
 3.f. molә́pwala mozә́dwala
Pl. 1.c. molә́pwalan, molә́pwaleni mozә́dwalan, mozә́dwaleni
 2.c. molә́pwaloxun mozә́dwaloxun
 1.c. molә́pwalu mozә́dwalu
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.c. mot̠éwali moʾә́nwali
 2.m. mot̠éwalux moʾә́nwalux
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 2.f. mot̠éwalax moʾә́nwalax
 3.m. mot̠éwale moʾә́nwale
 3.f. mot̠éwala moʾә́nwala
Pl. 1.c. mot̠éwalan, mot̠éwaleni moʾә́nwalan, moʾә́nwaleni
 2.c. mot̠éwaloxun moʾә́nwaloxun
 1.c. mot̠éwalu moʾә́nwalu

4.3.3.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

  l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili mulpa -iwәn, -ili m\ŭzida
 1.f. -iwan, -ili mulapta -iwan, -ili muzatta
 2.m. -iwәt mulpa -iwәt m\ŭzida
 2.f. -iwat mulapta -iwat muzatta
 3.m. -ile mulpa -ile m\ŭzida
 3.f. -ila mulapta -ila muzatta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax mulpe -iwax m\ŭzide
 2.c. -iwetun mulpe -iwetun m\ŭzide
 3.c. -ilu mulpe -ilu m\ŭzide
 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili mut̠ya -iwәn, -ili m\ŭʾina
 1.f. -iwan, -ili mut̠et̠a -iwan, -ili muʾanta
 2.m. -iwәt mut̠ya -iwәt m\ŭʾina
 2.f. -iwat mut̠et̠a -iwat muʾanta
 3.m. -ile mut̠ya -ile m\ŭʾina
 3.f. -ila mut̠et̠a -ila muʾanta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax mut̠ye -iwax m\ŭʾine
 2.c. -iwetun mut̠ye -iwetun m\ŭʾine
 3.c. -ilu mut̠ye -ilu m\ŭʾine
 ʾ-x-l III (m-x-l)
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili muxla
 1.f. -iwan, -ili muxalta
 2.m. -iwәt muxla
 2.f. -iwat muxalta
 3.m. -ile muxla
 3.f. -ila muxalta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax muxle
 2.c. -iwetun muxle
 3.c. -ilu muxle

4.3.3.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
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participle of these verbs are illustrated above in 4.3.3.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.3.3.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle these verbs are illustrated above in 4.3.3.10. The forms 
of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.3.3.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

  ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)mat̠oye -iwәn, -ili (bә)mazode
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)mat̠oye -iwan, -ili (bә)mazode
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)mat̠oye -iwәt (bә)mazode
 2.f. -iwat (bә)mat̠oye -iwat (bә)mazode
 3.m. -ile (bә)mat̠oye -ile (bә)mazode
 3.f. -ila (bә)mat̠oye -ila (bә)mazode
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)mat̠oye -iwax (bә)mazode
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)mat̠oye -iwetun (bә)mazode
 3.c. -ilu (bә)mat̠oye -ilu (bә)mazode

4.3.3.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 
and without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these verbs is given in 4.3.3.13 
above. The forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.3.3.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with 
and without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these verbs is given in 4.3.3.13 
above. The forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.
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4.3.3.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.3.3.16.1 Infinitive

l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
malope mazode
ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y)  ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
mat̠oye maʾone

4.3.3.16.2 Verbal Nouns

 l-y-p III (m-l-p) z-y-d III (m-z-d)
m. malope mazode
f. malapta N/A

 ʾ-t̠-y III (m-t̠-y) ʾ-y-n III (m-ʾ-n)
m. mat̠oye maʾone
f. mat̠et̠a maʾanta

4.3.4 y-t-w III (m-t-w) ‘to place, to put’

This verb exhibits a number of unpredictable forms

4.3.4.1 Imperative

Sing. mattu
Pl. matwun

4.3.4.2 Present Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. matwәn, mátwena
 1.f. matwan, mátwana
 2.m. matwәt
 2.f. matwat
 3.m. mattu
 3.f. matwa
Pl. 1.c. matwax, matwaxni
 2.c. matwetun
 3.c. matwi

4.3.4.3 Past Subjunctive

Sing. 1.m. matwәnwa
 1.f. matwanwa
 2.m. matwәtwa
 2.f. matwatwa
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 3.m.  mattuwa
 3.f. matwawa
Pl. 1.c. matwaxwa
 2.c. matwә́tuwa
 3.c. matwiwa

4.3.4.4 Present Indicative

Sing. 1.m. g-matwәn, g-mátwena
 1.f. g-matwan, g-mátwana
 2.m. g-matwәt
 2.f. g-matwat
 3.m. g-mattu
 3.f. g-matwa
Pl. 1.c. g-matwax, g-matwaxni
 2.c. g-matwetun
 3.c. g-matwi

4.3.4.5 Past Habitual

Sing. 1.m. g-matwәnwa
 1.f. g-matwanwa
 2.m. g-matwәtwa
 2.f. g-matwatwa
 3.m. g-mattuwa
 3.f. g-matwawa
Pl. 1.c. g-matwaxwa
 2.c. g-matwә́tuwa
 3.c. g-matwiwa

4.3.4.6 Future Simple

Sing. 1.m. m-matwәn, m-mátwena
 1.f. m-matwan, m-mátwana
 2.m. m-matwәt
 2.f. m-matwat
 3.m. m-mattu
 3.f. m-matwa
Pl. 1.c. m-matwax, m-matwaxni
 2.c. m-matwetun
 3.c. m-matwi

4.3.4.7 Conditional

Sing. 1.m. m-matwәnwa
 1.f. m-matwanwa
 2.m. m-matwәtwa
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 2.f. m-matwatwa
 3.m. m-mattuwa
 3.f. m-matwawa
Pl. 1.c. m-matwaxwa
 2.c. m-matwә́tuwa
 3.c. m-matwiwa

4.3.4.8 Preterite

Sing. 1.c. muttuli
 2.m. muttulux
 2.f. muttulax
 3.m. muttule
 3.f. muttula
Pl. 1.c. muttulan, muttúleni
 2.c. muttúloxun
 3.c. muttulu

4.3.4.9 Plupreterite

Sing. 1.c. muttúwali
 2.m. muttúwalux
 2.f. muttúwalax
 3.m. muttúwale
 3.f. muttúwala
Pl. 1.c. muttúwalan, muttúwaleni
 2.c. muttúwaloxun
 3.c. muttúwalu

4.3.4.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili mutwa
 1.f. -iwan, -ili mutawta
 2.m. -iwәt mutwa
 2.f. -iwat mutawta
 3.m. -ile mutwa
 3.f. -ila mutawta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax mutwe
 2.c. -iwetun mutwe
 3.c. -ilu mutwe
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4.3.4.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of this verb are illustrated above in 4.3.4.10. The forms of the 
past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.3.4.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of 
the stative participle of this verb are illustrated above in 4.3.4.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.3.4.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)matowe
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)matowe
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)matowe
 2.f. -iwat (bә)matowe
 3.m. -ile (bә)matowe
 3.f. -ila (bә)matowe
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)matowe
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)matowe
 3.c. -ilu (bә)matowe

4.3.4.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a b(ә)- 
prefix for this verb is given in 4.3.4.13 above. The forms of the past 
copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.3.4.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with a 
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b(ә)- prefix for verbs II-w is given in 4.3.4.13 above. The forms of the 
future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.3.4.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.3.4.16.1 Infinitive

matowe

4.3.4.16.2 Verbal Nouns

Masc. matowe
Fem. matawta

4.4 Stem IV Verbs—Quadriliterals 

4.4.1 Class I

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the roots b-r-b-z ‘to 
scatter’, t-̣w-s-r ‘to translate (a holy text)’, š-y-d-n ‘to go crazy, to drive 
crazy’ and h-y-m-n ‘to believe’.

4.4.1.1 Imperative

 b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. mbarbәz mtạwsәr mšaydәn mhaymәn ~ mhemәn38

Pl. mbárbәzun mtạ́wsәrun mšáydәnun  mháymәnun ~ mhémәnun

4.4.1.2 Present Subjunctive

b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.m. mbárbәzәn, mbarbәzena mtạ́wsәrәn, mtạwsәrena

1.f. mbárbәzan, mbarbәzana mtạ́wsәran, mtạwsәrana
2.m. mbárbәzәt mtạ́wsәrәt
2.f. mbárbәzat mtạ́wsәrat
3.m. mbarbәz mtạwsәr
3.f. mbárbәza mtạ́wsәra

Pl. 1.c. mbárbәzax, mbarbәzaxni mtạ́wsәrax, mtạwsәraxni
2.c. mbarbәzetun mtạwsәretun
3.c. mbárbәzi mtạ́wsәri

38 These and other forms of h-y-m-n show a contraction of *-ay- to -e-.
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š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.m. mšáydәnәn, mšaydәnena mhémәnәn, mhemәnena

1.f. mšáydәnan, mšaydәnana mhémәnan, mhemәnana
2.m. mšáydәnәt mhémәnәt
2.f. mšáydәnat mhémәnat
3.m. mšaydәn mhemәn
3.f. mšáydәna mhémәna

Pl. 1.c. mšáydәnax, mšaydәnaxni mhémәnax, mhemәnaxni
2.c. mšaydәnetun mhemәnetun
3.c. mšáydәni mhémәni

4.4.1.3 Past Subjunctive

 b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.m. mbarbәzәnwa mtạwsәrәnwa
 1.f. mbarbәzanwa mtạwsәranwa
 2.m. mbarbәzәtwa mtạwsәrәtwa
 2.f. mbarbәzatwa mtạwsәratwa
 3.m. mbarbәzwa mtạwsәrwa
 3.f. mbarbәzawa mtạwsәrawa
Pl. 1.c. mbarbәzaxwa mtạwsәraxwa
 2.c. mbarbәzә́tuwa mtạwsәrә́tuwa
 3.c. mbarbәziwa mtạwsәriwa
  š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.m. mšaydәnәnwa mhemәnәnwa
 1.f. mšaydәnanwa mhemәnanwa
 2.m. mšaydәnәtwa mhemәnәtwa
 2.f. mšaydәnatwa mhemәnatwa
 3.m. mšaydәnwa mhemәnwa
 3.f. mšaydәnawa mhemәnawa
Pl. 1.c. mšaydәnaxwa mhemәnaxwa
 2.c. mšaydәnә́tuwa mhemәnә́tuwa
 3.c. mšaydәniwa  mhemәniwa

4.4.1.4 Present Indicative

 b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.m. g-mbárbәzәn, g-mbarbәzena g-mtạ́wsәrәn, g-mtạwsәrena
 1.f. g-mbárbәzan, g-mbarbәzana g-mtạ́wsәran, g-mtạwsәrana
 2.m. g-mbárbәzәt g-mtạ́wsәrәt
 2.f. g-mbárbәzat g-mtạ́wsәrat
 3.m. g-mbarbәz g-mtạwsәr
 3.f. g-mbárbәza g-mtạ́wsәra
Pl. 1.c. g-mbárbәzax, g-mbarbәzaxni g-mtạ́wsәrax, g-mtạwsәraxni
 2.c. g-mbarbәzetun g-mtạwsәretun
 3.c. g-mbárbәzi g-mtạ́wsәri
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  š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.m. g-mšáydәnәn, g-mšaydәnena g-mhémәnәn, g-mhemәnena
 1.f. g-mšáydәnan, g-mšaydәnana g-mhémәnan, g-mhemәnana
 2.m. g-mšáydәnәt g-mhémәnәt
 2.f. g-mšáydәnat g-mhémәnat
 3.m. g-mšaydәn g-mhemәn
 3.f. g-mšáydәna g-mhémәna
Pl. 1.c. g-mšáydәnax, g-mšaydenaxni g-mhémәnax, g-mhemәnaxni
 2.c. g-mšaydәnetun g-mhemәnetun
 3.c. g-mšáydәni g-mhémәni

4.4.1.5 Past Habitual

  b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.m. g-mbarbәzәnwa g-mtạwsәrәnwa
 1.f. g-mbarbәzanwa g-mtạwsәranwa
 2.m. g-mbarbәzәtwa g-mtạwsәrәtwa
 2.f. g-mbarbәzatwa g-mtạwsәratwa
 3.m. g-mbarbәzwa g-mtạwsәrwa
 3.f. g-mbarbәzawa g-mtạwsәrawa
Pl. 1.c. g-mbarbәzaxwa g-mtạwsәraxwa
 2.c. g-mbarbәzә́tuwa g-mtạwsәrә́tuwa
 3.c. g-mbarbәziwa g-mtạwsәriwa
  š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.m. g-mšaydәnәnwa g-mhemәnәnwa
 1.f. g-mšaydәnanwa g-mhemәnanwa
 2.m. g-mšaydәnәtwa g-mhemәnәtwa
 2.f. g-mšaydәnatwa g-mhemәnatwa
 3.m. g-mšaydәnwa g-mhemәnwa
 3.f. g-mšaydәnawa g-mhemәnawa
Pl. 1.c. g-mšaydәnaxwa g-mhemәnaxwa
 2.c. g-mšaydәnә́tuwa g-mhemәnә́tuwa
 3.c. g-mšaydәniwa  g-mhemәniwa

4.4.1.6 Future Simple

  b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.m. m-mbárbәzәn, m-mtạ́wsәrәn,
  m-mbarbәzena m-mtạwsәrena
 1.f. m-mbárbәzan, m-mtạ́wsәran,
  m-mbarbәzana m-mtạwsәrana
 2.m. m-mbárbәzәt m-mtạ́wsәrәt
 2.f. m-mbárbәzat m-mtạ́wsәrat
 3.m. m-mbarbәz m-mtạwsәr
 3.f. m-mbárbәza m-mtạ́wsәra
Pl. 1.c. m-mbárbәzax, m-mtạ́wsәrax,
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  m-mbarbәzaxni m-mtạwsәraxni
 2.c. m-mbarbәzetun m-mtạwsәretun
 3.c. m-mbárbәzi m-mtạ́wsәri
  š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.m. m-mšáydәnәn, m-mhémәnәn,
  m-mšaydәnena m-mhemәnena
 1.f. m-mšáydәnan, m-mhémәnan,
  m-mšaydәnana m-mhemәnana
 2.m. m-mšáydәnәt m-mhémәnәt
 2.f. m-mšáydәnat m-mhémәnat
 3.m. m-mšaydәn m-mhemәn
 3.f. m-mšáydәna m-mhémәna
Pl. 1.c. m-mšáydәnax, m-mhémәnax,
  m-mšaydәnaxni m-mhemәnaxni
 2.c. m-mšaydәnetun m-mhemәnetun
 3.c. m-mšáydәni m-mhémәni

4.4.1.7 Conditional

  b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.m. m-mbarbәzәnwa m-mtạwsәrәnwa
 1.f. m-mbarbәzanwa m-mtạwsәranwa
 2.m. m-mbarbәzәtwa m-mtạwsәrәtwa
 2.f. m-mbarbәzatwa m-mtạwsәratwa
 3.m. m-mbarbәzwa m-mtạwsәrwa
 3.f. m-mbarbәzawa m-mtạwsәrawa
Pl. 1.c. m-mbarbәzaxwa m-mtạwsәraxwa
 2.c. m-mbarbәzә́tuwa m-mtạwsәrә́tuwa
 3.c. m-mbarbәziwa m-mtạwsәriwa
  š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.m. m-mšaydәnәnwa m-mhemәnәnwa
 1.f. m-mšaydәnanwa m-mhemәnanwa
 2.m. m-mšaydәnәtwa m-mhemәnәtwa
 2.f. m-mšaydәnatwa m-mhemәnatwa
 3.m. m-mšaydәnwa m-mhemәnwa
 3.f. m-mšaydәnawa m-mhemәnawa
Pl. 1.c. m-mšaydәnaxwa m-mhemәnaxwa
 2.c. m-mšaydәnә́tuwa m-mhemәnә́tuwa
 3.c. m-mšaydәniwa  m-mhemәniwa
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4.4.1.8 Preterite

  b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.c. mburbәzli mtụsәrri39

 2.m. mburbәzlux mtụsәrrux
 2.f. mburbәzlax mtụsәrrax
 3.m. mburbәzle mtụsәrre
 3.f. mburbәzla mtụsәrra
Pl. 1.c. mburbәzlan, mburbә́zleni mtụsәrran, mtụsә́rreni
 2.c. mburbә́zloxun mtụsә́rroxun
 3.c. mburbәzlu mtụsәrru
  š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.c. mšuydәnni mhomәnni
 2.m. mšuydәnnux mhomәnnux
 2.f. mšuydәnnax mhomәnnax
 3.m. mšuydәnne mhomәnne
 3.f. mšuydәnna mhomәnna
Pl. 1.c. mšuydәnnan, mšuydә́nneni mhomәnnan, mhomә́nneni
 2.c. mšuydә́nnoxun mhomә́nnoxun
 3.c. mšuydәnnu mhomәnnu

4.4.1.9 Plupreterite

  b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.c. mburbә́zwali mtụsә́rwali
 2.m. mburbә́zlux mtụsә́rwalux
 2.f. mburbә́zlax mtụsә́rwalax
 3.m. mburbә́zle mtụsә́rwale
 3.f. mburbә́zla mtụsә́rwala
Pl. 1.c. mburbә́zwalan, mburbә́zwaleni mtụsә́rwalan, mtụsә́rwaleni
 2.c. mburbә́zloxun mtụsә́rwaroxun
 3.c. mburbә́zlu mtụsә́rwalu
  š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.c. mšuydә́nwali mhomә́nwali
 2.m. mšuydә́nwalux mhomә́nwalux
 2.f. mšuydә́nwalax mhomә́nwalax
 3.m. mšuydә́nwale mhomә́nwale
 3.f. mšuydә́nwala mhomә́nwala
Pl. 1.c. mšuydә́nwalan, mšuydә́nwaleni mhomә́nwalan, 
   mhomә́nwaleni
 2.c. mšuydә́nnoxun mhomә́nnoxun
 3.c. mšuydә́nwalu mhomә́nwalu

39 These forms show a contraction of *-uw- → -u-, e.g. *mtụwsәrri → mtụsәrri.
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4.4.1.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

  b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili mbúrbәza -iwәn, -ili mtụ́sәra
 1.f. -iwan, -ili mburbazta -iwan, -ili mtụsarta
 2.m. -iwәt mbúrbәza -iwәt mtụ́sәra
 2.f. -iwat mburbazta -iwat mtụsarta
 3.m. -ile mbúrbәza -ile mtụ́sәra
 3.f. -ila mburbazta -ila mtụsarta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax mbúrbәze -iwax mtụ́sәre
 2.c. -iwetun mbúrbәze -iwetun mtụ́sәre
 3.c. -ilu mbúrbәze -ilu mtụ́sәre

4.4.1.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of these verbs are illustrated above in 4.4.1.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.4.1.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
stative participle these verbs are illustrated above in 4.4.1.10. The forms 
of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.4.1.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

b-r-b-z t-̣w-s-r
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)mbarboze -iwәn, -ili (bә)mtạwsore

1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)mbarboze -iwan, -ili (bә)mtạwsore
2.m. -iwәt (bә)mbarboze -iwәt (bә)mtạwsore
2.f. -iwat (bә)mbarboze -iwat (bә)mtạwsore
3.m. -ile (bә)mbarboze -ile (bә)mtạwsore
3.f. -ila (bә)mbarboze -ila (bә)mtạwsore

Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)mbarboze -iwax (bә)mtạwsore
2.c. -iwetun (bә)mbarboze -iwetun (bә)mtạwsore
3.c. -ilu (bә)mbarboze -ilu (bә)mtạwsore
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š-y-d-n h-y-m-n
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)mšaydone -iwәn, -ili (bә)mhamone

1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)mšaydone -iwan, -ili (bә)mhamone
2.m. -iwәt (bә)mšaydone -iwәt (bә)mhamone
2.f. -iwat (bә)mšaydone -iwat bә)mhamone
3.m. -ile (bә)mšaydone -ile (bә)mhamone
3.f. -ila (bә)mšaydone -ila (bә)mhamone

Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)mšaydone -iwax (bә)mhamone
2.c. -iwetun (bә)mšaydone -iwetun (bә)mhamone
3.c. -ilu (bә)mšaydone -ilu (bә)mhamone

4.4.1.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The forms of the infinitive 
with and without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these verbs are given in 
4.4.1.13 above. The forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.4.1.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The forms of the infinitive 
with and without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these verbs are given 
in 4.4.1.13 above The forms of the future copula are given below in 
4.6.7.

4.4.1.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.4.1.16.1 Infinitive

 b-r-b-z š-y-d-n h-y-m-n t-̣w-s-r
 mbarboze mšaydone  mhamone ~ mhaymone mtạwsore

4.4.1.16.2 Verbal Nouns

 b-r-b-z š-y-d-n h-y-m-n t-̣w-s-r
m. mbarboze mšaydone  mhemone ~ mhaymone mtạwsore
f. mbarbazta mšaydanta mhemanta mtạwsarta

4.4.2 Class II

This class of verbs is exemplified in what follows by š-t-h-y ‘to desire’ 
and š-t-h-r ‘to go blind’.
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4.4.2.1 Imperative

 š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. máštәhi máštәhәr
Pl. máštәhun máštәhәrun

4.4.2.2 Present Subjunctive

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.m. máštәhәn máštәhәrәn
 1.f. máštәhәyan máštәhәran
 2.m. máštәhәt máštәhәrәt
 2.f. máštәhәyat máštәhәrat
 3.m. máštәhe máštәhәr
 3.f. máštәhәya máštәhәra
Pl. 1.c. máštәhax máštәhәrax
 2.c. maštәhetun maštәhәretun
 3.c. máštәhi máštәhәri

4.4.2.3 Past Subjunctive

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.m. maštәhәnwa maštәhәrәnwa
 1.f. maštәhәyanwa maštәhәranwa
 2.m. maštәhәtwa maštәhәrәtwa
 2.f. maštәhәyatwa maštәhәratwa
 3.m. maštәhewa maštәhәrwa
 3.f. maštәhәyawa maštәhәrawa
Pl. 1.c. maštәhaxwa maštәhәraxwa
 2.c. maštәhә́tuwa maštәhәrә́tuwa
 3.c. maštәhiwa maštәhәriwa

4.4.2.4 Present Indicative

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.m. g-máštәhәn g-máštәhәrәn
 1.f. g-máštәhәyan g-máštәhәran
 2.m. g-máštәhәt g-máštәhәrәt
 2.f. g-máštәhәyat g-máštәhәrat
 3.m. g-máštәhe g-máštәhәr
 3.f. g-máštәhәya g-máštәhәra
Pl. 1.c. g-máštәhax g-máštәhәrax
 2.c. g-maštәhetun g-maštәhәretun
 3.c. g-máštәhi g-máštәhәri
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4.4.2.5 Past Habitual

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.m. g-maštәhәnwa g-maštәhәrәnwa
 1.f. g-maštәhәyanwa g-maštәhәranwa
 2.m. g-maštәhәtwa g-maštәhәrәtwa
 2.f. g-maštәhәyatwa g-maštәhәratwa
 3.m. g-maštәhewa g-maštәhәrwa
 3.f. g-maštәhәyawa g-maštәhәrawa
Pl. 1.c. g-maštәhaxwa g-maštәhәraxwa
 2.c. g-maštәhә́tuwa g-maštәhәrә́tuwa
 3.c. g-maštәhiwa g-maštәhәriwa

4.4.2.6 Future Simple

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.m. m-máštәhәn m-máštәhәrәn
 1.f. m-máštәhәyan m-máštәhәran
 2.m. m-máštәhәt m-máštәhәrәt
 2.f. m-máštәhәyat m-máštәhәrat
 3.m. m-máštәhe m-máštәhәr
 3.f. m-máštәhәya m-máštәhәra
Pl. 1.c. m-máštәhax m-máštәhәrax
 2.c. m-maštәhetun m-maštәhәretun
 3.c. m-máštәhi m-máštәhәri

4.4.2.7 Conditional

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.m. m-maštәhәnwa m-maštәhәrәnwa
 1.f. m-maštәhәyanwa m-maštәhәranwa
 2.m. m-maštәhәtwa m-maštәhәrәtwa
 2.f. m-maštәhәyatwa m-maštәhәratwa
 3.m. m-maštәhewa m-maštәhәrwa
 3.f. m-maštәhәyawa m-maštәhәrawa
Pl. 1.c. m-maštәhaxwa m-maštәhәraxwa
 2.c. m-maštәhә́tuwa m-maštәhәrә́tuwa
 3.c. m-maštәhiwa m-maštәhәriwa

4.4.2.8 Preterite

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.c. mәštoheli mәštohәrri
 2.m. mәštohelux mәštohәrrux
 2.f. mәštohelax mәštohәrrax
 3.m. mәštohele mәštohәrre
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 3.f. mәštohela mәštohәrra
Pl. 1.c. mәštohelan, mәštohéleni mәštohәrran, mәštohә́rreni
 2.c. mәštohéloxun mәštohә́rroxun
 3.c. mәštohelu mәštohәrru

4.4.2.9 Plupreterite

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.c. mәštohéwali mәštohә́rwali
 2.m. mәštohéwalux mәštohә́rwalux
 2.f. mәštohéwalax mәštohә́rwalax
 3.m. mәštohéwale mәštohә́rwale
 3.f. mәštohéwala mәštohә́rwala
Pl. 1.c. mәštohéwalan, mәštohә́rwalan, 
  mәštohéwaleni mәštohә́rwalni
 2.c. mәštohéloxun mәštohә́rwaloxun
 3.c. mәštohéwalu mәštohә́rwalu

4.4.2.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

  š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili múštәhәya -iwәn, -ili múštәhәra
 1.f. -iwan, -ili muštәhәyet̠a -iwan, -ili muštәharta
 2.m. -iwәt múštәhәya -iwәt múštәhәra
 2.f. -iwat muštәhәyet̠a -iwat muštәharta
 3.m. -ile múštәhәya -ile múštәhәra
 3.f. -ila muštәhәyet̠a -ila muštәharta
Pl. 1.c. -iwax múštәhәye -iwax múštәhәre
 2.c. -iwetun múštәhәye -iwetun múštәhәre
 3.c. -ilu múštәhәye -ilu múštәhәre

4.4.2.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of these verbs are illustrated above in 4.4.2.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.4.2.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
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stative participle these verbs are illustrated above in 4.4.2.10. The forms 
of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.4.2.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

š-t-h-y š-t-h-r
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)maštәhoye -iwәn, -ili (bә)maštәhore

1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)maštәhoye -iwan, -ili (bә)maštәhore
2.m. -iwәt (bә)maštәhoye -iwәt (bә)maštәhore
2.f. -iwat (bә)maštәhoye -iwat (bә)maštәhore
3.m. -ile (bә)maštәhoye -ile (bә)maštәhore
3.f. -ila (bә)maštәhoye -ila (bә)maštәhore

Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)maštәhoye -iwax (bә)maštәhore
2.c. -iwetun (bә)maštәhoye -iwetun (bә)maštәhore
3.c. -ilu (bә)maštәhoye -ilu (bә)maštәhore

4.4.2.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The forms of the infinitive 
with and without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these verbs are given in 
4.4.2.13 above. The forms of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.4.2.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infinitive 
of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix. The forms of the infinitive 
with and without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these verbs are given 
in 4.4.2.13 above. The forms of the future copula are given below in 
4.6.7.

4.4.2.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.4.2.16.1 Infinitive

mәštahore

4.4.2.16.2 Verbal Nouns

 š-t-h-r š-t-h-y
m.  mәštahore mәštahoye
f..  mәštaharta mәštahet̠a
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4.5 Stem V Verbs—Pentaliterals

This class of verb is exemplified in what follows by the root š-f-l-t-q ‘to 
surprise, to happen suddenly’ and š-t-m-l-y ‘to complete’.

4.5.1 Imperative

 š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. mšắfәltәq máštәmli
Pl. mšắfәltәqun máštәmlun

4.5.2 Present Subjunctive

  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.m. mšắfәltәqәn máštәmlәn
 1.f. mšắfәltәqan máštәmәlyan
 2.m. mšắfәltәqәt máštәmlәt
 2.f. mšắfәltәqat máštәmәlyat
 3.m. mšắfәltәq máštәmәl
 3.f. mšắfәltәqa máštәmәlyat
Pl. 1.c. mšắfәltәqax máštәmlax
 2.c. mšăfәltәqetun maštәmletun
 3.c. mšắfәltәqi máštәmli

4.5.3 Past Subjunctive

  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.m. mšafәltәqәnwa maštәmlәnwa
 1.f. mšafәltәqanwa maštәmәlyanwa
 2.m. mšafәltәqәtwa maštәmlәtwa
 2.f. mšafәltәqatwa maštәmәlyatwa
 3.m. mšafәltәqwa maštәmәlwa
 3.f. mšafәltәqawa maštәmәlyawa
Pl. 1.c. mšafәltәqaxwa maštәmlaxwa
 2.c. mšafәltәqә́tuwa aštәmlә́tuwa
 3.c. mšafәltәqiwa maštәmliwa

4.5.4 Present Indicative
  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.m. g-mšắfәltәqәn  g-máštәmlәn
 1.f. g-mšắfәltәqan g-máštәmәlyan
 2.m. g-mšắfәltәqәt g-máštәmlәt
 2.f. g-mšắfәltәqat g-máštәmәlyat
 3.m. g-mšắfәltәq g-máštәmәl
 3.f. g-mšắfәltәqa g-máštәmәlyat
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Pl. 1.c. g-mšắfәltәqax g-máštәmlax
 2.c. g-mšafәltәqetun g-maštәmletun
 3.c. g-mšắfәltәqi g-máštәmli

4.5.5 Past Habitual
  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.m. g-mšafәltәqәnwa g-maštәmlәnwa
 1.f. g-mšafәltәqanwa g-maštәmәlyanwa
 2.m. g-mšafәltәqәtwa g-maštәmlәtwa
 2.f. g-mšafәltәqatwa g-maštәmәlyatwa
 3.m. g-mšafәltәqwa g-maštәmәlwa
 3.f. g-mšafәltәqawa g-maštәmәlyawa
Pl. 1.c. g-mšafәltәqaxwa g-maštәmlaxwa
 2.c. g-mšafәltәqә́tuwa g-maštәmlә́tuwa
 3.c. g-mšafәltәqiwa g-maštәmliwa

4.5.6 Future Simple
  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.m. m-mšắfәltәqәn  m-máštәmlәn
 1.f. m-mšắfәltәqan m-máštәmәlyan
 2.m. m-mšắfәltәqәt m-máštәmlәt
 2.f. m-mšắfәltәqat m-máštәmәlyat
 3.m. m-mšắfәltәq m-máštәmәl
 3.f. m-mšắfәltәqa m-máštәmәlyat
Pl. 1.c. m-mšắfәltәqax m-máštәmlax
 2.c. m-mšafәltәqetun m-maštәmletun
 3.c. m-mšắfәltәqi m-máštәmli

4.5.7 Conditional
  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.m. m-mšafәltәqәnwa m-maštәmlәnwa
 1.f. m-mšafәltәqanwa m-maštәmәlyanwa
 2.m. m-mšafәltәqәtwa m-maštәmlәtwa
 2.f. m-mšafәltәqatwa m-maštәmәlyatwa
 3.m. m-mšafәltәqwa m-maštәmәlwa
 3.f. m-mšafәltәqawa m-maštәmәlyawa
Pl. 1.c. m-mšafәltәqaxwa m-maštәmlaxwa
 2.c. m-mšafәltәqә́tuwa m-maštәmlә́tuwa
 3.c. m-mšafәltәqiwa m-maštәmliwa

4.5.8 Preterite
  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.c. mšofәltәqli mәštumleli
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 2.m. mšofәltәqlux mәštumlelux
 2.f. mšofәltәqlax mәštumlelax
 3.m. mšofәltәqle mәštumlele
 3.f. mšofәltәqla mәštumlela
Pl. 1.c. mšofәltәqlan, mšofәltә́qleni mәštumlelan, mәštumléleni
 2.c. mšofәltә́qloxun mәštumléloxun
 3.c. mšofәltәqlu mәštumlelu

4.5.9 Plupreterite
  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.c. mšofәltә́qwali mәštumléwali
 2.m. mšofәltә́qwalux mәštumléwalux
 2.f. mšofәltә́qwalax mәštumléwalax
 3.m. mšofәltә́qwale mәštumléwale
 3.f. mšofәltә́qwala mәštumléwala
Pl. 1.c. mšofәltә́qwalan,  mәštumléwalan
  mšofәltә́qwaleni mәštumléwaleni
 2.c. mšofәltә́qwaloxun mәštumléwaloxun
 3.c. mšofәltә́qwalu mәštumléwalu

4.5.10 Present Perfect

The present perfect is formed by the present copula and the stative 
participle of the verb, inflected for number and gender:

  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili mš\ŭfәltәqa -iwәn, -ili múštәmәlya
 1.f. -iwan, -ili mšufәltaqta -iwan, -ili muštәmlet̠a
 2.m. -iwәt mš\ŭfәltәqa -iwәt múštәmәlya
 2.f. -iwat mšufәltaqta -iwat muštәmlet̠a
 3.m. -ile mš\ŭfәltәqa -ile múštәmәlya
 3.f. -ila mšufәltaqta -ila muštәmlet̠a
Pl. 1.c. -iwax mš\ŭfәltәqe -iwax múštәmәlye
 2.c. -iwetun mš\ŭfәltәqe -iwetun múštәmәlye
 3.c. -ilu mš\ŭfәltәqe -ilu múštәmәlye

4.5.11 Past Perfect

The past perfect is formed by the past copula and the stative participle 
of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the stative 
participle of these verbs are illustrated above in 4.5.10. The forms of 
the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.5.12 Future Perfect

The future perfect is formed by the future copula and the stative par-
ticiple of the verb, inflected for number and gender. The forms of the 
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stative participle of these verbs are illustrated above in 4.5.10. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.5.13 Present Continuous

The present continuous is formed by the present copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with an optional b(ә)- prefix:

  š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
Sing. 1.m. -iwәn, -ili (bә)mšafәltoqe -iwәn, -ili (bә)maštәmloye
 1.f. -iwan, -ili (bә)mšafәltoqe -iwan, -ili (bә)maštәmloye
 2.m. -iwәt (bә)mšafәltoqe -iwәt (bә)maštәmloye
 2.f. -iwat (bә)mšafәltoqe -iwat (bә)maštәmloye
 3.m. -ile (bә)mšafәltoqe -ile (bә)maštәmloye
 3.f. -ila (bә)mšafәltoqe -ila (bә)maštәmloye
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (bә)mšafәltoqe -iwax (bә)maštәmloye
 2.c. -iwetun (bә)mšafәltoqe -iwetun (bә)maštәmloye
 3.c. -ilu (bә)mšafәltoqe -ilu (bә)maštәmloye

4.5.14 Past Continuous

The past continuous is formed by the past copula and the infinitive of 
the verb with a b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with and without 
the optional b(ә)- prefix for these is given in 4.5.13 above. The forms 
of the past copula are given in 4.6.4 below.

4.5.15 Future Continuous

The future continuous is formed by the future copula and the infini-
tive of the verb with a b(ә)- prefix. The form of the infinitive with and 
without the optional b(ә)- prefix for these is given in 4.5.13 above. The 
forms of the future copula are given below in 4.6.7.

4.5.16 Other Parts of the Verb

4.5.16.1 Infinitive

š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
mšafәltoqe mәštamloye

4.5.16.2 Verbal Nouns

š-f-l-t-q š-t-m-l-y
mšafәltoqe mәštamloye
mšafәltaqta mәštamlet̠a
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4.6 The Copula

A nominal or prepositional phrase which is the predicate of a clause 
will, as a rule, contain a copula that is added to the predicate. Inas-
much as many of the compound verbal forms given in this section 
have, as one of their constituent parts, one of the forms of the copula, 
the copula is discussed here.

4.6.1 The Present Copula

In order to mark either a prepositional or nominal phrase as the predi-
cate of a clause, a copula is generally suffixed to the relevant phrase. 
The forms of this copula are given below:

Sing. 1.m. -iwәn (-íwena), -ili
 1.f. -iwan (-íwana), -ili
 2.m. -iwәt
 2.f. -iwat
 3.m. -ile
 3.f. -ila
Pl. 1.c. -iwax (-íwaxni)
 2.c. -iwetun, -itun 
 3.c. -ilu

For example:

náxwašilu, rešu g-mareʾ, šwuqlu ‘They are ill, they have headaches - leave 
(s.) them.’

When the copula is affixed to a word ending in -a, the initial -i- regu-
larly coalesces with the -a to form an -e- vowel.40 Diachronically, this 
process can be reconstucted as:

(1) *-a ʾile → (2) *-aʾile → (3) *-ayle (→ (4) *-εle) → (5) -ele

The above pathway is justifiably reconstructible on phonetic grounds, 
and also on the basis of some internal evidence, and comparison with 
other Neo-Aramaic dialects. 

40 This happens with the huge majority of ANA words and even borrowings. Never-
theless, on occasion, and especially when a MH word is used within a text, the vowels 
do not coalesce. For example:

ʾayya HbeténuH-ile ‘this is our home’
HtfiláH-ile ‘it is prayer’
ʿawádya-ile ‘it is Obadiah’
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Stage (1) is still found in a number of NENA dialects, such as Chris-
tian Barwar.41 

There is a certain amount of evidence of stages (2) and (3) within 
ANA itelf, where these forms are retained in monosyllabic words end-
ing in -a. For example:

(i) ma ‘what’ + -ile → máʾile ~ mayle
 tạmá lazәm yaʾәt ḥaqqe máʾile? ‘Why do you (m.) have to know 

how much it is?’
 mot̠ele ʾistadʿolam kullu ḥaywane g-emәr dә-xazax mắruli 

šәmmohun maylu ‘The Lord brought all the animals [to the angels] 
and said, “Now, let us see. Tell me what their names are.”’

(ii) kma ‘how much’ + -ile → kmáʾile ~ kmayle
 g-emәr babi ʾana qamaye g-ġadrәn yaʾen kmáʾile kud mәndi 

ʾu-mәndi ‘He said, “Father, first I will walk around, to find how 
how much all the things are.” ’

 kmayle gәldәt tora, ʾaqqada gәbax ‘As large as the skin of a bull— 
that is how much we want.’

(iii) xa ~ xaʾ ‘one’ + -ile → xayle
 la kiʾe dәd wәt ʾәt̠ya. xayle xә́zyәllux? ‘No-one knows that you (m.) 

have come. Has anyone seen you?’

(iv) tạma ‘why?, for what?’ + -ile → tạmayle 
 ma t̠éloxun gu knәšta, bәqraya sạliḥot. ʾәdyo lewa yarxәt sạliḥot! 

ṭamayla? ‘Why have you come into the synagogue and read the 
prayers of forgiveness? Today is not [a day in] the month of the 
prayers of forgiveness [i.e. Elul]. What is it for?”

Regarding the shift (3) → (4) → (5), it is impossible to know for certain 
if the above characterisation reflects how it occurred. Certainly, his-
torical */ay/ in ANA shifted to /e/, for example *bayt̠a → bet̠a ‘house’, 
*gayba → geba ‘that it overflow’. In other NENA dialects, the monoph-
thongisation produced a more open → vowel, which is phonetically 
closer to the diphthong. For example, in CA *bayt̠a → bεt̠a. In ANA, 
however, there is no direct evidence of such an intermediate stage. All 
e vowels, be they historically reconstructable as from */ay/ or not, are 
synchronically of the same quality.

41 Khan 2008: 180.
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Some examples of this coalescence of -a and -i to give -e- from the 
text corpus are:42

g-emәr mat ʾodәt ʾәlli, ʾana hudáyeli [hudaya ‘Jew’ + -ili], la-k-pešәn 
mәšәlmana! ‘He said, “Whatever you do to me, I am a Jew. I will not 
become a Muslim.” ’

našәt xa-dúkewax [duka ‘place’ + -iwax] ‘We are from the same place 
(lit. ‘people of one place’).’

When suffixed to a vowel with a final vowel other than -a, the copula 
lacks its initial -i. For example:

šumʿun babәd bábile [babi ‘my father’ + -(i)le] ‘Simon is the father of 
my father.’

ʾani xmárelu [xmare ‘asses’ + -(i)lu] lá-xzelu šaxina ‘They are asses; they 
did not see the Divine Presence.’ 

kálola [kalo ‘bride’ + -(i)la] ‘She is the bride.’ 
qanәd ṃaye ʾu-qanәd dәd ʾixala kútrulu [kutru ‘both’ + -ilu] ḍḅiḥe ‘The 
water pipe and the food pipe are both severed.’

Notice that the cliticised copula does not affect the position of the 
main stress in a word. This can cause the main stress to fall very early 
on in a polysyllabic word. For example:

ʾárbәšub ‘Wednesday’ + -ile → ʾárbәšubile ‘It is Wednesday.’

4.6.2 The Deictic Copula

The deictic copula may, in some cases, be used with no discernible 
distinction from the normal copula. For example:

42 Very rarely in the text corpus one finds that the copula simply drops the -i- when 
cliticised to a nominal which ends in an -a. This can be assumed to be under influence 
from the very closely-related dialects of NA, mostly notably from Z, and to a lesser 
extent from D, with both of which all of my informants have had over fifty years of 
contact in Israel. Therefore these forms are always marked as non-native forms in the 
texts. For example:

ṛaba xoš-ZgóraleZ ’He is a really manly man.’
The expected form in ANA would, of course, reflect an original form with the under-
lying -i of the suffix, which has combined with the -a of gora to form górele (*góra-ile 
→ *górayle (→ *górεle) → górele). Indeed, this is the standard form found throughout 
the text corpus. For instance:

kutxa maxzewa gyane măni bәš xoš-górele ‘Everyone would [try to show] who 
was (lit. ‘who is’) the most manly man.’
ʾayya yalunka górele ‘This boy is a [real] man.’
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ʾana wәlli dә́ryәllu mútwәllu kәs xa wăkil hudaya ‘I have deposited it with 
a certain Jewish agent.’43

Sometimes it sppears to be used solely as a bearer of person, gender 
and number for the infinitive form of the verb. For example:

ʾayya xәlṭ,̣ ʾilaha mdobәšle ʾәlli, wәllu bimara m-săbab dóxunila ‘This 
disease, with which God has stricken me - they are saying it is on 
account of you.’

wәlli bәxzaya núrela tp̣aṛa ʾәbba! ‘I can see a fire blazing in it.’

Often, however, it seems to have a more locative or a more deictic 
function that the normal copula. Compare BH 44הנה and A ʾinna. It 
can perhaps be described as having a presentative function, or as indi-
cating the contingent present. For example:

ʾo masḥaf wәlle kәsle ‘That book is at his house.’

mәrru tạt̠a bronux wәlle skiṛa la-msẹ ʾazәl ‘They said to her, “Your son 
is drunk and cannot walk.”’

xa baxta wәlla ytuta ʾaxxa ‘A women is sitting there.’

A detailed syntactic study of the text corpus is required to establish 
the exact nature of the distinction between the normal and deictic 
copulae.

The forms of the deictic copula are:

Sing. 1.c. wәlli
 2.m. wәllәt, (wәt)
 2.f. wәllat 
 3.m. wәlle
 3.f. wәlla
Pl. 1.c. wәllax, (wŭx)
 2.c. wәlloxun
 3.c. wәllu, (wullu)

4.6.3 The Negative Copula

Sing. 1.c. lewi
 2.m. lewәt
 2.f. lewat

43 It is unclear exactly how this construction differs in meaning from ʾáneli dә́ryәllu 
mútwәllu kәs xa wăkil hudaya. It seems that the sentence with the regular copula may 
give more prominence to the personal pronoun ʾana, i.e. ‘I [and no-one else] have 
deposited . . .’, but this requires further study.

44 In the oral Neo-Targumic tradition, BH הנה is consistently rendered by wәlle.
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 3.m. lewe
 3.f. lewa
Plu 1.c. lewax (léwaxni)
 2.c. léwetun
 3.c. lewu

4.6.4 The Past Copula

Sing. 1.m. wәnwa
 1.f. wanwa 
 2.m. wәtwa 
 2.f. watwa 
 3.m. wewa 
 3.f. wawa 
Pl. 1.c. waxwa 
 2.c. wŭtwa, w\ŭtunwa
 3.c. wewa 

4.6.5 The Subjunctive Copula

The subjunctive copula and other forms below derive from a root 
h-w-y ‘to be’.

Sing. 1.m. hawәn
 1.f. hoyan 
 2.m. hawәt 
 2.f. hoyat 
 3.m. hawe 
 3.f. hoya 
Pl. 1.c. hawax 
 2.c. hawetun
 3.c. hawe 

4.6.6 The Past Subjunctive Copula

Sing. 1.m. hawәnwa
 1.f. hoyanwa
 2.m. hawәtwa
 2.f. hoyatwa 
 3.m. hawewa 
 3.f. hoyawa 
Pl. 1.c. hawaxwa 
 2.c. hawә́tuwa
 3.c. hawewa 
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4.6.7 The Future Copula

Sing. 1.m. pawәn
 1.f. poyan 
 2.m. pawәt 
 2.f. poyat 
 3.m. pawe 
 3.f. poya 
Pl. 1.c. pawax 
 2.c. pawetun
 3.c. pawe 

4.6.8 The Conditional Copula

Sing. 1.m. pawәnwa
 1.f. poyanwa
 2.m. pawәtwa
 2.f. poyatwa 
 3.m. pawewa 
 3.f. poyawa 
Pl. 1.c. pawaxwa 
 2.c. pawә́tuwa
 3.c. pawewa





CHAPTER FIVE

VERBAL FUNCTIONINDICATIVE 
VS. SUBJUNCTIVE MOODS

Word-limit considerations proclude an exhaustive analysis of the 
function of all the various verbal forms of ANA. Nevertheless, in this 
section I shall enumerate and give examples of the functions of indica-
tive and subjunctive moods in the present tense.1

5.1 Indicative Mood

5.1.1 Present Indicative2 (k-qatә̣l)

The present indicative is negated with la,3 i.e. la k-qatә̣l.4 It is the 
unmarked tense for actions or states in the present, that is to say, for 
progressive actions, events and states (i.e those which are perceived 
by the speaker to be occurring, current, at the time of the speech act.) 
For example:

kma tore gәbetun? ‘How many bulls do you (pl.) want?’

la k-exәl ʾawa bas ʾana k-әxlan ‘He is not eating, but I (f.) am eating.’

tạmá g-mtạšәtta gyanux mәn qami? ‘Why are you (m.) hiding from 
me?’

1 Hoberman, in the context of a more general discussion of verbal function gives a 
number of examples of usages of the present indicative (1989: 42–51) and subjunctive 
(ibid.: 58–71). Indeed, my findings agree to a large extent with his. However for the 
reasons given in the introduction to this thesis, I prefer to present my findings as an 
independent data set, with my own brief analysis.

2 As discussed in the previous section, these names for tenses are purely for con-
venience of reference and should not be taken as a reference to function. For clarity, 
the form of each tense in the 3rd person m.s. is given, using the root q-t-̣l as exem-
plary.

3 This same very construction is used to negate the simple future. la k-qatә̣l is thus 
ambiguous in that it may mean ‘he does not kill’ or ‘he will not kill’.

4 It is not uncommon for la to attract the stress: lá-k-qatә̣l. With verbs I-ʾ, the 
-k- is often realised as a geminate, with the concomitant shortening of the preceding 
a-vowel, e.g [lắ-kk-exәl] ‘he does not eat’, but I transcribe this form phonologically, 
i.e. lá-k-exәl, as the gemination is not phonemic in any way.
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This verbal form is also used to express habitual states or universal 
truths, such as the inherent or usual properties or typical actions of an 
object or a person. For example: 

mәšәlmane la k-šate ‘Muslims do not drink [alcohol].’

kt̠et̠a d-hoya ʿaqla twәrta la k-xašәx dabḥila ‘It is forbidden to slaughter 
any chicken which has a broken leg.’

dăn g-odәt ʿaraqin rexa k-fayәr kulla maḥalle, kulla šaʾut̠a rexa g-ezәl 
‘When you (m.) make raki, the smell wafts through the whole area, it 
permeates the whole neighbourhood.’

In this sense, a special form of the verb ‘to be’ (i.e. kawe) is employed, 
and not the standard copula. A distinction is thus always preserved 
between phrases such as mәlxa ʾәš-mézile ‘The salt is on the table [at 
the moment]’, which implies that the salt is currently to be found 
there, and mәlxa ʾәš-méz kawe ‘The salt is [usually] on table’, which 
implies that the salt is kept there, or, at least, generally to be found 
there. On the other hand, a phrase which contains a different verb 
would be ambiguous. For example k-šameʾ qalәt brate could be taken 
to mean either ‘He hears his daughter’s voice [now]’ or ‘He [generally] 
hears his daugher’s voice.’5

Further examples of the usage of the distinct habitual forms of the 
verb ‘to be’ in context are given below:

gemәr he wәḷḷa mopәqli xa ʿaraqin, t̠a-xzí! t̠a-tṃóʾ! tad maxzәnnux ma 
kawe ʿaraqin ḅaš. He said, “Yes, by G-d I (m.) have made some great 
raki. Come and see! Come and taste [it] , so that I (m.) can show you 
what good raki is!” 

t̠ela b-lele palgәdlel, sạʿa treʾsәr b-lele kullu kawe dmixe, t̠ela g-maxya 
l-tarʾa tāx tāx tāx! ‘She came at night, at midnight—at twelve o’clock at 
night [when] everyone is asleep—she came and knocked on the door: 
bang, bang, bang.’

5 Note that when the habitual vs. present action distinction is not obvious from the 
context and he feels it necessary, the speaker has a number of devices at his disposal 
to disambiguate these two senses. He may do so by employing the present continuous 
tense, which is formed by using the copula, which, as described above, has distinct 
forms for the habitual and present action meanings respectively. Although the present 
subjunctive continous is not encountered in the text corpus, it is freely given as a 
form by all informants. Thus wәlle bәšmaʾa qalәt brate ‘He hears his daughter’s voice 
[now].’ is clearly disinct from kawe bәšmaʾa qalәt brate ‘He [usually/often] hears his 
daughter’s voice.’ The present action meaning can be expressed unambiguously by 
periphrastic means, such as the addition of an adverb: ʾatta k-šameʾ qalәt brate ‘He 
hears his daughter’s voice now.’, as can the habitual meaning: kudyom k-šameʾ qalәt 
brate ‘He hears his daughter’s voice every day.’
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The present indicative may be used for actions which began in the 
past, but which continue to the time of the speech act. This aspect of 
meaning is often conveyed in English by a present perfect or present 
perfect continuous. For example:

kma šәnne ʾắxәni k-xayax mәġde, ʾahi quṛdaya, ʾana hudaya, kutxa ʾәš 
din-gyane. ‘We have been living together for a few years, you a Muslim, 
I a Jew—each according to his own religion.’

palgәt xayi g-lepәn tọṛa tama ‘For half my life I (m.) have been learning 
Torah there.’

The present indicative may be used in the sense of a narrative past his-
toric tense (as it is often referred to in European languages), especially 
with the copula, and with verbs which commonly occur in narrative 
contexts, such as ʾ-m-r ‘to say’, x-z-y ‘to see’ and ʾ-z-l ‘to go’. Within 
a narrative, this usage is often found after one or more finite verbs in 
the past tense have already been used to establish the temporality of 
the actions. For example:

. . . gu mat̠wat̠a, lәtwa ču xarje. . . . k-palxәtwa ʾu-k-exlәtwa. čuxxa la 
k-šaqәlwa mәnnux ču mәndi . . . g-emәr tạt̠e ʾistadi lәtli pare. ʾana ṃatọ 
b-yasqәn ʿamәdya. ‘In the villages there were no taxes . . . would work and 
you would eat. No-one would take anything from you . . . He said [lit. 
‘says’] to him, “Sir, I have no money. How can I go up to Amәdya?”

5.1.2 Present Continuous (wәlle / -ile (bә)qtạla)

The present continuous is negated by using the negative copula lewe, 
i.e. lewe (bә)qtạla. It is used to refer to an action which is perceived by 
the speaker as occurring at the same time as the speech act. Although 
the present indicative may also serve this function, and it is indeed 
often more or less interchangeable with the present continuous, the 
latter is often used where the ongoing nature of the action is stressed. 
Some verbs, by virtue of their semantics, show a higher frequency of 
one or the other. In general, verbs of perception (e.g. x-z-y ‘to see’, 
š-m-ʾ ‘to hear’) or verbs describing a mental state (e.g. z-d-ʾ ‘to be 
afraid’, y-d-ʾ ‘to know) are very seldom found in the present continu-
ous. For instance, the present continuous of x-š-w ‘to think’ does not 
occur in the entire text corpus, despite its being a common verb.

There follow some examples of the present continuous from the text 
corpus:
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kt̠ét̠ela bizala gu gәnt̠a ʾ u-bixala! wәlla bixala! bәnqara ʾ u-bixala! . . . wәlla 
ḍḅәḥta! tạṃá lewa bәmyat̠a? ‘The chicken is walking around in the gar-
den and eating! It’s eating! Pecking and eating! . . . It has been slaugh-
tered! Why isn’t it dying?’

. . . bas ʾatta ʾәtli šula. wәlli bәʾada šula, wәlli bәmaʾone xәmyani. lamsә̣n 
šoqәnne xәmyani. ‘[I would come] but now I have work [to do]. I am 
doing work, I am helping my father-in-law. I (m.) cannot leave my 
father-in-law.’

Although a past continuous does exist, the present continuous (espe-
cially with the deictic copula) is often used after a finite verb in the 
past tense. For example:

qam-maxzәnna kt̠et̠a wәlla bixala ‘I showed him the chicken, which was 
eating (lit. ‘it is eating’).’

As mentioned in 5.1.1. above, the special habitual conjugation of the 
verb ‘to be’ may also be used with the present continuous tense, i.e. 
kawe (bә)qtạla. For example:

g-yátwaxni gu šuqa k-šatax čaye mәn tạrpәd nәnxa, ʾu-ʾáni-ži kawe 
bәmxaya tụla ‘We sit in the market [and] drink tea with mint leaves, 
and they are [usually] playing board games.

Like the present simple, the present continuous may be used for actions 
which began in the past, but which continue to the time of the speech 
act, often conveyed in English by a present perfect or present perfect 
continuous. When the continuous is used, there is an element of stress 
on the current process. For example:

kt̠awux ṃtẹle l-ʾidi ʾana mәn d-ó-yoma wәlli bәt ̣ʾ aya ʾәlle ‘Your letter 
reached me and from that day I have been searching for him.’

5.2 Subjunctive Mood

5.2.1 Present Subjunctive (qatә̣l form)

The present subjunctive is negated with la, i.e. la qatә̣l. It is mostly 
found in subordinate clauses, although it has a number of fairly com-
mon usages in main clauses. It may express many different shades of 
meaning, but the unifying factor of all of them is that the action is per-
ceived as prospective, potential, or in some way not ‘factual’ enough to 
warrant the use of the indicative.
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In a main clause, the present subjunctive most often expresses 
exhortation or volition. This is often found in fixed expressions and 
constructions, although it is also a productive usage. For example:

mḥakәnnux xa ḥukkit̠a ʾәlle ‘Let me (m.) tell you a story about him’

p̣a waʿadut̠a hoya ʾu-ʾana malpәnne bronux ‘Well then, I promise you 
(lit. ‘let it be a promise’) that I (m.) will teach your (m.) son.’

qawát hawelux ‘Greetings! (lit. ‘may you (m.) have strength)’

hәššar hawәt ʾidux la raʾla ‘Take care (m.) that your hand does not 
shake.’

In this sense, the present subjunctive may be preceded by the particle 
šud. For example:

har xa yoma m-met̠әn, šud met̠әn b-idux ‘I’m going to die one day any-
way; let me die at your hands!’

mat barya šud barya ‘Whatever happens, happens!’ 
ʾistadi tạmá b-yawәlla ta quṛdaya? ma, ʾana lewi hudaya? šud yawәlla 
tạt̠i! ‘My lord, how can he give her to a Muslim? Am I not a Jew (m.)? 
Let him give her to me!’

The subjunctive verb negated with a preceding la is the standard 
method of expressing a negative command. For example:

ʾanna tre dare la naqḥәt, la ʾaxlәt mәnnu ‘Do not touch (m.s.) these two 
trees [and] do not eat from them!’

la ʾodәt hatxa! ‘Do not do (m.s.) that!’

gemәr šamuʾel, la mayrәxәtta ‘He said, “Samuel, do not talk too much 
(m.s) !”’

xmara la hawәt! ‘Do not be (m.s.) an ass!’

The present subjunctive may also express necessity or possibility. For 
example:

xalwa ʾu-pәsra la darelu gu-ʾuġde. kočәkyat̠әd xalwa hawe jŭda ‘One is 
not to put dairy and meat [products] together; dairy spoons are to be 
separate.’

ʾana ma ʾamrәnnux broni? ‘What can I (m.) say to you, my son?

ʾána-ži g-emәr ma ʾamrәn, ma ʾodәn? ‘ “And as for me,” he said, “what 
can I (m.) say? What can I (m.) do?” ’

ʾeka ʾazәn? ‘Where am I (m.) to go?’

b-šabt̠a maqḥәrannux?! ‘[Would you want me (f.) to] upset you (m.) on 
the Sabbath?!’
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yalunkәt rabbi meʾir la ʾazi sḷ̣ot̠a? ‘[How can it be that] the sons of Rabbi 
Meir do not go to the synagogue?’

It may also be used in the protasis of a conditional sentence, with 
or without an equivalent of ‘if ’, such as hakka, әn or әnkan.6 For 
 example:

šoqәtte hatxa p-payәš ʿamma-ʾares ̣‘[If] you (m.s.) leave him like this, he 
will become an ignoramus.’ 
. . .ʾәn la yaʾәn bәštọ mәnne mat gәbәt b-yawәnnux ‘. . . if I (m.) do not 
know more than him, I will give you whatever you want.’

hakka met̠atti xa pәška bassima, makušә́nnaxila ‘If you bring me a nice 
piece of dried beef, I will get it (f.) down for you.’

gora la hawe l-bet̠a ʾaya g-yawa tạwsir ‘If her husband was not at home, 
she would give the explanation.’

la g-napqetun m-gu bet̠a la ʾaxletun la šatetun! ‘You are not leaving the 
house without eating and drinking!’

A related use is in expressions of the type ‘whether . . . or not’, where 
a subjunctive form and a negated subjuctive are used together. For 
instance:

baʾya la baʾya, mәn baba ʾu-amawat̠a qbәllu, ʾáp-aya lazәm qablawa. 
‘Whether she wanted [to marry a certain man] or not, once her father 
and uncles had accepted him, she also had to accept [him].’

ʾate la ʾat̠e, palgәdyom b-ázaxni. ‘Whether he comes or not, we are going 
at midday.’

qadome p-pešәt quṛdaya gәbәt la-gbәt. ‘Tomorrow you will become a 
Muslim, whether you want to or not.’

The present subjunctive is also used in relative clauses, where the head 
of the clause is indefinite and non-specific.7 The relative particle d- 
may or may not be found in such constructions. For example:

6 As is shown by the examples given, the apodosis, if there is one, is in the future 
simple. This construction is parallel to the very common spoken English sequence of 
tenses in sentences like Leave him like this and he will become an ignoramus.

7 Where the head is definite, the indicative mood is used. For example:
k-xaze ʾәsṛ̣a gure kullu măre tafange t-k-et̠e ʾәlle ‘He sees ten men, all of them 
armed, who are coming towards him.’ 

Also, when the head is indefinite and specific, the indicative mood is used. For exam-
ple:

g-әmri ʾistadan ḥakoma la-gbax ču mәndi. hallan xa ʾarʾa dәd gәldәt xa 
tora . . . ḥakoma . . . g-emәr ʾana ʾәn la maqimәnne xabri ʾe naqla p-qatḷili! . . . mat 
gәbe hắlulu. ‘They said, “O lord, our king, we do not want anything. Give us a 
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kut ʾazәl l-o bet̠a HbámmakomH g-mayәt̠! ‘Anyone who goes into that 
house dies on the spot!’

xa d-hawewa bәš ʿašir g-ʿazә́mwalu kullu kәs gyane ‘Someone who was 
richer would invite all of them to his house.’

ʾayya hudaya la g-ezәl gu xa dukәd la hoya knešta ‘That Jew will not go 
to any place which does not have a synagogue.’

kt̠et̠a d-hoya ʿaqla twәrta la k-xašәx dabḥila ‘It is forbidden to slaughter 
any chicken which has a broken leg.’

g-emәr mat ʾodәt ʾәlli, ʾana hudáyeli, la-k-pešәn mәšәlmana! ‘He said, 
“Whatever you do to me, I am a Jew—I will not become a Muslim!” ’

lewe xa mәndi ʾodәtte bәd tә̣šwa cuxxa la yaʾe ‘It is not something you 
can do in secret, without anyone finding out.’

The uses of the present subjunctive in subordinate clauses are many. 
The clause may be the complement of a number of verbs and expresses 
some kind of modality, including obligation, wish, permission or 
possibility. To express obligation, the subjunctive clause may be the 
complement of the impersonal particle lazәm (< A lāzim) and, to a 
lesser extent, gәbe (which is historically the lexicalised third-person 
singular present simple of b-ʾ-y ‘to want’). Possibility can be expressed 
using layku. This construction with the subjunctive is used whether 
the subject is the same in both clauses or not. Some examples are given 
below:

la-msẹ bәd xurtụt̠a šaqlilan ‘They cannot take us by force.’

ʾana gәbәn ʾodәt hadax dәd maxzәtta dәd ʾaqәla qalúlele ‘I want you (m.) 
to act in such a way as to show her that she is weak-minded.’

xzi, mәddala ṛaba náxwasile, gәban ʾodanne maṛaqәt kt̠et̠a ‘Look (m.s.), 
Mәddala is very ill; I (f.) want to make him some chicken soup.’

ʾahi lazәm ʾat̠әt pešәt quṛdaya ‘You must come [and] become a Mus-
lim.’

lazәm qorile l-warya mәn qorat̠a ‘They have to bury him outside the 
graveyard.’

la kiʾe ma ʾodi ʾәbban ‘They do not know what to do with us.’

babi, gәbe ʾazax ‘Father, we have to go.’

piece of land the size of the hide of an ox.” . . . The king . . . said, “If I do not keep 
my word, this time they will kill me! Give (pl.) them what they want!”
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muxtar mәrre ta qaša maydeʾ gu ʾeta baxtat̠a la ʾazi mәn sạlib qam tarʾa 
‘The mukhtar said to the priest, “Announce in the church that women 
are not to walk around with their crucifixes on the outside”.’

halli tḷ̣aha yome xašwәn ‘Give (s.) me 3 days to think.’

layku ʾawәd xa fәtṇa qatә̣l xa mәnnoxun ‘Perhaps he will devise a plot 
to kill one of you (pl.).’

The subordinate clause may occasionally precede the main clause:

ma ʾodәn? nasә̣n mәnna la-msә̣n. What am I (m.) to do? I (m.) cannot 
fight it (f.)

ʾaza . . . xәpyet̠a lewa bassәmta ‘For her to walk around barefoot was not 
nice.’

The main clause may be in the present perfect:

ʾistádile mira ʾahi . . . malpatti ‘My teacher said that you (f.) are to teach 
me.’

wәlle ḥmila ʾaxxa, wәlle ʾәt̠ya qatә̣llux ʾәdyo! ‘He is waiting here, he has 
come to kill you today!’

The main clause may also be in a past tense:

zdeʾli ʾamrәnne ʿjәzli ‘I was afraid to tell him that I was tired.’

qam-šadәrri ʾahi malpatti ‘He sent me so that you (f.) would teach me.’

qam-maṛmәnna skina mәn ʾarʾa, t̠eli badqәnna ‘I picked up the knife 
from the ground, I tried to examine it (f.)’

The main clause may have an imperative verb:

márrule ʾawa ʾat̠e ‘Tell (pl.) him to come!’

šwuqlu ʾatta xanča xәt heš damxi ‘Leave them [for] now, so that they 
can sleep a bit longer.’

ḥmol bәd p̣anni d-guda ḥil daʾran ‘Stand in the shade of the wall until I 
(f.) return.’

The main clause may have a preterite as its verb, which governs the 
temporal reference of the present subjunctive:

xa yoma babi mquṛәṛṛe ʾat̠e xaze matọ g-lepax ‘One day my father 
decided to come [and] see how we learn[ed].’

The main clause may also be in the future simple:

ʾawa b-amәrrux ma ʾodәt ‘He will tell you (m.) what to do.’

xaṛaye p-sạrxannu ʾat̠e ‘Afterwards I (f.) will call them to come.’
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Another common use is to express intent, purpose or result. These 
subjunctive clauses may stand alone, without formal subordination, 
but they are often preceded by a subordinating particle, such as tad, 
šud, dәd, d-. For example:

gemәr babi ʾana qamaye g-ġadrәn yaʾen kmáʾile kud mәndi ʾu-mәndi ‘He 
said, “Father, I am going to walk around first to find out how much each 
thing is.” ’

ʾana ma ʾodәn tad ʾana la fanәn bәd tọfana ‘What should I do so that I 
do not perish in the flood?’

g-maxewa gyanu . . . ʾu-k-sạrxi sạtạn dohun ʾ at̠e ‘They hit themselves . . . and 
shout, [so that] their Satan will come.’
marre ta gorax šud ʾamәr hadax ‘Tell your (f.s.) husband to say thus.’

5.2.2 Present Continuous Subjunctive (hawe (bә)qtạla)

Although a present continuous subjunctive doubtlessly exists in ANA, 
no examples occur in the text corpus. Nevertheless, all informants vol-
unteer the hawe bәqtạla form when prompted to translate a sentence 
with an appropriate sense, as described for the present subjunctive 
above in 5.2.1 For instance:

gәbәn hawe bәmkayofe ‘I want them to be having fun’

lazәm hawetun bәlwaša hәrge doxun ‘You (pl.) had better be putting on 
your (pl.) clothes!’

ʾit̠әn gu mat̠a xa hudayәt hawe bәsṛaxa haware? ‘Is there a Jew in the 
village shouting for help?’





CHAPTER SIX

ADJECTIVES

6.1 General

Most adjectives follow the noun they modify. There are usually sepa-
rate forms for adjectives which modify masculine and feminine nouns, 
as well as a common plural. For example:

gora bassima ‘a nice man’
baxta bassәmta ‘a nice woman’
gure bassime ‘nice men’
baxtat̠a bassime ‘nice woman’

An adjective can be used without a noun. For example:

xa bassima ‘a nice one (m.)’
ʾo bassima ‘that nice one (m.)’
ʾe bassәmta ‘that nice one (f.)’
ʾan bassime ‘those nice ones (c.)’

Adjectives are, like nouns, divided into two classes. Class I contains the 
“native” stock and adapted borrowings, while Class II the unadapted 
borrowed adjectives.1

6.2 Class I Adjectival Patterns

6.2.1 CvCa

CaCa2 xat̠a xat̠ta (f.)  xat̠e (pl.) ‘new’
 naya  net̠a (f.)3 naye (pl.) ‘raw, underdone’

1 For a discussion of these classes see Section 2 above.
2 The adjective ʾuṛwa ‘big, large, great’ (pl. ʾuṛwe) has a f. form ṛapt̠a (< *ṛabt̠a), 

which would seem to be derived from a form of this pattern, viz.*ṛaba ‘big, large, great 
(m.s.)’, which survives in ANA as an adverb with the meaning ‘very; much’.

3 OA *-ay- > -e. Note that this shift must have occurred in the direct ancestor of 
ANA earlier than the end of the shift of post-vocalic *-t > -t̠, i.e. *nayta > *neta > 
ANA net̠a. If the shifts had happened in the reverse order, we would expect *nayta > 
*neta > ANA *neta.
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CoCa koma  kumta (f.)4  kome (pl.) ‘black’
 č̣oʾa  č̣uʾta (f.) č̣oʾe (pl.) ‘smooth; fragile’

6.2.2 CCvCa

CCaCa xwara xwarta (f.) xware (pl.) ‘white’

CCoCa ptọxa ptụxta (f.) ptọxe (pl.) ‘wide’
 smoqa smuqta (f.) smoqe (pl.) ‘red’
 zʾora zʾurta (f.) zʾore (pl.) ‘small’

6.2.3 CvCvCa

CaCaCa šahara  šaharta (f.) šahare (pl.) ‘blind’
 xaṛaya  xaṛet̠a (f.) xaṛaye (pl) ‘final, last’

CaCiCa ʾatiqa  ʾatәqta (f.)  ʾatiqe (pl.) ‘ancient, old’
 ṃaṛiṛa  ṃaṛәṛta (f.) ṃaṛiṛa (pl.)  ‘bitter’
 qarira qarәtta (f.)5 qarire (pl.) ‘cold’
 naqida  naqәtta (f.)6 naqide (pl.) ‘thin (e.g. stick)’
 šaxina  šaxәnta (f.) šaxine (pl.) ‘hot, warm’
 yarixa  yarәxta (f.) yarixe (pl.) ‘long’

CaCoCa naxopa  naxupta (f.) naxope (pl.) ‘embarrased, shy’
  zadoʾa  zadoʾta (f.)7 zadoʾe (pl.)  
    ‘afraid, cowardly’

CaCuCa qalula qalulta (f.) qalule (pl.) ‘easy, light’
 raḥuqa  raḥuqta (f.) raḥuqe (pl.) ‘far, distant’
 yaqura  yaqurta (f.) yaqure (pl.)  ‘heavy’
 xamusạ  xamusṭa (f.) xamusẹ (pl.)  ‘sour; pickled’

6.2.4 Adjectives from Stative Participles of Stem I Verbs 
(CiCa, CCiCa, CәCya)

The stative participles of verbs can of course be used as adjectives. 
Words which have the form of stative participles (and can thus be 
assumed originally to have been stative participles) can only truly be 
considered adjectives in a synchronic sense if they have undergone a 

4 In general, ANA -oCC- > -uCC-, see footnote 45 above.
5 *qarәrta > qarәtta. In general, ANA -iCC- > -әCC- . However, the assimilation of 

the second /r/ to the the /-t/ of the feminine ending is irregular.
6 *naqidta > naqәtta.
7 In general, ANA -oCC- > -uCC-. Now it would seem that the presence of /ʾ/, /ʿ/, 

or /h/ as the first consonant after /o/ in this phonetic environment either blocks the 
shift or perhaps causes a second shift of [o] back to [u]. More fully then: 

-oC1C2- > -uC1C2- / C1 ≠ ʾ, ʿ, h. 
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clear semantic shift, or when their corresponding verbal stem is not in 
synchronic use. Examples of adjectives of this type which have under-
gone semantic shifts are:

lipa lәpta (f.) lipe (pl.) ‘used to, accustomed to’ (cf. l-y-p ‘to 
   learn’

qәrya  qrit̠a (f.) qәrye (pl.) ‘well-read; well-educated’ (cf. q-r-y ‘to 
   read’)

xšiwa  xšuta (f.) xšiwe (pl.) ‘important’ (cf. x-š-w ‘to think’)

Examples of adjectives whose corresponding verbal form are ungram-
matical, are:

bṛixa  bṛәxta (f.) bṛixe ‘blesséd, holy’ (< *b-ṛ-x)8

qliwa  qluta (f.) qliwe ‘clean’ (< *q-l-w)9

The majority of words which are rendered into English as adjectives 
are in fact ANA stative participles. For example:

ʾiqa ʾәqta (f.) ʾiqe (pl.) ‘narrow’ (< ʾ-y-q ‘to be narrow’)

ʿjiza ʿjәzta (f.) ʿjize (pl.) ‘tired’ (< ʿ-j-z ‘to tire’)

friḥa freḥta (f.) friḥe (pl.) ‘happy’ (< f-r-ḥ ‘to be happy’)

sqila  sqәlta (f.) sqile (pl.) ‘nice, pretty’ (< s-q-l ‘to be beautiful’)

6.2.5 Adjectives formed with -ana

This productive suffix is used predominantly for denominal adjectivi-
sation. On occasion no base word can be located in ANA (although 
there is always a root). Sometimes a slight semantic shift can be seen. 
For example:

gumḅulta ‘ball’ + -ana:
gumḅolana gumḅolanta (f.) gumḅolane (pl.) ‘round’

xәška ‘darkness’ + -ana:
xәškana  xәškanta (f.)  xәškane (pl.) ‘dim, dimly lit’

ṃaye ‘water’ + -ana:
mayana10  mayanta (f.) mayane (pl.) ‘watery, moist’

 8 This verb only exists as b-ṛ-x II ‘to bless’, with the corresponding stative participle 
mbuṛxa.

 9 This verb only exists as q-l-w II ‘to clean’, with the corresponding stative parti-
ciple mqulwa.

10 Note the absense in this word of /ṃ/, cf. ṃaye ‘water’.
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An adjective with no base noun in ANA is:

šidana šidanta (f.) šidane (pl.) ‘crazy, insane’
(cf. š-y-d-n ‘to go crazy, to drive crazy’)

6.2.5 Adjectives formed with -aya

On occasion the base of an adjective in -aya is itself a word in ANA. 
For example:

ʾat̠raya  ʾat̠ret̠a (f.) ʾat̠raye (pl.) ‘country-dweller, country 
   bumpkin’ (< ʾat̠ra 
   ‘countryside; land’)
palgaya palget̠a (f.) palgaye (pl.) ‘middle (adj.), medium-
   sized’ (< palga ‘half ’)
qamaya  qamet̠a (f.) qamaye (pl.) ‘first, initial; original’ (<
   qam- ‘in front of ’)

On occasion, there are no other traces of the base in NA. For 
 example:

pәlištaya  pәlištet̠a (f.) pәlәštaye (pl.)  ‘Philistine’ (< H פלשתי)
qaračaya qaračet̠a (f.) qaračaye (pl.) ‘gypsy’ (< K < T)

Most often, however, although the base itself does not occur as an 
independent word, there are words in ANA or other languages which 
clearly share a root with the base. For example:

ʿaraḅaya  ʿaraḅaya (f.) ʿaraḅaye (pl.) ‘Arabic, Muslim’, (cf. 
   ʿarabkí ‘Arabic (language)’)
ʾlaya  ʾlet̠a (f.) ʾlaye (pl.) ‘upper’ (cf. ʾәlәl ‘upper 
   part; up(wards)’)
quṛdaya  quṛdet̠a (f.) quṛdaye (pl.) ‘(Muslim) Kurd’ (cf. 
   quṛdistán ‘Kurdistan’)
xaṛaya  xaṛet̠a (f.) xaṛaye (pl.) ‘final, latter, last’ (cf. OA 
(אחרון   
xtaya  xtet̠a (f.)  xtaye (pl.) ‘lower, bottom’ (cf. xe, 
   xet̠-‘underneath’)
šulxaya šulxet̠a (f.) šulxaye (pl.)  ‘naked’ (cf. š-l-x ‘to 
   remove clothes’

6.2.6 Adjectives formed with -naya

-naya is used with colour terms to lend them a sense of inexactness. 
For example:
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kumnaya ‘blackish’ (< koma, kumta (f.) ‘black’)
smuqnaya ‘reddish’ (< smoqa, smuqta (f.) ‘red’)
xwarnaya ‘whitish’ (< xwara ‘white’)

6.3 Class II—Invariable Adjectives

The following is a sampling of the many unadapted loanwords which 
are used as adjectives in ANA, which lack any marking for number 
or gender:

ʿaqәl  ‘clever’
ḅaš ‘good, OK’,
d̠̣ăʿif  ‘emaciated, weak’
dilxwaš  ‘healthy, not ill’
gәran ‘expensive’
ḥaḍәṛ ‘ready, present’
mәflәs  ‘penniless’
nasạx ‘ill, unwell’
naxwaš  ‘ill, sick’
pis  ‘dirty, dangerous, disgusting’
puč  ‘empty, useless, unimportant’
qahweyi  ‘brown’
sạlăḥi  ‘polite, appropriate (e.g. behaviour)’
sạx ‘alive, healthy; intact’
stewir  ‘sterile, infertile’
xav  ‘raw, uncooked’
xoš  ‘good, nice’, always precedes noun, e.g. xóš-gora ‘a good man’
zăbun  ‘weak’

One invariable adjective has a native Aramaic etymology:

b-xaye ‘alive’ (cf. H בחיים ‘alive’)

6.4 Partially Adapted Loanwords

The following are examples of loanwords which have been partially 
adapted to ANA Class I morphology:

karra karre (f.) karre (pl.) ‘deaf ’
făqir  făqir (f.)11 faqire (pl.)  ‘poor’
taza taza (f.)  taze (pl.) ‘beautiful, tasty’

11 Occasionally the form faqәrta is encountered. făqir is evidently still actively in 
the process of being absorbed fully into Class I.
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ADVERBS AND OTHER PARTICLES

There is no productive suffix for forming adverbs.  Many adverbs are bor-
rowed from other languages and many are native nouns whose meaning has 
been extended, with or without an appropriate preposition.  The relative pau-
city of adjectival forms can be overcome by the use of an appropriate nominal 
with the preposition bәd, b-, e.g. bәd tә̣šwa ‘secretly’, bәd xurtụta̠ ‘violently, 
forcefully’, bәd ṛeza ‘consecutively, b-xa naqla ‘at once’.  Often paraphrasis is 
called for, e.g. k-ḥamәl ʾu-kase yarә́qtela ‘He is waiting patiently’, lit. ‘He is 
waiting and his stomach is long.’

7.1 Spatial Adverbs

ʾaxxa ‘here’, l-axxa ‘hither’, m-axxa ‘hence’
ʾәġde, ʾeġdade ‘together’, mәn ʾәġde, mәġde ‘together, with each other’, gu 
ʾәġde, ʾәlәl, mәn-ʾәlәl ‘above’
ʾәltәx ‘below’, mәn-ʾәltәx ‘from below’
ʿoya ‘inside’, gu ʿoya ‘on the inside’, l-ʿoya ‘inside (a house), guġde ‘in 
together, in each other’
béxurxut ̠ ‘inside-out’
jŭda (inv.) ‘separate(ly), apart’
qam-tarʾa ‘outside’
tama, tạma ‘there (absent)’, l-tama ~ l-tam ‘thither’
tạṃaha, tạṃaʾha ‘there (in sight)’

7.2 Temporal Adverbs

ʾadlel ‘tonight’ 
ʾaššat ‘this year’
ʿasә̣rta ‘in the evening’
ʾatta ‘now’
ʾәdyo ‘today’, ʾәdyo bәnhe ‘this morning’
ʾo‐gәd ‘when, at the time when’
ʾoxәn ‘two days before yesterday; two days after tomorrow’
baddal bәnhe ‘at first light of dawn’
batә̠r hadax ‘afterwards’
bәnhe ‘in the morning’
b-lele ‘at night’
bólelxәn ‘the night before last night; the night after tomorrow night’
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bomắxәt ‘the day after tomorrow; the day before yesterday’
dayman ‘always’
drangi ‘late’
har ‘still, even now’
hár-u-har ‘always’
hayya 1. ‘early’ 2. ‘fast, quickly’ 
heš 1. ‘still, not yet’ 2. ‘more’
kudlel ‘every night’
kudyom ‘every day’
kuššat ‘every year’
lelxәn ‘last night; tomorrow night’
mәn-reša ‘from the beginning’
mәn-žnu ‘again, from the start’
qadome ‘tomorrow’
qamaye ‘formerly; originally, a long time ago’
roʾel ‘three years ago’
šafәltaqí, b-šafәltaqí ‘suddenly’
šәtqe(l)  ‘last year’
tarte̠l ‘two years ago’
tәmmal ‘yesterday’
tәmmal b-lele ‘yesterday night’
xắ-dana ‘all at once, all of a sudden’
xaṛaye ‘later, afterwards’
xă-ga xәt ‘once again, another time’
xamka naqle ‘sometimes’
žni ‘then, afterwards’

7.3 Interrogative Adverbs

ʾeka ‘where; whither’
ʾimal ‘when’
kma ‘how many’
ṃato ‘how’
meka ‘whence’
tạmá, tạṃá ‘why’

7.4 Other Adverbs

bălaš ‘for free, in vain’
băle ~ bәlé ‘but, however, indeed, G doch, F si’
balki, bálkiәn ‘perhaps, maybe’
bamri ‘almost as if; perhaps’ 
ḅaš ‘well’
b-lăzi ‘quickly, hurriedly
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b-zoṛ ‘barely, with difficulty’
bәš-xәt ‘more; again’
hedi ‘slowly, softly, gently’
hoya la hoya ‘definitely’
hatxa ‘thus, like this’
l-qama l-qama ‘gradually, slowly’
mәqqayad ‘definitely, exactly, precisely’
ṛaba ‘much, a lot’
ṛaba naqle ‘often, many times’
yimkәn ‘perhaps’
xәt ~ xet ‘more’

7.5 Prepositions

It is obvious that one-to-one correspondences for ANA to English preposi-
tions do not exist.  Indeed, many prepositions have an extremely large range 
of English meanings.  Therefore I have attempted to give each preposition 
with as many potential translations as possible, to give the reader some idea 
of the variety of their usage.

ʾax (antiqu.) see max, dax
b- ‘in, on, on, by, by means of, using’
baḥs ‘about, concerning (a person)’
barabatr̠- ‘towards the back of, backwards’ 
bárhambar, barámbar ‘opposite, against (current etc.) ’
barmaqăbәl ‘opposite, against’
barqul ‘opposite’
bătә̠r, batr̠- ‘after, behind’, bătә̠r bătә̠r ‘along behind, following’
ben ‘between’
-d, -t ‘of ’, genitive particle (see 2.3)
dax, daxwatә̠d ‘like, as’
d-la ‘without, lacking’
dórmandor ‘surrounding, around’
gu, gaw- ‘in, within, inside’
ġădәr ‘next to, beside’
ġadәrwan ‘around, surrounding’
ḥil ‘until, up until, as far as
kәs, kәsl- ‘at, with, F chez’’
l- ‘to, for, about, regarding, concerning, on’
l-dәpәn ‘to the side of, next to’
mabayn ‘between’
max, maxwatә̠d ‘like, as, similar to’
mәn, mәnn- ‘from; from when, since, because of; with; as a result of ’, 
mәn-gu ‘from within, out of ’, mәn xe ‘underneath’
mәn-qám, m-qam ‘because of; for (the sake of)’
pexamitәd ‘because of, owing to’
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qăbәl ‘before, in front of ’
qam- ‘in front of; in (e.g the sun, the shade)’; against, in the face of
qamaqam- ‘(directly, consistently) in front of ’
qamtarʾәd ‘outside (of)’
rәš, ʾәš, reš- ‘on, upon, on top of, by means of, regarding, concerning’
săbab, m-săbab, mәn săbab ‘because of ’
šwin ‘instead of, in place of ’
ta, tạ, tạt-̠ ‘for, to, for the benefit of ’
xe, xet-̠ ‘under, below’, mәn xe ‘underneath’
xur ‘as, like’

7.6 Miscellaneous Uninflected Particles

ʾafәllu ‘even (if)’
ʾap- ‘also, even’, connective particle
ʾạn ~ ʾon ‘or’
ʾәlla ‘if not, but, except’
ʾәn ‘if ’
ʾәnkan ‘if ’
ʾәnkat ‘if ’
ʾu- ‘and, but’
bas ‘only, just’
bәš ‘more’
ču ‘none, G kein’
čunkun ‘because’
hakka ‘if ’
hăla (antiqu.) ‘is it not?, surely’ 
ham, haṃ ‘also’
hăma ‘just because, for no particular reason’
haṃán ‘only just, barely’
hәnna ‘what’s-it-called, thingy’
he ‘yes, indeed’
la, laʾ ‘no, not’
mәdrәš (antiqu.) ‘again, more’
qat ̣ ‘at all’
ya vocative particle
-ži, -ši ‘also, as well’, connective particle
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NUMERALS

8.1 Cardinal Numerals

8.1.1 1 to 10
xa, xaʾ ‘one’
tre, treʾ ‘two’
tḷ̣aha ‘three’
ʾarba ‘four’
xamša ‘five’
ʾǝšta ‘six’
šoʾa ‘seven’
tmanya ‘eight’
ʾǝč̣ʾa ‘nine’
ʾǝsṛ̣a ‘ten’

There are no separate masculine and feminine forms, e.g. xa gora ‘one 
man’, xa baxta ‘one woman’.

8.1.2 11 to 19
xadeʾsǝr ‘eleven’
treʾsǝr ‘twelve’
taltaʾsǝr ‘thirteen’
ʾarbaʾsǝr ‘fourteen’
xamšaʾsǝr ‘fifteen’
ʾǝštaʾsǝr ‘sixteen’
tṃ̣aneʾsǝr ‘eighteen’
ʾǝč̣ʾaʾsǝr ‘nineteen’

8.1.3 Tens
ʾǝsri ‘twenty’
tḷ̣ati ‘thirty’
ʾarbi ‘forty’
xamši ‘fifty’
ʾǝšti ‘sixty’
šoʾi ‘seventy’
tṃ̣ani ‘eighty’
ʾǝč̣ʾi ‘ninety’
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8.1.4 Hundreds
ʾǝmma ‘(a) hundred’, xá-ʾǝmma ‘one hundred’
tré-ʾǝmma ~ tremma ‘two hundred’
tḷ̣áha-ʾǝmma ~ tḷ̣amma ‘three hundred’
ʾárba-ʾǝmma ~ ʾarbamma ‘four hundred’
xámša-ʾǝmma ~ xamšamma ‘five hundred’
. . . etc.

8.1.5 Thousands
ʾalpa (pl. ʾalpahe) ‘thousand’ 
tré-ʾalpe ‘two thousand’
tḷ̣áha-ʾalpe ‘three thousand
. . . etc.

8.1.6 Combinations of Numerals

Cardinal number are combined in descending order, usually with the 
conjuction ʾu- to connect different units. For example:

ʾǝsri ʾu-xá ‘twenty-one’
tremma ʾu-xamši ʾu-ʾarba ‘three hundred and fifty-four’
tḷ̣áha-ʾalpe (ʾu-)tremma ʾu- tṃ̣ani ʾu-tre ‘three thousand three hundred 
and eighty-two.’

8.1.7 Cardinal Numerals with Pronominal Suffixes

When the cardinals are combined with the pronominal suffixes, they 
have a fossilised prefix kut- (from kud ‘all’). 

2
kutreni, kutran ‘the two of us, both of us’
kútroxun ‘the two of you, both of you’
kutru, kutrohun ‘the two of them, both of them’

3
kutḷ̣aheni, kutḷ̣ahan ‘the three of us’
kutḷ̣áhoxun ‘the three of you’
kutḷ̣áhohun, kútḷ̣ohun ‘the three of them’

4
kutʾarbeni, kutʾarban ‘the four of us’
kutʾárboxun ‘the four of you’
kutʾárbohun ‘the four of them’

etc.
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8.2 Ordinal Numerals

qamaya f. qameta̠ pl. qamaye ‘first’

Dedicated forms for the rest of the ordinal numerals do not exist. The 
concepts ‘second’, ‘third’, etc. are expressed by annexation with the 
particle d- and the cardinal number. For instance:

yomǝd tre ‘the second day’
gorǝd ʾǝsṛ̣a ‘the tenth man’

Alternatively, the noun qualified may be in the so-called neo-construct 
state, which is formed by the loss of -a.1 For example:

yom tre ‘the second day’
gor ʾǝsṛ̣a ‘the tenth man’

8.3 Fractions

The only special forms for fractions are:

palga ‘a half ’
tǝ̠lǝt ̠ ‘a third’
ṛubʿa ‘a quarter’

Constructions like ‘one and a half ’, ‘two and a half ’ etc. are expressed 
by adding ʾu-palge2 after the relevant cardinal number or noun thus: 
xa ʾu-palge ‘one and a half ’, tre ʾu-palge ‘two and a half ’, tḷ̣aha ʾu-palge 
‘three and a half ’, sạʿa ʾu-palge ‘an hour and a half ’.

Fractions for which there is no special form must be expressed by 
circumlocution, e.g. xa mǝn šoʾa ‘one seventh’, ʾarba mǝn šoʾa ‘four 
sevenths’.

8.4 Multiples

Multiples are expressed by xa ʾu- with the relevant cardinal numeral. 
For example:

1 See 2.3 for a discussion of the annexation of ANA nouns.
2 The -e suffix is historically the 3rd person m.s. possesive suffix, which was gene-

ralised from its use in phrases such as yoma (m.) ʾu-palge to all similar constructions, 
irrespective of the gender of the numbered item, e.g. sạʿa (f.) ʾu-palge ‘an hour and 
a half ’. 
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ʿamǝdya xa ʾu‐ʾarba, xa ʾu‐ʾǝšta biš ṛapta̠ mǝn masạda ‘Amǝdya [is] four, 
six times bigger than Masada.’

8.5 Days of the Week

xošeba (m.) ~ yom(ǝd) xošeba ‘Sunday’ 
trošub (m.) ~ yom(ǝd) trošub ‘Monday’ 
tḷ̣áhošub (m.) ~ yom(ǝd) tḷ̣áhošub ‘Tuesday’
ʾárbǝšub (m.) ~ yom(ǝd) ʾárbǝšub ‘Wednesday’
xamšub (m.) ~ yom(ǝd) xamšub ‘Thursday’ 
ʾǝrota (f.) ~ yom(ǝd) ʾǝrota ‘Friday’
šabta̠ (f.) ~ yom(ǝd) šabta̠ ‘Saturday; the Sabbath’

8.6 Seasons

qetạ (m.) ‘summer’
čeri (m.) ‘autumn’
sǝtw̠a (m.) ‘winter’
băhar (m.) ‘spring’



CHAPTER NINE

TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS

9.0 Introduction to Texts: Methodology and Notes

The ten texts which follow are selections from a larger corpus which 
I recorded in Israel over the period from December 2004–December 
2005. I have tried to include texts which cover a range of topics and 
styles, primarily folk-tale, oral history, personal accounts and factual.

All 4 informants were born and raised in Amәdya and came to Israel 
with the mass exodus of Jews from Iraq in 1951. All had basic second-
ary education. The texts were all recorded with the informants’ prior 
knowledge and consent, and I made use of a small, unobtrusive clip-on 
microphone, in order to minimise the overformal and overly self-con-
scious use of language which can be occasioned by the awareness that 
one is being recorded to be studied. Nevertheless, it is practically a 
certainty that an informant will engage in some kind of metalinguistic 
commentary, especially when he has noticed that he has involuntarily 
used a MH word. These sorts of digressions (when they are in MH) are 
omitted from the transcriptions. Some other phenomena which seem 
also to be brought about by the awareness of being recorded, or rather, 
by the concomitant desire to speak what is perceived as “more correct” 
or “more pure” ANA, have been retained. For example:

(i)  suwun bnuwun ta gyanoxun beta̠ta̠, beta̠wata̠, bate, beta̠wata̠ ‘go 
[and] build houses for yourselves’ (Text 1: A Rich Jew, 5 and see 
also footnote ad loc.)

(ii)  HgәzbarH ma g‐әmriwa bәd hudәtk̠í? natә̣r pare, natә̣r pare. ‘What 
did they call a ‘treasurer’ in the language of the Jews? A natә̣r 
pare, yes, a natә̣r pare.’1 (Text 1: A Rich Jew, 15)

(iii)  hatxa g‐ewәdwa HlәhitparnésH, k‐xayewa mәn d‐anna ‘This is how 
he would make a living, he lived from these [things].’ (Text 3: The 
Judeophilic Bear, 6)

1 Literally, this translates as ‘a protector of monies’.
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(iv)  ʾo ʾaġa k‐šamәrwa ʾәlle, g‐darewa bala ʾәlle ‘this agha, he used to 
look after him, to look out for him’ (Text 2, Sher Ad-Din, 3)

In (i), the informant becomes aware that he has used a non-grammat-
ical form of the plural of beta̠ ‘house’, i.e. *beta̠ta. In his eagerness to 
give the “correct” form he gives first beta̠wata̠ (a grammatical plural), 
then bate (the most common grammatical plural of this word), and 
then reverts back to beta̠wata̠. (ii) is representative of a fairly com-
mon occurrence amongst modern-day speakers of ANA, in that MH 
vocabulary items penetrate ANA speech. Often the informant becomes 
conscious of such an item and attempts to translate, as here. (iii) and 
(iv) are also representative of the phenomenon of MH interference. 
In (iii) the verb ʾ-w-d ‘to do, to make’ is used with the MH infinitive,2 
whilst in (iv) the MH verbal root š-m-r ‘to guard, protect’ (= ANA 
n-t-̣r) has been incorporated into the ANA morphological system as a 
Stem I verb. In both (iii) and (iv), the informant notices the MH influ-
ence and attempts correct himself using a paraphrasis in ANA.

All of the texts have been transcribed with the help of the original 
informant or another native speaker of ANA. I have made every effort 
to keep the transcriptions as true to the audio recordings as possible, 
but there are a number of cases where the recording was muffled or 
the speech of an informant was unclear (even post facto to that infor-
mant himself!) and these are marked with the word “[indistinct]”. 

It must also be borne in mind that it is characteristic of the informal 
atmosphere I attempted to create during the recording of these texts 
that the content may be repetitious or factually incorrect. There are 
also occasionally non-sequiturs or inconsistencies within the body of 
a text. 

Traduttore, traditore

The translation of these texts into English presents numerous diffi-
culties. Inasmuch as all translation is, in and of itself, a treacherous 
undertaking, this is hardly surprising. However, there are other issues 

2 Cf. the analogous usage of K kirdin (and P kardan) in compound verbs, which 
may indeed be the source of this construction. Note also that the borrowed MH ele-
ment is invariable in ANA and any direct object pronoun must be attached directly 
to the finite verb. For instance:

g-ewәd HlexabbédH ‘he respects’
g‐ewәdle HlexabbédH ‘he respects him’
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specific to the type of texts and translations dealt with here. The cul-
tural milieu of my informants is very different from that of an aver-
age English speaker in that they i) grew up in a pre-industrial society 
and ii) are religious (or, at least, knowledgeable) Jews. Where specific 
issues require explanation I have attempt to supply such in a foot-
note. Also, the translations presented here must serve a dual function. 
Firstly, to the greatest extent possible, they must provide a literal trans-
lation of the originals, to enable to reader to decipher, with the aid 
of the accompanying grammar, which English words translate which 
ANA words. Secondly, the translations cannot be so literal that they 
compromise the understanding of the text. For example, tenses must 
occasionally be changed to facilitate a smooth and comprehensible 
English version. The same holds true for those prepositions which are 
used differently in the two languages, e.g. where some verbs require 
obligatory prepositions. English equivalents must often be sought for 
ANA expressions, as well. In short, these two criteria often conflict. It 
is hoped that suitable compromises have been achieved. 
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9.1 Text 1: A Rich Jew

gor(1) ‐ʾamti ʾә́twale ṛaba daštata̠. zangin wewa, g‐yawәlwa ta 
ʿaṛaḅaye ʾafәllu, ta quṛdaye. 
b(2) ‐ate̠wa b‐amríwale šalom šmeʾlan l‐flan tụra, ʾ ayya d‐qam‐zonәtte. 
monәxlan ʾitә̠n tama ʾenawata̠, g‐napqi ṃaye ʾu‐duka bassә́mtela, 
ʾәmsạx bodaxla zaroʾta.
b(3) ‐zarʾaxla, b‐odaxla ʾu‐p‐xayax mәnna. ʾilaha ʿayәn, zayәd 
meta̠xlux. g‐emәrwa kma gәbetun? 
g(4) ‐yawә́lwalu tore, g‐zawә́nwalu tore mәn pare dide. kma tore 
gәbetun? ʾ әsṛa tore? g‐yawә́lwalu ʾ әsṛa tore. kma xmaryata̠ gәbetun? 
kma torata̠, kma koḍәne, kma hәnna? 
suwun bnuwun ta gyanoxun bet(5) a̠ta̠,3 beta̠wata̠, bate, beta̠wata̠ 
ʾu‐pluxun ta gyanoxun, zәdle mәnnoxun métuli! ʾana g‐mhémәnәn 
ʾәlloxun. 
xamka naqle k(6) ‐ete̠wa g‐meté̠wale la kiʾe mắnile ʾafәllu! la kiʾéwalu 
mắnilu. meka k‐ete̠tun ʾaxtun? 
b(7) ‐amríwale ma la k‐taxrәt? zwәnnux tạta̠n ʾaqqada tore, ʾaqqada 
torata̠, xmaryata̠ . . . fla:n tụra wawa. ʾwәdlan tama, moqәmlan 
mata̠, bnelan mata̠, ʾu‐gyanan dwiqalan ʾu‐g‐zarʾax, ʾilaha hule. 
ʾayya sáhmuxile mote̠lan. 
((8) JG: ʾaz HkanirʾéH ʾә́twale ṛaba pare.) ʾә́twale pare ṛaba ʾu‐náše‐ži 
tama la wewa ḥilane. naše ṛasṭ ̣ wewa. naše g‐zadʾiwa mәn 
ʾilaha. 
kullu qur(9) ̣daye g‐zadʾiwa mәn ʾilaha. g‐әmri ʾatta la yawax ʾilaha 
b‐dawәqlan b‐ʿawon, xaṛaye măni kiʾe ma b‐aty̠a b‐rešan! 
g(10) ‐mete̠wa, g‐mete̠wa ta hudaya, ʾafәllu t‐ile hudaya. mḥakәnnux 
xa ḥukkita̠ ʾәlle. 
xă(11) ‐ga te̠le xa HpakídH gu ʿamәdya (JG: šuṛtạ yaʿni?) 

3 The informant gives several plural forms for beta̠ at this point. The form *beta̠ta̠ 
appears to be a lapsus linguae and is not accepted by any informants. 
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My uncle(1) 4 used to have many fields. He was a rich man [and] he 
would even give [money] to Arabs, to Muslims. 
They would come and say to him, “Shalom, we have heard about (2) 
such‐and‐such a mountain, the one that you have bought. We 
have looked [and] there are springs there, with water flowing 
out [of them] and [it] is a beautiful place. We can sow it [i.e. 
the land].
We will sow it [i.e. the land], we will work it and we will live (3) 
from it. With God’s help, if there is a surplus, we will bring [it] 
to you.” He would say, “How much do you want?” 
He would give them bulls. He would buy them bulls with his (4) 
own money. [He would say,] “How many bulls do you want? 
Ten bulls?” [So] he would give them ten bulls. “How many 
jenny‐asses do you want? How many cows, how many mules? 
How many what’s‐it‐called? 
Go [and] build houses for yourselves and work for yourselves. If (5) 
you have a surplus, bring [it] to me. I trust you.” 
Sometimes [people] would come and bring [money and] he (6) 
would not even know who they were! He wouldn’t recognise 
who they were. [He would say,] “Where have you [pl.] come 
from?” 
They would say to him, “Do you really not remember? You (7) 
bought us this many bulls, this many cows, jenny‐asses . . . it was 
such‐and‐such a mountain. We did it there, we established a 
town, we built a town and we established ourselves and we plant 
[crops]. God has given [us]. This is your portion.
(JG: So it seems like he had a lot of money.) He had a lot of (8) 
money and also, people over there were not cheaters. People 
were straight. People were afraid of God. 
All the Muslims were afraid of God. They [would] say, “If we do (9) 
not give [what we owe], God will hold us accountable for our sin 
[and] then who knows what will happen to us?!”
[So] they would bring [what they owed]; they would bring [it] (10) 
to the Jew, even though he was a Jew. Let me tell you a story 
about him. 
Once a clerk came to Amәdya. (JG: An officer, you mean?)(11) 

4 More specifically, ‘the husband of my paternal aunt’.
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la(12) ʾ. xa, max ʾuṛwәd ḅažәr. qam‐šadrile hawe HgәzbarH ta baladiya 
d‐ʿamәdya. hudaya. te̠le, ʾafәllu quṛdaye g‐yawә́lwale kawód, max 
reš ḅažәr wele. 
xa mәndi g(13) ‐әmriwa, ma wewa šәmme? ʾuṛwәd baladiya, ʾuṛwәd 
baladiya wewa.
kullu pare d(14) ‐jamʿiwa mәn ḅažәr, kullu pare k‐ete̠wa xe ʾide. ʾawa 
g‐jaméʿwalu, g‐mšadә́rwalu l‐baġdad. g‐mšadәrwa ta ḥukuma. 
ʾ(15) awa bas HpakídH wewa. HgәzbarH ma g‐әmriwa bәd hudәtk̠í? natә̣r 
pare, natә̣r pare. 
bas ma? (16) ʾo hudaya xanča la wewa hatxa ḥriza b‐dine. k‐ete̠wa 
sḷ̣ota̠ bas šabata̠ ʾu‐ʾedawata̠. šabata̠ ʾu‐ʾedawata̠ k‐ete̠wa sḷ̣ota̠. 
ʾ(17) u‐k‐exәlwa HgamH pәsrәt quṛdaye, max d‐axxa, naša HḥiloníH, la 
wewa ḥriza bәd dine. 
g(18) ‐mtaʿәlwa qumaṛe. mtoʿәlle qumaṛe mәn naše ʾ uṛwane tama xsәrre 
kup‐parәd gu HkasefetH. kulle sặbat pare, kulle qam‐xasәrre. 
qur(19) ̣daye ʾayya hudaya la gәbéwale g‐әmri ʾeh ʾәdyo p‐šanqaxle! 
xa(20) ‐u‐tré šqәllu, moṛәmlu HtelefónH ta baġdad g‐әmri . . . muydeʾlu 
ta šuṛtạ, ta ḥukuma dәd ʾayya naša pare kullu xilile. lit qŭruš gu 
HkasefetH, gu xazina.
dúrtәdyom mšodәrru mәfattәš mәn h(21) ̣ukuma . . . mšodәrru xa 
mәfattәš mәn ḥukuma xaze mfatәš tṛ̣ósẹla dúglela mayla. 
t(22) e̠le mәfattәš, ʾawa ʾu‐HpәkidímH dide, hәnna, kullu mәnne‐mәnne 
g‐әmri tạte̠ deh, te̠lan yawәt Hdin ʾu-ḥešbonH kma pare ʾitә̠n gu 
quppa. 
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No. A [man], like the governor of a city. They sent him to be the (12) 
treasurer for the city council of Amәdya. A Jew. He came [and] 
and even the Muslims treated him with respect. He was like the 
city’s mayor. 
They used to call him a [certain] thing—what was his name?(13)  The 
city council governor. He was the city council governor.
All the monies which they used to collect up from the city, (14) 
all the monies were paid through him. He would collect them 
and send them to Baghdad. He would send [the money] to the 
government. 
But he was just a clerk. What did they call a ‘treasurer’ in the (15) 
language of the Jews? A natә̣r pare, yes, a natә̣r pare.5 
But what [happened]?(16)  This Jew was not particularly religious. He 
would come to prayer services only [on] Sabbaths and festivals. 
[On] Sabbaths and festivals he would come to prayer services. 
And he also used to eat Muslims’ meat, like here,(17) 6 a secular 
person—he was not religious. 
He used to gamble. He gambled with important people over (18) 
there [and] lost all of the money in the safe. The whole box of 
money; he lost it all. 
The Muslims did not like this Jew [and] they said, “Ha, today we (19) 
will hang him!” 
Straight away they took, they picked up the telephone [and called] (20) 
Baghdad. They said . . . they informed the police, the government, 
that this man had squandered7 all the money. [They said that] 
there wasn’t a penny in the safe, in the cash box. 
The following day, they sent an inspector from the govern-(21) 
ment . . . They sent an inspector to have a look and investigate 
whether it was true or false or what. 
The inspector came, he and his clerks, the what’s-it-called, every-(22) 
one with him, [and] they said to him, “We have come so that 
you can give us an account of how many money is in the cash 
box, if you please.”

5 Literally, this translates as ‘a protector of monies’.
6 I.e. in Israel. Jewish society in Israel is often, rather oversimplistically, viewed as 

being divided into a דתי ‘religious’ and a חילוני ‘secular, irreligious’ segment.
7 Lit. ‘eaten’.
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ma b(23) ‐amәrru? kúllele mġulbәllu. meti̠ masḥaf, masḥaf dәd wŭd 
ktí̠wәllu tama xazax ma ʾәtlan. 
wәlle kt(24) i̠wa gu masḥaf dide, ma ʾitә̠n gu quppa dide . . . k‐xaze 
ʾaqqada ʾalpe dinaṛe yaʿni ṛaba pare. ḅážәrila, ʾwәdla ṛaba pare. 
xa šata mjumʿi pare ṛábelu, xa šata mjamʿi pare ṛábelu. ʾu‐lәtle 
xa qŭṛuš. 
ki(25) ʾe p‐šanqile. tama hatxa, ḥukuma hatxa, kud ganuwa la g‐darewa 
gu ḥăbәs, HyašárH g‐mtaltéwale. ʾawa ʾu‐yalunke ʾu‐kullu. 
g(26) ‐emәr ta baxte kiʾat ma? rešan zәlle ʾәbba, p‐šanqilan kullan. 
kiʾat gyanax ʾáneli, wәlli mġulbәllu kullu pare, litә̠n xa qŭṛus gu 
d‐eyya quppa. 
ʾ(27) atta b‐yaʾe, ʾatta b‐azi b‐amri ta ḥukuma gu baġdad b‐doqili 
p‐ḥabsilan, p‐šanqilan kullan. g‐әmra tạte̠ ma ʾodan? 
g(28) ‐emәr baxxad ʾilaha silax kәs ʾuṛwanәt hudaye, kәs šalom bәr 
moše, marre xazax ma b‐awәd. marre ḥal ʾu‐masăle deni hátxela, 
baxxad ʾilaha mxắlәsḷan!
xzi (29) ʾắxәni la kiʾax ma ʾodax. gori kullu qam‐ġalәblu pare ʾu‐ʾatta 
te̠lu mәfattәš mәn baġdad ʾu‐lәtlan pare.
t(30) e̠la b‐lele palgәdlel, sạʿa treʾsәr b‐lele kullu kawe dmixe, te̠la 
g‐maxya l‐tarʾa tax tax tax! qәmlu ptәxlu tarʾa k‐xazela ʾaya. 
ʾ(31) u baruxabba, kiʾe naša ʾúṛwela, baruxabba b‐eyya lele mayla, ma, 
ġérila? k‐xazela g‐baxya. 
g(32) ‐әmra tạtu̠ ẉәḷḷa ḥa:l ʾu‐masăle hátxela. gori kulla quppa wәlle 
múxsәrәlla. mtoʿәlle wәllu ġlibәllu, wәllu ġlibәllu mәnne ʾu‐ʾәdyo 
te̠le mәfattәš k‐tạʾe g‐emәr kelu pare? qadome kullan p‐šanqilan, 
kullan p‐xanqilan. 
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What could he tell them? He had lost it all. “Bring the book, the (23) 
book in which you have written [the amounts of money] down, 
so that we can see what we have.”
He had written in his book what was in his cash box . . . they (24) 
saw so‐and‐so many thousands of dinars, that is to say, a lot of 
money. [Amәdya] is a city—it makes a lot of money. One hour’s 
collected money was a lot; when they collected money for an 
hour it was a lot. And he did not have a penny. 
He knew that they would hang him. There [it was] like that, the (25) 
government [was] like that. Anyone who stole was not put in jail. 
They would hang him. Him and his children and everyone. 
He said to his wife, “You know what? We will pay for this with (26) 
our lives; they are going to hang all of us. You know yourself 
that it was me: I lost all the money [and] there is not a penny in 
that cash box. 
Now they are going to find out. Now they are going to go and (27) 
tell the government in Baghdad and they will arrest me and 
imprison us. They are going to hang all of us.” She said to him, 
“What should I do?”
He said, “For God’s sake, go to the elders of the Jews, to the (28) 
house of Shalom, the son of Moses [and] tell him [and] let us 
see what he does. Say to him, ‘Such and such has happened to 
us. For God’s sake, save us! 
Look, we don’t know what to do. My husband has lost all the (29) 
money and now an inspector has come from Baghdad and we 
do not have the money.’”
She came at night, [at] midnight, twelve o’clock at night, when (30) 
everyone is usually asleep. She came and banged on the door: 
knock, knock, knock. They got up and opened the door and saw 
her. 
“Welcome!” They knew that she was an important person. “Wel-(31) 
come. [But] what is it [that brings you here] at this [time] of 
night? Is everything all right?” He saw that she was crying. 
She said to them, “Such and such a thing has happened. My hus-(32) 
band has gambled away the entire [amount of money in] the 
cash box—he gambled and lost it. They won it from him and 
today an inspector has come [and] he is looking [around and] 
asking where the money is. Tomorrow they are going to hang us 
all. They are going to hang all of us.” 
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g(33) ‐emәr tạta̠ pạ ʾana b‐eyya lele ʾana meka metәnnax pare? b‐eyya 
lele, ma kullu nášelu dmixe. b‐azәnwa b‐ġadraxwa beta̠ l‐beta̠ 
m‐jamʿaxwa xazax ma ʾәmsạx mjamʿax HʾaválH kiʾax kullu naše 
faqírelu. quppa lazәm hawela ṛaba pare.
g(34) ‐әmra he ẉәḷḷa ṛábelu pare. g‐emәr HtovH marri HlәfaḥótH kma 
pare ʾitә̠n tad yaʾәn, xazax ʾәmsә̣n la-msә̣n, ʾana meka? mjamʿax 
mәn kulla jamaʿa. 
ʾ(35) az mәrra tạte̠, wewa ktí̠wәlla kma párelu, ʾalpahe dinaṛe. ḥmәlle, 
mәrre tạta̠ kiʾat ma? si mar ta d‐an mәfattәšine, marru pare doxun 
ḥáḍәṛilu. lewe gori dә́ryәllu gu quppa. 
marre ta gorax šud (36) ʾamәr hadax ʾana lewi dә́ryәllu gu quppa 
čunkun ʾaxxa ʾitә̠n quṛdaye ganáwelu. zdeʾli darәnnu gu quppa 
b‐ganwilu ʾәlli. 
ʾ(37) ana wәlli dә́ryәllu mútwәllu kәs xa wăkil hudaya. ʾitә̠n xa hudaya 
wăkil dídile, g‐mhémәnәn ʾәbbe, wәlli mútwәllu kәsle. 
bas (38) ʾatta lélele. b‐eyya lele ʾana la-msә̣n ʾazәn ʾamrәnne hallu pare. 
ḥmulun bәnhe ʾu‐xazax ma b‐odax. hatxa marre gorax ʾamәr tạtu̠. 
ʾilaha mraḥmánile ḥil bәnhe, xazax ma b‐odax. 
ʾ(39) awa ma ʾwәdle? qәmle b‐gyane zәlle kәs šammaš t‐knәšta g‐emәr 
tạte̠ qu, qu, lewa dăn dmaxa! 
ġulamux b(40) ‐eyya lele, ma te̠lux ʾaxxa? g‐emәr ḥa:l ʾu‐masălәt flan-
kas hátxela. wәllu mpila gu ʾeqo, kullu p‐xanqilu. 
hudáyelu, (41) ʾafәllu d‐k‐exәl pәsәr quṛdaye, HʾaválH hudáyele. lazәm 
xalsạxle. mә́sẉela ʾayya bәštọ mәn ʾayya litә̠n gu ʿolam. g‐emәr 
tạte̠ ġulamux, ma gәbәt ʾodax?
g(42) ‐emәr gәbәn ġadrәt beta̠ l‐beta̠ ḥil bәnhe, la tọʾәt, si beta̠ l‐beta̠ xzi 
kmat ʾәmsә̣t . . . kud yawәl kmat gәbe. xa yawәl pál‐dinaṛ, xa yawәl 
xa daṛham. mat b‐yawәl meti̠. 
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He said to her, “So where am I supposed to get money from for (33) 
you at this [time of] night? At this [time of] night, all the people 
are asleep. I would go and we would go around [from] house to 
house and collect [money] to see what we could collect, but we 
know [that] the people are all poor. There is supposed to be a lot 
of money in the cash box.” 
She said, “Yes indeed. A lot of money.” He said, “OK, at the very (34) 
least tell me how much money there is [supposed to be] so that 
I know, [and] we’ll see if I can or cannot [get enough]. We will 
collect from the whole community.”
So she told him—he, her husband, had written down for her how (35) 
much money it was: thousands of dinars. He waited [and then] 
said to her, “Do you know what? Go and tell those inspectors, 
tell them that their money is ready and waiting. [Say to them,] 
‘My husband did not put it into the cash box’. 
Tell your husband to say the following: ‘I did not put it into the (36) 
cash box because there are Muslims here [who are] thieves. I was 
afraid to put it into the cash box [in case] they stole it from me. 
I have put it . . . I have deposited it with a certain Jewish agent. I use a (37) 
certain Jewish agent, [whom] I trust. I have deposited it with him. 
But now it is nighttime. At this [time] of night I cannot go and (38) 
tell him to give me money. Wait [until] tomorrow morning and 
we will see what we can do.’ Tell your husband to say that to 
them. May God have mercy until tomorrow morning. We’ll see 
what we can do.” 
So what did he do? He himself went to the synagogue sexton’s (39) 
house [and] said to him, “Get up, get up. Now is not the time 
to sleep!” 
[The sexton said,] “[I am] your servant, [but] why have you (40) 
come here at this [time of] night?” He said, “Such‐and‐such has 
happened to so‐and‐so. He is in dire straits [and] they are going 
to hang all of them. 
They are Jews, even if he eats the meat of Muslims.(41)  But he is a 
Jew. We have to save him. It is a commandment. There is nothing 
in the world better than [fulfilling] this commandment.” He said 
to him, “[I am] your servant. What do you want me to do?” 
He said, “I want you to go around from house to house [all night] (42) 
until tomorrow morning—don’t go to sleep—go from house to 
house, as much as you can . . . let everyone give us much as he 
can. Let one person give half a dinar, let another give one dir-
ham. Bring whatever he gives.”
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qәmle hadax (43) ʾwәdle. ʾawa ʾu tre tḷ̣aha xeta ġdәrru kulla ḅažәr, 
kulla maḥallәt hudaye. mәrru tạtu̠ ḥal ʾu‐masăle deni hátxela, 
šalom ben móšele mira, kiʾewa šәmme, kullu kiʾele, kutxa kmat 
ʾәmsẹ, yawәl. 
ʾ(44) az hulu, kutxa mat ʾәmsẹ [indistinct] te̠lu, qam‐matwíwalu 
pare kәsle g‐әmri ʾanna pare, ṛaba párele la mjumʿa. naše faqire, 
lә́twalu! 
ʾ(45) ani mote̠lu g‐emәr ʾaxtun mәsẉa doxun ʾwidáloxun, ʾe xeta ʾana 
k‐tármena.
 t(46) e̠lu bәnhe, te̠lu qoḷčiye, šuṛtẹ dәd ḥukuma tạk tạk m‐maxe l‐beta̠ 
ptәxle tarʾa ʾu: baruxabba, baruxabba te̠loxun! xulun xa mәndi, 
štuwun. g‐әmri la, gәbax yaʾax l‐pare. 
g(47) ‐emәr máloxun, ma hatxa b‐lắzitun, la g‐napqetun m‐gu beta̠ la 
ʾaxletun la šatetun! ʾắxәni hátxela ʿade deni. mәrre ymeli hátxela 
ʿade deni hátxela. 
ʾ(48) wәdle tạtu̠ štaya, ʾixala, qam‐ HbentayimH majġәllu čunkun 
gabaye heš la wewa xlisẹ mjamʿi pare mәn kulla jamaʿa, xámkelu 
dmixe, la-msẹlu. 
ywәšla xa tre t(49) ḷ̣aha sạʿe tama kәsle ʾixala bәʾádәllu, ʾaxxa mbašole 
kuttele . . . lewa sạlăḥi . . . ʾ ani ḥmәllu. pare doxun ḥáḍәṛilu. 
ʾ(50) aqqada pare wәllu kәsli. g‐emәr ʾana la g‐odәn ḥile ʾәlloxun. 
mbáqrule natә̣r pare doxun. ʾaqqada pare wәllu hiwe kәsle. kullu 
pare ʾáxxelu . . . 
ʾ(51) әn t‐ila hadax, tṛ̣ósẹwәt, dә‐ta̠wun ʾaxlax. ḍḅәḥle tạtu̠ xa ʾәrba, 
ḍḅәḥle ʾәrba g‐emәr pạ ḥmulun pәsra tạwәn. qam‐majġәllu, ḥil 
xlәsḷu gabbaye. 
g(52) ‐emәr tạtu̠ deh kma gәbetun? pare gәbә́tulu naqdi ʾạn la, šaqlilu, 
ganwilu mәnnoxun. kiʾetun ʾaxxa ʾitә̠n mәšәlmane b‐doqíloxun 
b‐ġalbi kullu. 
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So he went and did so. He and two [or] three others went around (43) 
the entire city, the whole neighbourhood of the Jews. They said 
to them, “Such‐and‐such a thing has happened. Shalom, son of 
Moses has said—they knew his name, everyone knew him—that 
everyone should give what he can.”
So they gave. Everyone what he could [indistinct](44)  they came 
[and] placed the money before him [and] said, “This [amount] of 
money is a lot (of money) and [enough] has not been gathered. 
People [are] poor; they don’t have [money].” 
They brought it to him [and] he said, “You have discharged your (45) 
obligation. I will donate the rest.”
They came the next morning, the policemen came, the govern-(46) 
ment officers. Bang bang, they knocked on the [door of the] 
house. He opened the door and said, “Welcome! You [pl.] are 
very welcome! Eat [pl.] something, drink [pl.]!” They said, “No, 
we want to know about the money.” 
He said, “What is [the matter] with you [pl.]? Are you in such (47) 
a hurry? You [pl.] are not leaving the house without eating and 
drinking! This is our custom.” He said, “I swear to you [pl.] that 
it is so, that our custom is so.”
He made them a drink, [some] food, [and] kept them occupied (48) 
in the meantime, because the gabbais [sic] had not yet finished 
collecting money from the whole community—some [people] 
were sleeping, [and] they couldn’t [collect from] them. 
One, two, three hours passed there at his home, while he was (49) 
making food for them. Here he was making kubbe . . . it’s not 
polite . . . they waited. “Your money is ready and waiting,” [he 
told them]. 
“Such(50) ‐and‐such an amount of money is here in my house.” He 
said, “I am not [trying] to cheat you. Ask your own treasurer. 
Such‐and‐such an amount of money had been given to him. All 
of the money is here.”
“If that’s the case, you are right,” [they said]. He said, “Come, let (51) 
us eat. He slaughtered a sheep for them. He slaughtered a sheep 
[and] said, “Won’t you stay while I roast the meat?” He kept 
them occupied, until the gabbais finished. 
He said to them, ‘Now, how much do you [pl.] want? Do you (52) 
[pl.] want the money in cash or not, [for people] might take it, 
steal it from you [pl.]. You [pl.] know that there are Muslims 
here [who] will take [it] from you [and] you will lose it all.
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ʾ(53) ạn mšadrә́nnoxun l‐mosә̣l. matọ gәbetun? g‐әmri la, hallan, 
halllu b‐idan, k‐xazәt ʾәtlan šuṛtạ mәnnan, ʾәtlan qoḷčiye, măni 
b‐dawәqlan ʾaxәni, măni ʾәmsẹ ʾәllan?
kәlle kullu pare mәn kәsle, mupqile pare, qәmle hule t(54) ạtu̠. qat ̣
qam‐xalәsḷe, qam‐xalәsḷe, ʾo naša qam‐xalәsḷe. 
H(55) bәxol‐zotH la qam‐faydale. ydeʾlu g‐әmri ʾanna hudaye ʾitә̠n 
mәsẉa kәslu mxalsị hudaya, dăn hudaya napәl b‐ʾeqo, quṛdaye la 
g‐mdagli, mtulfәnnu tạta̠n dәd ʾahiwәt mġúlbәlla kulla quppa. 
ʾ(56) ahi la g‐maqtә̣ʾәt ʾaqәlan xašwax lewәt mġúlbәlla. ʾayya hudaya 
qam‐yawәllu pare mәn kise hule tạtu̠x, gәbe maxlәsḷa qdalux mәn 
šanqa. 
qam(57) ‐batḷile mәn ʿawoda ʾu‐zәlle l‐baġdad, zәlle l‐dukәd gyane. 
lә́twale laxma. ma palәx? la kiʾe čŭ́‐mәndi ʾawәd, šule wewa 
g‐ewәdwa HḥešbonótH, ʾu‐ʾuṛwa, xa naša šәmme ʾuṛwa wewa, max 
qaymăqam wewa. ẉәḷḷa xlәsḷe. 
ʾ(58) az ʾawa g‐әmrәnnux hadax pare ʾә́twale. hadax ʾә́twale pare 
ʾәmsẹwa yawәlwa. xa naša ḅaš, ṛaba naša ḅaš wewa. qam‐maxlәsḷe, 
hule kullu, kulla quppa qam‐yawila, mәn kisәd gyane.
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Or [should] I send it to Mosul for you [pl.]? How do you [pl.] (53) 
want [it?]” They said, “No, give [it] to us, hand it over to us, you 
[can] see that we have an officer with us, we have policemen. 
Who will [be able to] capture us, who will [be able to] overpower 
us?”
He weighed out all the money, [which he had] in his house, he (54) 
took out the money and then gave it to them. Thus he saved him, 
he saved him, he saved the man.
Nevertheless it did not help him.(55)  They knew. They said, “These 
Jews have a commandment to save [the life of] a Jew, when a Jew 
is in trouble. Muslims don’t lie [and people] phoned us [to say] 
that you had lost the whole cash box. 
You will not [be able to] persuade us into thinking that you (56) 
didn’t lose it. This [other] Jew gave money from his own pocket, 
he gave it to you [because] he wanted to save your neck from 
the gallows.” 
They fired him from his job and he went to Baghdad, he went (57) 
to his place. He did not have bread [to eat]. What job could he 
do? He did not know how to do anything, [as] his job was book-
keeping. And [he had been] an important man, like a district 
governor. But now it was [all] over. 
So I am telling you, he [i.e. Shalom] had a lot of money. He had (58) 
so much that he was able to give. A good man, he was a very 
good man. He saved him, he gave it all, he gave all [the money 
from] the cash box, from his own pocket. 
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9.2 Text 2: Sher ad‐Din

Z(1) g‐maḥkeZ ʾәtwa ʾu‐lәtwa xaʾ bәd barwari bala bәd quṛdәstán, 
ḥuḍḍәt túrkiya ʾ u‐quṛdәstán. xa hudaya wewa skina gu mәšәlmane, 
matә̠t mәšәlmane. 
ʾ(2) әtwa tama xa ʾaġa mәšәlmana, ʾawa ʾu‐ʾó hudaya gәbewa xa‐o‐xә́t. 
tạmá? hudaya ḅaš wewa. g‐yawә́lwale xәleʾtyata̠.
ʾ(3) u‐ʾó mәšәlmána‐ži, ʾo ʾaġa k‐šamәrwa ʾәlle, g-darewa bala ʾәlle, 
g-darewa bale ʾәlle d‐la mamәrʾile, la ʾodi d‐la lәbbe. 
ʾ(4) o hudaya xa talmid‐ḥaxam wewa, ṛav, qәrya wewa ḅaš. xă‐ga bәd 
ʾedәt sukko, sukko wewa, yom šabta̠, ṛav wewa ytiwa čarmәkaní 
gu sukko dide k‐qarewa, masḥaf gu xane bәqraya. 
ʾ(5) aġa k‐paḷәt ̣ qam‐tarʾa, k‐xaze sukkәt hudaya núrele ṛpele ʾәbba. 
ʾaz ʾaġa xšule šábte̠la ʾәdyo, hudaye lá‐g‐mač̣mele nura ʾu‐sukkәt 
hudaya dídehila ʾu‐hudaya gәbele. 
s(6) ṛәxle tre ġulamawate̠ g‐emәr tạtu̠ hayya ʾruqun kes hudaya 
máč̣mula sukko dide, nura tp̣әrre ʾәbba, nura ʿlәqle ʾәbba! 
ʾ(7) an tre ġulamata̠9 hayya hayya molәzlu, ʾrәqlu ṃtẹlu l‐be‐hu-
daya. 
k(8) ‐xaze hudáyele ytiwa gu sukko, másḥafile gu xane, bәqraya. 
manoxe, b‐sukko lit ču nura! lewa ʿlәqta! g‐әmri HkanirʾéH ʾaġa lá-
xzele ḅaš. 
d(9) ʾәrru l‐beta̠, g‐emәr ma ʾwә́dloxun? muč̣әmyáloxun nura? g‐әmri 
aġa, ču nura lәtwa! sukko ... hudaya ʾáwele ytiwa gu sukkәt gyane, 
wәlle bәqraya, másḥafile gu xane. ču nura lit, čŭ́‐mәndi lit! 
h(10) ̣a! ṃatọ g‐әmretun? npәqle xă‐ga xeta ʾaġa. npeqle qam‐tarʾa 
menәx tṛ̣ósẹlu dúglelu. 
g(11) ‐menәx wәlla lahíbela bәnpaqa. wәlle bәxzaya lahibe yseqta bәd 
sukko. 
kalwe yalunkәt kalwe! s(12) ṛәxle ʾәllu, g‐әmrә́nnoxun menxun, sukko 
tp̣әrra b‐nura! g‐gaxketun ʾәlli?! 
ʾ(13) áni‐ži ʾrәqlu háyya‐hayya, zdeʾlu mәn ʾaġa, ʾәmsẹ qatә̣llu. 
ʾrәqlu xă‐ga xәt tad xaze, hudaya wәlle ytiwa bәqraya, har lit 
čŭ́‐mәndi. 

8 The protagonist’s sobriquet is sher ʾad‐din, probably ‘the lion of religion’ < K sher 
‘lion’, MSA dīn ‘religion’. 

9 < ġulamawata̠
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They say, once upon a time there was a [man] in Barwari Bala (1) 
in Kurdistan, [on] the border of Turkey and Kurdistan, a certain 
Jew had settled amongst Muslims, [in] a Muslim village.
There was a Muslim agha there [and] he and the Jew were fond of (2) 
each other. Why? The Jew was good [to him]; he gave him gifts.
And as for this Muslim, this agha, he used to look after him, to (3) 
look out for him, so that [people] would not harm him and not 
do anything which was detrimental to him.
This Jew was a gifted scholar, a rabbi [and] he was very learned. (4) 
Once, during the festival of Tabernacles—it was the festival of 
Tabernacles [and] it was [also] the Sabbath day—the rabbi was 
sitting down in the Oriental sitting posture in his sukka [with] a 
book in his lap, [and he was] reading.
The agha went outside and saw that a fire had broken out in the (5) 
Jew’s sukka. So the agha thought, “Today is the Sabbath, [when] 
Jews don’t extinguish fire.” And it was the sukka of his Jew, of 
whom he was fond.
He called his two servants [and] said to them, “Quickly run to (6) 
the Jew’s house [and] extinguish [the fire in] his sukka—it has 
gone up in flames, it has caught fire!” 
These two servants very quickly hurried; they ran to the Jew’s (7) 
house.
They saw [that] the Jew was seated in the sukka; a book was in (8) 
his lap [and he was] reading. Looking around, [they saw that] 
there was no fire in the sukka. It had not caught fire! They said, 
“It seems that the agha’s eyes have deceived him.”
They returned to the palace. He said, “What did you do? Did you (9) 
extinguish the fire?” They said, “Agha, there was no fire! [And as 
for] the Jew, he is seated in his sukka, reading, and a book is in 
his lap. There is no fire. There is nothing!”
“Huh! What are you saying?” The agha went outside again. He (10) 
went outdoors to see if they were telling the truth or lying.
He looked [and] behold! flames [were] coming out [of it]. He (11) 
saw flames coming from the sukka.
“Sons of bitches!” he shouted at them, “I’m telling you: look! The (12) 
sukka has gone up in flames! Are you ridiculing me?!”
So they ran very quickly [to the sukka, for] they were afraid of (13) 
the agha—he had the authority to kill them. They ran [there] 
again to have a look, [but] the Jew was seated, reading and still 
there was nothing. 
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năqәl t(14) ḷ̣aha hár‐hadax. k‐xaze ʾaġa k‐sạrәx ʾәllu.. max qamaye, 
ʾaġa k‐xaze nura ʾu‐ʾani lá‐k‐xaze ču mәndi. 
ʾ(15) u‐k‐ete̠ g‐әmri ta ʾaġa, ʾaġa, gәbәt mqatḷәttan qtụllan, HʾaválH 
ʾanna tre naqle mšudraxlux litә̠n ču mәndi! la nura la qәtṃa, 
ču mәndi litә̠n. ta̠‐xzí b‐gyanux! hudaya wәlle tama ytiwa wәlle 
bәqraya. ču mәndi lewe bәʾada ču mәndi. ču‐núre‐ši líte̠na. 
ʾ(16) aġa fhәmle, g‐emәr ma, la g‐bare ʾani hawe duglane, ʾani la‐g-
mdagli šqasṭa ʾanna tḷ̣aha naqle ʾu‐xzeli ʾrәqlu zәllu xzelu. bálkiәn 
ʾana la‐k‐xazәn ḅaš? ʾána‐ži k‐xazәn! ma ʾana lewi šidana! xun la 
mšuydәnni! wәlli bәxzaya núrela tp̣aṛa ʾәbba! 
ʾ(17) az fhәmle g‐emәr hoya ʾu‐la hoya ʾayya šaxínela sqәtṭạ reše! ʾayya 
hudaya xa naša naš‐ʾiláhele. sạḍḍíq‐ile. šaxina sqәtḷa reše. ʾayya 
lazәm xa naša mqúdšele ʾayya hudaya. ḅášila. 
g(18) ‐emәr tạtu̠ suwun l‐beta̠. durtәdyóm g‐emәr ysŭ́qule, suwun 
mắrule šamuʾel ʾate̠ kәsli, šәmme šamuʾel wewa. zәllu g‐әmri tạte̠ 
šamuʾel, ʾaġa k‐sạrәxlux. 
băle (19) ʾáġele, xabre t‐aġa lazәm maqimile. lwәšle kalkәd gyane, qule 
zәlle kәs ʾaġa. dә‐tú baruxxabba te̠lux g‐emәr ʾaġa ʾәlle. xéṛila ʾaġa! 
gemәr, ma mšudәrrux batr̠i? mayla brita̠? xa mәndi? 
g(20) ‐emәr he, he. xa mәndi ṛaba ʾuṛwa. xeṛ ʾaġa, ʾana mayli? ʾana 
hudáyewәn, čŭ́‐mәndi la k‐әty̠a m‐idi! g‐emәr la, la, lá‐ʾamrәt 
hadax. ʾana kiʾәn ʾahi xa naša ʾuṛwa ʾúṛwewәt. 
la, ġulamux, (21) ʾana čŭ́‐mәndi lewi, ʾana hudaya, xa naša puč xa 
naša făqir, mәskina, lәtli ču mәndi. lewi ʾana xa naša hadax 
ʾuṛwa, ydeʾle ʾayya ʾaġa b‐awәdle xa balaye.
g(22) ‐emәr šamuʾel, la mayrәxәtta. ʾana tәmmal yom šabta̠ monәxli 
tḷ̣ahá‐naqle rešux. ʾahi wәtwa ytiwa gu sukko, ʾana xzeli šaxinәt 
ʾilaha wәlla sqәtṭạ rešux max nura. 
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The third time [they found] the same thing. They saw that the (14) 
agha would shout at them. Just as before, the agha saw a fire and 
they did not see anything.
And they came and said to the agha, “Agha, if you want to have (15) 
us killed, [then] kill us, but these three times [that] you have sent 
us [there], there has been nothing! No fire and no ashes, there 
was nothing. Look for yourself! The Jew is there, seated, he is 
reading. He isn’t doing anything. There are no fires either.”
The agha understood: “It isn’t possible that they are liars, they (16) 
wouldn’t have lied these three times just for the sake of it. And 
I saw how they ran [there]. They went [there] and looked. Per-
haps my eyes deceive me? [No,] I can see perfectly well! I’m not 
insane! I haven’t gone mad! I can see a fire blazing in it.”
So he understood and said, “It is surely the Divine Presence hov-(17) 
ering above him! This Jew is a man of God. He is a righteous 
man. The Divine Presence is hovering above him. He must be a 
holy man, this Jew. This is good.”
He said to them, “Go home!” The next day, he said, “Bring him (18) 
up [to me], go and tell Samuel to present himself before me.”—
his name was Samuel—They went and said to him, “Samuel, the 
agha is calling for you.” 
Now he was the agha, one had to obey his word. He [i.e. Samuel] (19) 
put on his shoes, arose and presented himself before the agha. 
“Do sit down [m.s.], welcome,” said the agha to him. “May you 
have prosperity agha!”, he said, “Why have you sent for me? 
What has happened? [Has] something [happened]?”
He said, “Yes, yes. Something very great.” “May you have pros-(20) 
perity, [O] agha, what am I? I am a Jew, I am of no relevance.”10 
He said, “No, no, don’t say that. I know that you are a great, 
great man.”
“No, [I am] your servant, I am nothing, I [am] a Jew, an unim-(21) 
portant person, a poor person, pitiful, I have nothing. I am not 
a person of such greatness.” He knew that this agha was going to 
cause [him] some problems.
He said, “Samuel, don’t talk too much! Yesterday, the Sabbath (22) 
day, I looked above you[r head] three times. You were seated in 
your sukka [and] I saw the Presence of God hovering above you 
like a fire.

10 Lit. ‘nothing comes from my hand.” 
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t(23) ḷ̣ahá‐naqle mšudrili ġulamawati̠ tad mač̣mela nura, te̠lu kud‐tḷ̣aha 
naqle g‐әmri tạti̠ ču nura lit. ʾani xmárelu lá‐xzelu šaxina. čunkun 
ʾani xmare la k‐xaze. bas ʾana, ʾáp‐ana naša HmeyuḥádH‐ili. ʾilaha 
qam‐galelu ʾeni, xәzyali šaxina. 
az (24) ʾahi xa naša mqúdšewәt. kiʾәn mәqqayad ʾahi xa naša 
mqúdšewәt. tḷ̣aha naqle b‐ʾeni xzeli šaxina sqәtṭạ rešux.
ʾ(25) az g‐emәr ZtạleZ ʾaġa, ʾana xa naša hudaya pučkana. ʾüdale11 
gyane făqir tad ʾaġa šawәqle, parәqle. 
g(26) ‐emәr ZtạleZ šamuʾel la k‐faydalux. ʾahi lazәm ʾatә̠t pešәt quṛdaya. 
ʾahi b‐odaxlux sayyid deni, sayyid, ʾap‐ani xa ʾuṛwәd dóhunile, bәš 
ʾuṛwa mәn malla, šex, ʾitә̠n pạ xa naša mqudša g‐әmríwale sayyid 
g‐әmrile ʾani tạte̠. ʾahi b‐odaxlux Hroš‐dátH deni, sayyid deni. ʾahi 
msạlәt qaman ʾu‐xălas.̣
qor(27) ̣a quṛdaya ʾana kma šәnne, ʾắxәni k‐xayax mәġde, ʾahi quṛdaya, 
ʾana hudaya, kutxa ʾәš‐din‐gyane. ma‐lux ʾәdyo? ma brele ʾәllux? 
ʾaġa! ma, xulma xzelux?! 
g(28) ‐emәr šamuʾel, la meyrәxәtta. b‐xudrešux qadome p‐pešәt quṛdaya 
gәbәt la‐gbәt. ʾәn la p‐qatḷәnnux. 
ma (29) ʾawәd? kiʾe ʾ aġa p‐qatә̣lle. ʾ әn la šameʾ b‐xăbәr ʾ aġa, p‐qatә̣́lwale. 
g‐emәr ZtạleZ HtovH ʾaġa, halli tḷ̣aha yome xašwәn ʾu‐b‐yawәnnux, 
xaṛaye b‐amrәnnux xabri. madʾәrәnnux xabra, ʾәn he ʾon la. 
g(30) ‐emәr tạte̠ šamuʾәl si tḷ̣aha yomata̠ xšu ta gyanux, bătә̠r‐bătә̠r 
tḷ̣aha yomata̠ ʾatә̠t ʾaxxa g‐әmrәnnux. g‐emәr xabrux ʾәš‐ʾeni 
ʾistadi. 
šamu(31) ʾel b‐ó‐lele te̠le qәmle mәrre ta baxte ta yalunke g‐emәr la 
ʾamretun, la mbaqretun ʾәlli, ʾana zәlli. 

11 < ʾwidale
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Three times I sent my servants to extinguish the fire [and] all (23) 
three times they came and told me [that] there was no fire. They 
are asses, they cannot see the Divine Presence. Because they [are] 
asses they cannot see [it]. I, however, am also a special person. 
God uncovered my eyes and I saw the Divine Presence.
So, you are a holy person. I know for certain [that] you are a (24) 
holy person. Three times, with my [own] eyes, I saw the Divine 
Presence hovering above you.”
So he said to him, “Agha, I [am] an irrelevant Jewish man.” He (25) 
made himself [out to be] worthless so that the agha would leave 
him be, would let him alone. 
He said to him ,“Samuel, it’s no use. You must come and become (26) 
a Muslim. We will make you our sayyid.” A sayyid is an elder of 
theirs, greater than a mullah, a sheikh. When a person is holy, 
they used to call him, they call him a sayyid. “We will make you 
the head of our religion, our sayyid. You will lead us in prayer 
and that’s the end of it.”
“Come now, [O] Muslim. For some years I . . . we have lived (27) 
together, you a Muslim, I a Jew, each according to his own reli-
gion. What is the matter with you today? What has happened to 
you? Agha! Have you had [some sort of] dream?!”
He said, “Samuel, don’t talk too much. By your life, tomorrow (28) 
you will become a Muslim, whether you want to or not. If not, 
I shall kill you.”
What was he to do? He knew that the agha would kill him. If he (29) 
did not obey the agha’s words, he would kill him. He said to him, 
“All right, give me three days to think and I’ll give you . . . after-
wards I’ll tell you my response. I’ll reply to you [saying] yes or 
no.”
He said to him, “Samuel, go for three days and think it over. (30) 
After three days you are to come [back] here, I tell you.” He said, 
“You have my word,12 my lord.”
That [very] night, Samuel arose and said to his wife, to his chil-(31) 
dren, “Do not say [anything], do not ask me [anything], I’m 
going away.13

12 Literally, ‘your word upon my eye.’
13 Literally, ‘I went away; I have gone away.’
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kud (32) ʾate̠ mbaqә́rroxun ʾ eka zәlle mar la kíʾaxni ʾ u‐la-g‐әmrә́nnoxun 
ʾéka‐ži. la g‐galә́nnoxun ʾeka b‐azәn tad la napletun b‐balaye. 
ʾ(33) ana lazәm ʾazәn šoqәnna ʾayya mata̠. ʾәn laʾ, ʾaġa gәbe qatә̣lli. 
hatxa, masăle didi hátxela. mәrre tạta̠ qam‐ZmaḥkelaZ kullu ta 
yalunke pәšlu bәbxaya, ma ʾodi?
ma, (34) ʾeka b‐azәt? g‐emәr la g‐әmrә́nnoxun ʾeka, tad la mbaqrí-
loxun, maxéloxun. 
har b(35) ‐ó‐lele mxele l‐ʾuṛxa. ʾuṛxәt tḷ̣aha yomata̠. mәn tama ṃtẹle 
l‐ʿamәdya. 
băt(36) ә̠r ʾuṛxәt tḷ̣aha yomata̠ bәd ʾizaltәd ʾaqle, ṃtẹle l‐ʿamәdya bәd 
lele, naše dmixe, ʾeka b‐azәl? zәlle ṛasṭ ̣gu knәšta.
ʾ(37) u‐ytule gu knәšta msạloye qam ʾilahәt gyane ʾu‐ytule bәlyapa. ya 
ʾilaha mxắḷәsḷi mәn d‐eyya băla! 
bәnhe k(38) ‐ete̠ šammaš k‐xaze xa naša wәlle sịsịt b‐reše ʾu‐ytiwa, 
lәbbe pqeʾle šammaš. kiʾe wәlle sídәlla knәšta čuxxa lәtwa. k‐xaze 
xa naša ʾayya mayle? mayle? zdeʾle, ṛaba zdeʾle. 
kulle lele ytúwale tama h(39) ̣il bәnhe. lә́twale ʾeka ʾazәlwa. ʾu‐lá‐gbele 
marʾәšwa naše. ʾaz ytule gu knәšta. ʾu‐šammaš xzele g‐emәr 
ya‐mắnile? yimkәn šédile yimkәn xa . . . mắnile? g‐zadʾiwa naše 
qamaye. 
šamu(40) ʾel fhәmle, šmeʾle qal ʾaqlatә̠t šammaš g‐emәr tạte̠ ta̠ ta̠ 
lá‐zadʾәt. ta̠, ʾáneli. zәlle kәsle, ʾistadi mayla? xéṛila? 
g(41) ‐emәr si marre maʿallәm ʾate̠ ʾaxxa gәbәn mḥakәn mәnne. 
mәn‐hadax l‐hadax maʿallәm yʾәlle ta sḷ̣ota̠, dan‐sḷ̣ote̠la. maʿallәm 
kiʾele, baruxxabba šamuʾel, ʾahi ʾu‐axxa? 
g(42) ‐emәr qamaye ta̠‐msạlax, xaṛaye b‐amrәnnux. msọḷelu, xḷәsḷu 
mәn sḷ̣ota̠, mәrre ta‐maʿallәm g‐emәr ḥa:l ʾu‐masăle didi hátxela. 
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Say (s.) to anyone who comes and asks you where I have gone(32) 14 
that you don’t know, and I’m not even going to tell you where 
[I’m going]. I’m not going to reveal (to you) where I’m going, so 
you don’t land up in trouble.
I have to leave this village. If I don’t, the agha is minded to kill (33) 
me. My story is as follows ...” He spoke to her [and] she told it all 
to the children [and] they started to cry. What were they to do?
“But where will you go?” He said, “I’m not going to tell you (34) 
where, so that they do not ask you, [or] beat you up.
On the selfsame night, he set off on the road. [It was] a journey (35) 
of three days. From there he arrived in Amәdya.
After a journey of three days on foot, he arrived in Amәdya at (36) 
night‐time, [when] people were asleep. Where could he go? He 
went straight to the synagogue.
And he sat in the synagogue praying to (his) God and he sat (37) 
learning. “O God, save me from this predicament!”
In the morning the sexton came and saw a man, sitting down, (38) 
with a prayer shawl over his head. The sexton’s heart jumped 
with fear. He knew that [when] he had closed up the synagogue 
no‐one was there. He saw a man—what could it be? What was 
it? He was afraid. He was very afraid.
He had sat there the whole night until the morning. He had (39) 
nowhere to go and he didn’t want to wake people up. So he sat 
in the synagogue. And the sexton saw him and said [to himself], 
“Who could that be? Maybe it’s a demon, maybe a . . . who is it?” 
People used to be fearful in those days.
Samuel understood, he heard the sound of the sexton’s foot-(40) 
steps [and] said to him, “Come, come, don’t be afraid. Come, 
it’s me.” He went over to him: “My lord, what is it? Is everything 
all right?”
He said, “Go and tell the rabbi to come here. I want to speak with (41) 
him.” In the meantime, the rabbi had entered for prayers—it was 
time for [morning] prayer. Now the rabbi knew him: “Welcome 
Samuel, what are you doing here?”
He said, “First let’s pray, then I’ll tell you.” They prayed and (42) 
when they had finished their prayer[s], he told the rabbi his 
whole story:

14 Literally, ‘your word upon my eye.’
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hatxa t(43) e̠la b‐reši, ʾaġa deni hatxa mәrre ZtạliZ, ʾriqali gyani ʾega 
la‐kiʾәn ma ʾodәn. la‐kiʾәn ʾeka ʾazәn. gәbәn ʾarqәnna mtạšeli xa 
duka mtạšәnna gyani la tafәq ʾәbbi. 
ʾ(44) әn tafeq ʾәbbi p‐qatә̣lli d‐la Zmaḥketa̠Z hăma p‐qatә̣l. g‐emәr tạte̠ 
la zadʾәt, ʾaxxa čuxxa la kiʾe dәd wәt ʾәty̠a. xayle xә́zyәllux? g‐emәr 
laʾ. bas ʾahi ʾu‐šammaš kiʾetun ʾәbbi. 
g(45) ‐emәr kiʾәt ma, ʾaxxa ʾitә̠n manzale gu knәšta xәška:ne. čuxxa 
lewe yʾila gawu. ʾәtwa xamka manzale gumʾane: ʾu‐raḥuqe. kma 
čuxxa yimkәn, xă‐ga b‐šata yimkәn xa g‐yaʾelwa gawu. 
g(46) ‐emәr si tama ʾu‐xәška ytu tama, ʾate̠ mbaqri ʾә́llux‐ži, čuxxa la-
k‐xazelux. čuxxa la kiʾe d‐ʾitә̠n tama manzal. hadax wewa sídәllu 
tarʾane, lә́twalu kma tarʾa. 
g(47) ‐emәr ḅášila. ʾắxәni m‐meta̠xlux ʾixala ʾu‐štaya ḥil ʾilaha mfaṛәjla 
ʾәllux ʾu‐xazax ṃatọ balaye p‐xaḷsạx, ḥil mxalsạx mәn d‐an 
balaye. 
h(48) ̣il naše, HʾulayH ʾaġa tạʾe ʾәllux, payәš, xaze la k‐xazelux, payәš 
b‐hiwi, p‐šawәqlux. g‐emәr hiwi d‐ʾilaha. štoya hadax, b‐odәn 
xabrux. 
y(49) ʾәlle gu xa manzal d‐an xašuke hadax tama, pәšle tama, pәšle 
max xa šabta̠, bә́š‐zodana, la kiʾәn. 
H(50) bentayimH ʾaġa kullu dukane t ̣ʾ ele šamuʾel ḍeʿle! la kiʾe leka zәlle. 
ʾaxxa tạṃaʾha l‐eyya mata̠ l‐ayạhạ mata̠ t ̣ʾ ele ʾaġa batr̠e ʾu‐lewu 
bәxzáyәlle. šamuʾel deni ʾarʾa qam‐balʾale. la kiʾe čuxxa b‐ema ʾala 
zәlle.
h(51) ̣il xa yoma ytule b‐gyane g‐emәr lá‐g‐barya! ʾayya hudaya la 
g‐ezәl gu xa dukәd la hoya knešta. lazәm ʾazәl gu hudaye. kiʾәnne. 
matọ, ʾeka msạle? meka b‐axәl ʾixala AḥalálA? lazәm, hudáyele, 
la‐msẹ la ʾaxel. pawe zila l‐ʿamәdya. 
mšudәrre ta h(52) ̣akomәt ʿamәdya g‐emәr tạte̠ mәnni ʾana ʾaġәt flan 
duka, barwarnaye. tama g‐әmríwalu barwarnaye, ʾe duka. dăn 
kta̠wi ṃatẹ b‐ʾidux, ʾitә̠n xa naša mәn kәslan wәlle ʾәty̠a kәsloxun 
ʾríqәlla gyane g‐әmrile šamuʾel, ḥal ʾu‐masăle dide hatxa wawa. 
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“This is what has happened to me: My agha said such(43) ‐and‐such 
to me, [so] I fled, but I don’t know what to do [or] where to go. 
I want to flee, to hide, I want a place to hide so that he won’t 
come across me.
If he comes across me, he’ll kill me without any discussion. He’ll (44) 
simply kill [me].” He said to him, “Do not be afraid. No‐one here 
knows that you have come. Did anyone see you?” He said, “No. 
Just you and the sexton know about me.”
He said, “Do you know what? Here in the synagogue there are (45) 
[some] very dimly‐lit rooms, no‐one has entered them. There 
are some very deep rooms, and distant [too].” As if maybe no-
one . . . maybe once a year someone used to go into them.
He said, “Go there and stay there [in] the dark. Even if they come (46) 
and ask after you, no‐one will have seen you, No‐one knows that 
there is a room there.” The doors had been, sort of, sealed over, 
so they didn’t have anything like a door.
He said, “All right.” “We will bring you food and drink until God (47) 
puts everything in order for you and we see how we can end this 
predicament, until we can save [you] from this predicament.
Until people . . . perhaps the agha will look for you, and he will (48) 
end up . . . he will see that he cannot find you and he will give up 
hope and leave you alone.” He said, “May God have mercy. [I 
hope] that it will be so. I will do as you say.”
He went into one of those dark rooms over there [and] stayed (49) 
there. He stayed there for about a week or more, I don’t know.
Meanwhile, the agha had searched everywhere—Samuel had dis-(50) 
appeared! He didn’t know where he had gone. The agha searched 
for him here and there, in this village and in that village, but they 
couldn’t find him. “The earth has swallowed up our Samuel.” 
They didn’t know which area he had gone to.
Until one day he was sitting alone [and] he said, “It’s impossible! (51) 
This Jew would not go to a place which had no synagogue. He 
must have gone to [a place with] Jews. I know him. How . . . where 
would he pray? From where [would he get] kosher food to eat? 
It must be [so]. He is a Jew [and] he cannot refrain from eating. 
He will have gone to Amәdya.”
He sent [a message] to the king of Amәdya, saying to him, “Ver-(52) 
ily, I am the agha of such‐and‐such a place, the Barwaris.”—there 
they were called the Barwaris, [those from] that place—“By the 
time my letter reaches you, there will be a person from amongst 
us called Samuel, who has run away to your area. His story was 
as follows.”
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mh(53) ̣ukyale matọ xzele b‐reše. gәbәnne m‐gu‐tré kepe. metә̠tte tạti̠. 
tạʾәt ʾәlle, metә̠tte. ʾaġa hәnna ḥakoma xzele, qam‐qarele kta̠wa 
g‐emәr HtovH, suwun t ̣ʾ uwun mәrre ta qoḷčiye, suwun t ̣ʾ uwun 
l‐eyya hudaya xzuwun ʾékele. 
t(54) e̠lu qoḷčiye bәt ̣ʾ aya, mbaqore, xá‐yoma, tré‐yome, la kiʾe, la kiʾe 
ʾékele. kud mbaqrile g‐emәr lá‐kiʾena, lewi xә́zyәlle. te̠lu mәrru ta 
ḥakoma la qam‐xazaxle. mšodәrre ġer qoḷčiye, g‐emәr lá‐g‐barya, 
lazәm xazaxle. 
mšodәrre ta (55) ʾaġa ḥakoma, g‐emәr ḥakoma, ʾắxәni ʾanna kma 
yomata̠ wŭx bәt ̣ʾ aya ṃatọ d‐mәrrux b‐yomәt ṃtẹle kta̠wa didux. 
kta̠wux ṃtẹle l‐ʾidi ʾana mәn d‐ó‐yoma wәlli bәt ̣ʾ aya ʾәlle. 
lewe bәd, b(56) ‐eyya ʾala deni. lewe b‐taráf deni. yímkәnile zila l‐ġәr 
tạraf. ʾắxәni t ̣ʾ elan kullu dukane la qam‐xazaxle. gemәr, xă‐ga 
xәt mšodәrre tạte̠ kta̠wa g‐emәrre ḥakoma yaʾәt. ʾo naša wәlle 
kәsloxun. 
hudaye g(57) ‐mtašәlmile, layku hudáyelu mtụ́šyәlle. ʾәn maxәttu 
hudaye gazṛ̣әt ʾәllu xa gazẹṛa b‐yawile b‐idux. ʾahi mzắḥәmlu, xzi, 
hakka mzaḥmәttu ḅaš, b‐yawile. 
t(58) e̠le ḥakoma sṛәxle maʿallәm ʾu‐sṛәxle ʾuṛwanәt ʿamәdya g‐emәr 
ta̠wun kәsli gәben mḥaken mәnnoxun.
ysәqlu, h(59) ̣akómele. zәllu kәs ḥakoma băle ḥakoma ma gәbәt mәnnan. 
g‐emәr ZtạluZ šmuwun. naša wәlle ʾәty̠a kәsloxun, šamuʾel wәlle 
kәsloxun, ʾaxtun wә́lloxun mtụ́šyәlle la gәbetun . . . [indistinct]. 
ʾ(60) ә́tloxun tḷ̣aha yomata̠. ʾ ạn b‐yawә́tuli, b‐yawә́tule b‐ʾidi ʾ ạn b‐darәn 
sepa gawoxun xaṛaye kúlloxun p‐qatḷә́nnoxun! p‐qatḷә́nnoxun 
kúlloxun, mat qatḷәn k‐qatḷәn ʾu‐ʾạn HbasófH la k‐xazәnne, kúl-
loxun p‐kardә́nnoxun ḅaš. 
ma (61) ʾwәdlu hudaye? gazẹṛa ṛápte̠la, ma ʾәmsẹ qam ḥakoma, qam 
mәšәlmana? g‐zadʾi mәskínelu hudaye, ma ʾәtlu? 
t(62) e̠lu gu knәšta pәšlu bәbxaya ʾu‐sә̣mlu, sḷ̣owata̠, ʾu‐g‐yatwi kulle 
lele msạloye qam ʾilaha. mxắḷәsḷan, ya‐ʾilaha mxắḷәsḷan! 
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He told him what he had seen above his head. “Find him for me (53) 
wherever he may be, bring him to me! Search for him and bring 
him [to me].” The agha, that is to say, the king saw, read the let-
ter [and] said “Fine. Go and look,”—he said to his officers—“go 
and look for this Jew [and] find out where he is.”
The officers came searching, asking around, [for] a day, [for] two (54) 
days. They didn’t find out, they didn’t find out where he was. 
Everyone they asked said, “I don’t know. I haven’t seen him.” 
They came and said to the king, “We haven’t found him.” He 
sent other officers, [for] he said, “It’s impossible. We have to 
find him.”
The king sent [a message] to the agha. The king said, “These (55) 
[past] few days we have been searching, according to what you 
said, from the day your letter arrived. Your letter came into my 
possession [and] from that day I have been searching for him.
He is not in our area. He is not in our region. Perhaps he has (56) 
gone to another region. We have searched everywhere [and] not 
found him.” He said, once again he sent him [a message and] said 
to him, “[O] King, know [this]. That person is amongst you.
The Jews are sheltering him; the Jews are probably hiding him, if (57) 
you strike out at the Jews, issue a decree against them, they will 
give him up to you. Just you make them suffer and see. If you 
make them suffer greatly, they will give him [to you].”
So then the king called for the rabbi and he called for the [Jew-(58) 
ish] elders of Amәdya, saying, “Present yourselves to me. I wish 
to speak with you.”
[So] they went up. He was the king. They went to the king: “Yes (59) 
[O] king, what do you want from us?” He said to them, “Listen. 
A man has come to you—Samuel is amongst you. You are hiding 
him [and] do not want… [indistinct].
You have three days. Either you will give [him] to me, you will (60) 
give him up to me, or I will put you to the sword, and eventually 
I will kill all of you! I will kill all of you, I will kill as many as 
takes my fancy and if, in the end, I do not find him, I will banish 
all of you, completely!”
What did the Jews do? It was a powerful decree, what could they (61) 
do against a king, against a Muslim? They were afraid, the Jews 
were pitiful. What did they have?
They came into the synagogue [and] began to cry and they fasted. (62) 
[They said] prayers and they sat the whole night, praying before 
God: “Save us, O God, save us!”
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šamu(63) ʾәl šmeʾle, k‐xaze kulla jamaʿa jmeʿla, mayla? lewe ʾeda, lewe 
čŭ́‐mәndi lewe yom kuppur, malu ʾanna naše? wewa ytiwa gu 
manzal, čuxxa la kiʾe, bas maʿallәm ʾu‐šammaš kiʾe. 
t(64) e̠le maʿallәm kәsle, yʾәlle kәsle g‐mete̠le ʾixala, g‐emәr marri 
tәmmal ma wawa? kullu jamaʿa g‐baxewa ʾu‐k‐sạrxiwa ʾu‐saliḥot, 
ʾәdyo lewa yom sạliḥot! 
g(65) ‐emәr ʾahi lәtlux šula. ʾắxәni g‐msạlax ta ʾilaha, g‐emәr laʾ, 
b‐amrәtti. g‐emәr ta maʿallәm lazәm ʾamrәtti, ma? ma té̠loxun gu 
knәšta, bәqraya sạliḥot. ʾәdyo lewa yarxәt sạliḥot! tạmayla? 
ma(66) ʿallәm mḥukele tạte̠ g‐emәr ḥa:l ʾu‐masălәt ḥakoma hátxela. 
ʾaġa didux mšodәrre kta̠wa ta ḥakoma ʾu‐mәrre lazәm yawaxlux 
b‐ide. 
ʾ(67) әn la yawaxlux ʾaz ḥakoma ʾatta mfuṛmәnne ʾәllan ʾu‐g‐emәr 
b‐darәn sepe ʾәbban hakka la yawaxlux.
ʾ(68) u‐g‐msạlax qam ʾilaha yimkәn ʾilaha mxafәṛṛan ʾilaha ʾayya 
balaye mapәdlan. m‐réšan‐ži ʾu‐m‐réšux‐ži! 
g(69) ‐emәr la la laʾ, xălas.̣ ʾana la k‐qablәn. ʾayya ʾana kulla muty̠ali 
b‐rešoxun? săbab didi? ʾayya sạʿar ʾwәdli tạto̠xun? la k‐xašәx, 
HʾassúrH‐ila! ʾilá15 b‐dawәqli b‐ʿawon! 
suwun, hắluli, marun ta h(70) ̣akoma bәnhe metá̠xloxunile. metá̠xloxun 
ʾәššalla ʾu‐mnábluli kәsle. hiwәt ʾilaha ma b‐bare ma t‐ile ʾilaha 
kti̠wa šud barya! 
qor(71) ̣a p‐qatḷilux šamuʾel, kíʾaxni wәllu bәt ̣ʾ aya ʾәllux kma yomata̠, 
qoḷčiye, naše, litә̠n ʾuṛxa, litә̠n duka d‐la t ̣ʾ elu ʾәllux. qtạʾa rešux! 
p‐qatḷilux, HbattuwaḥH!16 
g(72) ‐emәr šud qatḷili. mat ʾiláhele kti̠wa, ʾәn ʾiláhele ktí̠wәlla qatḷili 
šud qatḷili! mat ʾilaha katu̠, yimkәn goṛal didi hátxele. măni kiʾe? 
g‐emәr ḅaš, hakka ʾahi gәbәt, b‐amrax, b‐azax. 

15 < ʾilaha
16 < MH בטוח
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Samuel heard. He noticed [that] the whole community had (63) 
gathered. What was it? It wasn’t a festival, It wasn’t anything. it 
wasn’t the Day of Atonement—what was the matter with these 
people? He was seated in the room [but] no‐one knew. Only the 
rabbi and the sexton knew.
The rabbi came to him. He entered his room and brought him (64) 
food. He said, “Tell me, what was yesterday? The whole commu-
nity was crying and shouting and [saying] prayers of forgiveness. 
Today is not a day [when one says] prayers of forgiveness!”
He said, “It’s none of your business. We are praying to God.” He (65) 
said, “No, you’re going to tell me.” He said to the rabbi, “You 
have to tell me. Why? Why have you come into the synagogue 
and read the prayers of forgiveness? Today is not [a day in] the 
month of the prayers of forgiveness [i.e. Elul]. What is it for?”
The rabbi told him, he said, “The story of the king is as follows: (66) 
Your agha sent a letter to the king and he said [that] we have to 
give you up to him.
If we do not give you up, then . . . the king has recently issued an (67) 
edict against us and he says that he will put us to the sword if 
we do not give you up.
And we are praying before God in order that God may perhaps (68) 
annul our sins for us, that God may solve this predicament for 
us. Your fate is our fate!”
He said, “No, no, no, that’s enough. I cannot allow [this]. Have I (69) 
brought all this upon you? [Is it] on my account? Have I caused 
this sorrow for you? It is not permitted, it is forbidden! God will 
hold me accountable for the sin.”
Go, give me up, say to the king, ‘In the morning we will bring (70) 
him to you. We will bring [him] to you, God willing,’ and take 
me to him. May God have mercy—whatever happens, whatever 
God has written, let it happen!”
“Oh, but they will kill you Samuel. We know they have been (71) 
searching for you for a few days, officers, people. There is no 
way, no place they have not searched for you. They will cut off 
your head. They will definitely kill you!”
He said, “Let them kill me! Whatever God has written. If God (72) 
has written (it) that they are to kill me, let them kill me. What-
ever God writes—perhaps my fate is thus. Who knows?” He said, 
“All right, if [this is what] you want, we will tell [the king], we 
will go [to him].”
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zәllu mәrru ta h(73) ̣akoma, ḥakoma, qadome metá̠xluxile šamuʾel. 
ydeʾlan ʾékele, t ̣ʾ elan ʾәlle, qam‐xazaxle, m‐metá̠xluxile. ʾeh, 
m‐metә̠́tule, feḥal, la g‐odәn čŭ́‐mәndi ʾәlloxun. mfaḥlә́nnoxun 
kúlloxun. 
dúrtәdyom t(74) e̠lu, dwәqlu ʾidәt šamuʾel qam‐nablile qam‐yawile ta 
ḥakoma. ʾa: g‐emәr tạte̠ šamuʾel, gyanux ʾriqalux ha? b‐xudrešu, 
ʾana la g‐msapәnnux b‐ʾidәt ʾaġa. 
băle(75)  ʾaġa didux ʾana la g‐zadʾәn mәnne, ʾana bәš qúwyeli, bәš 
ʾúṛweli mәnne. ʾana ḥakómewәn. ʾana k‐ḥakmәn, ʾaġa dídux‐ži 
k‐ḥakmәn. 
băle (76) ʾaġa didux mәrre tạti̠ ʾahi xa naša mqúdšewәt. kiʾәnna kulla 
ḥukkita̠ didux. wәlle mḥúkyәlla tạti̠. 
ʾ(77) az lazәm, ʾána‐ži g‐әmrәn, ʾaġa didux ḥaqqánele, lazәm ʾahi pešәt 
mәšәlmana, pešәt quṛdaya, b‐odaxlux sayyid deni.
pesәt, lәtlux ma zad(78) ʾәt. ʾәn laʾ, p‐qatḷaxlux! g‐emәr ya-ḥakoma, 
gәbetun qatḷә́tuli. ʾana lá‐g‐zadʾәn mәnnoxun. 
ʾ(79) әn ʾiláhele gzị́ṛәlla ʾәlli ʾatә̠n qәtḷa b‐ʾidoxun, šud ʾatә̠n qәtḷa! ʾana 
g‐zadʾәn mәnnoxun? ʾaxtun mắnitun? ʾiláhele xlíqәlloxun ʾatta 
ʾәmsẹ maštә́qloxun kúlloxun! 
ha, hatxa g(80) ‐әmret? g‐emәr la kiʾetun, lewa hadax? ʾәmsẹ xa ʾawәd 
d‐la xăbәr ʾilaha xa mәndi? ʾaz ʾáp‐ani mәšәlmane g‐mhémәni 
b‐ilaha, g‐әmri la, hádaxila. bas ʾắxәni g‐әmrax ʾilaha la g‐ewәdla 
ʾu‐lewe ʾwídәlla, la g‐ewәd. 
ʾ(81) ắxәni g‐әmrax ta̠ poš sayyid deni! ma g‐әmraxlux? g‐emәr laʾ. 
ʾana hudáyewәn ʾaxtun quṛdáyetun, kutxa ʾәš‐dine! šŭ́quli! g‐әmri 
laʾ, la k‐faydalux. mat mәrru tạte̠ g‐emәr la k‐fayda. 
h(82) ̣akoma mәrre ta qoḷčiye dŭ́qule máyʾәlule gu manzal, mxule ḅaš! 
maxele: ḥil qam-mampәlile.
t(83) e̠le, motә̠n xa‐ga‐xә́t qam ḥakoma g‐emәr HnuH ma gәbәt? hatxa 
bәštọ tạtu̠x? g‐emәr qtụ̆́luli yaʿni la g‐zadʾәn. mirәtti la g‐zadʾәn 
mәnnux. gәbәt qatḷәtti qtulli! ma, ma brela? xa gyana wewa. 
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They went and said to the king, “[O] King, tomorrow we will (73) 
bring Samuel to you. We have found out where he is—we have 
sought him out, we have found him [and] we will bring him to 
you.” “[If] you are going to bring him [to me] then [I will grant] 
a pardon, I will not do anything to you. I pardon all of you.”
The following day they came, they took Samuel by the hand (74) 
[and] they delivered him . . . they gave him to they king. “Ah,” he 
said to him, “Samuel, you fled, [did you]? By your life I will not 
hand you over to the agha.
Indeed, as for your agha, I am not afraid of him. I am more (75) 
powerful, I am greater than he. I am a king! I rule, I rule over 
your agha too.
However, your agha told me that you are a holy man. I know (76) 
your whole story. He has told it to me.
It is necessary—I too say so, your agha was correct—it is neces-(77) 
sary for you to become a Muslim, to become a Kurd. We will 
make you our sayyid.
Convert [and] you have nothing to fear. If not, we will kill you!” (78) 
He said, “[O] King, if you want to kill me, kill me. I am not 
afraid of you.
If God has decreed (it for me) that I am to be killed at your (79) 
hands, then let me be killed! Should I be afraid of you? Who 
are you? God created you and [even] now he can silence all of 
you!”
“Oh, so this is how you talk [to me]?” He said, “Do you not (80) 
know? Is it not thus? Can a person do anything which God does 
not will?” Now they [as] Muslims also believe in God. They said, 
“No, it is thus. Only we say God will not do this: he has not done 
it and he will not do it.
We say, ‘Come [and] become our (81) sayyid!’ What [more] can we 
say to you?” He said, “No. I am a Jew, you are Muslims. Each to 
his own religion! Leave me alone!” They said, “No, It is no use.” 
Whatever they said to him, he said, “It is no use.”
The king said to [some] officers, “Seize him and take him into (82) 
a room. Give him a good beating.” They beat him until they 
knocked him out.
They came . . . once again he was brought before the king, [who] (83) 
said, “So, what do you want [to do now]? Do you prefer this?” 
He said, “Kill me, that is to say, I am not afraid, I told you I am 
not afraid of you. If you want to kill me, kill me! What would be 
the problem?” He was a unique man.
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b(84) ‐azәn m‐metә̠n, har xa yoma m‐metә̠n. šud metә̠n b‐idux. 
yimkәn wәlla gzә̣ṛta ʾәlli metә̠n b‐ʾidux. hadax g‐әmrәt? ʾahi hadax 
qúwyewәt? 
g(85) ‐әmrәnnux b‐odәnnux sạrót, mat m‐metә̠n b‐rešux b‐reš kulla 
ʿolam čuxxa lewa ti̠ta̠ b‐reša, hadax m‐metәn b‐rešux! g‐emәr mat 
ʾodәt ʾәlli, ʾana hudáyeli, lá‐k‐pešәn mәšәlmana! g‐emәr ḥakoma 
dә‐ḥmól. p‐xazax pešәt ʾәn la k‐pešәt. 
g(86) ‐emәr ta qoḷčiye qadome dŭ́qule ʾu‐mdáldule bәd šura. dŭ́qule 
b‐xola ysúrule b‐xola ʾu‐mtáltule bәd šura. hadax m-marʾale 
mtaltele bәd šura tréʾәmma metre, b‐zadeʾ yimkәn tawәr ʾu‐ʾamәr 
laʾ, la baxxat ʾilaha p‐pešәn la metәn. 
ʾ(87) ani la fhәmlu ḥakoma ḅaš. ʾani xšulu mәrre mándule b‐šura. ʾani 
te̠lu qam‐mandele bәd šura. šwin mdáldele bәd sura mdáldele bәd 
xola, ʾani xšulu mәrre mándule. qam‐mandele. 
xšula! ki(88) ʾәt mayla mәn masạda mandele l‐ʾarʾa, har kud našәd 
mandele p‐paqeʾ, p‐payәš tre qәt ̣ʾ e! 
ma xzelu? k(89) ‐xaze kullu naše wәllu ḥmile, ʾalpahe naše mfaṛoje 
ʾәš‐šura manoxe xaze ma b‐bare l‐ayya hudaya. 
ma k(90) ‐xaze? ʾayya hudaya xa nura yaruqta dăn qam‐mandele 
ḥmәlla ʾәš‐reše max šamsiya, max par ̣ăšut! kwәšle ḥmәlle ʾәš‐ʾaqle, 
la brele čŭ́‐mәndi ʾәlle. 
ytule (91) ʾәš‐ʾaqle, qәmle, pәšle bizala, la brele čŭ́‐mәndi ʾәlle! kullu 
mʿojәblu, ʾayya ma? ʾayya mayle ʾayya naša. ʾayya lewe naša, lewe 
benadam! ʾạn málʾaxile ʾon ʾilaha wewa. mayle ʾayya quwwuta̠ 
dide? 
zәllu hayya kwәšlu, qam(92) ‐doqile, xă‐ga xәt mosәq. tḷ̣aha naqle 
qam‐mandele. tḷ̣aha naqle qam‐mandele ʾu‐kud naqla hadax! 
nura g‐lawәš ʾәbbe ʾu‐k‐kawәš he:di, k‐kawәš bәd‐ʾaqle. 
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“I will go, I will die, I’m going to die one day in any event. Let me (84) 
die at your hands. Perhaps it is decreed (for me) that I die at your 
hands.” “This is how you talk [to me]? Are you that stubborn?
I’m telling you, I will make trouble for you. What I will inflict (85) 
upon you has not been inflicted on the entire world! I will inflict 
something so [terrible] upon you!” He said, “Whatever you do 
to me, I am a Jew. I will not become a Muslim!” The king said, 
“Just wait. We’ll see if you convert or not.”
He said to the officers, “Tomorrow take him and dangle him (86) 
from the [city] wall. Hold him with a rope, tie him with a rope 
and hang him from the wall. In this way he will suffer pain [and] 
he will hang from the wall, three hundred metres [high]. He will 
be afraid, lest it break and perhaps he will say, ‘No, no, for God’s 
sake, I will convert so that I do not die.’ ”
They did not understand the king accurately. They thought he (87) 
had said “Throw him from the wall!” So they came and threw 
him from the wall. Instead of “Dangle him from the wall, dangle 
him from a rope!” they thought that he had said, “Throw him!”. 
[So] they threw him.
Imagine it! You know what it would be like to throw someone (88) 
down from Masada to the ground. Any person who is thrown 
down will explode, he’ll end up in two pieces!
What did they see? They saw, that is to say, all the people stand-(89) 
ing [there], thousands of people along the wall [were] looking on 
to see what would happen to this Jew.
What did they see? When they threw him down, a green light (90) 
appeared and remained above his head, like an umbrella, like a 
parachute! He floated down and stood on his feet: nothing had 
happened to him!
He landed on his feet, got up [and] started walking. Nothing had (91) 
happened to him! Everyone was stunned: “What [is] this? What 
is this guy? This guy is not a human, he is not a human being! 
Either he is an angel or it was God [who did it]. What was this 
power of his?”
They quickly went down and took hold of him and he was brought (92) 
up once more. Three times they threw him down. Three times 
they threw him down and each time the same thing [happened]! 
A light covered him and he floated down slowly, he floated down 
onto his feet.
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năqәl t(93) ḷ̣aha ʾәtwa tama xa qoḷči, phәtle, xšule ṃatọ g‐bare, la 
g‐barya ʾ ayya ʿ ajabuta̠! g‐emәr ʾ o naša maxele xa fišăka. m‐mayәt?̠ 
HbetaḥH fišắka‐ži la g‐ʿalәq ʾәbbe. čŭ́‐mәndi lá‐g‐bare ʾәbbe.
bŭm! qam(94) ‐qatә̣lle! šqәlle tfanga qam‐maxele xa fišăka. qam-
maxele xa fišăka, qam‐maxele gu‐reše. ʾu‐mәtle. šamuʾel qtịl. 
mәrru ta h(95) ̣akoma g‐әmri ʾistadi ḥakoma hatxa brela. ma:? 
ḥakoma sṛәxle ʾәllu qam‐maxelu. ʾana mirә́tuli, ma, mirә́tuli 
mándule b‐šura? tạmá qam‐mandә́tule?
g(96) ‐әmri ya‐ḥakoma ʾahi mәrrux, g‐emәr kalwe yalunkәt kalwe 
ʾana la mirә́tuli hadax, ʾana mirә́tuli mdáldule bәd‐šura! 
g(97) ‐әmri pạ mfắḥәllan, ʾắxәni la fhәmlan. ʾắxәni fhәmlan mәrrux 
mándule. tḷ̣aha naqle qam‐mandaxle ʾu‐hatxa brela! te̠la xa 
hәnna nura sqәtḷa b‐reše k‐kawәšwa g‐yatuwa bәd ʾaqle la 
g‐barewa čŭ́‐mәndi ʾәlle. 
ʾ(98) ega xa šuṛtạ mjoṛәble g‐emәr xazax tfanga, fišăka b‐ʿalәq ʾ әbbe. ma 
b‐bare ʾәlle maxәnne xa fišăka? mxele fišăka ʾәbbe qam‐qatә̣lle. 
g(99) ‐emәr métu̠le ʾo šuṛtạ. qam‐mete̠le ʾo šuṛtạ, ʾan šuṛtә̣d qam‐man-
dele HyašắrH qam‐qatә̣llu. qtịlile! g‐emәr ʾaxtun la fhә́mloxun? ṃa 
ʾatta mafhәmә́nnoxun. 
šamu(100) ʾel mәtle. mәtle ʾega ma ʾodibe? ḥmәlle ḥakoma g‐emәr ʾayya 
naša hudaya wewa, har b‐yawәnne ta hudaye. ʾate̠ hudaye šaqli 
kallaš dide, yaʿni tạrma dide ʾodibe ma? ta qorile ta‐gyanu. 
H(101) beʾemétH maʿallәm, šmeʾlu hudaye šmeʾlu ma brele, šmeʾlu ma 
brele ʾәlle. ʾaz hudaye te̠lu kәs ʾaġa, kәs ḥakoma, g‐әmri tạte̠ 
ḥakoma qam‐qatḷә́tule ʾămәṛ ʾilaha wewa. 
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The third time . . . now there was an officer there [who] was (93) 
shocked [and] thought, “How is this possible? How is this won-
der possible?” He said [to himself], “If this man is shot with a 
bullet, will he die? Surely even a bullet will not harm him. Noth-
ing will happen to him.”
Bang! He killed him! He took a gun and he shot him with a (94) 
bullet—he hit him in the head. And he died. Samuel had been 
killed.
They spoke to the king, saying, “My lord the king, such(95) ‐and-
such happened.” “WHAT?” the king shouted at them [and] he 
beat them. “I told you . . . did I tell you to throw him from the 
wall? Why did you throw him?”
They said, “Yes, O king. [That is what] you said.” He said, “You (96) 
sons of bitches! I did not tell you [to do] this. I told you to 
dangle him from the wall!”
They said, “Then forgive us, we did not understand. We under-(97) 
stood [that] you were telling us to throw him. Three times we 
threw him and this is what happened. A what’s-it-called, a light 
hovered above his head [and] he floated down and came to rest 
on his feet, without anything having happened to him.
Then an officer tested him, saying, ‘Let’s see if a gun, a bullet can (98) 
harm him. What will happen to him if I hit him with a bullet?’ 
He shot him with a bullet [and] killed him.”
He said, “Bring that officer [to me].” They brought that officer (99) 
[to him]. He [i.e. the king] killed those officers who had thrown 
him [i.e. Samuel] down, he killed them immediately. He killed 
them! He said, “So you didn’t understand? Well, let me make 
you understand.”
[So] Samuel died. He died, but now what were they to do with (100) 
him? The king stood up and said, “This man was a Jew—I shall 
give him to the Jews. Let the Jews come and take his body, that 
is to say his corpse.” What were they to do with it? Bury it (for 
themselves).
In fact, the rabbi . . . they heard . . . the Jews heard what had hap-(101) 
pened. They heard what had happened to him. So the Jews came 
to see the agha, the king. They said to him. “[O] king, you have 
killed him, [but] it was God’s order.
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ʾ(102) ayya hatxa ʾilaha wewa kti̠wa. la‐ʾaxtun qam‐qatḷә́tule, kiʾәt 
gyanux ʾaxtun la‐msẹtun qatḷә́tule, bas ʾilaha. hatxa wawa 
ktә̠wta,17 goṛal dide hatxa wewa. 
H(103) ʾavalH hudáyele, hắlule b‐ʾidan qoraxle b‐qorát ̠hudaye. gәbetun 
šaqlә́tule‐ži šqŭ́lule baz lazәm qorә́tule. la k‐xašex hatxa. 
ʾ(104) axtun dinóxun‐ži la g‐emәr kallaš naša tḷ̣aha yome la k‐xašәx la 
qorile?! g‐emәr ḥaqqánetun. hudaya šqŭ́lule suwun qŭ́rule. 
ʾ(105) az qtịla la k‐xašәx qorile HlәfiH din, halaxa gu qorata̠. lazәm 
qorile l‐warya mәn qorata̠. ʾaz qam‐qorile gu tạppaya. ʾәtwa 
xa tạppaya, tụra, tạppaya kwәšta hatxa. tạppaya qorát ̠ hudaye 
wewa. 
la qam(106) ‐qorilu gu‐tạppaya qam‐qorilu bәd duma:hik tạppaya. 
ʾәtwa tama xa šaqqitә̠d ṃaye g‐ezawa qăbәl qora dide. qam-
qorile bătә̠r šaqqita̠. 
ʾ(107) u‐te̠lu, mәtle. muydeʾlu našәd mata̠ dide, naš-bete̠, ḥal ʾu‐masălәt 
baboxun hatxa brela ʾәlle. te̠le qәtḷa. 
t(108) e̠lu ytulu bәd HʾăvelH ʾáp‐ani. ma brela brela, la‐msẹ, hudaye 
la‐msẹ čŭ́‐mәndi ʾodi. 
băt(109) ә̠r kma šәnne ʾәš d‐é‐šaqqita̠ yrәqlu xamka ʿaṛṃone, dar 
ʿaṛṃone. xa ṛeza dәd ʿaṛṃone. ʾanna ʿaṛṃone hadax tṛ̣әsḷu, 
čuxxa lewe zríʾәllu, HʾavalH mәnnu l‐gyanu yrәqlu. ʾu‐ṛәmlu tṛ̣әsḷu 
pqәxlu, ṛwelu, hullu ʿaṛṃone. 
H(110) ʾavalH ma? čuxxa la g‐mḥayәlwa ʾazәlwa šaqәlwa ʾan ʿaṛṃone. 
kullu kiʾewa ʾanna ʿaṛṃonәd šamuʾel wewa. 
qur(111) ̣daye g‐әmríwale šer ʾad‐din. ydeʾlu mat brela, šmeʾlu, kúllulu 
šmiʾe ma brela ʾәlle mat ʾwә́dwale. 

17 The expected form would be the contracted ktu̠ta, see 4.1.7.10.
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God had written it like this. It is not you [who] killed him. You (102) 
yourself know that you cannot have killed him, only God [can]. 
It was written like this, his fate was like this.
But he is a Jew. Give him over to us so that we may bury him in (103) 
the Jewish cemetery. Even if you want to take him, [then] take 
him! But you have to bury him. It is not permitted [to leave the 
body] like this.
Does not your religion also say that it is impermissible not to (104) 
bury a person’s body for 3 days?!” He said, “You are right. Take 
the Jew. Go [and] bury him.”
Now, it is not permissible according to the law, the Halakha,(105) 18 
for a person who has been murdered to be buried in the cem-
etery. He must be buried outside the cemetery. So they buried 
him on the hilltop. There was a hilltop, a mountain, a steep 
hilltop like this. The hilltop was the cemetery of the Jews.
They did not bury him in [the middle of] the hilltop, they bur-(106) 
ied him right at the far end of the hill. There was a channel of 
water there, which flowed in front of his grave. They buried him 
on the other side of the channel.
And they came . . . he died. They informed the people of his vil-(107) 
lage, his relatives: “The story of your father is as follows: Such-
and‐such happened to him. He was killed.”
So they came and sat in mourning. What had happened had (108) 
happened. They could not, the Jews could not do a thing.
After a few years some pomegranate trees sprung up along that (109) 
channel—a row of pomegranate trees. These pomegranate trees 
grew so well! No‐one had planted them, rather they had sprung 
up by themselves. They grew tall and healthy; they blossomed, 
became large and bore pomegranates.
But what [happened]? No(110) ‐one was permitted to go and take 
these pomegranates. Everyone knew these were Samuel’s pome-
granates. 
[Muslims] Kurds used to call him (111) Sher ad‐Din. They knew what 
had happened, they knew. They had all heard what had hap-
pened to him, what he had done.

18 Halakha is Jewish religious law.
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xă(112) ‐ga xa mәšәlmana te̠le g‐emәr ʾanna hudaye šidánelu! ʾana 
b‐azәn qeč̣әnnu ta gyani. HḥaválH ʿaṛṃone mnapli xeta̠, p‐sapsi. 
zәlle qәč(113) ̣le ʿaṛṃone, nublile l‐beta̠, ʾawa twirile, xәlle, baxte 
mšuydәnna kutru bnone mšuydәnnu. mšuydәnnu, kutru! pәšlu 
bәqtạla gyanu, mxaya gu rešu. pәšlu šidane. 
ʾ(114) awa zdeʾle g‐emәr hoya la hoya ʾanna mәn ʿaṛṃonәd šer ʾad‐dín-
ilu. ʾega ma ʾoden? qәmle, xa xura ʾә́twale g‐emәr tạte̠ ʾo xura ʾahi 
xmárewәt! ma zәllux qtẹʾlux ʿaṛṃonәd šer ʾad‐din? 
la ki(115) ʾәt ʾawa xa hudaya mqudša wewa? ʿaṛṃone dide čuxxa la‐msẹ 
naqәḥ ʾәllu ʾafәllu! ʾu‐d‐la-ṛăšut zәllux šqәllux! lazәm hawәtwa 
šqila ṛăšut mәnne, xaṛaye! 
g(116) ‐emәr pạ ma ʾodәn? pạ baxti ʾatta mšuydәnna, yalunki kutru 
mšuydә́nwalu ʾu‐ʾana ma ʾodәn? 
g(117) ‐emәr ZtạleZ si kәs maʿallәm hudaye, mándila gyanux gu bete̠ 
ʾu‐marre ḥal ʾu‐masăle didi hátxela. ʾawa b‐amәrrux ma ʾodәt. 
bas ʾawa ʾәmsẹ mtạṛәsḷux. 
qәmle, t(118) e̠le kәs maʿallәm hudaye, g‐emәr ta maʿallәm baxxad ʾ ilaha 
hatxa wawa, zәlli šqәlli ʿaṛṃone, qtẹʾli mәn ʿaṛṃonәd šer ʾad‐din 
ʾu‐xәllan, ʾu‐baxti ʾu‐kutru yalunki mšuydәnnu. g‐mvakšәn19 
mәnnoxun msạḷun tad baxti ʾu‐yalunki tạṛsị. 
ma(119) ʿallәm g‐emәr tạte̠ xzi, ʾắxәni la‐msạx, lewax duxture, ʾilaha 
g‐yawәt šidane, ʾắxәni ʾәmsạx mtạṛsạx? lewax duxture ʾắxәni. 
ʾәmsạx mtạṛsạxlu šidane? duxture la‐msẹ mtạṛsị šidane! ʾắxәni 
maywax? 
g(120) ‐emәr băle, ʾaxtun ʾәmsẹtun, ʾaxtun hudáyetun. ʾә́tloxun 
quwwŭta. kiʾәn ʾilaha k‐šameʾla sḷ̣óto̠xun. xzuwun, msạlun tạti̠, 
mat gәbetun b‐yawә́nnoxun. 

19 < MH בקש. Note that the root is adopted into ANA as v-k-š, and the initial root 
consonant is never b-, on the basis of the most commonly occurring forms in MH 
having the fricative allophone of ב.
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Once, a certain Muslim came along [and] said, “These Jews are (112) 
insane! I’m going to go and pick them for myself. [It is] a pity 
that the pomegranates fall [off the tree] it—they are going to 
rot!”
He went and picked the pomegranates [and] took them home. (113) 
He broke them [open] and ate, and his wife went insane and 
his two sons went insane. They went insane, both of them! They 
started to hit themselves, beating their [own] heads. They went 
crazy. 
He was afraid [and said], “Certainly these are some of (114) Sher 
ad‐Din’s pomegranates. Now what am I to do? (He arose) 
. . . now he had a certain friend and this friend said to him, 
“You are an ass. How could you go [and] cut down Sher ad‐Din’s 
pomegranates?
Do you not know that he was a holy Jew? No(115) ‐one is even allowed 
to touch them! And you took [some] without permission. You 
should have got permission from him [and only] afterwards 
[taken them].”
He said, “And so now what am I to do? My wife has now gone (116) 
insane, my children have both gone insane and what am I to 
do?”
He said to him, “Go to the home of the Jews’ rabbi, throw your-(117) 
self [at his feet] in his house and say, ‘My story is as follows.’ He 
will tell you what to do. Only he can cure them.”
So he arose [and] came to the rabbi of the Jews [and] said to (118) 
the rabbi, “By the grace of God—it happened like this: I went 
and took pomegranates. I cut down some of Sher ad‐Din’s 
pomegranates (and) we ate them and my wife and my two chil-
dren went insane. I beg you to pray that my wife and children 
recover.”
The rabbi said to him, “Look, we cannot, we are not doctors. (119) 
God makes [people] crazy—[how] can we cure them? We are 
not doctors. Can we cure crazy people? Even doctors cannot 
cure crazy people. What are we?”
He said, “Yes, you can. You are Jews. You have power. I know (120) 
[that] God listens to your prayers. Look, pray for me [and] 
whatever you want I will give you.”
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g(121) ‐әmri xzi, ʾắxәni la k‐kaflaxlux, bas b‐odax mat ʾәmsạx. b‐yawәt 
ʾaqqada pare, meti̠ xa‐tré tanage mәšxa, širik ta mʿalqax šraʾәt 
knәšta ʾu‐msạlax tạtu̠x. Hbәʿezrat hašémH p‐tạṛsạ.
ms(122) ọḷelu HbeʾemétH tṛ̣әsḷa baxte, tṛ̣әsḷa baxte ʾ u‐kutru yalunke tṛ̣әsḷu. 
ʾaz mәn d‐o‐ga kiʾewa kud g‐ġalәtẉa ʾazәlwa šaqәlwa . . . hudaye 
k‐qabәlwa, k‐eti̠wa qeč̣iwa ʾu‐k‐exlíwalu la g‐baryawa čŭ́‐mәndi 
ʾәllu.
kuq(123) ‐quṛdaya20 ʾazәlwa šaqәlwa ʾon k‐payәšwa šahara ʾon ʾaqle 
k‐toriwa, g‐yošiwa, mšalәlwa, ʾon bnone g‐mšeydәniwa. har 
xá‐mәndi g‐barewa ʾәlle. 
ʾ(124) az kiʾewa ʾáp‐ani, k‐ete̠wa HyašárH kәs maʿallәm, baxxad ʾilaha 
maʿallәm hatxa ʾwәdlan. 
la mirә(125) ́tuli la ʾodetun? ma, léwetun bәzdaʾa, g‐әmráxloxun la 
naqḥetun ʿaṛṃonәd šer ʾad‐din. mạ la kiʾetun hátxela? bas 
g‐zadʾiwa, g‐zadʾiwa qamaye. kiʾewa. bәd zăman deni quṛdaye 
HkvarH g‐zadʾiwa qarwiwa l‐an ʿaṛṃone. kulla ṛezәt ʿaṛṃone 
xa‐ži la g‐naqáḥwalu. 
ʾ(126) ayya ḥukkitә̠d šer ʾad‐dín‐ila. kud šmiʾale ʾilaha yawәlle 
xaye ʾu‐kud la šmiʾale ʾilaha yawәlle xaye. k‐xašwәnwa wәlli 
mḥúkyәlluxila. 
ʿ(127) aṛṃone ʾәtlu ḥil ʾәdyo tama. ṛezәt ʿaṛṃone b‐amrәt xa wewa 
zríʾәllu. mәnnu l‐gyanu ṛẉelu. ʾәš‐šaqqita̠ tama, b‐ṛeza xa bătә̠r 
d‐o‐xeta. 
kuššat g(128) ‐yawiwa kud ʿaṛṃota hatxa. [JG: xәllux mәnnu?] ʾana 
lewi xila. čugga lewi xila mәnnu bas Zg‐maḥkeZ, la k‐kiәn ʾafәllu 
qora dide.
bas k(129) ‐taxrәn g‐әmriwa ʾékela, tạppaya kiʾәn ʾékele. lewi xә́zyәlla. 
ʾana lewi xә́zyәlla. zʾora wәnwa. kiʾewa, la mboqә́rwali. 
ʾ(130) әn haweli mbuqra, m‐maxzéwalila naše. la mәrri máxzulila, ʾәn 
hawәnwa mira ʾana maxzéwalila. ṛaba naša kiʾewala qora dide. 

20 < kud quṛdaya
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They said, “We cannot promise you, but we will do what we (121) 
can. You must give such‐and‐such an amount of money, bring 
one or two tins of butter . . . oil, so that we can light the candles 
in the synagogue and we will pray for you. With the help of God 
she will recover.”
They prayed [and] his wife really did recover. His wife recovered (122) 
and both his children recovered. So from that time they knew 
[that] anyone who made the mistake of going and taking . . . [for] 
Jews it was permitted. They would come and pick [them] and 
eat them and nothing would happen to them.
[But] any [Muslim] Kurd who went and took [pomegranates] (123) 
would either go blind or he would break his leg or he would 
become crippled or he would [start to] hobble, or his children 
would go insane. Something would always happen to him.
So even they knew. They would go straight to the rabbi’s house (124) 
[and say], “By the grace of God—Rabbi, we have done such-
and‐such.”
[He would say], “Did I not tell you [pl.] not to do that? What, (125) 
are you [pl.] not afraid? We often tell you [pl.] not to touch 
Sher ad‐Din’s pomegranates. Do you [pl.] not know that it is 
so?” But they were afraid, they used to be afraid in those days. 
They knew. In our time the Kurds were afraid to approach those 
pomegranate trees. Not even one person would have touched 
the whole row of pomegranate trees.
That is the tale of (126) Sher ad‐Din. May God give life to everyone 
who has heard it and to everyone who has not heard it may God 
also give life. I thought I had told it to you. 
There are pomegranate trees there still today. A row of pome-(127) 
granate trees [that] you would say someone had planted. But 
they grew by themselves. Along the channel [of water] there, in 
a row, one behind the other.
Every year each pomegranate tree would bear so much [fruit]. (128) 
[JG: Did you eat them?] I have never eaten [them]. I’ve never 
eaten any of them but they say . . . I don’t even know where his 
grave is.
But I remember they used to talk about where it was. I know (129) 
where the hilltop is, [but] I’ve never seen it [i.e. the grave].
If I had asked, people would have shown it to me. I did not say, (130) 
“Show it to me.” If I had said [that], they would have shown it 
to me. Many people knew [where] his grave [was]. 
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bas g(131) ‐әmríwalan, ʾắxәni‐ži yalunke la ʾazetun, ʾafәllu HmuttárH-
ila, ʾắxәni hudaye la ʾazetun qač̣etun. 
ʾ(132) az g‐zadʾaxwa ʾazawa qeč̣axwa, ʾap‐ắxәni šud d‐wewa ḥălal 
ʿaṛṃone. šammaš g‐ezәlwa k‐qayәč̣wa ʾu‐g‐mete̠wa.
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But they used to tell us [about it]—even we as children were not (131) 
to go [there], even though it was permitted, we Jews are not to 
go [and] pick [the fruit]. 
So we used to be afraid to go [and] pick [them], even us, although (132) 
the pomegranates were permitted [to us]. The sexton used to go 
[and] pick [them], and bring [them back].
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9.3 Text 3: The Judeophilic Bear

Z(1) maḥkәnnuxZ xa ḥukkita̠ l‐dәbba. ʾәtwa xaʾ, jirani wewa, yissaxar, 
ʾáwele mḥúkyәllila ʾayya ḥukkita̠. 
ʾ(2) isaxar hudaya wewa. ʾ izahar g‐әmráxwale, yissaxar. g‐emәr . . . naša 
făqir wewa ʾaz kud naqla k‐kawәšwa mәn ʿamәdya l‐matw̠ata̠ tad 
mzabәnwa ʿattaruta̠. 
xmat(3) ẹ, HmasrekímH ma g‐әmrile šәmmu? ʾәtwa kullu mәndi 
d‐anna xmatẹ ʾu‐HdevarímH ta naše, g‐әmríwala ʿattaruta̠. (JG:: 
ʿavize yaʿni?) Hkol mineiH ʿawize. 
ʾ(4) az g‐mzabәnwa ta mәšәlmane ta matw̠ata̠ čunkun tama ʾani 
našәd matw̠ata̠ la‐msẹwa kudyom yasqiwa l‐ʿamәdya zoniwa ta 
gyanu. raḥuqta wawa.
ʾ(5) u‐wewa žġíle‐ži bәd HʿavodatH gyanu gu čammane gu karmane, 
lә́twalu HzmanH ʾate̠wa kudyom l‐ʿamәdya tad zoniwa xa šaxatạ 
ʾon tad zoniwa kalke ʾon xa mәndi. 
hatxa (6) ʾawa kuššat g‐zawәnwa ʾu‐g‐daréwalu l‐xasẹ ʾu‐g‐mnabә́lwalu 
l‐ʿamәdya g‐mzabәnwa ʾu‐k‐xayewa bәd hatxa. hatxa g‐ewәdwa 
HlәhitparnésH, k‐xayewa mәn d‐anna. 
xa yoma zәlle. (7) ʾaz tama lәtwa Hbatei malonH tad sakәnwa. ma 
g‐ezәlwa kәs mәšәlmane. kiʾéwalu naše, pә́šwalu HḥaverímH, 
kiʾéwalu, xurawata̠ wewa. ʾani k‐ete̠wa kәslu, ʾani g‐eziwa kәslu. 
lә́pwalu xa l‐o‐xeta.
ʾ(8) az g‐ezәlwa kәslu, k‐payәšwa tama xa šabta̠, tre šabata̠ 
ʾu‐HbentayimH ḥil mzabә́nwala HseḥoráH dide, hәnna, tәjjaruta̠ 
dide, ḥil mzabә́nwala ʾu‐b‐ate̠wa l‐beta̠. 
xa lele g(9) ‐emәr wewa ytiwe hatxa ZmaḥkoyeZ, lele lәtwa ču ma 
ʾodiwa, Zg‐maḥkewaZ ḥukyata̠ xa ta d‐o‐xeta. 
xắ(10) ‐dana yʾәlle xa măre beta̠ g‐emәr ta brone, broni tawәrta 
deni qam‐šoqәtta qam‐tarʾa la te̠la. kiʾәt b‐axlila dәbbe, b‐axlila 
ḥaywane, ʾitә̠n ḥaywane sәrye. ʾәtwa nuṃṛe, ʾәtwa dewe, ʾetwa 
dәbbata̠, dәbbe, b‐axlíwala. 
g(11) ‐emәr babi ḥmol xa‐tré daqiqe xәt. xánča‐xәt p‐ḥamlax, tama 
lәtwa sạʿe, xánči‐xeta g‐emәr p‐ḥamlax, hakka la te̠la l‐beta̠ b‐azax 
tạʾax ʾәlla. 
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Let me tell you a story about a bear. There once was a [man], he (1) 
was my neighbour, Issachar, [and] he told me this story. 
Issachar was a Jew. We called him “Izahar”, Issachar. He said . . . he (2) 
was a poor man, so he would always go down from Amәdya to 
the villages to sell his wares. 
Needles, combs—what are they called (in the language of (3) 
Amәdya)? There was everything: those needles and things for 
people. They used to call them “wares”. (JG: You mean odds and 
ends?) All sorts of odds and ends. 
So he would sell [them] to Muslims, to the villages, because the (4) 
people of the villages over there could not go up to Amәdya 
every day to buy [things for themselves]. It was far.
And they were busy with their own work, in the fields and (5) 
orchards. They did not have time to go to Amәdya every day to 
buy a box of matches, or to buy shoes or something. 
In this way he would sell [things] all year. He would put them (6) 
onto his back and take them to Amәdya [sic.] and he would sell 
[them] and he would live from [selling] like this. This is how he 
would make a living; he lived from these [things]. 
One day he went. Now, there were no hotels over there to stay (7) 
in. He would just go and stay with some Muslims. He used to 
know people, they had become friends, he knew them, they were 
friends. They would come and stay with them [and in return] 
they would go and stay with them. They had got to know each 
other.
So he would go and stay with them. He would stay there for a (8) 
week, two weeks and in the meantime . . . until he had sold all his 
wares, the what‐do‐you‐call‐it, his products, until he had sold 
them and then he would go home.
One night, he said [that] they were sitting like this, talking—at (9) 
night there was nothing to do, they would tell stories to each 
other. 
Suddenly the head of the household came in and said to his son, (10) 
“My son, you have left our cow outdoors and it hasn’t come 
[back]. You know a bear will eat it, wild animals will eat it.” 
There were vicious wild animals [there]. There were leopards, 
there were wolves, there were bears, bears [that] would eat it. 
He said, “My father, wait one or two minutes more. We’ll wait (11) 
a while;”—there were no watches there—“we’ll wait a while,” he 
said, “[and] if it doesn’t come home, we’ll go and look for it.”
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g(12) ‐emәr la babi laʾ. g‐emәr ʾatta peša xәška, g‐emәr ʾatta peša xәška 
xaṛaye ʾahi‐ži la‐msә̣t ʾazәt, la k‐xazәt čŭ́‐mәndi. ʾu‐HmәsukánH‐ila, 
ʿolam . . . ʾ әmsә̣t ʾahi‐ži xaṛaye b‐bare xa mәndi ʾәllux, xa ḥaywan 
b‐axәllux, ma, la k‐tạwela xaṛaye. 
har (13) ʾatta qu si t ̣ʾ i l‐tawәrta, méti̠la l‐beta̠. HtovH, babe mәrre la‐msẹ 
mḥake ʾәš‐xăbәr babe. g‐emәr ʾap‐awa qәmle lwәšle kalke ʾu‐gәbe 
ʾazәl.
ʾ(14) issáxar‐ži g‐emәr ZtạleZ, ʾap‐awa mehwan dóhunile, xәlle gu betu̠, 
ma? la ʾawәd čŭ́‐mәndi? mәrri ʾap‐ana maʾinәnne. ger mәrre ZtạleZ 
ḥmol ḥmol, b‐atә̠n mәnnux. bәštọr tre mәn xaʾ. b‐azax kutran 
m‐әġde yimkәn bәš xazaxla. 
g(15) ‐emәr ẉәḷḷa zәllan, zәllan gu č̣ol, tama kullu dare ʾu‐darubare, 
pәšle xәška lewu bәxzaya, qam‐ʾaqlan b‐zóṛiwax bәxzáyәlla. 
g(16) ‐emәr ʾaxxa pәšlan bәzwara l‐eyya č̣appa l‐eyya č̣appa l‐eyya 
dara l‐ayya dara xazax tawerta, tawәrta lewax bәxzáyәlla. pәšlan 
b‐hiwi. pәslan b‐hiwi, lewax bәxzáyәlla. 
mәrre xšulan da(17) ʾrax g‐emәr ma ʾodax ṃa la xazaxla peša ʾaxxa 
peša ʾaxxa. bәnhe b‐azax xa‐ga‐xә́t p‐tạʾax ʾәlla bәnhe p‐payәš 
yoma bәš p‐xazaxla, ʾәn hoyawa sạx meta̠xla l‐beta̠ ʾәn la hoya 
sạx zәlla. 
ʾ(18) az g‐emәr ġlәtḷan ʾana ʾu ʾo măre beta̠, muḥlәtlan daʾrax. g‐emәr 
ʾắxәni mutḥәllan daʾrax zwәrran xa č̣appa g‐emәr xắ‐dana k‐xazәn 
xa dәbba gyana maṛmala hatxa max xa, ṛaba dәbba ṛapta̠.
g-emәr lәbbi pqe(19) ʾle. b‐axlalan, ma‐msạx ʾәlla? g‐emәr mәn ʾilaha 
ma te̠la, qәmla te̠la kәsli, qam‐daryalu ʾidata̠ ʾәš‐kapanani. 
g(20) ‐emәr mәrri xălas ̣ ʾatta b‐axlali p‐qatḷali. ʾána‐ži g‐emәr ma 
ʾamrәn, ma ʾodәn? nasә̣n mәnna la‐msә̣n. g‐emәr b‐axlali mәrri 
heškun metә̠n max hudaye, ʾәš‐din hudaye. 
g(21) ‐emәr ʾidi dәryali l‐ʾeni qreli šamáʿ yisraʾél ʾadonái ʾelohe:nu, 
ʾadonái ʾeḥád. wәlli metә̠n, qăbәl . . . mәrre šud metә̠n ʾәš‐din 
hudaye. 
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He said, “No, my father [sic], no.” He said, “It’s getting dark now.” (12) 
He said, “It’s getting dark now. Later even you won’t be able to 
go, you won’t [be able to] see anything. And it is dangerous. The 
world . . . you could . . . later something could happen to you too, a 
wild animal could eat you—it won’t be worth it later.
Get up right now, go [and] look for the cow, bring it home.” (13) 
“OK.” His father had spoken. He could not speak disobediently 
towards his father. He said that he arose, put on his shoes and 
made to go.
As for Issachar, he said to him . . . He was a guest of theirs; he ate (14) 
in their house. How could he do nothing? He said, “I too will 
help.” He said to him, “Wait, wait, I’m going with you. Two are 
better than one. The two of us will go together [and] maybe we 
will have a better chance of finding it.” 
He said, “We went, we went into the countryside, where there (15) 
are trees and forests.” It got dark [and] they couldn’t see. “We 
could barely see in front of our feet.” 
He said, “We started to walk around there, in this corner and (16) 
that corner, by this tree and that tree, to find the cow. [But] we 
couldn’t find the cow. We were desperate, we were desperate, we 
couldn’t find it.”
He said, “He thought we [had better] go back.” He said, “What (17) 
were we to do? We couldn’t find it. If it stays here, then it stays 
here. In the morning we will go again and we will look for it. In 
the morning, when it is daytime we will [be better able] to find it. 
If it’s alive, we’ll bring it home. If it isn’t alive, then it’s gone.” 
So he said, “We made a mistake, that head of the household and (18) 
I. We decided to go back. We started to go back, we went round 
one corner and,” he said, “all of a sudden I saw a bear, up on its 
hind legs like a . . . a really big bear.”
He said, “We were stunned. It was going to eat us, what could (19) 
we [do] against it?” He said, “From God, it came, it then came 
over to me and put its paws on my shoulders.”
He said, “I said, ‘That’s it. Now it’s going to eat me, it’s going to (20) 
kill me.’” He said, “What am I to do? Fighting it is impossible.” 
He said, “It’s going to kill me. Still, let me die as Jews do, as Jews 
do, according to the law of the Jews.” 
He said, “I put my hand to my eyes and cried out “Hear O (21) 
Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one!” ” He said, “Let me 
die according to the law of the Jews.” 
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g(22) ‐emәr ʾaya dăn šmeʾla šamáʿ yisraʾél mәn ʾilaha bamri 
fhәmla har ʾo:w, gyana mpurqala mәnni. qam‐šoqali gyana 
maxyala l‐d‐o‐mәšәlmana, ʾu‐qam‐patpәtale, qam‐sartạle, 
qam‐ʾodale . . . g‐emәr ʾana har ʾriqali. 
g(23) ‐emәr ma, la‐msә̣n, b‐axláli‐ži! g‐emәr ẉәḷḷa ʾriqali mәrri metә̠n 
hawar sạrxәn naše ʾate mxalsịlan. 
g(24) ‐emәr ḥil ṃtẹli l‐beta̠, mәrri tạtu̠ ma brela, dәd dәbba qam‐do-
qalan, ger ẉәḷḷa qәmlu xa ʾәsṛ̣a gure te̠lu ʾu‐ʾrәqlu g‐emәr k‐xazax 
xazaxle piša kallaš haṃán našama ʾәbbe. ma xanča našama, 
lewu . . . wәlla srә́tṭә̣lle wәlla mpәšpáštәlle, qrima. 
g(25) ‐emәr qam‐daraxle ʾәš‐darbaste, xa darbaste g‐odila mәn hәnna, 
sịwe. mәnnu l‐gyanu xa tre sịwe g‐dare sịwe xeta ʾu‐g-dare xa 
laḥefa reša tad darele gawa, tad tạʾnile mete̠le l‐beta̠ čunkun 
la‐msẹ doqíwale b‐aqle, m‐mayәtw̠a. 
qam(26) ‐darele ʾәš‐darbaste, darbaste qam‐darela ʾәš‐kapanane 
qam‐mete̠le l‐beta̠. mat mulḥәqle mәrre gu beta̠ g‐emәr ZtạluZ 
yaʾetun, hudaye, din hudaye, bәš tṛ̣ósẹle mәn kullu. 
g(27) ‐әmri ZtạleZ tạmá g‐әmrәt hatxa, g‐emәr g‐әmrә́nnoxun qamaye 
dәbba te̠la tạlbәt ʾizahar, ʾida drela ʾәš‐kapanane poya ʾaxә́ltәlle. 
ʾawa mәrre xa mәndi gu nata̠, la kiʾe mayla šamáʿ yisraʾél. 
g(28) ‐emәr ʾawa mḥukele mәnna, šmeʾli, xzeli mḥukele mәnna, xa 
mәndi mәrre gu nata̠ g‐emәr ZtạlaZ ʾana hudáyeli, ʾu‐g‐emәr 
qam‐šoqale te̠la dbәšla ʾәbbi qam‐patpәtali. 
ʾ(29) ega ḥmәlle ʾizahar pạ ma ʾawәd mәskina? ʾu‐ʾawa mәtle Hbám-
makomH. mәrre xăbәr gyane, ʾanna xabre mirile ʾu‐mәtle.
ʾ(30) o mәšәlmana mәtle. te̠lu, pәšlu . . . bătә̠r qam‐qorile g‐әmri ʾizahar 
k‐xazax mar b‐xudrešux tṛ̣osạ ma mә́rwalux? 
g(31) ‐emәr ḥabibi ʾawa la fhәmle. ʾắxәni hudáyewax. xzeli dәbba 
gyana qam‐maxyala ʾәlli g‐emәr mәrri b‐axlali! ma ʾәmsә̣n ʾәlla? 
ṃa xzeloxun ma ʾwәdla l‐bronoxun! wawa qtә̣́ltәlle, qam‐qatḷale 
qam‐pašpәšale. ʾap‐ʾana m‐pašpәšáwali! 
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He said, “When it heard ‘Hear O Israel’, [a miracle] from God, (22) 
as if it understood, [it roared] ‘Oow’, it let me alone. It left me 
[and] attacked that Muslim, and it ripped him apart, it slashed 
him, it made him . . . ” He said, “I had already fled.” 
He said, “I can’t [do anything], it will eat me as well!” He said, (23) 
“So I fled, saying [to myself] that I would bring assistance, that I 
would call people to come and save us.” 
He said, “[I fled] until I arrived home. I told them what had hap-(24) 
pened, that a bear had caught us.” He said, “So about ten men 
come and ran, saying, ‘Let’s see if we can find him.’ ” They found 
him [but] he was [almost] a corpse. A tiny amount of life was 
left in him. Just a bit of life, they couldn’t . . . it had slashed him; 
it had torn him apart, the poor thing. 
He said, “We put him on a stretcher. They made a stretcher from (25) 
what’s-it-called, logs. By themselves they put one or two logs, 
they put more logs [on it] and they put a blanket on top of it, 
so that they could put him in it, so that they could carry him to 
bring him home, because they could not have taken him on foot, 
he would have died.
They put him onto the stretcher, put the stretcher onto their (26) 
shoulders [and] brought him home. At home he just managed 
to say . . . he said to them, ‘Know [this]! The Jews . . . the religion 
of the Jews is the truest of them all.’ 
They said to him, ‘Why do you say such a thing?’ He said, ‘I’m tell-(27) 
ing you, first the bear came and made for Issachar. It put its paw 
on his shoulders and would have eaten him, [but] he said some-
thing in its ear…’—They did not know what ‘Hear O Israel’ is. 
He said, ‘He spoke with it, I heard, I saw him speaking with it. He (28) 
said something in her ear, saying to it “I am a Jew”’, and he said, ‘It 
left him alone and came and turned on me and ripped me apart.’ 
So Issachar waited—what was he to do, the poor thing? And he (29) 
[=the Muslim] died on the spot. He said what he had to say, he 
said these words and died.
The Muslim died. They came and started . . . after they had buried (30) 
him they said, ‘Issachar, let’s see. Tell [us], by your life, truly, 
what did you say?’”
He said, “My friend, he didn’t understand. We are Jews. I saw (31) 
that the bear was attacking me.” He said, “I said, ‘It’s going to 
eat me. What am I to do against it?’ You saw what it did to your 
son! It killed him; it killed him and ripped him apart. It would 
also have ripped me apart!
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ʾ(32) az mәrri qăbәl metә̠n, meta̠x ʾәš‐din hudaye p̣a hudáyeli, ger 
ʾap‐ana qreli, ʾәtlan xa xabra g‐әmrile šamaʿ yisraʾel, mirale tạlu, 
g‐emәr mәrri šamáʿ yisraʾél ʾadonái ʾelohenu, ʾadonái ʾeḥád. 
g(33) ‐emәr dăn mәrri šamaʿ yisraʾel qam‐parqali swiqәnna! zәlla 
dbәšla b‐bronoxun. ma kiʾәn mḥakәn mәn dәbbe? ʾәmsә̣n mḥakәn 
mәn ḥaywane? hatxa wawa. ʾayya masăle didi.
ʾ(34) az HtamídH g‐әmri wәḷḷa ʾaxtun hudaye, HtamídH g‐mhemәniwa, 
kud mәšәlmane g‐mhemeniwa dәd din hudaye, dәd hudaye ʾәtlu 
HproteksiaH. ḥәtti kәs ḥaywane kiʾe . . . la g‐maxe ʾәllu. 
ʾ(35) ayya ḥukkitә̠d dәbba, HmaʿaséH dәd izahar gyane, nәxle qăbәl 
kma šәnne. 
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So I said, ‘Before I die, let us die according to the law of the Jews. (32) 
I am a Jew, after all.’ ” He said, “So I cried out. We have a verse 
called ‘Hear O Israel’”—he recited it to them. He said, “I said [in 
Hebrew], ‘Hear O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one.’” 
He said, “When I said ‘Hear O Israel’, it let me alone, it left me! (33) 
It went and made for your son. What, do I know how to talk to 
a bear? Can I talk to wild animals? This is how it was. This is 
what happened.’”
So they always say, “You know, you Jews . . . ”. They always (34) 
believed, every Muslim believed that the Jews had friends in 
high places. Even when it came to wild animals . . . they wouldn’t 
attack them. 
That is the story of the bear, an account [related] by Issachar (35) 
himself, [who] passed away a few years ago.
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9.4 Text 4: Giants

ʾ(1) az ʾani ʾắxәni g‐әmráxwalu ḥambašaye. ḥambašaye k‐әxliwa kulle 
mәndi. tẹre ʾu‐ḥaywane ʾu‐max ḥaywane wewa. bas ʿínsanile, 
ʾáp‐awa ʿínsanile bas xa naša ʾuṛwa, HʿanákH, reše bәd šәmme. 
naše g(2) ‐zadʾiwa mәnnu. g‐odiwa xriwutә̠d naše, ṛaba g‐odiwa, naše 
g‐zadʾiwa mәnnu, g‐ʾarqíwala m‐qamu. 
ʾ(3) ani k‐xayewa gu maġaṛe čunkun la‐msẹwa banéwalu bate. ʾúṛwewa 
HʿanaqímH wewa, ḥambašaye wewa. 
ʾ(4) az k‐xayewa gu č̣ol băle xamka naqle k‐ete̠wa gu matw̠ata̠, k‐ete̠wa 
ʾu‐g‐doqiwa naše, k‐šaqlíwalu, k‐šaqlíwalu ta gyanu. 
ʾ(5) az ʾitә̠n ṛaba ḥukyata̠ ʾәllohun, l‐anna ḥambašaye. ʾana la 
k‐taxrәnnu ḥukyata̠ bas ʾite̠na, [wәlli] šmiʾa ṛaba ḥukyata̠ ṃatọ 
g‐odiwa xriwutә̠d naše ʾu‐xet. 
mirәtti (6) ʾo, hәnna, ʿamәdya ʾәtla tḷ̣aha šәkәl ḥambašaye, ʾan 
ḥambašaye. ʾaz g‐әmriwa ʾani, an ḥambašáyelu gebewa tạʾníwala 
ʿamәdya bas la mәrru ya‐ʾilaha, la tkәllu b‐ʾilaha, ya‐ʾilaha 
maʾinәttan la mәrru.
ʾ(7) ilaha qam‐dabәšlu, qam‐dabәšlu ʾawәdlu kepa tama. kappaṛe 
wewa. lә́twalu ču din.
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So, as for them [i.e. giants], we used to call them (1) ḥambashaye. 
ḥambashaye used to eat everything: fowl and wild animals, and 
they were similar to wild animals, but they are humans. It is a kind 
of human, but a large person, a giant, [with] its head in the sky. 
People used to be afraid of them. They would do evil things to (2) 
people, they would do [it] a lot. People used to be afraid of them, 
they would flee from them.
They used to live in caves because they could not build houses. (3) 
They are large, they were giants, they were ḥambashaye. 
So they used to live in the wild, but sometimes they would (4) 
come into the villages. They would come and capture people, they 
would take them, they would take them for themselves. 
So, there are many tales about them, about these (5) ḥambashaye. 
I don’t remember the tales but there are . . . I have heard many 
tales [about] how they would do evil things to people, and other 
[things]. 
I told you, the, um, Amәdya has a statue of three (6) ḥambashaye: 
“The ḥambashaye”. So, people used to say that they, “the 
ḥambashaye”, wanted to pick Amәdya up [and carry it away], but 
they didn’t say, “O God . . . [help us]”, they did not trust in God, 
they didn’t say, “O God . . . ”. 
God rooted them to the spot, he rooted them to the spot [and] (7) 
turned them into stones. They were a curse; they had no religion.
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9.5 Text 5: Bruria21

ʾ(1) әtwa xă‐ga xәt xa Htalmidát ḥaxamáH hadax băx rabbi 
meʾir . . . šәmma nšeli, šәmma nšeli de‐menәx. ʾap‐ʾaya Htalmidá 
ḥaxamáH r ̣apta̠ wawa. 
ʾ(2) áp‐ʾaya xa yoma ʾafәllu qam‐qatḷala gyana HbasófH. šәmma nšeli, 
nšeli šemma, zәlle, ʾәtli š‐lisani. 
xá-yoma . . . (3) ʾaya hadax g‐malpawa, ʾap‐aya Htalmidéi ḥaxamímH 
k‐ete̠wa g‐mbaqriwa. gora la hawe l‐beta̠ ʾaya g‐yawa tạwsir. 
Z(4) g‐maḥkeZ ʾәlla xă‐ga ʾә́twala tre bnone mәtlu b‐šabta̠. mәtlu 
bәd yomәt šabta̠ mәtlu. zәlla g‐marʾәšalu, wәllu mite̠ gu čarp̣aya. 
šábt(5) e̠la, ʾamra ta gora p‐qaḥәr la‐gbawa maqḥәrale bәd šabta̠, 
HʾassúrH‐ile naša qaḥәr bәd šabta̠. 
barurya, barurya wawa šemma. barurya, kewu yalunke? t(6) ạṃá 
la te̠lu sḷ̣ota̠? g‐әmra šwuqlu la sạrxәt ʾәllu. lewu, násạxilu xanča, 
násạxilu. šwuqlu. 
la k(7) ‐ete̠wa l‐qә́dduš‐ži, la k‐qemi ta qәdduš, la‐msẹ qemi. 
de‐šwuqlu xanča‐xәt damxi, zʾórelu, xanča nexi. la mḥukele. ma t‐ilu 
nasạx, lewe mәndi, HmuttárH‐ila, xun la ʾate sḷ̣ota̠ HbәsederH‐ila. 
xәllu štelu. zәlle s(8) ḷ̣ota̠ mәnḥa, g‐menәx, yalunke dide la te̠lu 
l‐sḷ̣ota̠ ʾátta‐ži. ma brela? yalunkәt rabbi meʾir la ʾate̠ sḷ̣ota̠? 
xă(9) ‐ga xәt te̠le l‐beta̠ ta saʿoda HšlišítH, mәrre tạta̠ kelu yalunke? 
g‐әmra ma ʾamrannux? ysәqli xă‐ga xәt mәn xanča maṛaqa mnobәlli 
ZtạluZ , mnobәlli xanča maṛaqa tạtu̠ šate, qam‐maštiyannu băle 
ʾega la‐msẹ qemi. náxwašilu, rešu g‐mareʾ, šwuqlu.

21 For the source of much of the material in this text, see Midrash Proverbs 31, and 
Rashi’s commentary on the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Avodah Zarah, folio 18b.
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Another time there was once a certain outstanding female Torah (1) 
scholar, like her,22 the wife of Rabbi Meir . . . I’ve forgotten her 
name, I’ve forgotten her name—can you believe it? Anyway, she 
was a great Torah scholar. 
And one day . . . she committed suicide in the end. I’ve forgotten (2) 
her name; I’ve forgotten her name. It’s gone. It’s on the tip of my 
tongue. 
One day . . . She also used to teach Torah scholars. They would (3) 
come and ask [questions and] if her husband was not at home, she 
would give the explanation. 
They say of her that once she had two sons who died on the (4) 
Sabbath. They died on the Sabbath day—they died. She went to 
wake them up and they were dead in their bed. 
It was the Sabbath. If she told her husband he would be upset (5) 
[and] she did not want to upset him on the Sabbath. It is forbid-
den for a person to be upset on the Sabbath. 
“Bruria,”—Bruria was her name—“Bruria, where are the children? (6) 
Why didn’t they come to prayers?” She said, “Leave them, don’t call 
them. They aren’t . . . they are a bit ill, they are ill. Leave them.” 
They did not come to Kiddush either. “They are not getting up (7) 
for Kiddush, they cannot get up. Just leave them to sleep for a bit. 
They are young; let them rest for a bit.” He did not say [anything]. 
If they are ill, it is not an issue—it is permissible. Even not going 
to prayer[s] is all right. 
They ate and drank. He went to afternoon prayer[s and] he (8) 
looked [and saw] that his children had not come to prayer[s] now 
either. What had happened? [How could] the children of Rabbi 
Meir not come to prayer[s]! 
Once again he came home for the third meal.(9) 23 He said to her, 
“Where are the children?” She said, “What can I say? I went up 
again with some broth to bring to them; I brought some broth for 
them to drink. I fed it to them but they can’t get up. They are ill, 
they have headaches—leave them.”

22 The telling of this story immediately followed a discussion about Asnath, the 
famous daughter of Rabbi Samuel Barzani, who was a noted Torah scholar.

23 According to Jewish law, a Jew must eat at least three full meals on the Sabbath: 
one on Friday night after returning home from the Synagogue, and two more on 
the Saturday. It is the second Saturday meal to which the informant here refers. It is 
known as שלישית  .’third meal [the]‘ סעודה 
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ʾ(10) wәdle saʿoda HšlišítH, zәlle sḷ̣ota̠, zәlle ʿarwit, te̠le b‐lele gәbe 
ʾawәd hawdala g‐emәr la k‐sạrxattu yalunke? g‐әmra la, šwuqlu 
ʾatta, xánča‐xәt heš damxi, ṛaba náxwašilu. yimkәn ʾod havdala, 
ʾu‐xaṛaye p‐sạrxannu ʾate̠. 
ʾ(11) wәdle havdala, xlәsḷa, pәšle xošeba, pәšle ḥol šabta̠, lewe 
šabta̠. g‐emәr ZtạlaZ HnuH, ma mәn yalunke? g‐әmra ʾap‐aya ta̠ 
maxәzyánnuxilu. 
zәlla g(12) ‐maxәzyalu wәllu dmixe gu čarpạya, mite̠. tạmá la 
mәrrax? mәrra ma ʾamrannux? š‐šabta̠24 maqḥәrannux? ṃatọ 
maqḥәrannux? 
zәlli bәnhe gәbanwa maqimánwalu, kutru wәllu mit(13) e̠. ʾaz qam-
kasyannu, dwәqli ḥušta tad la yaʾәt, tad la qaḥrәt. ʾu kun‐naqla 
dәd mbaqrә́twali ʾana g‐әmránwalux ġer xabra. dwәqli ḥuštata̠.
 (14) ʾaz barurya Hgam‐kenH ʾә́twala hadax, ʾap‐ʾaya Htalmidat 
ḥaxamáH, ṛaba wawa lәpta tọṛa. 
xa yoma . . . mjoh(15) ̣әdlu ʾaya ʾu‐gora bәd xăbәr tọṛa. ʾaz rabbi meʾir 
g‐emәr ZtạlaZ kullu naše, kullu baxtata̠ ʾaqәlu ZqalúlaleZ. g‐әmra 
ḥus ̣mәn . . . la barurya. kullu naše he, bas barurya la gawu. 
t(16) ọṛa la g‐mdagla barurya, kullu baxtata̠ ʾaqәlu qalúlele. g‐әmra 
ʾana g‐әmrannux kulle he, barurya lewa gawu. g‐emәr p̣a de‐p-
xazax. 
gәbewa maxzewa dәd (17) ʾáp‐aya baxta max kullu baxtáte̠la. ʾaqәla 
qalúlele. ma ʾwәdle? ʾә́twale xa HtalmídH ṛaba jwanqa, sqila, 
HneḥmádH, te̠le qam‐sạrәxle g‐emәr tạte̠ xzi ta̠ ʾamrәnnux. 
g(18) ‐emәr ma gәbәt ʾistadi? g‐emәr kiʾәtta baxti? g‐emәr he: ʾilaha 
natә̣rra, Htalmidat ḥaxámH. g‐emәr ʾәdyo lop kәsla malpalux, ʾana 
la k‐hawәn, la‐msә̣n lepәn, šud malpalux ʾaya. g‐emәr ʾistadi, 
kefux, ḅášile. 

24 < *b-šabta̠
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He ate the third meal [and] went to prayer[s]. He went to eve-(10) 
ning prayers and came back in the evening and wanted to make 
Havdalah.25 He said, ‘Will you not call the children?” She said, 
“No, leave them for now. Let them sleep a little more—they are 
very sick. Perhaps you should make Havdalah and afterwards I 
will call them to come.” 
He made Havdalah and [when] it was over, it was Sunday, it was (11) 
the week, it was not the Sabbath anymore. He said to her, “So, 
what’s happening with the children?” So she said, “Come and I’ll 
show them to you.” 
She went and showed him them lying in the bed, dead. “Why (12) 
didn’t you say [something]?” She said, “What should I have told 
you? Should I have upset you on the Sabbath? How could I have 
upset you?
In the morning I wanted to wake them up [and] both of them (13) 
were dead. So I covered them and I made an excuse so that you 
wouldn’t know, so that you would not be upset. And each time 
you asked me, I told you a different story. I made excuses.”
So Bruria also had . . . she was also a Torah scholar. She was very (14) 
learned in Torah. 
One day she and her husband were arguing over an issue of (15) 
Torah. So Rabbi Meir said to her, “All people, all women are 
weak‐minded.” She said, “Except for . . . not Bruria. Everyone 
[else] yes, but Bruria is not among them.” 
“The Torah doesn’t lie Bruria: all women are weak(16) ‐minded.” 
She said, “I’m telling you, everyone [else]—yes, but Bruria is not 
among them” “We’ll just see about that.” 
He wanted to prove that she too was a women like all [other] (17) 
women, that she was weak‐minded. What did he do? He had 
a student, very young, handsome and charming. He called him 
and said, “Look, come here—I have something to say to you.”
He said, “What is it you want, my teacher?” He said, “Do you (18) 
know my wife?” He said, “Yes, may God watch over her. She is 
a Torah scholar.” He said, “For today, learn with her; she will 
teach you. I won’t be here, I can’t learn. Let her teach you.” He 
said, “My teacher, as you wish. All right.” 

 is the name for the ceremony performed (’lit. ‘separation, differentiation) הבדלה 25
after the end of Sabbath, on Saturday night, to make an separation between the holi-
ness of the Sabbath and the mundanity of the week. 
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zәlle g(19) ‐emәr ʾistádile mira ʾahi yawatti ... malpatti. ʾistadi lәtle 
zăman didi, lәtle zăman tạti̠. gәbe, qam‐mšadәrri ʾahi malpatti. 
g‐әmra ytu. ytu ʾaxxa ʾu‐ʾana malpannux mәn ʿoya. 
molәpla. yom tre(20) ʾ xă‐ga xәt ʾistade g‐emәr ZtạleZ… zәlle kәsla, 
molәpla. yom tḷ̣aha, ʾaz ʾawa mboqәrre ʾistade g‐emәr ʾistadi, 
ʾanna tḷ̣aha yomata̠ tạṃá la qam‐malpәtti? 
b(21) ‐amrәnnux tạṃá. ḥal ʾu‐masăle didi d‐baxti hatxa wawa. ʾắxәni 
mjoḥәdlan, ʾana mәrri kullu baxtata̠ ʾaqәlu qalúlelu. ʾaya g‐әmra 
kullu heʾ, bas barurya la gawu. ʾana gәbәn ʾodәt hadax dәd 
maxzәtta dәd ʾaqәla qalúlele. 
g(22) ‐emәr ʾistadi ṃatọ, ma gәbәt mәnni? ma ʾodәn? g‐emәr si, baxtata̠ 
HʾassúrH xaze gure, lazәm yaʿni maqәryalux, ṃatọ g‐maqәryalux? 
g‐emәr ʾaya wәlla gu ʾoḍәt gyana, ʾana gu ʾoḍәt gyani, g‐әmrәn, 
k‐qarәn ʾaya k‐šamʾa ʾu ʾәn g‐ġaltә̣n g‐mtaknali.
g(23) ‐emәr bәnhe ʾәn . . . ʾ od hadax dәd mayʾәlalux l‐ʿoya. g‐emәr ʾistadi 
ṃatọ, HʾassúrH‐ila la k‐xašex yaʾlәn, HʾaválH yḥud! báxtuxila, la 
k‐xašәx.
ʾ(24) ana g‐yawәnnux ṛăšut. ʾana g‐yawәnnux ṛăšut, gәbәn malpәnna, 
maxzәnna dәd ʾáp‐aya ʾaqәla qalúlele max kullu baxtata̠. yʾol! bas 
ṃatọ, g‐emәr ṃatọ, g‐emәr xzi b‐amrәnnux. 
bәnhe lop flan sugya, xanča záh(25) ̣mela sugya. dăn ʾamrale qamux 
xa naqla ʾamrala qamux, năqәl tre marra lewi bәlyápәlla ʾayya 
taneʾta̠ lewi bәlyápәlla k‐xazax ṃatọ qam‐tạwsәratta? mayʾәlalux 
l‐ʿoya. p‐sạrxalux wәḷḷa ta̠ maxәzyannux ṃátọfila.
ʾ(26) az b‐atә̠t mayʾәlalux l‐ʿoya xa naqla xәt tre‐ga xәt ʾidux máttula 
ʾәš‐ʾaqla. ʾu‐xălas.̣ bas xa naqla HgamárnuH. 
ʾ(27) áp‐awa ʾwәdle xa yoma, tre, xa yoma qam‐mayʾәlale, yom tre bәš 
qrule, HtamídH ʾә́twale xa ḥušta, ma yaʿni la kiʾe, raši la kiʾe qare 
la kiʾe . . . tad malpale ḅaš yaʿni bәš hәnna, mәqayyad. 
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He went and said, “My teacher said that you are to give me . . . that (19) 
you are to teach me. My teacher does not have time for me; he 
does not have the time for me. He sent me [and] he wants you 
to teach me.” She said, “Sit down. Sit down here and I will teach 
you from inside.” 
She taught him. On the second day, once again his teacher (20) 
said . . . He went to her [and] she taught him. So, on the third 
day, he enquired of his teacher saying, “My teacher, why haven’t 
you taught me these three days?”
“I’ll tell you why”. The story as regards my wife is as follows. We (21) 
were arguing. I said that all women are weak‐minded [and] she 
said, “Everyone [else] yes, but Bruria is not among them. I want 
you to act in such a way as to show her that she is weak‐minded.” 
He said, “My teacher, how? What do you want me to do? What (22) 
am I to do?” He said, “Now, It is forbidden for men to see women. 
That is to say, she has to teach you. How does she teach you?” He 
said, “She is in her room and I am in my room”. I say, I read and 
she hears and if I make a mistake she corrects me. 
He said, “Tomorrow morning, if . . . do whatever makes her let (23) 
you go outside [your room].” He said, “My teacher, how [can 
I do this]? It is prohibited. I am forbidden from entering [her 
room, because of the laws proscribing] seclusion! She is your 
wife. It is prohibited!”
“I give you permission. I give you permission; I want to teach (24) 
her, to show her that she too is weak‐minded, like all women. Go 
in!” “But how?” he said, “How?” He said, “Look, I’ll tell you”.
Tomorrow, learn such(25) ‐and‐such a passage of the Talmud. The 
passage is quite difficult. When she reads it out once for you, the 
second time say to her, ‘I don’t understand, I don’t understand 
this letter. Let’s see, how did you interpret it?’ She will let you 
into [her room]. She will call you: ‘Come on, come and let me 
show you how it should be.’
So you will come and she will let you into [her room] once again, (26) 
two more times. [Then] put your hand on her leg. And that’s all. 
Just once and that’s that.”
So he did it for a day, two [days]. One day she let him into [her (27) 
room], on the second day he got closer. He always had an excuse, 
for instance, he couldn’t, he couldn’t read Rashi[’s commentary, 
and] he couldn’t . . . so that she could teach him well, or rather 
more, um, precisely.
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h(28) ̣il qrule qrule qrule, tkele hatxa yaʿni lewe bәxzaya, ʾida qam-
mutwale ʾәš‐ʾaqla tad xaze, la mḥokela yaʿni la xšula dәd . . . (JG: 
lewa mәndi) he, lewe mәndi xšula ma, HbәmikréH la wawa Hbax-
avanáH ʾide dәryale reša. ʾaz ʾáya‐ži la drela bala.
yom tre(29) ʾ bәš nqәḥle, yom tḷ̣aha bәš nqәḥle ʾu‐la mḥokela ḥil txәrra 
ʾu: ʾayya gori ʾwәdle ʾayya kulla, hoya ʾu‐la hoya ʾayya górile 
ʾwidale. gәbe maxzeli Hbeʾemét, ʾu‐ beʾemétH tṛ̣ósẹle. 
ʾ(30) awa tṛ̣ósẹle, ʾáp‐ana ʾaqәli qalúlele maxwatә̠d kullu baxtata̠. ʾana 
xšuli gyani bәš ʾáqәlili, bәš hә́nneli, ʾana la g‐ġaltan čŭ‐ga, ʾaz ma 
ʾitә̠n mabayni mabayn kullu? max kullu ʾáneli. ma k‐xašwánwala 
gyani . . . 
qәmla gyana mtultiyala. qam(31) ‐mtaltiyala gyana! te̠le l‐beta̠ k‐xa-
zela mtultétә̠lla baxta. báxtela mtultétә̠lla gyana. bxele, qtә̣lle 
gyane Hʾavál zeʾuH, mәtla. 
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Until he got closer and closer and closer. He leant over like this, (28) 
I mean, [as if] he could not see, [and] put his hand on her hand 
so that he could see. She did not say anything. She did not think 
that . . . [JG: It was nothing.] Yes, it was nothing. She thought that 
it must have been by mistake, that it was not on purpose that he 
put his hand on her. So she did not pay any attention.
On the second day, he touched her more [and] and on the third (29) 
day he touched her [even] more and she said nothing. Until she 
realised, “Oh! My husband is behind all of this. Without a doubt, 
this is my husband’s doing. He is trying to prove [it] to me. And 
he really is right. 
He is right. I too am weak(30) ‐minded, just like all women. I thought 
myself more intelligent, more what’s‐it‐called . . . that I would 
never slip up. So what is the difference between [all of] them 
and me? I am just like all of them. How could I have thought 
myself . . .”
Then she hanged herself. She hanged herself! He came home and (31) 
saw [his] wife hanging [there]. His wife had hanged herself. He 
cried, and hit himself in grief, but that was that: she was dead. 
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9.6 Text : How to Make Raki 

(JG: matọ g‐odiwa ʿaraqin?)
mat(1) ọ g‐odi ʿaraqin? ʿaraqin, g‐zoniwa ʾәnwe ʾon g‐mete̠wa ʾәnwe 
mәn karmane. 
H(2) lif ʿamímH g‐eziwa l‐karmane dәd mәšәlmane dәd suraye dәd 
quṛdaye, g‐yawíwalan ʾәnwe. g‐ewә́dwalu šuʾale, g‐ewә́dwalu 
pәlxana, k‐palәxwa tạtu̠, ʾaz ʾani g‐yawíwale ʾәnwe. 
ʾ(3) az ʾawa g‐meté̠walu gu salle ʾu‐g‐daréwalu gu ʾlina. ʾạn ʾәnwe 
g‐daréwalu gu ʾlina ʾu‐g-ṃaṛә́č̣walu, g‐ewә́dwalu max ṃozạ. 
g‐daréwalu gu ʾlina k‐sayә́dwale pәmmәt ʾlina bәd tịna ḥil 
gebiwa. 
băt(4) ә̠r gebiwa, xa‐tre‐tḷ̣aha yome hadax k‐šawә́qwalu gu ʾlina, 
g‐mapә́qwalu g‐daréwalu gu xa qazạn ṛapta̠, ʾon marәgla. 
k(5) ‐sayә́dwale pәmmet marәgla, k‐šayéʾwale pәmmәt marәgla, 
k‐šayéʾwale bәd tịna tad poxa la napәq mәn gawe. 
ʾ(6) u‐g‐darewa xa qanya gu marәgla ʾu‐marәgla g‐daréwale š-nura. 
g‐darewa nura xe marәgla, ʾu‐pәmme sida yaʿni šiʾa.
ʾ(7) az g‐ṛatәxwa, g‐ṛatxiwa ṃaye, ʾaz ṃaye, dăn ṛatxi k‐peši ʿaraqin. 
g‐yaʾliwa gu d‐o qanya, ʾu ʾo-qanya yarixa wewa, reše xeta 
b‐daréwale gu xa mәrәgla xәt.
ʾ(8) u‐g‐napәqwa hadax mәn marәglәt ʾәnwe d‐wewa ʾәš nura, 
g‐napәqwa k‐pešiwa max hәnna, kud ʾan d‐g‐ṛatәxwa ʾu‐g‐ṛatxa, 
ʾu‐deʾta̠ g‐napqawa bәd d‐o qanya, k‐košawa gu marәgla xeta, 
wәlle g-ṃaḷewa marәgla. 
g(9) ‐napәqwa xŭnaf qamaye hédi‐hedi, max čәppәkyata̠ čәppәkyata̠, 
ʾu‐ʾә́twale ʿaraqin ʾu‐k‐šatéwale. ḥil ʾәdyo hatxa g‐odi. 
ʾ(10) axxa b‐waxtәt te̠lan yarušalayim—gu ʿiraq ḥăram wewa ʾodiwa 
ʿaraqin, mapqiwa ʿaraqin. kud mapәqwa ʿaraqin ʾu‐ḥukuma 
yaʾawa ʾәbbe, g‐doqíwale, b‐doqíwale g‐mjazéwale ṛaba.
nexәt babi r(11) ̣aba naqle wullu mjúzyәlle, ṛaba naqle g‐doqíwale, 
k‐ete̠wa naše g‐mfasdiwa ʾәlle, g‐eziwa g‐әmriwa ta ḥukuma ta 
šuṛtạ flankas mopәqle ʿaraqin g‐mapәq ʿaraqin.
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(JG: How did they use to make raki?)
How do they make raki? They would buy grapes or bring grapes (1) 
from the orchards. 
Sometimes they would go to the orchards of Muslims or Chris-(2) 
tians or Kurds and they would give us grapes. You would do 
jobs for them, you would do work for them, you would work for 
them and then they would give you grapes. 
So he would bring them in a basket and put them into a large (3) 
container. He would put these grapes into a large container and 
crush them, make them into must. He would put them into the 
container and close the mouth of the container with clay until 
they fermented. 
After they had fermented—he would leave them in the container (4) 
like this for one, two or three days—he would take them out and 
put them into a large pot, or cauldron. 
He would close the mouth of the cauldron, he would seal the (5) 
mouth of the cauldron, he would seal it with clay so that air 
would not escape from inside.
He would insert a reed into the cauldron and he would put the (6) 
cauldron onto a flame. He would put a fire under the cauldron. 
And the mouth would be closed, or rather, sealed. 
So it would boil, the water would boil and the water, when it boiled, (7) 
became raki. It would enter the reed and this reed was very long, 
[and] he would put its other end into another cauldron. 
In this way, it would come out of the cauldron that was on the (8) 
flame, it would come out and become like what’s‐it‐called, every-
thing that had boiled and was boiling . . . the steam would come 
out through that reed, it would come out into the other caul-
dron, it would fill up the cauldron. 
Firstly, condensation would come out very slowly, dropwise. (9) 
Then there would be [liquid] raki and they would drink it. Until 
this day it is done in this way. 
Here [in Israel], when we came to Jerusalem—in Iraq it was ille-(10) 
gal to make raki, to distil raki. Anyone who distilled raki and 
was discovered by the government would be arrested and heavily 
fined. 
My late father was fined many times, many times he was arrested. (11) 
People would come and inform on him, they would go and tell 
the government, tell a policeman, “So‐and‐so has distilled raki, 
he is distilling raki.” 
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ʾ(12) az k‐ete̠wa l‐bete̠ g‐doqíwale, ʾәn k‐xazéwale g‐doqíwale. 
la xazéwale, r(13) ̣aba naqle la k‐xazéwale la kiʾewa, k‐ete̠wa 
b‐amә́rwalu lewi mupqa, ʾékele? maxzәt! lә́tloxun, tuwun ʾәn xaze-
tun ... lәtli. 
ʾ(14) az g-mtạšéwale la‐msẹwa xazéwale. bas xamka naqle naše 
HbidyúkH g‐әmríwalu bәd, b‐ema yoma, ʾaz k‐ete̠wa HbidyúkH 
ʾәš‐reše g‐doqíwale. 
g(15) ‐doqíwale g‐mjazéwale ṛaba, ṛaba g‐mjazéwale. 
mәšәlmane la k(16) ‐šate. ḥắramila. bas ʿaraqin ḥukuma wәlla 
muḥrámtәlle, bas ḥukuma ḥălal wewa mzabnawa. ʾәtwa dәkkane 
dәd ḥukuma. 
ʾ(17) әmsә̣twa yaʾlәtwa zonәtwa. HʾaválH ʾahi ʾodәt HʾassúrH‐ila, lá-
k‐qabliwa. ḥarám wawa, ḥarámila. ʾaz kud d‐ʾawәdwa la‐lʾatә̠t 
ḥukuma g‐mjazéwale g‐doqíwale.
g(18) ‐mjazéwale ṛaba g‐mjazéwale. xa šata gu ḥăbәs, ʾ afellu bә́š‐zodana. 
he! ʾafәllu xa šata tre HlәfaʿamímH g‐daréwalu gu ḥăbәs HʾaválH 
babi čugga la zә́lwale gu ḥăbәs, tama g‐yawәlwa baṛtịl. 
g(19) ‐doqíwale ʾaz g‐yawәlwa pare tad—baṛtịle. bas ma? g‐yawәlwa 
ṛaba pare, k‐payәšwa mәflәs mәskina. ma? k‐palәxwa xa šata, xa 
šata k‐palәxwa, g‐yawә́lwalu tạtu̠! k‐payә́šwale mәflәs! lә́twale, la 
k‐payә́šwale čŭ́‐mәndi. 
ʾ(20) az hadax ʿaraqin hadax g‐mapqiwale ʾu‐k‐šatewa. 
ʾ(21) az babi kiʾewa, šula dide ʾayya wewa, g‐mapәqwa ṛaba naqle 
ʿaraqin ta jamaʿa bәd ʿamәdya. jamaʿat ʿamәdya gәbéwale ʿaraqin, 
babi g‐mapәqwa ʿaraqin bassima. la kutxa kiʾe mapәq sqila ʿaraqin 
bassima. 
ʾ(22) ap‐aya HmiksọʿaH‐ile, šula d‐lazәm lepile. la kutxa ʾu‐xa‐msẹ 
mapәq ʿaraqin ḅaš. babi kiʾewa, HmumḥéH wewa, kiʾewa mapәqwa 
ʿaraqin ḅaš. ʾaz jamaʿat ʿamәdya gәbéwale ʿaraqin dide. dayman 
g‐әmríwale ta ʾedawata̠, hudaye k‐šatewa ʿaraqin ta ʾeda—dla 
ʿaraqin lewe ʾeda! matọ ʾeda dla štaya? la g‐bare! 
jama(23) ʿatyata̠ g‐yatwiwa, jamaʿa g‐yatwiwa gu knәšta ʾu‐g‐mkefiwa 
ʾaz lazәm hawewa ʿaraqin! k‐farḥiwa, kut făraḥ ʾu‐făraḥ lazәm 
ʿaraqin hawewa. 
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So they would come to his house and arrest him. If they caught (12) 
him [distilling it] they would arrest him. 
If they didn’t see him . . . many times they didn’t catch him, they (13) 
didn’t know. They would come and he would say to them “I 
haven’t distilled [raki]. Where is it? Show it [to me]!” “You have 
no . . . stay and if you find it . . . I don’t have any.” 
So they would hide it and they wouldn’t be able to find it. But (14) 
sometimes people would tell them [i.e. the authorities] on the 
exact day and they would come and catch him red‐handed and 
arrest him. 
They would arrest him and fine him heavily. They would fine (15) 
him heavily.
Muslims don’t drink it. It is forbidden [to them]. But the govern-(16) 
ment—[although] it was forbidden—only the government was 
permitted to sell it. There were government shops. 
You could go in and buy [it]. But making it yourself was forbid-(17) 
den, they did not permit it. It was forbidden. So everyone who 
made [it] without permission from the government would be 
fined and arrested. 
They would fine him, they would fine him heavily. One year in (18) 
prison, maybe even more. Yes! Even for a year, two sometimes, 
they would put them in prison, but my father never went to 
prison: there he would give bribes. 
They would arrest him and so he would give money so that . . . bribes. (19) 
So what [happened]? He would give [them] a lot of money and he 
would end up penniless. How so? He would work for a year, for a 
year he would work and he would give it to them! He would end 
up penniless. He didn’t have . . . not much was left for him. 
So that is how raki is distilled, and then they would drink it. (20) 
So my father knew [how], this was his work. He would often (21) 
distil raki for the community in Amәdya, The community of 
Amәdya liked raki and my father used to distil delicious raki. 
Not everyone can distil good raki. My father knew [how], he was (22) 
an expert, he knew how to distil good raki. They would always 
say to him at festivals [when] Jews were drinking raki for a fes-
tival, “Without raki it’s not a festival! How [can you have] a fes-
tival without drink, it’s impossible!” 
The communities would sit, the community would sit in the (23) 
synagogue and have fun, so there had to be raki! They would 
celebrate. At every celebration there had to be raki. 
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t(24) ạ kalo ʾu‐xәtna goriwa, ʾaz lazәm ʿaraqine. k‐šataxwa, hudaye 
k‐šatewa, HtamídH kullu farḥiyәt hawéwalan. 

(JG: ʾu‐yalunke‐ži?)
la z(25) ʾore. bas mәn xamšáʾәssәr, ʾәsri k‐šatewa. mәn kud d‐ṛwéwalu 
HmuttárH wawa. kud gәbe, k‐šatewa, g‐yawíwale. la wawa mәndi, 
la wawa HʾassúrH. bas la wawa, la k‐šatewa hadax. 
ʾ(26) әtwa xamka k‐šatewa HbeʾemétH ṛaba, k‐sakṛiwa m‐šeydәniwa. 
bas ʾәtwa xamka k‐šatewa ta bassimuta̠. 
ʾ(27) ana la ʾwәdli ču‐ga. bas xzeli, kiʾәn, ʾatta ta ʾodәn kiʾen matọ ʾodi. 
xzeli mәn babi matọd g‐ewәdwa ʾaz kiʾәn matọ g‐odile. bas ʾәmsә̣n 
ʾodәnne. g‐әmrәnnux lewa ḥoxma ṛapta̠. 
gәbele wa(28) ʿda yatwәt qame dla ... šeʾәtta ḅaš, ṃaye, poxa la yaʾәl 
gawe, tad mәn marәgla napәq gu marәgla xeta. 
ʾ(29) u‐kutru hawe side ḅaš tad tә̣mʾe hawe bassima. Hlәf ʿamímH 
g‐darewa gawe kud noʿәt tә̣mʾe, tạrpe dәd nәnxa tad hawe tә̣mʾa 
bassima, ḥil bәš bassima. ʾawa kiʾewa, lazәm la hawe ṛaba la hawe 
naqosạ. 
ʾ(30) awa kiʾewa, bәš kiʾewa mәnni, tad napeq bassima. ʾaz hatxa 
g‐odiwa, ʾayya hatxa g‐odiwa, ʿaraqin hatxa g‐odiwa. bas lewa 
ḥoxma ṛaba, ʾәmsẹ kutxa ʾu‐xa layәp ʾawәd. măre sạneʾta la lazәm 
hawe.
ʾ(31) axxa xă‐ga ʾwә́dwale babi. dăn te̠lan ʾeres‐̣yisraʾel, ʾә́twalan gu 
ʾarʾa deni gәnta̠ hatxa ṛápte̠la. ʾaz ʾә́twalan dalyata̠ ʾu‐dalyata̠ 
hulu ʾәnwe. hulu ʾәnwe.
babi g(32) ‐emәr xәllan ṃat xәllan HʾavalH pәšlu ṛaba. ʾәnwe pәšlu, ma 
ʾodax bohun? ʾazax mzabnaxlu l‐yarušalayim, ʾuṛxa raḥúqtela 
ʾu‐lә́twalan waʿda. záḥmela! lazәm ʾazax yarušalayim mzab-
naxlu. 
ʾ(33) az g‐emәr kiʾet ma? ʾana b‐odәnnu ʿaraqin. ʾu‐ʾawa qam‐ʾawәdlu 
ʿaraqin. qam‐ʾawәdlu ʾaraqin d‐wewa xa ʾәsri tḷ̣ati̠ bәtḷ̣e. bas xa 
naqla. tạmá? 
ʾ(34) ә́twalan xa šuṛtạ Hkatsín mištaráH, g‐әmríwale dawid ʿattar. xa 
mәrre tạte̠ g‐emәr tạte̠ babi ʾwәdle ʿaraqin mopәqle ʿaraqin. ʾaz 
HkanirʾéH ʾáxxa‐ži HʾassúrH‐ile mapqi ʿaraqin. ḥukuma la q‐qabla. 
ḥarámila mapoqәt ʿaraqin. 
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For a bride and groom [when] they got married there had to be (24) 
[some] glasses of raki. We used to drink. Jews used to drink. 

(JG: And children too?)
Not young ones. But from 15 [or] 20, they used to drink. From (25) 
when you had come of age, it was permitted. They would bring it 
to everyone who wanted to drink. It wasn’t a problem, it wasn’t 
forbidden. But it wasn’t . . . they didn’t drink all that much. 
There were some who really drank a lot—they would get intoxi-(26) 
cated and go crazy. But there were some who drank for the 
pleasant feeling. 
I myself never made it. But I saw, I know, I know how to make (27) 
it now. I saw from my father how he did it and I know how it 
is made. But I know how to make it. I’m telling you, it’s not [a 
thing that requires] much intelligence. 
It needs time to sit in front of it so that it doesn’t . . . so that it is (28) 
properly sealed, so that water, air doesn’t get inside, so that it 
comes out of the [one] cauldron into the other cauldron. 
And both must be well closed so that the taste is good. Some-(29) 
times he would put all kind of flavours in it, [like] mint leaves, 
so that the taste would be good. He knew [how]. There had to be 
not too much and not too little. 
He knew, he knew better than I do, so that it would turn out deli-(30) 
cious. So that’s how they would make it: raki was made like that. 
But it’s not [a thing that requires] much intelligence: everyone 
can learn to make [it]. [One] doesn’t have to be a professional.
Here [in Israel] my father once made it. When we came to the (31) 
Land of Israel, we had on our land a garden as large as this. So 
we had vines and the vines gave grapes. They gave grapes. 
My father said, “We have eaten what we have eaten but many are (32) 
left. There are grapes left. What shall we do with them?” To go 
and sell them in Jerusalem, the road was long and we didn’t have 
time. It was difficult. We had to go to Jerusalem [if we wanted] 
to sell them. 
So he said, “You know what? I will make them into raki.” And he (33) 
made them into raki. He made them into raki which was about 
ten or twenty bottles. [But] only once. Why? 
We used to have an officer, a policeman who was called David (34) 
Attar. Someone told him that my father had made raki, that he 
had distilled raki. So it seems that here too [i.e. in Israel] it is 
forbidden to distil raki. The government doesn’t allow it. The 
distillation of raki is illegal. 
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ʾ(35) az te̠le ʾo šuṛtạ dawid, te̠le kәs babi g‐emәr ta babi šmeʾli mopәqlux 
ʿaraqin! g‐emәr he wәḷḷa mopәqli xa ʿaraqin ta̠‐xzí! ta̠‐tṃóʾ! tad 
maxzәnnux ma kawe ʿaraqin ḅaš. 
ma mopәqlux t(36) ṛ̣osạ? g‐emәrre he, ma g‐әmrәnnux, mopәqli! HʾaválH 
lá-ydeʾle ʾawa te̠le gәbe dawәqle. ytule kәslan, yәmmi ʾwәdla mazza, 
pәsra. ytulu bәštaya. 
mot(37) e̠le muttule tạte̠ qame. g‐emәr ZtạleZ kiʾәt tạmá te̠li ʾaxxa? 
g‐emәr te̠lux mehwan baruxxabba gu ʾeni! te̠lux kәslan te̠lux gu 
bete̠ni. baruxxabba te̠lux, ma? tạmá ʾit? našәt xa‐dúkewax. tạmá 
te̠lux? te̠lux baruxxabba te̠lux! 
g(38) ‐emәrre la, naše mәrru tạti̠ dәd ʾahi mopәqlux ʿaraqin. g‐emәrre 
g‐әmrәnnux, ʾána‐ži g‐әmrәnnux mopәqli ʿaraqin! g‐emәr HʾaválH 
kiʾet ʾáxxa‐ži ḥắramila mapqi ʿaraqin. ḥukuma lá-q‐qabla!26 
ʾ(39) aḥ g‐emәr xun lewa max ʿiraq?! g‐emәr wәḷḷa max ʿiraq ʾap‐ʾaxxa, 
max ʿíraqila, la q‐qabli. ʾana Hbәtur šotérH te̠li ʾaxxa bas ʾana 
la g‐әmrәnnu, la g‐odәn čŭ́‐mәndi bas xa naqla xet k‐tạlbәn 
mәnnux.
ki(40) ʾәt naše fassadínelu b‐ate̠ mfasdi ʾәllux ʾaz lazәm xaṛaye 
doqәnnux. Hlafi ḥoqH lazәm nablәnnux l‐HmištaráH ʾu‐darennux 
gu ḥăbәs! ʾana, ʾe naqla feḥal hawәt, lewa čŭ́‐mәndi, la g‐әmrәn 
ta čuxxa. la g‐әmrәn, b‐amrәn dúglelu lewe mupqa.
ʾ(41) u‐hadax npәqle, bas mәn d‐o‐ga ʾaz babi ta xatә̣ṛ dawid—kun‐
naqla27 b‐amrile naše b‐azi naše ṛaba fassade ʾíte̠na.
H(42) ʾíʾefšarH naša ʾawәd ʿaraqin čuxxa la yaʾe, ṛexa ṛába‐ʾile, dăn 
g‐odәt ʿaraqin ṛexa k‐fayәr kulla maḥalle kulla šaʾuta̠ ṛexa g‐ezәl. 
g‐raʾši ʾәbbe bәd ṛexa ʾaz la‐msẹ ʾawәd bәd tә̣šwa. lewe xa mәndi 
ʾodәtte bәd tә̣šwa cuxxa la yaʾe. 
ʾ(43) az g‐emәr laʾ, madắm t‐ila ʾaxxa‐ži ḥăram, la g‐odәn xaṛaye, 
bassa. la ʾwәdle bәš-xә́t. 

26 < la k‐qabla
27 < kud-naqla
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So this officer, David, came. He came to my father’s house and (35) 
said to my father, “I’ve heard you’ve distilled raki.” He said, “Yes, 
by God I’ve made some great raki. Come and see! Come and 
taste, so that I can show you what good raki is!” 
“What? You’ve really distilled [raki]?” He said to him, “Yes, I’m (36) 
telling you, I’ve distilled [raki]!” But he didn’t know that he had 
come intending to arrest him. He sat with us, my mother made 
meze [and] meat. They sat drinking.
He brought it to him and put it in front of him. He said to him, (37) 
“Do you know why I came here?” He said, “You have come as a 
guest! Welcome, you are most welcome. You have come to our 
house! You are very welcome! Why [do you ask]? We are people 
from one place! Why have you come? You have come and you 
are welcome!” 
He said, “No. People have told me you have been distilling raki.” (38) 
He said to him, “I’m telling you, I’m telling you myself that I 
have distilled raki.” He said, “But do you know that it is illegal 
here too to distil raki? The government doesn’t allow it!” 
“Eugh,” he said, “it’s not like Iraq here, is it?” He said, “By God (39) 
here too it is like Iraq. It is like Iraq—they do not allow it. I came 
here in the capacity of a policeman but I won’t tell them, I won’t 
do anything but I’m asking you [not to do it] again.
You know people are telltales: they will come and inform on you (40) 
and then I will have to arrest you. According to the law I have to 
take you to the police and put you in prison. But I’ll let you off 
this time, it’s not a problem, I won’t tell anyone. I won’t tell, I’ll 
say it was a lie, he hasn’t distilled [raki].” 
And that’s how he distilled [raki]. But from that time, for David’s (41) 
sake, my father . . . people would tell him, people would come [to 
him], there are many telltales. 
It is impossible for a person to make raki without anyone finding (42) 
out. It has a strong smell. When you make raki, the smell wafts 
through the whole area, the whole neighbourhood. The smell 
would travel and people would be aware of it, so it was impos-
sible to make it in secret. It isn’t something you can do in secret 
without anyone finding out. 
So he said, “Because it is also forbidden here I won’t make it (43) 
again; that’s it.” He didn’t make it again. 
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xamra (44) HmuttárH‐ila ʾodi, bas ʿaraqin laʾ! HʾaválH tạṃá ḥukuma, 
xamra lewa ḥăram ʾodәt. ʾәṃsәt ʾodәt xamra kmad gәbәt. ʾәn t‐ʾila 
ḥăram ʾap‐aya ḥăram lazәm hoya. b‐xámra‐ži k‐sakṛi naše. 
ʾ(45) әtli xa naše kiʾәnnu dăn k‐šate xamra g‐mšéydәni. k‐šatәt xa 
bәtṭә̣l, tre bәtḷ̣e ʾәmsә̣t hawәt skiṛa, ʾәmsә̣t sakṛәt max ʿaraqin! 
maxwát ̠ ʿaraqin p‐sakṛәt!
hátxela. (46) ʾana la kiʾәn HbeʾemétH. ʾana kiʾen hatxa mәrre ʾo šuṛtạ, 
ʾawa mә́rwale ta babi k‐tạlbәn mәnnux xa ga xeta la ʾodәt tad la 
ʾodәttan balaye. la‐msạx, naše xaṛaye... 
ki(47) ʾәn naše dayman b‐ate̠ mfasdi, ʾana la‐gbәn doqәnnux ʾodәnnux 
balaye. ʾaz babi g‐emәr tạte̠ ta xatṛ̣ux bәš xәt la g‐odәn ʿaraqin, 
la g‐mapqәn. bas.
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Making wine is allowed, but not raki! But why is it not forbid-(44) 
den for you to make wine? You can make as much wine as you 
like. If [raki] is forbidden, it too should be forbidden. People get 
drunk from wine as well. 
I know some people who go crazy when they drink wine. You (45) 
drink one bottle or two bottles and you can be drunk. You can 
be drunk just like [from] raki! You’ll be just as drunk as [from] 
raki. 
[But] that’s how it is. I don’t really know [the law], I know that (46) 
that’s what that officer said, he said to my father, “I’m asking you 
not to make [raki] again, so that you don’t make trouble for us. 
We can’t have people afterwards . . . 
I know people will always come and inform [on you], I don’t (47) 
want to arrest you, to make trouble for you.” So my father said 
to him, “For your sake I won’t make raki again. I won’t distil 
[it]. That’s it.” 
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9.7 Text 7: Blacksmith Anecdote 

xă(1) ‐ga ʾәtwa ʾu-lәtwa tre naše măre quwwәta, gәbbaṛe. xaʾ măre 
susa wewa ʾu‐xaʾ naʿalči wewa. g‐ewәdwa naʿle ta ḥawyane, ta 
suse, ta kawḍәne, ḥadada.
t(2) e̠le g‐emәr ʾәtlux naʿle ḅaš? gәbәn tre naʿle quwye la tori. g‐emәr 
he:. ʾәtli xoš naʿle. 
g(3) ‐emәr kmayle ḥaqqu? g‐emәr tạte̠ xa dәrham kud naʿla. g‐emәr 
ʾana b‐yawәnnux bas ʾәn hawe b‐lәbbi. ʾana mgabәnnu b‐ʾidi. 
naʿle t‐hawe ḅaš b‐yawәnnux tre dәrhăme. 
t(4) a̠‐mgábilux! šqәlle naʿla qamaya qam‐dawәqle hatxa, qam‐ḥarәšle, 
qam‐tawәrre, qam‐mamḥele. naʿla qam‐dawәqle b‐ʾide matọ 
d‐ә́twale quwwәta hatxa, qam‐dawәqle, qam‐mamḥele. 
g(5) ‐emәr naʿla rә́pyele. g‐emәr ḥáqqiwәt, šqullux xa‐xét. šqәlle ʾo tre 
ʾap‐ayya qam‐ʾawәdle hatxa qam‐mamḥele. g‐emәr mә́rrilux halli 
naʿle, mәrri tạtu̠x halli naʿle ḅaš. 
he, t(6) a̠‐mgábilux. ʾәtli. wәllu ʾaxxa. ʾәsṛ̣i naʿle hadax qam‐tawәrru 
tạte̠. g‐emәr HtovH, ʾayya ḅášile. ʾawa šqәlle tre naʿle, ʾarba naʿle ta 
susa, g‐emәr dә‐mxilu ta susa. 
mxele t(7) ạte̠ ta susa, qam‐darelu, qam‐naʿәlle susa. šqәlle qam‐yawәlle 
tre darhăme kud naʾla. yaʿni tmanya darhăme. 
qam(8) ‐dawәqle darham, qam‐dawәqle b‐ʾide. ʾana mirәtti halli pare, 
lewu darhăme, č̣óʾelu. qam‐mamḥele kullu darhăme. 
xzele (9) ʾap‐awa xoš‐górele, g‐emәr ḥaqqánewәt. šqullux tre-xét. šqәlle 
tre-xә́t, ʾap‐aya qam‐mamḥelu. šqәlle tre-xét, qam‐mamḥelu. 
g(10) ‐emәr xura halli ʾidux. ʾahi gora max gorawúti̠wәt, maxwáti̠wәt. 
sạḥát hawelux. gyanux bassәmta. 
ya(11) ʿni la kṛәblu xa mәn d‐o‐xeta, xzele ʾap‐awa xoš gora 
maxwáte̠hile. šqәlle ta gyane ʾu‐zәlle. hule ḥaqqe ʾu‐zәlle.
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Once upon a time, there were two strong men, heroes. One [of (1) 
them] was a horse owner and the other was a farrier. He made 
shoes for animals, for horses, for mules—a blacksmith. 
[The other man] came and said, “Do you have good horseshoes? (2) 
I want two strong horseshoes that will not break.” [The other] 
said, “Yes. I have great horseshoes.” 
He said, “How much are they?” He said to him, “One dirham per (3) 
horseshoe.” He said, “I will only pay you if they meet with my 
approval. I will choose them myself. For each good horseshoe I 
will give you two dirhams.”
“Come and choose [them] for yourself!” He took the first horse-(4) 
shoe, held it like this and crushed it. He broke it, crushed it, 
destroyed it. He took the horseshoe in his hand and because of 
his great strength he held it and destroyed it.
He said, “It’s a weak horseshoe.” He said, “You’re right, take (5) 
another one.” He took a second one and he did the same to that 
one, he destroyed it. He said, “I told you to give me horseshoes, 
I told you to give me good horseshoes.”
“Yes, come and choose for yourself. They are here.” He broke ten (6) 
of his shoes in this way. He said, “OK, this one is good.” He took 
two shoes, four shoes for the horse and said, “Please fix them to 
the horse.”
He fixed them to his horse, he put them on, he shod the horse. (7) 
He took [out] two dirhams per shoe and gave them to him, so 
eight dirhams [in all].
He [i.e. the farrier] took a dirham; he held it in his hand. “I told (8) 
you to give me money. These are not dirhams, they are fragile.” 
He destroyed all of the dirhams.
He saw that he too was a strong man. He said, “You are right. (9) 
Take two more.” He took two more and destroyed these too. He 
took two more and destroyed them.
He said, “My friend, give me your hand. You are a strong man (10) 
like I am. You are like me. May you be healthy, may things go 
well for you.”
That is to say, they did not get angry with each other. He saw that (11) 
he too was a strong man just like him. He took [the horseshoes] 
and went [away]. He paid him and went [away].
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9.8 Text 8: Queueing for Watermelons 

h(1) ̣alan, ḥal ṛaba zaḥme wewa. ʾәtwa, k‐palxiwa ʾu pәlxána‐ži lәtwa. 
k‐xapriwa, k‐toriwa kepe, HpoʿalímH g‐әmríwalan, ʾu‐lә́twa‐ži, 
lәtwa šula.
ʾ(2) o‐ga ḥal ṛaba HkašéH wewa gu ʾeres‐̣yisrael. ʾixala lәtwa gu 
ʾeres‐̣yisrael. gu dәkkane dәd ḥukuma ʾәtwa kulle mәndi, ʾәtwa 
pәsra, ʾәtwa ʾixala bassima bas ma? la ta kut xa ʾu‐xá. 
bas ma t(3) ‐ila kti̠wta. yaʿni kud ʾarba naše g‐yawíwalu xa laxma, xa 
dorәkta̠. ʾәn lәtwa yalunke zʾore, beʾe la k‐šaqliwa. 
bas xalwa u be(4) ʾe g‐yawiwa ta yalunke zʾore. ʾәn lә́twale yalunke 
zʾore, la g‐yawiwa. pәsra ta sawone ʾu‐ta yalunke zʾore, xă‐ga 
b‐šabta̠. 
xă(5) ‐ga b‐šabta̠ g‐yawiwa, kutxa g‐yawiwa ʾap‐awa kutxa ʾәmma 
gram. biš xәt mәn ʾәmma gram la k‐šaqәlwa čuxxa. 
r(6) ̣aba naqle feka qat ̣ lәtwa. kamәtr̠e lәtwa, ḥluke lәtwa, ʿaṛṃone 
lәtwa, laymune, xabuše, pәrtaqale, šaftíya‐ži lәtwa, naše . . . 
k(7) ‐taxrәn xă‐ga te̠walu moté̠walu šaftiye, hatxa. pә́šwale ṛeza 
m‐axxa ḥil reš HkvišH, ṛeza yari:xa ta xa šaftiya, ta zonә́twalux 
xa šaftiya.
xamka naše g(8) ‐odiwa gyanu smixe tad yawíwalu qamaya, tad 
matẹwa garru qam kullu, riš dugle. 
ʾ(9) u-g‐darewa xa stabita̠ tad yaʾewa, xašwiwa smíxelu ʾu‐tad ʾaziwa 
qamaye bәd ṛeza. lәtwa mәndi. 
xă(10) ‐ga stabita̠ npәlla mәn‐gu hәrget xa baxta ʾu‐kullu xzelu lewa 
smәxta! stabita̠ wawa! mәn naxputa̠ ʾriqala gyana.
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Our situation was a very hard one. There was . . . we used to work, (1) 
and there wasn’t even any employment. We used to dig [and] 
break rocks—we were called “labourers”. And there weren’t any 
jobs either. 
At that time, the situation was very difficult in Israel. There was (2) 
no food in Israel. In the government-run shops there was every-
thing. There was meat; there was good food, but what [was the 
problem]? [It was] not for everyone. 
Only what was written down. I mean to say, every four people (3) 
would be given bread, a loaf of bread. [And] if [a family] had no 
small children, they would not [be allowed to] take eggs. 
Milk and eggs were only given to small children. If [a person] (4) 
didn’t have small children, they would not be given to him. Meat 
[was] for the elderly and for small children, once a week.
Once a week they would give out [meat]. Each person was (5) 
given 100 grams. Nobody [was allowed] to take more than 100 
grams. 
Often there was no fruit at all. There were no pears, no plums, (6) 
no pomegranates, lemons, apples, [or] oranges. There were no 
watermelons either.28 People . . . 
I remember [that] once [some people] had came and brought (7) 
watermelons, this size.29 The queue started here [and] had reached 
the main road. [It was] a lo-o-ong queue for a watermelon, so 
that you could buy yourself a watermelon. 
Some people pretended to be pregnant so that they would be (8) 
given [a watermelon] first, so that their turn [to buy one] would 
arrive before everyone [else], by deception. 
They positioned a pillow so that [people] would know, would (9) 
think that they were pregnant, so that they could go to the head 
of the queue. It was easy. 
Once, a pillow fell out from under one woman’s clothes and (10) 
everyone saw that she wasn’t pregnant! It was a pillow! She ran 
away out of embarrassment!

28 At the time this text was being recorded, many of the fruits listed by the infor-
mant were on the table next to him, including a very large watermelon.

29 At this point, the informant motioned towards the watermelon on the table.
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9.9 Text 9: Smoking

kutxa (1) ʾә́twale kәsta dәd tŭtun. ʾu‐ʾә́twale waraqәd tŭtun. 
g(2) ‐ewә́dwalu hatxa, g‐darewa hatxa waraqa, g‐darewa gu palga, 
g‐ṃaḷéwala, ʾu‐g‐ġadéʾwala, ʾu‐g‐dabә́šwala bәd roqe, ʾu‐k‐pešawa 
max jigaṛa.
ʾ(3) u‐sṭạwbăre k‐šaqәlwa mʿalә́qwale puš, g‐garәšwa jigaṛa. 
ʾ(4) ạn xamka naqle g‐garәšwa kalunka, baska. xamka ʾәtwa 
k‐әxlíwale! kalunka g‐ṃaḷewa, Hlәf ʿamímH g‐ṃaḷewa qәrәš k‐әxliwa 
mәn laxma. 
t(5) ә̣mʾәd jigaṛa wewa. yalunke laʾ. mәn taltaʾsәr—yalunke ḥil 
barmәsẉa la g‐garšiwa.
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Everyone used to have a box of tobacco leaves. And one used to (1) 
have paper for tobacco. 
One used to make them like this: one placed the paper like this (2) 
and put it [i.e. the tobacco] in the middle. One would fill it and roll 
it up and seal it using spittle and it become a sort of cigarette.
One would take a flintstone and light some tree sap and [then] (3) 
smoke the cigarette.
Or sometimes one used to smoke a pipe, a (4) baska.30 Sometimes 
they used to eat it! They used to fill the pipe; sometimes they used 
to fill it [and] they used to eat the black residue with bread!
It had the flavour of a cigarette! Children [did] not [smoke]. (5) 
From [the age of] thirteen—children would not smoke until the 
[age of] Bar Mitzvah.

30 K ‘arm’.
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9.10 Text 10: Snakes, Scorpions, Sticks and a Sheikh

(JG: ʾәn xa naša xuwwa g‐naʾә́swale, ma g‐odíwale tad tạṛәs?̣)
H(1) bәʾemétH zaḥme wawa. ṛaba zaḥme. ṛaba naše g‐meti̠wa mәn xuw-
wawe. kud naʾә́swale xuwwa, ʾәn hawewa xuwwa samana, lәtwa ču 
dәrmane.
ʾ(2) u‐duxture lә́twalan. ḥil m‐nablә́twale l‐mosә̣l mә́twale. HʾavalH ʾәtwa 
xaraškăre, ʾәtwa šex, xa šex g-әmríwale, quṛdaya. kud naʾә́swale 
xuwwa g‐nablíwale kәsle.
ʾ(3) awa ʾә́twale tre šabuqe, g‐emәrwa xa sḷ̣ota̠ hatxa g‐mpatpәtwa gu, la 
kiʾen ma g‐emәrwa, g‐maxewa hatxa l‐ʾide, kulle žăhәr g‐napәqwa. 
la kiʾen, ma g‐emәrwa la kíʾaxni. HʾaválH naše k‐tạṛsịwa. 
ki(4) ʾaxwa, soti xă‐ga zella l‐gәlla, matọd meti̠ gәlla ta beta̠, nuwwa ʾo 
hәnna tumanitke, ganamoke, zәlla mәn tụra l‐tụra. ʾida mundiyála, 
xuwwa wewa tama, la monәxla, čik, qam‐naʾәsla ʾida. 
h(5) ̣il te̠la l‐beta̠ ʾida pәšla max tụla, mʿobela. qam‐nablila kәs šex, 
g‐әmri ZtạleZ xuwwa qam‐naʾәsla, te̠le bәqraya ʾu‐drele xanča ṃaye 
ʾәlla, ʾan šabuqe hatxa mxele ʾәlla hatxa, g‐maxéwalu ʾәlla, kulle 
hәnna g‐napәqwa mәnna. tṛ̣ә́sẉala! ṃatọ la kiʾen. 
H(6) ʾaválH ʾәtwa ṛaba quṛdaye dăn g‐naʾә́swalu xuwwa, ʾәn hoya 
bәd ʾidu, HbammakómH sạboʾtәd gyanu qat ̣ʾ íwala. ʾәtwa jaʿoda 
mәnne, ʾәtwa skina, čak! kiʾewa biš tọ mәn mota̠, sạboʾta b‐aza 
b‐aza bas p‐xaye. hatxa wawa. 
r(7) ̣aba naše ʾә́twalohun, hәnne, nasәd măre karmane, mәskine wewa, 
g‐odiwa g‐ġazḍ̣iwa gәlla, g‐napәqwa gәlla ṛaba, ʾaz gәlla lewa ḅaš 
ta darubare, lazәm ġazḍ̣ile gәlla, tad dara qayәm ḅaš, tad zarʾi ʾodi 
bajane, zarʾi zroʾtyata̠ xeta. 
ʾ(8) az dăn g‐ġazḍ̣iwa gәlla Hlәf ʿamímH kawewa xuwwa gu gәlla la 
k‐xazéwale, čik, g‐dawә́qwala ʾidu. ʾaz ʾo qat ̣ʾ íwala.
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(JG: If a person was bitten by a snake, what did they do so that he 
would recover?)

It was really difficult, very difficult. Many people died from snakes: (1) 
anyone who was bitten by a snake, if it was a venomous snake, 
there were no antivenoms.
And we didn’t have doctors. By the time you would have got a per-(2) 
son to Mosul, he would have been dead. But there was a magician, 
there was a sheikh, they called him a “sheikh”, a Muslim. They 
used to take anyone who had been bitten by a snake to him.
He had two sticks and he used to say a prayer and tap like this (3) 
on . . . I don’t know what he used to say . . . he used to hit his [i.e. the 
patient’s] hand [and] all the venom used to come out. I don’t know, 
we don’t know what he used to say, but people would recover. 
[But] we did know [about him]: my grandmother once went [to (4) 
pick] grasses and herbs, in the way that they would go and bring 
herbs for the home: arum, what’s-it-called, wild chives, maize. She 
would walk from mountain to mountain. She stuck out her hand 
[and] a snake was there. She didn’t look. Snip, it bit her hand. 
By the time she came home her hand had become like a drum, (5) 
it had swollen up. They took her to the sheikh’s house; they told 
him [that] a snake had bitten her. He began to recite [something] 
and put some water on her. He hit those sticks like this against 
her, he hit her with them [and] all the what’s-it-called came out 
from her. 
But there were many Muslims, [who], when a snake bit them, (6) 
if it was on [their] hand, they would cut off their own finger. He 
had a hatchet with him, a knife, snip! They knew that it was better 
than death. [If] the finger would be lost, it would be lost, but they 
would live. That’s how it was. 
Many people had . . . what are they called, people [who were] (7) 
orchard owners, they were [often] unfortunate. They would do it; 
they would cut away the grass. A lot of grass would grow. Now 
grass is not good for trees, the grass must be cut away so that a 
tree will grow well, so that one can sew, plant tomatoes, [or] sew 
another [kind of] crop. 
So when they cut away the grass, sometimes there used to be a (8) 
snake in the grass. Snip, it would catch his hand. So he would cut 
it off.
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ʾ(9) ә́twa‐ži gәllale, ʾ әtwa xamka gәllále‐ži, g‐daraxwa ʾ әllu, g‐daréwalu 
ʾәllu. bas la HtamídH k‐tạṛsịwa. bas ʾәtwa gәllale, ʾәtwa gәllale, 
maqedíwalu g‐daréwalu rešu. 
 H(10) ʾaválH r ̣aba naše g‐meti̠wa. ṛa:ba naše. kud d‐naʾә́swale xuwwa 
zә́lwale. 

(JG: ʾu dәd ʾaqurwe‐ži?) 
ʿ(11) aqәrwe g‐naʾsíwalan HʾaválH la g‐meti̠wa, naše la g‐meti̠wa ʾәbbu. 
la k‐taxrәn dәd nášele mita̠ mәn‐qam nʾastәd ʿaqurwa.
g(12) ‐marʾawa ʾu‐g‐odiwa, k‐sạrxiwa haware mәn ṃa d‐g‐marʾawa 
ʾidu. tre‐tḷ̣á yomata̠ xamka lәbbu k‐xaruwa, ṃad wawa žăhәr 
dohun pis.
H(13) ʾavalH k‐tạṛsịwa, mәnnu l‐gyanu k‐tạṛsịwa. bătә̠r tre, tḷ̣aha yome 
k‐tạṛsịwa, lewa čú‐mәndi.
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There were also herbs. There were some herbs [which] we would (9) 
put on them. They would put them on them. But they would not 
always recover. But there were herbs, [which] they would burn 
[and then] they would put them on them. 
But many people died. A huge number of people. Anyway who (10) 
was bitten by a snake was [almost certainly] done for.

(JG: And scorpions as well?)
Scorpions used to sting us but people wouldn’t die, people (11) 
wouldn’t die from them. I don’t remember a person having died 
as a result of a scorpion’s sting.
It used to hurt, and they used to do . . . they used to cry for help (12) 
because of how much their hand[s] used to hurt. For two or 
three days they used to be a bit ill, because their [i.e. the scorpi-
ons’] poison was dangerous. 
But they used to recover; they used to recover by themselves. (13) 
After two [or] three days they would recover.





CHAPTER TEN

GLOSSARY 

Below is an alphabetical list of ANA words which appear in this mono-
graph, along with their translations into English.1 This glossary, is first 
and foremost, intended as a resource to assist in comprehension of the 
texts of Section 9 above, but some other words are included. It is not 
the intention that this list be comprehensive, but it is rather intended 
to assist the reader in his reading of the texts and examples in this 
monograph and in his analysis of their structure. To this end, some 
additional lexicographical details are given, such as plural/s, gender 
and, on an ad hoc basis, various irregular or unexpected forms and/
or etymologies. 

ʿajabuta̠ (f.) ‘wonder, amazement’, cf. ʿ-j-b
ʾala (f.) pl. ʾalale ‘side, direction, place’
ʾalpa pl. ʾalpe, ʾalpahe ‘(one) thousand’
ʾămәr (m.) pl. ʾamre ‘command, word’
ʾamta (f.) pl. ʾamtata̠ ‘paternal aunt’
ʾap- prefixed to independent pronouns, ‘also, too’
ʿaqәl (m.) ‘brain, mind, intelligence’
ʾaqla (f.) pl. ʾaqle, ʾaqlata̠, ʾaqlawata̠ ‘leg, foot’
ʿaqәrwa (f.) pl. ʿaqәrwe ‘scorpion’
ʾarʾa (f.) pl. ʾarʾata̠ ‘earth, ground, plot (of land)’
ʿaraḅaya (m.) pl. ʿaraḅaye ‘Arab, Muslim’

1 The “alphabetical” order used here is: ʾ ʿ, a, b, ḅ č č̣, d ḍ, e ә, f, g, ġ, h, ḥ, i, j, k, l ḷ, 
m ṃ, n ṇ, o, p p̣, q, r ṛ, s s,̣ š, t t,̣ t,̠ u, v, w ẉ, x, y, z z,̣ ž.

As can be seen from the above, for the purposes of alphabetisation, no distinction is 
made between the following consonant pairs: <ʾ> and <ʿ>; <b> and <b>̣, <č> and <č>̣, 
<d> and <ḍ>, <l> and <l>̣, <m> and <ṃ>, <n> and <ṇ>, <p> and < p̣>, <r> and <r>̣, 
<s> and <s>̣, <t> and <t>̣, <w> and <w>̣, <z> and <z>̣. <ġ>, <ḥ>, <š>, <t>̠ and <ž> are, 
however, distinguished from <g>, <h>, <s>, <t> and <z>, respectively, and follow them, 
respectively, in the system of alphabetisation employed. 

Similarly, no distinction is made in terms of alphabetisation between the vowels 
<e> and <ә>. Long and short vowels are also considered equivalent for the purposes 
of alphabetisation, whether they be marked or unmarked by the transcription system 
used (see 0.4.3). The hyphens used to separate the consonantal radicals of a verbal 
roots are also ignored for the purposes of alphabetisation.
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ʿaraqin (m.) pl. ʿaraqine ‘raki’
ʾarba ‘four’
ʿaṛṃota (f.) pl. ʿaṛṃone ‘pomegranate, pomegranate tree’
ʾ-r-q ‘to run’, used reflexively in the sense of ‘to flee’
ʿarwit (f.) ‘evening prayer service’ (< H ערבית ‘evening prayer service’)
ʾatta ‘now’
ʿavize, ʿawize (pl.) ‘items, things (purchased)’
ʿawon f. ‘sin, guilt’
ʾaxxa ‘here’
ʾaya ‘she’
ʿ-b-y II ‘to swell up, to inflate’
ʾәbbe, ʾәbba, ʾәbbu etc. see b-
ʾeda (m.) pl. ʾedawata̠ ‘festival’ 
ʾәdyo ‘today’
ʾega ‘so, now then’
ʾәġde, ʾeġdade ‘together’, mәn ʾәġde, m-әġde, m-әġdade ‘with each other, 

together’
ʾәlle, ʾәlla, ʾәllu see l-
ʾema ‘which?’
ʾena (f.) 1. ‘eye’ pl. ʾene 2. ‘well, spring’ pl. ʾenawata̠
ʾ-n-n II ‘to help’
ʾәnuta̠ (f.) pl. ʾәnwe ‘grape’
ʾeqo (f.) ‘sorrow, straits’ 
ʾeres‐̣yisrael (f.) ‘the land of Israel, the Holy Land’
ʾәrba (m.) pl. ʾerwe ‘sheep’
ʾәš see reš
ʾәtle, ʾәtla etc. see ʾit 
ʾәtwa existential particle ‘there was / were’; with a-set suffixes, preterite 

of ‘to have’, e.g. ʾә́twale ‘he had’, cf. ʾit
ʾida (f.) pl. ʾidata̠ ‘hand’
ʾilaha pl. ʾilahe ‘God, god’
ʿinsan (m.) ‘human(-being), humanity’
ʾistada pl. ʾistadawata̠ ‘master, teacher, sir’
ʾiššalla ‘if God wills’
ʾit, ʾitә̠n, ʾíte̠na existential particle, ‘there is, there are’; with a-set suf-

fixes, ‘to have’, e.g. ʾәtle ‘he has’, cf. ʾәtwa
ʾixala (m.) cnstr. ʾixal ‘food, dish (of food’
ʿ-j-b II ‘to be surprised’
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ʿ-l-q ‘to catch, to collect, to gather, to touch; to catch fire’ III ‘to set 
on fire’

ʾ-m-r (pret. mәrre, impv. mar) ‘to say’
ʾ-n-n II ‘to help’
ʾ-n-x III m-n-x (impv. s. menәx, impv. pl. menxun) ‘to look, to take a 

look around’
ʾoḍa (f.) pl. ʾoḍe ‘room’
ʿoya ‘inside’
ʾ-t-̠y (pret. te̠le, impv. ta̠ (s.) ‘to come, to go’ III m-t-̠y ‘to bring’
ʾuṛwa (adj.) f. ṛapta̠ pl. ʾuṛwe ‘big, large’ 
ʾuṛwa (n.) ʾuṛwane ‘head, chief, elder’
ʾuṛxa (f.) pl. ʾuṛxata̠, ʾuṛxawata̠ ‘way, road’
ʾ-w-d ‘to do, to make’
ʾ-x-l (pret. xәlle) ‘to eat’
ʿ-y-n ‘to help, to assist’, usually in ʾәn ʾilaha ʿayәnni ‘may God help me, 

with God’s help’ or similar phrases
ʾ-z-l (pret. zәlle, impv. s. sa, impv pl. suwun) ‘to go, to journey’
ʿ-z-m ‘to invite (usually to a meal)’ 
b-, bәd ‘in, on, at’, with suffixes ʾәbb-
b-xudrešux ‘by your life’ (< *b-xabra d-rešux)
baba (m.) pl. babawata̠ ‘father, forefather, ancestor’
bajanta pl. bajane ‘tomato’, more fully bajanta smuqta, bajane kome 

‘aubergines’
balki, bálkiәn ‘perhaps, maybe’
baladiya (f.) pl. baladiye ‘municipality, city administration’
bamri ‘one might say; (almost) as if ’ 
baruxabba ‘welcome’
baṛtịl (m.) pl. baṛtịle ‘bribe; ransom’
bassimuta̠ (f.) ‘pleasure; pleasantness, sweetness’
ḅaš (inv.) ‘good, OK’
bătә̠r ‘after, behind’, with suffixes batr̠-
baxta (f.) cnstr. bax pl. baxtata̠ ‘woman, wife’
ḅažir (f.) pl. ḅažere ‘city’
beʾta (f.) pl. beʾe ‘egg’
bәnhe (m.) pl. bәnhawata̠ ‘morning; in the morning’
bәštọ, bәštọr, bәštọf- ‘better, [the] best’
bәtә̣l, bәtṭә̣l (m.) pl. bәtḷ̣e ‘bottle’
beta̠ cnstr. be, bet ̠(m.) pl. bate, beta̠wata̠ ‘house, home’
b-l-ʾ ‘to swallow’ 
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b-n-y ‘to build’
b-q-r II ‘to ask (a question)’
brona (m.) cnstr. bәr pl. bnone ‘son’
b-r-y ‘to occur, to happen’
b-š-l II ‘to cook’
b-x-y ‘to cry’ 
b-zoṛ see zoṛ 
čamma (m.) pl. čammane ‘field, meadow’
č̣appa (m.) pl. č̣appe ‘turn, bend, nook, corner’
čarmәkaní in y-t-w čarmәkaní ‘to sit down in the Oriental sitting pos-

ture (= H מזרחית  This position is roughly equivalent to) .’(ישיבה 
sukhasana in yoga.)

čarp̣aya (f.) pl. čarp̣aye ‘bed’
čәppәkta̠ (f.) pl. čәppәkyata̠ ‘drop (of liquid)’
č̣-ṃ-y ‘to be extinguished’ III ‘to extinguish; to blind (usually meta-

phorically)’
č̣oʾa f. č̣oʾta pl. č̣oʾe ‘smooth; fragile’
č̣ol ‘the wild, forest, countryside, ≠ ḅažәr / mata̠’
ču ‘no, G kein’, čugga ‘never’, čŭ́‐mәndi ‘nothing’, čuxxa ‘no-one’
čugga see ču
čú‐mәndi see ču 
čunkun ‘because’
čuxxa see ču
d-, t- ‘of, from’, genitive particle of annexation, see 2.3
d-ʾ-r ‘to come/go back, to return’ III 1. ‘to return (trans.), to bring 

back’ 2. ‘to vomit’
dalita̠ (f.) pl. dalyata̠ ‘vine’
dăn ‘when (used with past tenses)’, cf. dana
dana ‘instant (n.), xắ-dana ‘all at once, all of a sudden’, cf. dăn
daqiqa (adj.) f. daqәqta 1. ‘thin, fine’ 
daqiqa (n.) (f.) ‘minute’ pl. daqiqe
dara (m.) pl. dare ‘tree’ 
darbaste (f.) ‘stretcher’
dašta (f.) pl. daštata̠, dašte, daštawata̠ ‘field’
dayman ‘always’
d-b-š ‘to stick, to attach, to seal, to root to the spot’
de, dә particle of request, ‘please, let me, why don’t you, etc.’
deʾta̠ (f.) ‘perspiration, sweat, condensation’
dәbba (f.) pl. dәbbata̠ ‘bear’
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dәkkana (f.) pl. dәkkane ‘shop’ 
dewa (m.) pl. dewe, dewawe, dewawata̠ ‘wolf ’
d-g-l II ‘to lie’, cf. dugla
d-l-d-l ‘to hang, dangle’
d-m-x ‘to sleep’
dorәkta̠ (f.) pl. dorәkyata̠ ‘loaf (of bread)’
d-r-y ‘to put, to place’, d-r-y bala ‘to pay attention’
dugla (m.) pl. dugle ‘lie, untruth’, cf. d-g-l II
dukta̠ (f.), duka (f.) pl. dukane ‘place’
dúrtәdyom, durtәdyóm, dәrtyom ‘the following day’
duxtur (m.) pl. duxture ‘doctor’
d-w-q ‘to hold, to grab, to catch, to squeeze’
ḍ-y-ʿ ‘to disappear; to die’ III ‘to hide away’ 
făqir f. făqir, făqәrta pl. făqire ‘poor’
fărah, farḥiye (f.) pl. farḥiye ‘joy, happiness’
fassada (m.) pl. fassadine, fassade ‘informer, telltale’
feḥal ‘forgiveness’, e.g. used in feḥal hawәt ‘you are forgiven’ or feḥal! 

‘[I beg your] forgiveness’, cf. f-ḥ-l
feka (m.) pl. feke ‘(piece of) fruit’
f-h-m ‘to understand’ III ‘to explain, to make (someone) understand’
fišăka (m.) pl. fišăke ‘bullet’
f-ḥ-l II ‘to forgive’, cf. feḥal
flan (inv.) ‘a certain, such-and-such a’
flankas ‘so-and-so, whatsisname, a certain man’
f-n-y ‘to perish, to be destroyed’ III ‘to destroy, wipe out’
f-r-ḥ ‘to be happy’ III ‘to make happy’
f-ṛ-j II ‘to view, to watch; to put in order’
f-ṛ-m-n ‘to issue and edict’
f-s-d ‘to inform (on)’
f-t-š II ‘to investigate, to examine’, cf. mefattәš
f-y-d ‘to be of use, benefit’
gabbay (m.) pl. gabbaye ‘lay person who assists with the running of a 

synagogue and with communal institutions; gabbai’
ganamoke ‘maize (plant)’ 
ganawa f. ganawta pl. ganawe ‘thief ’, cf. g-n-w
garra (m.) pl. garre ‘turn, chance’
g-b-y II ‘to choose, to select’
gәbbaṛa (m.) pl. gәbbaṛe ‘hero, strong / brave man’
gәgla (m.) pl. gәgla ‘skein, roll, spool’
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gәlla (m.) pl. gәllale ‘grass, herb’
gәnta̠ (f.) pl. gәnyata̠ ‘garden’
g-l-y ‘to be revealed; to reveal, to uncover’
g-n-w ‘to steal’, cf. ganawa
gora pl. gure, gurane ‘man, husband’
goṛal (m.) ‘fate, destiny’ (< H ‘lot, fate)
gorawuta̠ (f.) ‘manliness, strength’
gu ‘in, amongst, in the midst of ’, with suffixes gaw-, e.g. gawu ‘in them, 

amongst them’
gumʾana f. gumʾanta pl. gumʾane ‘deep’ 
g-w-r ‘to marry (tr.), to get married (intr.)’ III ‘to marry (off)’
g-x-k ‘to laugh’
gyana (f.) ‘self, soul (antiqu.)’, reflexive pronoun, construed as f.
g-y-b ‘to ferment, to foam up, to overflow’ III ‘to cause/allow to over-

flow’
g-z-̣ṛ ‘to issue a decree’
ġ-d-ʾ ‘to wrap, to bind’ 
ġ-d-r ‘to go around, to go for a walk around’
ġer (inv.) ‘other, another, different’
ġ-l-b ‘to win, to beat (in a contest)’ III ‘to lose, to gamble away’, 
ġ-l-t ̣ ‘to make a mistake, to lose count, to sin’ 
ġulama (m.) pl. ġulamawata̠ ‘servant, slave’
ġ-z-̣ḍ ‘to harvest, to cut (wheat / grass etc.)’
hadax, hadxa ~ hatxa ‘this; thus’, mәn‐hadax l‐hadax ‘in the meantime’
hakka ‘if ’
haṃán ‘only just, barely’
har ‘still, even now, nevertheless’
hatxa see hadax
hawar pl. haware ‘distress call, call for help’
hawdala ~ havdala (f.) ‘Havdalah, ceremony performed at the end of 

the Sabbath’ (< הבדלה H ‘separation’)
hayya 1. ‘fast, quickly’ 2. ‘early’
he ‘yes’
hәrga (f.) pl. hәrge ‘article of clothing’
heš, heškun, hešta ‘still, yet; more’
heškun see heš
hәšše (pl. tant.) ‘senses, sanity’
hešta see heš
hivi see hiwi
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hiwi, hivi (f.) pl. hiwiye ‘plea, hope’
hudaya f. hudeta̠ pl. hudaye ‘Jew’
hŭdut,̠ hudәtk̠í ‘the language of the Jews (i.e. Jewish Neo-Aramaic)’
hule / hulle, hula / hulla etc. see y-(h-)w-l
h-y-m-n ‘to believe, to trust (in)’ 
ḥa (excl.) ‘Huh? What?’
ḥăbәs (m.) ‘jail, prison’, cf. ḥ-b-s
ḥadada pl. ḥadade ‘blacksmith’
ḥaḍәṛ (inv.) ‘ready, present’
ḥakoma (m.) pl. ḥakome ‘king’ 
ḥal (m.) ‘state, situation’
ḥambašaya (m.) pl. ḥambašaye ‘(mythical) giant’
ḥaqqa (m.) pl. ḥaqqe ‘price’, also used adjectivally, e.g. ḥáqqele ‘he is 

right’
ḥaqqana (m.) pl. ḥaqqane ‘honest person; one who is (often) correct’
ḥaywan (m.) pl. ḥaywane ‘(wild) animal’
ḥ-b-s ‘to imprison’, cf. ḥăbәs
ḥil ‘until’
ḥile (f.) ‘cheating’ ʾ-w-d ḥile ‘to cheat’
ḥ-k-m ‘to rule, to reign over’ III ‘to appoint as king / ruler’
ḥ-k-y II ‘to speak, to talk’
ḥilana (m.) pl. ḥilane ‘cheater’
ḥluka (f.) pl. ḥluke ‘plum’
ḥ-m-l ‘to stand, wait; to last (of clothes etc.)’ III ‘to stop (trans.)
ḥoxma (f.) ‘intelligence’
ḥ-r-m ‘to be(come) illegal, to be(come) defiled / unkosher’, III ‘to make 

/ declare something unkosher / illegal’
ḥ-r-š ‘to squeeze, to crush’ 
ḥ-r-z ‘to take care, to be meticulous’
ḥukkita̠ (f.) pl. ḥukyata̠ ‘tale, legend’
ḥukuma (f.) ‘government, leadership’
ḥus ̣mәn ‘except for’ (< H מן (’except for‘ חוץ 
ḥušta pl. ḥuštata̠ ‘excuse, pretext’, with d-w-q in the sense of ‘to make 

an excuse’
jaʿoda (m.) pl. jaʿode ‘axe, hatchet’
jamaʿa (f.) pl. jamaʿatyata̠ ‘community, congregation, group’
j-ḥ-d II ‘to argue’
jigaṛa (f.) pl. jigaṛe ‘cigarette, cigar’
jirana f. jiranta pl. jirane ‘neighbour’
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j-m-ʿ ‘to assemble’ II ‘to collect, gather’
jafqa (f.) pl. jafqe ‘group, team’ (cf. Z joqa)
j-ṛ-b II ‘to test, to try’
jŭda (inv.) ‘separate(ly), apart’
jwanqa f. jwanqta pl. jwanqe ‘young’
j-z-y II ‘to fine, to penalise’
kalba (m.) pl. kalwe ‘dog’
kawḍәnta see koḍәnta 
kalәkta̠ (f.) pl. kalke ‘(traditional leather) shoe’
kallaš (m.) pl. kallaše ‘body, corpse, skeleton’
kalo (f.) pl. kalawata̠ ‘bride’
kamәtr̠a (f.) pl. kamәtr̠e ‘pear’
kapa (m.) pl. kapanane ‘shoulder’
kappaṛa (f.) pl. kappaṛe ‘expiation, curse’ (< כפרה H ‘expiation’)
karma (m.) pl. karme, karmane, karmawata̠ ‘orchard’
kawḍәnta see koḍәnta
kawód (f.) ‘honour, respect’
kef (m.) ‘happiness, joy’
kepa (m.) pl. kepe ‘stone, rock’
kәs ‘at, with, chez’, with suffixes kәsl- 
kәsta (f.) pl. kәsyata̠ ‘(small) bag, pocket’
knәšta (f.) pl. knәšyata̠ ‘synagogue’
k-f-l ‘to guarantee’
kis ‘expense, pocket’, as in mәn kisәd gyani ‘out of my pocket, at my 

expense’
kočәkta̠ (f.) pl. kočәkyata̠ ‘teaspoon, utensil, piece of cutlery’
koḍәnta ~ kawḍәnta (f.) pl. koḍәne, kawḍәnyata̠ ‘mule’ 
koma f. kumta pl. kome ‘black’
k-ṛ-b ‘to become angry’
k-r-d ‘to expel, to banish’
k-s-y ‘to cover’
k-t-̠w ‘to write’
kudyom ‘every day’
kull- with a-set suffixes, ‘each, (all of)’
kuššat ‘every year’
kutran, kutreni ‘the two of us’
kutru, kutrohun ‘both of them’ kta̠wa (m.) pl. kta̠we ‘letter, manu-

script; writing’ 
k-w-š ‘to come down, to descend’ III ‘to bring down’
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k-y-f II ‘to make merry, to have fun’
l- ‘to, about’, with suffixes ʾәll-
la, laʾ ‘no; not’
laxma (m.) ‘(loaf of) bread’
laḥefa (m.) pl. laḥefe ‘blanket’
lahibe (f.) pl. lahibәtyata̠ ‘flame’
laxma (m.) ‘bread’
laymuna (f.) pl. laymune ‘lemon’
lăzi ‘rush, hurry’, usually in b-lăzi ‘quickly, in a hurry’, cf. l-y-z
lәbba (m.) pl. lәbbabe, lәbbawata̠ ‘heart’
lele (m.) pl. lelawata̠ ‘night’
l-ḥ-q III ‘to manage (to do something)’
l-w-š ‘to put on (clothes, shoes etc.), to get dressed’ III ‘to dress 

(trans.)’
l-y-p ‘to learn’ III m-l-p ‘to teach’
l-y-z presumed root of m-l-z III ‘to hurry’, cf. lăzi
ma, ṃa ‘what?’, mat ~ mad, ṃat ~ ṃad ‘how; that which, the extent 

to which’
mad, ṃad see ma
maġaṛa (f.) pl. maġaṛe ‘cave’
maḥalle (f.) pl. maḥalle ‘neigbourhood’
malʾax (m.) pl. malʾaxine, malʾaxe ‘angel’
malla (m.) pl. mallaye ‘mullah’
manzal (f.) pl. manzale ‘room, storeroom’
mar see ʾ-m-r
mara (m.) cnstr. măre pl. marawata̠ ‘owner, master’ 
maṛaqa (f.) pl. maṛaqe ‘soup’
marәgla (m.) pl. marәgle ‘cauldron’
masăle (f.) ‘story, episode’
masḥaf (m.) pl. masḥăfe ‘book’
matọ, ṃatọ ‘how?’, with suffixed copula matọf-, e.g. matọfila ‘what it 

is like?’
mattu see y-t-w III
mat, ṃat see ma
mata̠ (f.) pl. matw̠ata̠ ‘village’
max, mawat,̠ mawatә̠t ‘like, as’, with suffixes maxwat-̠
ṃaye (pl. tant.) ‘water’
mazza, mәzza (m.) pl. mazze ‘snack, small plate of food’
mәfattәš (m.) pl. mәfattәšine ‘inspector, investigator’, cf. f-t-š II
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mәflәs (inv.) ‘penniless’
m-әġde, m-әġdade see ʾәġde
mehwan (m.) pl. mehwane ‘houseguest, visitor’
mәn ‘with; from’, with suffixes mәnn-, e.g. mәnne ‘from him; with 

him’
menәx see ʾ-n-x
mәn‐hadax l‐hadax see hadax
menxun see ʾ-n-x
mәqqayad ‘definitely, exactly, precisely’
mәrre, mәrra, mәrru etc. see ʾ-m-r
mәskina f. mәskәnta pl. mәskine ‘poor, unlucky’
mәsẉa (f.) pl. mәsẉaye ‘commandment, good deed’
mәšәlmana f. mәšәlmanta pl. mәšәlmane ‘Muslim’
m-ḥ-y III ‘to destroy’
milana f. milanta pl. milane ‘light blue’ 
ṃ-ḷ-y ‘to fill up’
m-l-z see l-y-z
m-n-x = ʾ-n-x III
mosә̣l ‘Mosul (top.)
ṃ-ṛ-č̣ ‘to crush’
m-s-̣y ‘to be able’
muttule see y-t-w III
m-y-t ̠ ‘to die’
m-r-ʾ ‘to hurt, to ache, to take ill’ III ‘to hurt (trans.), to harm’
ṃ-t-̣y ‘to arrive, to reach’
mutwa see y-t-w III
m-x-y ‘to hit, to beat (up)’
n-ʾ-s ‘to sting, bite’
nʾasta ‘sting (n.), bite (n.) (of snake, scorpion etc.)
n-ʿ-l ‘to shoe a horse’
naʿalči (m.) pl. naʿalčiye ‘farrier’
naʿla (m.) pl. naʿle ‘horseshoe’
naqdi ‘(in) cash’
naqla (f.) cnstr. năqәl pl. naqle ‘time, fois’, xamka naqle ‘sometimes’
naqosạ ‘less, fewer’ (cf. n-q-s)̣
nasạx (inv.) ‘ill, unwell’
naša cnstr. naš pl. naše ‘person’
našama (f.) ‘soul, life force’
nata̠ (f.) pl. naty̠ata̠ ‘ear’
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naxputa̠ (f.) ‘embarrassment, shame’, cf. n-x-p
naxwaš f. naxwaš pl. naxwaše, naxwaš ‘sick, unhealthy’
n-d-y ‘to jump, to spring’ III ‘to throw’
nәnxa (m.) ‘mint’
nuṃṛa (m.) pl. nuṃṛe ‘leopard’
nuwwa ‘arum’
noʿa (m.) pl. noʿәtyata̠, noʿe ‘type, kind’
n-p-l ‘to fall’ III mampole ‘to make fall, to push over’
n-p-q ‘to go out, to exit’ III m-p-q ‘to take out, to bring out’
n-q-ḥ ‘to touch’
n-q-s ̣ ‘to be reduced, to become less’
n-s-̣y ‘to fight, to wage war on’ 
n-š-y ‘to forget’
n-t-̣r ‘to guard, to protect’ III ‘to set as a guard’
nura (m.) ‘fire; light’
n-x-p ‘to be embarrassed’ III ‘to embarrass, to shame’, cf. naxputa̠
n-y-x ‘to rest; to pass away (euph.)’ III ‘to give rest to’ 
p̣a ‘well then, so’
palga (m.) cnstr. pal pl. palgage ‘half ’
palgәdlel ‘(at) midnight’
para pl. pare ‘coin’ (cf. pare)
paṛašut ‘parachute’
pare (pl.) cnstr. par ‘money’ (cf. para)
pәmma (m.) pl. pәmmame, pәmmawata̠ ‘mouth’
pәrtaqala (f.) pl. pәrtaqale ‘orange’ 
pәsṛ̣a, pәsra (n.) cnstr. pәsәr pl. pәsrare ‘meat, meat dish’
p-h-t ‘to be shocked, surprised’ III ‘to shock, to surprise’
pis inv. ‘dirty (lit. and fig.)’
p-l-t ̣ ‘to leave, to go out’
p-l-x ‘to work’ III ‘to put to work, to employ’
poxa (m.) ‘wind, air’
p-q-ʾ ‘to burst, to explode; to be extremely full (fig.)’ III ‘to cause to 

burst’
p-q-x ‘to bloom, to blossom’
p-r-q ‘to stop doing something, to let (someone) alone’ II ‘to free, to 

release’
p-š-p-š ‘to break into pieces, to fall apart’
p-t-p-t ‘to rip apart, into pieces’
puč (inv.) ‘empty, useless, unimportant’
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pučkana f. pučkanta pl. pučkane ‘vain, useless, unimportant (person)’
puš (m.) ‘tree sap for kindling fire’
p-y-d ‘to cross, to pass, to flow (of a river)’ III m-p-d ‘to take across, to 

cause to pass, to transfer’
p-y-š ‘to remain, to be, to become, to start’
qăbәl ‘before (temp.); ago’, e.g
qačax ~ qačaġ (m.) pl. qačaġe ‘smuggler; bandit’
qadome ‘tomorrow’
qala cnstr. qal pl. qale ‘voice, sound’
qalula f. qalulta pl. qalule ‘easy, light’
qam ‘before, in front of ’, mәn-qam ‘from, from before’
qamaya f. qameta̠ pl. qamaye ‘first’
qat ̣ ‘at all; just’
qaymăqam (m.) ‘town or district governer’
qazạn (f.) pl. qazạne ‘pot’
q-b-l ’to receive; to allow’
q-d-š II ‘to sanctify, to make holy’
qәdduš (m.) ‘Kiddush, blessing made over wine to sanctify the Sab-

bath’ (< H קידוש ‘sanctification’)
qәrš, qәrәš (m.) ‘straw; black residue left in smoking-pipe’
qәt ̣ʾ a (m.) pl. qәt ̣ʾ e, qәt ̣ʾ aʾe ‘piece, segment, section’
qәtḷa (m.) ‘killing, murder’
q-ḥ-r ‘to be sad’ III ‘to upset, to make sad’
qol ̣či (m.) pl. qoḷčiye ‘policeman’
qora (f.) pl. qorata̠, qorawata̠ ‘grave’, qorata̠ also ‘cemetery’
qrima f. qrәmta pl. qrime ‘poor thing!’ 
q-r-w ‘to approach, to come near’
q-r-y ‘to read’ III ‘to teach (to read), to dictate’
q-t-̣ʾ ‘to cut, sever, chop (up)’ 
q-t-̣l ‘to kill’ II ‘to sentence to death; to have killed’, III ‘to have 

killed’
qu see q-y-m
qumaṛe (pl.) ‘gambling’
quppa (f.) ‘cash box; fund’
quṛdaya f. quṛdeta̠ pl. quṛdaye ‘Muslim Kurd’ 
quwwәta, quwwŭta ‘strength, power’
q-w-r ‘to bury’
q-y-č̣ ‘to pick (fruit)’
q-y-d ‘to burn (intr.)’ III m-q-d ‘to burn (trans.), to set on fire’
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q-y-m (impv. qu) ‘to get up, to stand up’ III m-q-m ‘to pick up; to 
make stand up; to establish’

quwya f. qwita̠ pl. quwye ‘strong; difficult’
r-ʾ-l ‘to shake, shiver’, III ‘to make shake, shiver’
r-ʾ-š ‘to wake up’ III ‘to wake, rouse’
ṛaba ‘very, a lot, much’
raḥuqa f. raḥuqta pl. raḥuqe ‘far’
ṛăšut (f.) ‘permission’ (< H רשות ‘permission’)
rәpya f. rpita̠ pl. rәpye ‘weak, emaciated’
reš, iš, š- ‘on, upon, on top of ’
reša (m.) pl. reše ‘head’
ṛexa, rexa (m.) ‘smell, odour’
ṛeza (m.) pl. ṛeze ‘line, row, queue’
roqe (pl.) ‘spittle, slobber’
ṛ-p-y ‘to attack’
ṛ-t-x ‘to boil’ III ‘to boil, to bring to the boil’
ṛ-w-y ‘to grow, grow up’ III ‘to make grow; to raise (a child)’
ṛ-y-m ‘to rise, to be lifted’ III m-ṛ-m ‘to lift’
sặbat ̣(m.) ‘box, chest’, kulle sặbat pare 
sạḍḍiq f. sạḍḍaqta/sạḍḍaqa pl. sạḍḍiqim ‘righteous, holy (person)’
sạʿa pl. sạʿe ‘hour’ 2 ‘(wrist-)watch’
sạboʾta (f.) pl. sạboʾyata̠ ‘finger’
sahma (m.) pl. sahme ‘portion, piece, section’
sạlăḥi (inv.) ‘polite, appropriate (e.g. behaviour)’
saliḥot, sạliḥot ‘penitential prayers’
samana f. samanta pl. samane ‘poisonous, venomous’
sawona (m.) pl. sawone ‘old man’
sạx (inv.) ‘alive, healthy; intact’
sepa (m.) pl. sepe ‘sword’
sәrya f. srita̠ pl. sәrye ‘wild, untamed’
skina (f.) pl. skine ‘knife’ 
s-k-n ‘to live, reside, to lodge’ III ‘to allow someone to lodge / reside, 

install (in a house)’
s-k-ṛ ‘to become intoxicated’ III ‘to inebriate, to make intoxicated’
si see ʾ-z-l
sịwa (m.) pl. sịwe ‘wood, tree’
sḷ̣ota̠ (f.) pl. sḷ̣owata̠ ‘prayer, prayer service’, cf. s-̣l-y
s-̣l-y II ‘to pray, to entreaty’, cf. sḷ̣ota̠
smәxta (f.) pl. smixe ‘pregnant’
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smoqa f. smuqta pl. smoqe ‘red’
s-p-n II ‘to deliver up, to hand over’
s-p-s ‘to rot, to reek’
sqila f. sqәlta pl. sqile ‘nice, pretty’
s-̣q-t,̣ s-q-t,̣ ‘to land, to fall downwards, to squat’
s-r-t ̣ ‘to slash, to cut’
s-̣r-x ‘to shout, to scream’
stabita̠ (f.) pl. stabyata̠ ‘cushion, pillow’
sugya ‘section of text (in religious study)’
sukko (f.) ‘festival of Tabernacles (= ʾedәt sukko)’
sukko (f.) pl. sukkoye ‘sukka (temporary dwelling for the festival of 

Tabernacles)’
suraya f. sureta̠ pl. suraye ‘Christian’
susa (m.) pl. suse ‘horse’
suwun see ʾ-z-l
s-y-d ‘to seal, to close up’
s-̣y-m ‘to fast’
š- see reš
šaʾuta̠ (f.) pl. šaʾuyata̠ ‘neighbourhood’
šabta̠ (f.) pl. šabata̠ 1. ‘week’ 2. ‘Sabbath’
šabuqa (m.) pl. šabuqe ‘rod, stick, cane’
šaftiya (f.) pl. šaftiye ‘watermelon’
šahara f. šaharta pl. šahare ‘blind’
šammaš (m.) pl. šammaše ‘Synagogue sexton’
šaqqita̠ (f.) pl. šaqyata̠ ‘channel, conduit’
šata (f.) pl. šәnne ‘year’
šaxatạ (f.) pl. šaxatẹ ‘match; box of matches’ 
šaxina (f.) ‘the Divine Presence’ (< H שכינה ‘the Divine Presence’)
š-d-r II ‘to send’
šәmma (m.) pl. šәmmame, šemme ‘name, reputation’
šex (m.) pl. šexaye ‘sheikh’
ši ~ ži ‘also, even’
šidana f. šidanta pl. šidane ‘mad, insane’, c.f. š-y-d-n
šikәl pl. šikle ‘colour; method; type; image, statue’
širik ‘sesame oil’
š-l-l II ‘to be crippled’
š-m-ʾ ‘to hear, to listen to’
š-n-q ‘to hang to death’
š-q-l ‘to take’
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šraʾa (m.) pl. šraʾe ‘oil-lamp’
š-t-q ‘to be silent’ III ‘to silence’
š-t-y ‘to drink’ III ‘to give to drink’
šud ‘that, in order that’ 
šula (m.) pl. šuʾale ‘work, job, deed’
šulxaya f. šulxeta̠ pl. šulxaye ‘nude, naked’
šura (m.) pl. šurane ‘(city) wall’
šuṛtạ (m.) pl. šuṛtịye ‘officer, policeman’
š-w-q ‘to leave (alone)’
š-y-d-n ‘to go crazy, to drive crazy’, cf. šidana
t-ʿ-l II ‘to play (a game)’ 
t-̣ʾ-n ‘to carry, to bear’ 
t-̣ʾ-y ‘to seek, to search for’
ta, tạ ‘to, for’, with suffixes tạt-̠, e.g. tạte̠ ‘to him, for him’, ta xatә̣ṛ see 

xatә̣ṛ
tạmá, tạṃá ‘why, for what’
tạnăga (m.) pl. tạnăge ‘bin, tin’
taneʾta̠ (f.) pl. taneʾtyata̠ ‘letter (of the alphabet)’
tạppaya (f.) pl. tạppaye ‘hillside; graveyard’
tarʾa (m.) pl. tarʾane ‘door’
tạrma (m.) pl. tạrme ‘corpse’
tạrpa (m.) pl. tạrpe ‘leaf ’
tawәrta (f.) pl. torata̠, tawәryata̠ ‘cow’
tax ‘sound of knocking (e.g on door)’
tәjjaruta̠ (f.) ‘trade, business; wares’ 
tә̣mʾa (m.) pl. tә̣mʾe ‘taste, flavour’
tәmmal ‘yesterday’
tẹra pl. tẹre ‘large bird, fowl’ 
tә̣šwa (m.) ‘secrecy, hiding’ 
t-f-q ‘to occur, to chance to happen’
tịna (m.) ‘mud’
t-k-l ‘to trust’
t-k-y ‘to lean (back), to lie down’
tḷ̣aha ‘three’
t-̣l-b ‘to request, to wish for’
t-l-t-y ‘to hang’
tmanya ‘eight’
tạraf ‘region’ 
tọfana (f.) ‘flood’ (cf. Z tạwafán)
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tora (m.) pl. tore ‘bull’
tọṛa (f.) ‘Torah, the Old Testament; Jewish knowledge in general’ 

(<H תורה)
t-̣m-ʾ ‘to taste’
t-̣p-r ‘to burn, to rage, to be angry’ III ‘to set on fire, to anger’
tre ‘two’
t-r-m ‘to donate, to give money to charity’
tṛ̣osạ ‘truth’, also used adjectivally, e.g. tṛ̣ósẹle ‘he is right’
t-̣ṛ-s ̣ ‘to recover, to become healthy’ II ‘to sort out, to improve, to 

cure’
t-š-l-m ‘to protect, to shelter’
t-̣š-y II ‘to hide, to keep secret’
tule, tula, tulu etc. see y-t-w
tumanitke (pl.) ‘wild chives’
tụra (m.) pl. tụrane ‘mountain’
tŭtun (m.) ‘tobacco, tobacco leaf ’
t-x-r ‘to remember’
t-̣w-y 1. ‘to be valuable, to be worth’ 2. ‘to roast (meat etc.)’
t-w-r ‘to break, to smash’
t-̣w-s-r ‘to translate (holy text)’
ta̠ see ʾ-t-̠y
te̠le, te̠la, te̠lu etc. see ʾ-t-̠y
waʿda (f.) pl. waʿde 1. ‘time’ 2. ‘season’
wăkil (m.) pl. wakile ‘agent, third party’
waraqa (f.), waṛaqa ‘paper, paper money’
xa, xaʾ ‘one’, with plural noun ‘some, a number of ’, with numeral 

‘about, approximately’
xabra cnstr. xăbәr pl. xabrane, xabre ‘word, saying, issue’
xabuša (m.) pl. xabuše ‘apple’ 
xắ-dana see dana
xă-ga ‘once’
xalwa (m.) ‘milk’
xamka ‘some’, xamka naqle see naqla
xana (m.) ‘lap’
xanča, xanči ‘a bit, some’ xánča-xәt, xanča xet ‘a bit more; shortly, 

soon’
xaṛaškar (m.) pl. xaṛaškăre ‘magician’
xaṛaya (adj.) ‘at the end’, ‘≠ qamaya’, cf. xaṛaye
xaṛaye (adv.) ‘later, afterwards’, cf. xaṛaya
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xaṛaye ‘afterwards’
xarja pl. xarje ‘tax’
xašuka f. xašukta pl. xašuke ‘dark’
xatә̣ṛ ‘sake’, used only in ta xatә̣ṛ ‘for the sake of ’
xazina (f.) pl. xazine ‘treasury, cash box’
xe ‘under, below’, with suffixes xet-̠, e.g. xete̠ ‘under him’
xәleʾta (f.) pl. xәleʾtyata̠ ‘present, gift’
xәlle, xәlla, xәllu etc. see ʾ-x-l
xәmyana (m.) pl. xәmyane, xәmyanawata̠ ‘father-in-law’
xeṛ ‘good (n.)’, used as a greeing to a superior, as in xeṛila ‘may it be 

good’
xәška (m.) ‘darkness’
xәškana f. xәškanta pl. xәškane ‘dim, dimly lit’
xe ‘under, below’, with a-set suffixes xet-̠, e.g. xete̠ ‘under him’
xet, xәt, xeta (inv.) 1 (adj.) ‘other, another’ 2 (adj.) ‘last, previous’, e.g. 

xa šabta̠ xәt ‘a week ago. last week’ 3 (adv.) ‘more’
xәtna (m.) pl. xәtnawata̠ ‘bridegroom’
x-f-ṛ ‘to atone’ II ‘to annul; to pardon’
x-l-q ‘to create’
x-l-s ̣ ‘to be finished; to murder’ II ‘to save, to deliver’ 
xmara (m.) pl. xmare ‘ass; idiot’
xmarta (f.) pl. xmaryata̠ ‘jenny ass’
xmatạ (f.) pl. xmatẹ ‘needle’
x-n-q ‘strangle’
xola (m.) pl. xole ‘rope’
xoš (inv.) ‘good, nice’, always preceds noun
xošeba (m.) ‘Sunday’
x-p-r ‘to dig’
xriwuta̠ (f.) ‘evil deed, evil’, cf. x-r-w
x-r-w ‘to be / become bad, evil’, III ‘to destroy’, cf. xriwuta̠
x-s-r ‘to lose (e.g money, a game, acompetition)’ ’ III ‘to make some-

one lose (e.g. money)’
x-š-w ‘to think, consider, take into consideration; to consider impor-

tant’
x-š-x ‘to be allowed, to be acceptable’
xulma (m.) pl. xulmawata̠ ‘dream’
xŭnaf (m.) ‘dew’
xura (m.) cnstr. xur pl. xure, xurawata̠ ‘friend’
xuwwa (m.) pl. xuwwawe, xuwwe, xuwwawata̠ ‘snake, serpent’
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x-y-y ‘to live, to be alive’
xurtụta̠ (f.) ‘force, violence’
x-z-y ‘to see, to find, to discover’, III ‘to show’
yʾala, yalunka f. yʾalta pl. yalunke ‘child’
y-ʾ-l ‘to enter’ III ‘to bring in, to take in, to let in’ 
yaʿni ‘I mean, that is to say) (< A)
yaʾe, yaʾa, yaʾu etc. see y-d-ʾ
yayarixa f. yarәxta pl. yarixe ‘long’
yaruqa f. yaruqta pl. yaruqe ‘green’
y-d-ʾ (pres. ind. stem yaʾ-) ‘to know, to find out’ III ‘to tell, to inform’
y-(h-)w-l ‘to give’
yimkәn ‘perhaps’
yoma cnstr. yom pl. yome, yomawata̠, yomata̠ ‘day’, yom kuppur ‘Day 

of Atonement’
y-r-x ‘to grow, to become long’ III ‘to draw out; to talk too much’
y-s-q ‘to go up’
y-s-r ‘to tie’
y-t-w (pret. ( y)tule) ‘to sit’ III (m-t-w) (impv. mattu, stat. part. mutwa) 

‘to put, to place’
y-w-š ‘to dry out, to dry (intrans.)’; to pass [of time]’, III ‘to dry 

(trans.)’
zʾora f. zʾurta pl. zʾore ‘small, little; young’
zaḥme (f.) ‘difficulty, suffering’
zăman (f.) ‘time, era’
zangin (m.) pl. zangine ‘rich man’
z-b-n II ‘to sell’
z-d-ʾ ‘to be afraid’
zәlle, zәlla, zәllu etc. see ʾ-z-l
z-ḥ-m II ‘to treat harshly, to make difficult’
zoṛ, in b-zoṛ ‘barely, with difficulty’
z-r-ʾ ‘to sow (seeds)’
zroʾta (f.), pl. zroʾtyata̠ ‘planting; crop’
z-w-n ‘to buy’
z-w-r ‘to spin, to turn around, to walk around’ III ‘to spin (trans.)’
z-y-d ‘to multiply, to be in excess’ III m-z-d ‘to increase’
ži see ši
žăhәr (m.) ‘poison, venom (of snake)’
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